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Wie van ons kan ten volle navoelen wat voor degenen die toen 
leefden concepties als die van de rede en van het gevoel betekend 
hebben? wat voor een omwenteling en innerlijke tegenstrijdigheden 
die veroorzaakt hebben in van huis uit door starre rechtzinnigheid, 
standsvooroordelen en rigide seksuele opvattingen beheerste 
gemoederen?

hella s. haasse

[Who among us can fully sense what notions like reason and 
feeling meant to people living in those days? What an upheaval and 
inner conflict they aroused in minds dominated by an inflexible sense 
of rectitude, class prejudices, and rigid conceptions of sexuality?]

mit dem Wort ‘gewiß’ drücken wir die völlige Überzeugung, die 
abwesenheit jedes zweifels aus, und wir suchen damit den andern 
zu überzeugen. das ist subjektive gewißheit.

Ludwig Wittgenstein

[With the word ‘certain’ we express complete conviction, the total 
absence of doubt, and thereby we seek to convince other people. 
that is subjective certainty.]
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PrefaCe

nous ne supposerons à aucun moment de rencontre 
particulière entre la pensée ou la sensibilité médiévales 
et les nôtres.1

Christine de Pizan’s focus on opinion in her writings corresponds with a new 
emphasis in late medieval french literature. as Claude gauvard has noted, ‘“Ut 
opinor”, jamais cette expression chère à nicolas de Clamanges n’a été aussi 
actuelle’.2 Christine herself clearly reflects the importance of opinion in her 
writings, for example, in her description of Lady Opinion, a personification 
that appears in the second part of the Advision Cristine (1405). this ‘shade’ is 
continually changing, in shape like a cloud, in color as if under shifting stage 
lighting. around it, or her, swarm clouds of similar shades that illustrate diverse 
opinions on all manner of subjects by their own variegated, changing hues and 
shapes. Like Lady Opinion, opinions are in constant flux. Christine too changes 
her opinions, replicating the attribute of change in both Lady Opinion and her 
attendants. her writings develop, modify, and correct her views of the world 
around her and their effect on her life and thought. simply put, this book studies 
‘changing opinion’ in the writings of Christine de Pizan.

Christine de Pizan flourished, and languished, during the terrible years for 
france between the death of Charles V in 1380 and the advent of Joan of arc 
in 1429. much as she likens her own fate in the Mutacion de Fortune (1403) 
to a shipwreck in stormy seas followed by a strenuous recovery, so too did 
france, already reeling from the schism, shipwreck on the rocks of Charles Vi’s 
madness and under the steady pounding of war and rebellion. the social and 
moral realm was in chaos.3 the full autumn tide, ‘es levens felheid’ 4 [the 
violence of life], as huizinga portrayed the late middle ages, ramped over 
Christine’s world and her work, blighting her happiness, undermining her 
certainties, and often suspending life and thought in the rough seas of a chaotic 
world. Perhaps this accounts for her heightened awareness of the role of opinion 
and changing opinions in human affairs.

1 m. zink 1985, p. 8.
2 gauvard 1995, p. 121.
3 see Krynen 1981, pp. 43–48; rossiaud 1986.
4 huizinga 1997, p. 13. Cf. Advision, ii.xxii.64: ‘tu es venue en mauvais temps’ [you 

came into this world in bad times].
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hella s. haasse’s questions, cited in the epigraph to this book,5 suggest how 
difficult it is to understand opinions that were formed and defended in bygone 
times. Let me illustrate this issue with another modern novelist’s approach to 
the issues she raises. in thomas mann’s Doktor Faustus a character relates an 
anecdote that offers a ‘humane’ reading of a woman burned at the stake for 
having allegedly engaged in illicit sexual concourse with an incubus three times 
each week while in bed with her unwitting husband. Confessing her sin, she 
and her inquisitor agree that the stake is the best solution because it liberates 
the woman from contact with the demon and from eternal torture in hell, 
rewarding her confession with heaven, thanks to god’s forgiveness.6 do not 
such opinions evoke the mentality and the world huizinga so tellingly describes 
in his scholarly masterpiece on the late middle ages? they also reveal something 
of the world Christine de Pizan knew and experienced. she too confronted 
issues of humanity such as the one thomas mann evokes fictionally. her origi-
nality, as i hope to show, consists in relying on reason and experience in order 
to adapt her views to the diverse opinions she knew, some of which she shared, 
others which she rejected or modified. in the end she emerges in her writings 
as a remarkably enlightened writer for her times – enlightened in a more 
modern sense than we find in mann’s inquisitor and his victim.

Just as Christine’s opinions about the Roman de la rose differed sharply 
from the opinions of those whom she called the ‘disciples’ of Jean de meun, 
so too nowadays opinions differ and spark controversy on the meaning of 
Christine’s own opinions and their significance for her time and ours.7 to be 
sure, understanding thought and emotion in past times is as problematical as 
haasse suggests. yet, ‘to say that one cannot read a medieval text “on its own 
ground” .. . does not mean that one is entitled to ignore evidence of what that 
ground might have been’.8 Parsing opinion in Christine’s writings gives us 
insight into her thought on often controversial issues. this book attempts to 

5 haasse 1996, p. 34. Widespread medieval and cool modern reception of Christine de 
Pizan’s moralistic Epistre Othea is a good illustration of the issue haasse raises. for an 
enlightened approach to Othea reception, see Parussa, ed., Othea, pp. 28–30, 81.

6 ‘Welche warme humanität aus der genugtuung darüber, diese seele noch im letzten 
augenblick durch das feuer dem teufel entrissen und ihr die Verzeihung gottes verschafft 
zu haben!’ (Faustus, p. 155) [What sincere human feeling emerges from satisfaction in 
having, at the last moment through fire, wrenched this soul free from the devil and gained 
it god’s forgiveness!]

7 for representative illustrations of scholarly differences regarding Christine’s opinions 
about women and their roles, see delany 1987 and 1992 vis-à-vis quilligan 1991, pp. 7–10, 
and reno 1992a. such opposing views suggest that ‘Christine as a reader and a writer was 
both resistant to and complicitous with medieval construction of femininity’ (Krueger 1993, 
pp. 237–38). for mediating positions on Christine’s alleged anti- versus profeminism, see 
solente 1974, pp. 372–73; gottlieb 1985; huot 1985; hicks 1988 and 1995b; Brown-grant 
1999b and 2003; stedman 2002; haidu 2004, pp. 303–13; Waaldijk 2004.

8 Patterson 2001, p. 679. recent studies illustrate this approach; see gauvard 1991; the 
articles in Anger and Emoties, especially frijda 1998 (on the subject of emotions in medieval 
french writing, see Van gijsen 1998 and stuip 1998); Burrow 2002; Cheyette and Chickering 
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illuminate evidence for Christine’s opinion making. in having to convince 
others, she provides us with that evidence while highlighting opinions that were 
and, indeed, often still are controversial and subjective. While seeking certainty, 
a lifelong quest depicted in her writings, Christine discovered her own limits; 
at the same time, she knew and came to understand subjective certainty much 
as Wittgenstein describes it in the second epigraph.9 Christine de Pizan reflected 
deeply on the subject of opinion while analyzing, evaluating, challenging, and 
changing her own and others’ opinions in a lifelong quest for certainty, that is, 
‘complete conviction’ and ‘the total absence of doubt’. how Christine defines 
opinion, how she evaluates opinions as well as how she argues for the validity 
of or error in diverse opinions she shared, modified, or rejected – all this is 
accessible through close attention to her thinking and writing. Whenever she 
changed or modified an opinion, Christine revealed how she evaluated opinions 
in her own mind and in debate with others.

*

Note on text
translations are mine, unless otherwise identified; i have, however, not trans-
lated quotations in modern french. in some cases, i have modified quoted 
translations; the modifications are italicized in those translations.
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2005. although these studies do not treat Christine de Pizan specifically, they do seek grounds 
for actions and emotions depicted in medieval evidence.

9 Wittgenstein 1970, p. 56.
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intrOduCtiOn

ne scez tu que les tres meilleurs choses sont les plus 
debatues et les plus arguees? 1

 
in the second part of the Advision, Christine relates her encounter with ‘une 
grant ombre femmenine sans corps’ (ii.i.9) [a great, disembodied feminine 
shade]. this is Lady Opinion. Christine recognizes her from previous encounters, 
notably in the debate about the Roman de la rose. ‘ne fus je celle’, Lady 
Opinion asks,

qui mist le debat entre les clers, disciples de maistre Jehan de meun .. . et 
toy sur la compillacion du Romant de la Rose, duquel entre vous contra-
dictoirement escripsistes l’un a l’autre, chascune partie soustenant ses raisons, 
si comme il appert par le livret qui en fu fait? (Advision, ii.xxi.25–29)

[Was i not she who started the debate between the clerics, disciples of master 
Jean de meun, and you on the compilation called the Roman de la rose, a 
work about which you exchanged opposing interpretations, each party 
defending its arguments, as one can see in the book containing them?]

in the debate, Christine defends the opinion that the Roman de la rose uses 
vulgar and obscene language to exhort its readers to lewdness and lewd acts, 
whereas Jean’s ‘disciples’ claim that the romance dissuades such conduct. 
although a debate about contradictory opinions, only Christine de Pizan 
regularly refers to ‘opinion’ and its synonyms; Jean’s ‘disciples’ use this termi-
nology far less frequently.2 she was obviously more concerned than they seem 
to have been about the prominence of opinion in argument.

Christine distinguished between opinion and ‘certainne science’ (Débat, 
p. 131:510–11); she also distinguished between opinion and religious faith, as 
is apparent in statements such as ‘chose qui est dicte par oppinion et non de 
loy commandee’ (Débat, p. 12:32–33) [something expressing an opinion, but 

1 Cité, p. 48: ‘don’t you know that the most excellent topics are the ones most hotly 
debated and argued?’

2 Débat, gautier Col: p. 9:12; Pierre Col: pp. 100:387, 101:458, 154:30. Christine de 
Pizan’s examples are so numerous that cataloguing them here is superfluous; many will be 
discussed in what follows. i find no occurrence of the word in gerson’s contributions.
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not dictated by religion]. Loy, as religion, clearly does not fall within the 
semantic range of opinion. Christine’s use of the word ‘opinion’ conforms to 
french usage in her time as an assertion or belief that falls between ignorance 
or error, on the one hand, and certainty on the other. in Brunetto Latini’s Tresor, 
for example, opinion denotes a judgment of greater or lesser certainty,3 
especially in moral issues.4 moreover, in this work, which Christine knew, 
opinion is not synonymous with presumption, since it is founded on probability 
or verisimilitude.5 as we shall see, Christine avers that certain passages in the 
Rose are expressly condemned and forbidden by her religion; she thinks they 
incite to lust, a mortal sin. that lust is wrong is a religious truth embodied in 
the ten Commandments; that the Rose incites to lust is her opinion. she insists 
that the poem lures into sin those of weak moral character, including the young 
and inexperienced, as well as the morally ‘soft’, or mous.6 Jean gerson agrees 
with her opinion, but Jean de meun’s ‘disciples’ do not. rather they hold that 
their master’s romance turns its readers away from sin and its temptations. 
following ‘protocol’, each disputant produces contemporary examples that 
support his or her opinion on the work’s effects.7 not surprisingly, perhaps, 
given the debate form, it does not occur to any of the disputants that reading 
the Rose might produce both results.8

Christine describes Lady Opinion, her personification of the notion, in 
Chapter two of the Advision Cristine. But she also attaches to this major figure 
numerous opinions that personify diverse opinions. the description of Lady 
Opinion and the multicolored, polymorphous opinions that flit about and 
accompany her provides the model for my book. in the first two chapters i 
treat Christine’s definition and description of Lady Opinion and the opinions 
that swirl about her. in the following chapters i turn to Christine’s own opinions. 
here we perceive that the changing colors and shapes of opinions that are part 
of the description of Lady Opinion are not mere literary inventions. allegorically, 
they illustrate Christine’s own intellectual experience. her opinions changed 
too, as her thought evolved and, in many ways, matured.

Chapter 1 begins with Christine’s use of the term ‘opinion’ in the Rose 
debate because that is where the notion first becomes prominent in her writings. 

3 messelaar 1963, pp. 25, 210, and 282. in what follows, i rely heavily on messelaar’s 
excellent study of Brunetto’s intellectual vocabulary.

4 messelaar 1963, pp. 38, 65, 143, and 323; on opinion and pride, see pp. 41, 161, 343, 
and 377.

5 messelaar 1963, p. 60. for the semantic range of opinio and opinor in medieval Latin, 
see Novum Glossarium, cols. 551–56. issues involving opinion are raised frequently in John 
of salisbury’s Policraticus; see the french translation, Policratique, by denis foulechat, 
p. 422, s.v. ‘Op(p)inion.’ On opinion in early Christian and scholastic thought, see von moos 
2002.

6 On mollesse in this sense, see Kelly 1995a, pp. 119–21.
7 Débat, Pierre Col: p. 106:598–606; Christine: pp. 139:799–140:812.
8 On such selective partiality in reading the Rose in the middle ages, see huot 

1993a.
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Christine grounds her reflections on opinion on the thought processes by which 
humans seek certainty. Perhaps most importantly, Chapter 1 reveals that the 
movement in her thought from one opinion to another, extending from more 
controversial to more acceptable opinions in her times, has a cumulative 
resonance, permitting us to articulate and even evaluate the grounds on which 
she founded her opinions.9

Chapter 2 examines Christine’s description of the personification of Opinion 
in the Advision Cristine.10 description is a feature of the art of rhetoric. rhetoric 
as the art of arguing plausible opinions looms large. this requires a thorough 
study of the art of topical invention she uses to describe personifications such 
as Lady Opinion that exemplify evidence for her thinking and opinion making. 
important here is the process by which Christine actually changes her opinion. 
the Advision Cristine illustrates such changes by showing how, influenced by 
Boethius and thomas aquinas, she changed her opinion on the role of fortune 
in her life. thus, in discussing the process in this chapter, i examine how Lady 
Opinion and Lady Philosophy convince the character, Christine, that Opinion, 
not fortune, is the source of her political, intellectual, and personal 
difficulties.

in each of the following chapters, i treat an important change or modification 
of her opinion, thus exploring her changing views on misogyny, ideal love, and 
self-interest in french history and politics; in these instances, conflicting opinion 
is a central issue. thus, Chapter 3 treats opinions on misogyny through the 
lens of ‘vray sentement’. more specifically, it examines the role of individual 
opinion in the face of misogyny, a majority opinion in Christine’s time 11 and 
itself an expression of vray sentement. although relatively straightforward, this 
line of argument is inherently slippery and controversial, being based in part 
on ‘passionate’ feeling; after all, did not both martin Luther King and hitler 
feel passionately the opinions they promoted? the same question can be asked 
of the misogynists, lovers, and french knights in Christine’s age. from this 
perspective, Christine described herself, perhaps ironically, as ‘passionnee 
comme femme’ as she set out to write the very sober Corps de policie (p. 1:7).12 
When we examine this statement, it will be apparent that passion is a vice; it 
is not suitable as a moral foundation, and is, therefore, a shaky foundation for 
opinion. how Christine evaluates ‘passionate’ feelings like hers is an important 
factor in defending her opinions. the rehabilitation of the vice passion depends 
on the opinion the vice promulgates.

Chapter 4 focuses on an obvious passion, love. to correct Jean de meun, 
Christine has reason come back down from her tower to debate and resolve 

9 Cf. the incisive analysis of infratextuality in Christine’s œuvre in hauck 1995.
10 Laidlaw 1983, p. 544, notes that the Advision ‘does not seem ever to have been included 

by Christine in a collection of her works’. it survives in only three manuscripts (reno and 
dulac, ed., Advision, p. xi).

11 angeli 2002, p. 115.
12 Cf. Blanchard 1986b, p. 57; dulac 1991a.
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matters of opinion on love and lovemaking. On this topic, as in the Rose and 
the Rose debate, issues are controversial and opinions diverge. Chapter 4 also 
explores Christine’s opinions on love as raison construes it in her love poetry. 
Christine’s own opinions on love evolve over time from the idealistic, chivalric 
love she admires in the Rose debate to, finally, a categorical denial of any good 
love outside of, at times, marriage. in particular, the commonplace that love, 
a passion, is justifiable if it promotes chivalry, an opinion that Christine defends 
in her early writing, is later abandoned in the light of experience.

Chapter 5 considers france’s political troubles during the dark years of the 
hundred years War in the light of loy and the epideictic mode. here we discover 
an evolution in Christine’s opinion on the place of self-interest in the body 
politic and in the commonweal. she comes to realize that the self-interest she 
criticized in the warring parties could actually be a source of union and resto-
ration of the kingdom. this occurs when, as enlightened self-interest, different 
social groups unite for the common good. Christine’s opinions on france’s 
plight were generally received or accepted in her time, even if they were not 
always followed, especially when narrow views of self-interest prevailed even 
when they did not benefit the body politic. an important feature of Christine’s 
thought in this context is the distinction between inherited nobility and true 
nobility founded on virtue.

finally, in Chapter 6, Christine’s conception of opinion finds its place in 
recent work on the emergence of a sense of subjectivity in medieval literature. 
taking subjectivity in michel zink’s sense of the word – ‘le produit d’une 
conscience particulière’ 13 – Christine’s evaluation of opinion is unique in ways 
that place her opinions in an evolving medieval context that modern scholarship 
has identified as the emerging significance of subjective truth in late medieval 
and early modern literature. Christine promotes her views as woman. as such, 
her opinions are indeed subjective. they also oppose traditional opinions that, 
by the fifteenth century, have become virtual idées reçues on misogyny and 
love. to state her case, she attaches great significance to her own experiences 
and to the impact of those experiences on her opinions as they emerge, evolve, 
and change, as well as when she rejects them outright. she takes account of 
contingencies, anomalies, and contradictions in her opinions and in those of 
others. in the evolution of medieval subjectivity, Christine’s changing opinions 
mark a major stage on the way to rabelais and montaigne.

Over the last twenty or more years, Christine scholarship evinces three 
principal approaches.14 her return to prominence, for example, owes much to 
feminist readings that locate her opinions in the context of current feminist 
theory. Other studies endeavor to show, by internal textual analysis, the 
development and coherence of Christine’s thought on the diverse subjects she 
treated. finally, more traditional studies explore the place and significance of 

13 m. zink 1985, p. 8.
14 ruhe 2000, pp. 92–93.
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her thought as it might have been perceived and understood by medieval 
audiences and readers in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. my 
study belongs in the third group. to be sure, the three approaches are not 
hermetically sealed from one another, nor is there universal agreement among 
scholars within each of the three groups. therefore, although emphasizing the 
third approach, i have tried to make good use of what the other two offer to 
elucidate Christine’s thought on and use of opinion in the often controversial 
contexts in which she wrote, while not forgetting haasse’s reminder of how 
inscrutable earlier thinkers can seem today when treating moral and social 
issues.

 intrOduCtiOn 5
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1

Opinion as a Concept: 
definition and Cognition

einsi par: ‘non a, – si a, – non fu, – si fu’, fais gens 
entreoccire souventesfois.1

 
many of Christine de Pizan’s opinions remain controversial today. they are 
debated in the same arena as in the Advision Cristine: the university classroom 
and its extension, academic symposia and publications. such debates focus on 
what Christine’s opinions are, how she arrives at them, and how valid they may 
be today. my intention here is to examine criteria she used for making and 
changing opinion in order that she might distinguish true from false opinion, 
an examination that will allow us to appreciate and evaluate the grounds and 
rigor of her opinions as she defined and articulated them in an ongoing quest 
for certainty.

Late medieval writers wrote their treatises using formulae that suggest how 
they construed their subject matter.2 among these criteria, the modi tractandi 
were in common use among vernacular writers in Christine’s time. in dante’s 
well-known examples, the modi tractandi include the allegorical (poeticus), 
fictional (fictivus), descriptive (descriptivus), digressive (digressivus), and 
metaphorical (transumptivus) modes; supplementing these are additional modes, 
such as definition (diffinitivus), demonstrative logic (probativus vel improba-
tivus), and supporting examples (exemplorum positivus).3 Christine used all 
these modes at various places in her writings.4 two that both Christine and 
Jean de meun used are prominent in their treatment of opinion: definition and 
description, or modus diffinitivus and modus descriptivus.5 in the second part 
of her Advision, for example, Christine first sets out an extensive description 
of Lady Opinion as a personification; she then concludes with a definition of 

1 Advision, ii.xvii.48–49: so by dint of ‘no he doesn’t’, ‘yes he does’, ‘no he wasn’t’, 
‘yes he was’, i often cause people to kill one another.

2 minnis 1984; see also Kelly 1985; Cerquiglini 1988a, pp. 91–92.
3 allen 1982, pp. 71–74; minnis 1984, pp. 144–45.
4 mcLeod 1992; Brown-grant 2000b. Cf. schreiner 2000 on Christine’s original 

adaptation of received images or the topoi locus and tempus.
5 for Jean de meun, see Kelly 1995a, pp. 56–65, 100–22.
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the concept the Lady personifies. here, i will treat Christine’s definition of 
opinion in this chapter, and, in the next chapter, her description of Lady 
Opinion.6

Christine’s definition of opinion

What does Christine de Pizan mean by opinion? 7 What is its place in her 
thought and writings? What are the sources of her ideas and how does she 
adapt them to her own thought? Christine treats the subject of opinion 
 extensively in the second part of her three-part Advision Cristine. she links it 
there to the first part of this treatise on fama, or reputation, especially france’s 
reputation in a chaotic world (Advision, i.iv.10–13, v. 6–9), and to the last part 
on firm truth based on the harmonious union of reason as philosophy and of 
faith as theology.

in the second part, the Advision describes Christine’s encounter with Lady 
Opinion, complete with numerous examples of variously shaped and colored 
attendant opinions flitting about her. When Christine finally recognizes the 
personification, she proposes the following definition:

Comme la descripcion de vous meismes m’en apprengne la diffinicion, je dis 
. . . et conclus que vous estes adhesion a une partie, laquelle adhesion est 
causee de l’apparence d’aucune raison prouvable, soit que l’oppinant ait 
doubte de l’autre partie, soit que non. (Advision, ii.xxii.72–73, 80–83)

[as your description teaches me how to define you, i state .. . and conclude 
that you are adherence to one side in a dispute, adherence that stems from 
reasoning that seems demonstrable, whether the person holding the opinion 
has doubts regarding the other side or not.]

the ability to comprehend is limited by the inability to detect with certainty 
whether an analysis reveals truth or not. Consequently, opinions may be true 
or false, and opposing parties – ‘une partie’ and ‘l’autre partie’ – may disagree 
(cf. Tresor, iii.9.1.2–4). Christine recognized this inherent human limitation 
when she concluded that the debate on the Roman de la rose led to a deadlock: 
they say it’s good; she says it’s bad.8

Before examining opinion as Christine uses the concept in the Advision, it 
will be helpful to look at the role of opinion in the Rose debate, where she 

6 Christine was perhaps placing the anonymous description before the definition in order 
to create audience suspense and anticipation before identifying and defining the 
personification.

7 the best study of her use of opinion before the reno–dulac edition of the Advision is 
Badel 1980, pp. 436–47. Brown-grant 1999a, ch. 3, focuses on Christine’s political opinions. 
see also Blanchard 1986a and Brown-grant 1992; reno and dulac, ed., Advision, pp. 162–
63, n. i–ii, and 164, n. iV.

8 Cf. Brownlee 1992, p. 257; Brown-grant 1999a, pp. 31–32.
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first expresses her views on it. the debate mode, common in allegory, registers 
diverse opinions. it was widespread in literal writing too because the mode is 
suitable for treating diverse opinions (Tresor, iii.9).9

Clashing opinions in the Rose debate

the Rose debate between the opponents and defenders of Jean de meun’s 
romance turns on the truth or falsity of the opinion that the romance is a moral 
treatise.10 did Jean intend to write a guide for and praise of seduction? this 
thorny problem is as controversial today as it was in Christine’s time.11 
according to Christine, if he had intended the Rose to be a guide to moral 
conduct, he failed. the poem incites to lust, she firmly believes, making it 
morally reprehensible, since incitement to lust is a sin contrary to religion, or 
loy. her standards are accepted by opponents and defenders of Jean de meun. 
however, although the latter accept those standards, they deny the faults 
Christine and Jean gerson impute to the romance. Consonant with Christine, 
gerson reads the poem as a source,

trop grant en occasions de erreurs, en blaphemes, en venimeuses doctrines, 
en destruccions et desolacions de povres ames crestiennes, en illicite perdicion 
de tamps qui est tant precieux, au prejudice de Chasteté, en la disipacion de 
loyaulté hors mariaige et ens, ou dechassement de Paour et de honte, ou 
diffame de raison, ou grant deshonneur de vous, dame Justice 
Canonique .. . (Débat, p. 86:678–84)

[too great an incitement to errors, blasphemies, poisonous teachings, it 
destroys and devastates poor Christian souls through illicit waste of precious 
time; all this opposes Chastity and weakens fidelity both in and out of 

9 Potansky 1972, pp. 195–201; hauck 1995; strubel 2002, pp. 177–79. Christine uses 
debate in her debate poems as well as debates between lovers such as that in the Cent ballades 
d’amant et de dame.

10 Badel 1980, pp. 418–31. On the ‘scholastic literary principles’ that ‘determined some 
of the parameters of the debate’, see minnis 1991 (quote from p. 36). i set aside the issue of 
which Rose manuscript, and therefore which illustrations, the disputants may have known, 
an issue that cannot be resolved with certainty on the basis of evidence available today. the 
illustrations in Rose manuscripts are one of the faults gerson finds in the work; he seems to 
assume that Jean is the actual source for those illustrations (Débat, pp. 63:103–06, 68:238–46, 
73:355, 87:700–02). On the scholarship on these illustrations, see mcmunn 2000, who finds 
no evidence that Christine was offended by illustrations. On the repercussions of the Rose 
debate among english writers through hoccleve, see fleming 1971, pp. 21–40, and Kooper 
2004; they follow earlier english quarrels about Chaucer (erler 1990, pp. 160–67). Jean de 
meun alludes to debate in his own time while responding to accusations of vulgarity, 
misogyny, and anti-religious sentiments (Rose, v. 15105–272; cf. hicks, ed., Débat, pp. xx–
xxiii; Kelly 1995a, pp. 98–99). for the relation of the Rose debate to the longer-lasting 
discussion about french humanism instigated by Petrarch’s criticism of french writing, see 
margolis 2000; cf. Badel 1980, pp. 462–82; solterer 1995, pp. 151–56.

11 see arden 1993.
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marriage, driving away fear and shame, defaming reason, to your great 
dishonor, Lady Canon Law.]

Pierre Col counters gerson. for this ‘disciple’ 12 of Jean de meun, his ‘maistre’ 
is ‘ce tres devolt catholique et tres eslevey theologien, ce tres divin orateur et 
poete et tres parfait philozophe’ (Débat, p. 89:11–13) [this very devout Catholic 
and most distinguished theologian, this most divine orator and poet and most 
perfect philosopher]. With opponents at such loggerheads, little wonder that 
Christine for her part could only exclaim: ‘et si n’est ce pas article de foy .. . 
si en croie chascun ce qui luy plaist le mieulx qu’i porra’ (Débat, p. 149:1116–
18; my emphasis) [this is not an article of faith, so let each believe what pleases 
him as best he can]. since divine truth cannot resolve such differences of 
opinion, each person must adhere to the view that seems to offer the more 
reasonable demonstration to him or her (cf. Advision ii.xxii.72–83, partially 
quoted above).

in matters of opinion such as these, rhetoric, not logic or moral theology, is 
the art used to argue one’s case, since rhetoric is the art of arguing the plausible.13 
Both sides in the debate agree on this, and they evoke rhetorical procedures 
and rules that govern such debate. indeed, Christine admires her opponents’ 
eloquence.14 she evaluates and judges effective rhetorical ploys that they use.15 
yet effective rhetoric and eloquence are not in and of themselves sufficient to 
force conviction or alter the opinions of any of the debaters.

Vueil que tu saches, tout soient tes raisons bien conduites a la fin de ton 
entencion contraires a la mienne oppinion, ycelles, non obstant la belle 
eloquence, ne mouvent en riens mon couraige ne troublent mon sentement 
au contraire de ce que autrefoys ay escript sus la matiere.
(Débat, p. 115:16–20)

[i want you to know that although your argument is well developed according 
to the goal you have set for yourself, it is opposed to my opinion and it has 

12  On ‘disciple’, see de rentiis 1994.
13 On rhetoric’s prominence in Christine’s time, see meyenberg 1992; gauvard 1995, 

pp. 118–19; g. zink 1995. Besides the works in g. zink’s bibliography (p. 395 n. 6), see on 
rhetorical style auerbach 1958, especially ch. 3; meyenberg 1992, pp. 159–62. there is no 
systematic study of Christine’s knowledge of the art of rhetoric or her use of it in her writing, 
although some studies treat features of the art (Curnow 1992; fenster 1992; mcLeod 1992; 
enders 1994; arden 1997, especially pp. 11–15; margolis 1997). On epistolary debates in 
Christine’s time, see Cerquiglini 1993b, p. 154; richards 1993 and 1998b. We have only 
anecdotal or circumstantial information about her education or how she acquired her 
knowledge and skills; see Willard 1984, pp. 33–34; zühlke 1994, pp. 48–62. stuip 2004 offers 
a wide-ranging survey of what her education could have been, and as part of her ongoing 
desire to know and learn.

14 Débat, pp. 12:10–12, 33–36, 49:11–12, 50:33–35; cf. Mutacion, v. 7975–8070.
15 for example, Jehan Johannez is ‘expert de rethorique’ (Débat, pp. 11:5–12:6) and 

Pierre Col expresses himself with ‘belle eloquence’ (Débat, p. 115:18).
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in no way swayed me in spite of your fine eloquence, nor troubled me, nor 
made me think the opposite of what i have written earlier on the subject.]

Christine’s opponents stand just as firm in the opinions of Jean de meun’s 
‘disciples’. Christine’s and gerson’s ‘hault entendement, cler engien, et . . . 
eloquance’ (Débat, p. 89:4–5) [profound understanding, clear intellect,16 and 
eloquence] do not sway them at all (Débat, pp. 111:793–112:810).

elsewhere, Christine argues that Jean failed to adhere to decorum.17 here 
too opinions differ. the debate turns on how decorously Jean describes diverse 
personifications, including the language they use to refer to lovers and 
lovemaking and the import of the advice they offer. Christine is especially 
critical of reason’s referring to genitalia in crude language.18 in response, Pierre 
Col claims that, on the contrary, reason’s language is entirely appropriate when 
speaking to a fol amoureux.

si ne fault ja dire qu’il garda mal les regles de rethorique, car il monstre 
evidemmant qu’il les avoit naturelement et par estude: j’ose dire que qui le 
lit et entent, il entendra avec maistre Jehan de meung ne devoir autrement 
parler qu’il parla. (Débat, p. 98:325–29)

[One must not claim that he did not adhere to rhetorical decorum, for he 
shows quite obviously that he possessed the art both naturally and through 
study. i dare say that his attentive reader will agree with master Jean de meun 
that one must not speak other than he did.]

Christine nonetheless rejects this argument on the grounds that, even if Jean 
satirizes fol amoureux in this way, the ‘ordre de rethorique’ (Débat, p. 135:641; 
see ll. 636–46), or decorum, requires that he also explain his strategy and offer 
counter-examples.19

through her responses, the debate on the Roman de la rose falls for Christine 
in the realm of opinion, not in that of certain knowledge or of faith. it centers 
‘upon questions of language and social responsibility, on what an author 
allegedly intended and what various audiences heard’.20 given human limitations 

16 On engien in this sense, cf. reno and dulac, ed., Advision, p. 224 s.v. engin; on the 
word’s semantic range of positive and negative meanings, see messelaar 1963, especially 
pp. 25, 56, 260, 360.

17 Débat, pp. 124:299–303, 135:640–44; gerson makes the same claim (Débat, p. 85:641–
56). Cf. minnis 1991, pp. 14–22; edsall 2000.

18 Christine names genitalia when necessary, as, for example, for the castration of saturn, 
but her choice of words differs from reason’s; see Kelly 1995a, pp. 46–47. apart from the 
objection to reason’s language Christine lauds reason’s criticism of foolish love in her Deux 
amants, v. 961–77.

19 Cf. Tresor, iii.46, 64.16–17. an example of such decorum is her description of 
Charles V’s youth in Charles V; i treat this description below, pp. 119–22. On decorum and 
the style clergial and/or prosal, see zumthor 1955, pp. 246–47; Potansky 1972, p. 188; 
Burnley 1986; Laird and richards 1998; and on clerical and court styles, margolis 1998.

20 fenster 1998, p. 96.
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that prevent understanding from rising to full comprehension and contemplation 
of eternal truths, Christine concludes that one must judge products of imagi-
nation like the Rose by opinion rather than by certain knowledge: ‘convient 
par oppinion plus que de certainne science determiner des choses ymaginees 
plus voirsamblables’ (Débat, p. 115:6–8) [one must decide by opinion rather 
than with certain knowledge regarding the credibility of products of the imagi-
nation]. as an allegorical construct, the Rose is a product of the imagination, 
or, more precisely, the faculty known as imagination in medieval faculty theory. 
this faculty perceives and retains the forms of visible things in the mind.21 
thus, debate turns on what the Rose, a visible thing, represents, and the image 
that it projects will be more or less a matter of opinion. the poem’s rhetoric 
is eloquent, but ineffective, according to Christine.

this is not the fault of rhetoric itself. We must strive to clear our minds of 
the current, often pejorative connotations of words like ‘rhetoric’ and ‘eloquence’ 
that are frequently evoked to criticize political debates nowadays. such negative 
connotations did not prevail in Christine de Pizan’s times. indeed, Jean gerson 
acknowledges rhetorical appeal by personifying eloquence theologienne. the 
art of rhetoric is a perfectly acceptable mode for debate and, potentially, 
judgment in disputes regarding opinions (Tresor, i.4.9–10). its failure in such 
debates does not mean that rhetoric per se supports the negative connotations 
that attend it today. yet it cannot always overcome strongly held opinions such 
as those expressed in the Rose debate. even compromise on such ‘contraires 
choses’ 22 seems impossible. as Christine herself puts it to Pierre Col: ‘Je ne 
say a quoy tant nous debatons ces questions, car je croy ne toy ne moy n’avons 
talent de mouvoir nos oppinions: tu dis qu’il est bon; je dis qu’il est mauvais’ 
(Débat, p. 145:971–73) [i don’t know why we debate these issues so much, 
for i believe that neither one of us wishes to change our opinions; you say 
it’s good, i say it’s bad]. in cases such as this, one is left with a hung jury, 
or with having to appeal to authority, as Christine does when she brings the 
Rose debate to an end by sending the relevant documents to the queen (Débat, 
pp. 5–6).23

although the Rose debate does not invalidate rhetoric as an effective 
instrument, it does raise the issue of how the art should be used and the credi-
bility of rhetoricians practicing the art. traditionally, the orator should be a vir 
bonus dicendi peritus – a good and eloquent man.24 if he is only eloquent, 

21 see Kelly 1978, ch. 3.
22 On ‘contraires choses’ see Paré 1947, pp. 31–32; regalado 1981; Poirion 1983a, 

pp. 181–83; Weil 1995; adams 2000. i discuss Christine’s use of the principle below, 
pp. 123–24.

23 her ploy may not have been as high-handed as one might suppose. Contemporary 
writers, including Christine, frequently curried favor by proposing that a potential benefactor 
resolve a debate (dulac 1992a; altmann 1999, Kelly 1999c). gerson was also a force in 
concluding the debate; see Potansky 1972, pp. 192–94.

24 Christine adopts the definition from isidore’s Etymologies (Mutacion, v. 8033–40; see 
solente, ed., vol. 2, p. 354 n. 8007–58). the definition goes back to roman times; see 
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however, his rhetoric can serve perverse ends. this is the basis for Christine’s 
ad hominem argument against the Roman de la rose. she argues that, because 
of his lewd intentions, Jean de meun does not measure up to the standard of 
the vir bonus dicendi peritus, or the ideal orator. she does not doubt his skill 
as poet and rhetorician; dicendi peritus, Jean de meun clearly mastered the art 
of rhetoric. But she claims that he is not a vir bonus because his intentions in 
writing the Rose were immoral. in other words, Jean’s art of love is written in 
the Ovidian mode; as an art of seduction, the poem is licentious and, indeed, 
pornographic. in rhetorical manner, Christine extrapolates that Jean de meun 
was a licentious man unacquainted with good women or good love who was 
bent only on luring others into a sensual, and thus sinful, life.25 Christine goes 
on to accuse Jean of misogyny,26 alleging that he never met a good, morally 
upright woman.27 Of course, such ad hominem allegations are also personal 
opinions that rely on the intentional fallacy. the admixture of good and sophistic 
rhetoric Christine finds in the Rose 28 is evidence of its author’s duplicity or 
faux semblant – something Jean de meun was effective at, according to 
Christine.29 finally, she presents as proof Jean’s subsequent writings in which, 
she asserts, he repents for having written the romance.30

Opinion about the Rose, often a personal opinion even today, is an issue 
that, i believe, can never be resolved. it is in the nature of moralist writing to 
be unsettling and to provoke the reader by satire and invective.31 ‘C’est que 
l’ambiguïté caractérise la satire pour le moraliste: la marge est étroite entre la 
mise à jour des vices à des fins dénonciatrices et la peinture complaisante de 

Lausberg 1973, pp. 550–51. the union of sagesse and eloquence produces in Christine’s time 
the conviction that ‘l’homme sage est un homme éloquent’ (meyenberg 1992, p. 111; see 
pp. 111–14, 127–28).

25 see Débat, pp. 66:194–200, 130:491–96. Jean’s disciples claim the opposite: Débat, 
pp. 9:8–10:13, 89:12–16.

26 Débat, p. 26:55–64.
27 Débat, pp. 19:256–58, 55:215–25.
28 Débat, pp. 53:155–62, 130:504–131:517. Christine also attacks this vice in depicting 

false lovers in her Epistre au dieu d’amour, v. 23–66, 519–32, 771–75. On the deceit faux 
semblant personifies in the Rose, see stakel 1991.

29 she expresses admiration for his representation of faux semblant, while recycling 
Jean’s depiction of it in her own description of the mendicant orders (Mutacion, v. 5581–92; 
see Badel 1980, p. 415; Chance 1993, p. 24 n. 12). Faux semblant is a neutral notion that can 
serve vice, as in the Rose, or virtue, as in the Trois Vertus; see below, p. 146 n. 18. in both 
instances, it requires self-mastery (dulac 2000, pp. 616–21). in service of vice it appears as 
fraude in the Advision’s first part.

30 Débat, p. 121:191–214. this is a reference to Jean’s retraction in his Testament (ed. 
Buzzetti gallarati, pp. 10–14).

31 Cf. Jean de montreuil on ‘satiricum illum perseverum magistrum Johannem de 
magduno’ (Débat, p. 38:4–5) [that stern satirist, master Jean de meun]; satire is Jean’s mode 
according to his ‘disciples’ (Débat, p. 36:16, 42:26–28). they also term Christine’s criticism 
as invective (Débat, p. 9:6).
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ces mêmes débauches.’ 32 Christine acknowledges, in the words quoted above, 
that the two sides will never agree, and that, in the final analysis, the Roman 
de la rose and the debate about its meaning are too frivolous to merit further 
attention. if Jean’s disciples intend to continue following their master as they 
understand him, so be it. ‘quant a moy, je renonce a sa discipline, car je tens 
a aultre que je cuide estre plus prouffitables et qui mieux m’est agreable’ 
(Débat, p. 145:988–90) 33 [as for me, i renounce his teaching, for i have other 
inclinations which, in my opinion, are more profitable and agreeable to me]. 
De gustibus non est disputandum.34 Christine admits as much when she 
proclaims that ‘ne toy ne moy n’avons talent de mouvoir nos oppinions’ (Débat, 
p. 145:972–73) [neither you nor i are inclined to change our opinions]. true 
enough. still, Christine would continue to reflect on opinion. in doing so, she 
would even contemplate altering her opinion on the Roman de la rose.

Changing opinion, the Mutacion de Fortune, and Boethius

Between the Rose debate and the Advision, a period from about 1401 to 1405, 
Christine continually returned to the problems raised by opinions. as she did 
so, her awareness of the role of opinion in human thought and actions evolved. 
in the Mutacion, an especially important document, the word ‘opinion’ occurs 
only twice. in the first instance, it appears in its usual sense to refer to diverse 
opinions on the length of time between King david’s reign and the Babylonian 
exile.

.. . les aucteurs en union
ne sont mie du nombre, ainçois,
selon qu’es escriptures vois,
trop se different les aucteurs,
qui des aages sont escripteurs. (Mutacion, v. 8384–88)

[the authorities do not at all agree on the number. rather, as 
far as my reading goes, those who write about chronology 
diverge greatly from the one to the other.]

Christine gives a figure ‘selon aucune oppinion’ (v. 8383) but makes no claim 
for it over the many others she does not report. further on, in the Mutacion’s 
only other instance of opinion, she condemns the ‘oppinions plus sotes’ 
(Mutacion, v. 6075) [more foolish opinions] of irrational, illogical, and 

32 Wolf-Bonvin 1998, p. 120; cf. Kelly 1995a, pp. 152–58; minnis 2001; monahan 2002; 
and, in general, the articles on Les Moralistes français des XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles in the 
‘deuxième Journée’, CAIEF, 30 (may 1978), pp. 105–94.

33 Cf. Débat, pp. 116:47–48, 150:1122–23; Enseignemens, 77.
34 Cf. stierle 1972, pp. 188–89, on taste judgment, a notion he borrows from Kant to 

refer to aesthetic ideas.
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 uneducated clerics who ‘Pou prisent la [science] speculative, / Ou l’entendement 
se parfait’ (Mutacion, v. 6080–81) [hold little esteem for speculative knowledge, 
where understanding is perfected].35

although the word opinion is almost absent from the Mutacion, a narrower 
cognate, cuidier, is omnipresent. Cuidier is presumption; for example, it can 
be the opinion that people can keep what they do not truly possess, an opinion 
(cuidier) that exposes them to fortune’s inevitable turns.36 in the Mutacion, 
Christine illustrates this in the description of fortune’s castle and in the chronicle 
of misfortunes that befell the four kingdoms of assyria, Carthage, macedonia, 
and rome.

for example, Cyrus was raised, then brought down by fortune because of 
his presumption (cuidier).

Bien cuidoit estre affin né
que tout le monde deust conquerre,
mais follie lui faisoit querre
Ce que fortune donne et tolt,
et change et mue tart ou tost! (Mutacion, v. 9798–802)

[he presumed indeed that he was destined to conquer the 
whole world. But folly drove him to seek what fortune gives 
and takes away, changing and metamorphosing it sooner or 
later.]

in her earlier Epistre Othea, Christine foreshadows this sense of cuidier as 
opinion. there Cyrus was ‘si oultrecuidiez qu’il n’ait doubte que mescheoir lui 
puist par aucune fortune’ (57:27–28) [so presumptuous as to have no fear that 
his fortune can turn bad in some way].

that this opinion, or presumption, exposes Cyrus to fortune’s twists and 
turns is even more explicit in the Advision. But there is also something new in 
this treatise. after showing how fortune raises Cyrus up (Advision, ii.xv.42–
52), Lady Opinion illustrates his downfall with another illustration: Xerxes’s 
defeats in greece (ii.xvi.7–15). although fortune brought him down, she, 
Opinion, was ‘la premiere naiscence de celle emprise’ (ii.xvi.16–17) [gave birth 
to that undertaking]. Philosophy corroborates this analysis in general terms: 
‘ainsi pues tu veoir que le mal ou le bien que les gens ont leur vient pour 
cuidier et par opinion, et non mie des choses’ (iii.xxi.41–42) [the evil or good 
that befalls people comes to them through presumption and by opinion, and 
not from things themselves]. the entire argument of the Advision, Part three, 
corrects Christine’s view that her own misfortunes are real; that they are 
misfortunes is only a matter of opinion. her thought on the subject has evolved 

35 i return to entendement below, pp. 25–26.
36 see as well Prouverbes, 18, 21, 28, 60, 65; Policie, p. 31:17–36. Cf. Blanchard and 

quereuil 1999, p. 103 s.v. cuider: ‘s’imaginer, se figurer’; cf. cuidance: ‘présomption, 
outrecuidance’.
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into an entirely Boethian perspective, completing a reevaluation of her opinion 
begun in the Mutacion on fortune as the first cause of misfortune.

Christine had read Boethius and knew how he resisted fortune (Mutacion, 
v. 6857–66).37 according to her, Boethius teaches that opinion gives value to 
false goods that do not belong naturally to human beings, but rather are the 
gifts of fortune. such false goods are the very goals of cuidier in the Mutacion. 
Book two of Boethius’s Consolation of Philosophy treats five false goods: 
wealth, honor, power, fame, and bodily pleasures. all are granted, but also 
withdrawn, by fortune. as unnatural goods, they are not part of human nature. 
false opinion, however, holds that they bring happiness to those who possess 
them. But, being foreign to the natural human being, they can be lost, leaving 
in their wake misfortune and a depressing, albeit false sense of loss.

in the Mutacion, it is Christine’s opinion that the trials of the world, including 
both the turmoil in france during her own time and her own losses, illustrate 
fortune’s power. modifying gradually her opinion regarding goods she once 
possessed and then lost, Christine reviews Boethius’s five false goods in the 
Advision: desire inspired by opinion makes men presume (cuidier) the worth 
not only of false goods such as wealth (flourins) and sensual pleasure (avoir 
belles dames), but even more positive goods such as knowledge (science), 
knighthood (chevalerie), and a virtuous life (vivre vertueusement, bien faire) 
(Advision, ii.xvii.57–71; cf. iii.xxiii.8–15). moreover, opinion with regard to 
honor or fame can be granted or withdrawn by others as it pleases them 
(Advision, iii.xxv.5–17). this is pure Boethius, as Christine points out in the 
same place. hence her recurrent quandary in matters of opinion; although most 
people are of the opinion that the virtuous life is the best of all, even Jesus 
Christ’s perfect life failed to please everyone (Advision, ii.xvii.72–75).

glynnis m. Cropp identifies these and other passages in Christine de Pizan’s 
writings that are indebted to Boethius’s Consolation of Philosophy.38 she also 
notes two important factors in Christine’s rewriting of Boethius and, by impli-
cation, of other authors she used: compilation and inspiration.39 Christine refers 
to the Roman de la rose as a compilation,40 a work that brings together material 
from diverse sources into a coherent whole. there are different ways of doing 

37 deschamps likens Christine’s life to Boethius’s; see his Balades, Ballade 1242, v. 
35–36.

38 Cropp 1981; see also Blanchard 1986a, pp. 428–33; sazaki 1988, pp. 374–77; Willard 
1990a; semple 1995; Walters 1996; holderness 2002; ribémont 2003; and reno and dulac, 
ed., Advision, pp. xxviii–xxxi. Christine refers to the Consolation of Philosophy in the Rose 
debate (Débat, p. 139:795). 

39 Cropp 1981, pp. 416–17. On compilation and inspiration, see as well Cerquiglini 
1993b, pp. 89–95; zimmermann 2003b, especially pp. 38–41.

40 see Advision, ii.xxi.27; Fais d’armes, p. 144. she refers as well to her own ‘compil-
lacions et volumes’ (ii.xxii.19). On this term, see minnis 1984, pp. 94–98; Blanchard 1988; 
dulac and reno 1997; holderness 2000; Paupert 2002a. Blanchard 1988, p. 150, likens 
Christine to Proba, the poetess who rewrote the Old and new testaments with a mosaic of 
Vergil’s verse. Christine lauds Proba in the Cité, pp. 156–58.
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this. for example, by conjoining Boethius with thomas aquinas and 
aristotle, 

Christine .. . n’a pas suivi servilement l’argument de Boèce, mais a choisi au 
hasard les passages utiles à son propre argument. au fur et à mesure elle a 
volontairement modifié, resserré ou cité mot à mot la traduction [à laquelle 
elle a emprunté tel passage]; parfois elle s’est trompée dans son 
interprétation.41

Christine may have erred; but, more positively, such ‘unfaithful’ quoting or 
cross-referencing may also result from the author’s intentional, even original 
reflection on the chosen passage and its modification or adaptation to fit other 
sources and her own thought.42 as Cropp puts it: ‘en joignant ainsi à l’autorité 
de Boèce celle des saints docteurs, elle a réuni philosophie et théologie’.43 for 
example, Christine reviews the errors of philosophers and theologians in Part 
two of the Advision; in Part three, she corrects her own errors with the 
authority of Boethius and authoritative Church fathers and theologians.

a. J. minnis has noted the different kinds of literary activities performed by 
the scribe, the compiler, the commentator, and the author. ‘the auctor 
contributes most, the scriptor contributes nothing of his own.’ 44 however, these 
activities may alternate in the same work. Compilation in one part may simply 
collect, as in a florilegium, what others have written. yet the cumulative effect 
may produce something new or original, as Proba did in collecting lines from 
Vergil into a life of Christ (cf. Cité, pp. 157–59). ruth morse has noted this 
feature in Christine de Pizan’s compilations. for example, the Mutacion is ‘a 
stealthy demonstration of the compiler’s art’. and morse goes on to describe 
such compilation in an illuminating paragraph.

the compiler’s options are complex. Christine can change the story by 
rewriting it (a) on her own (i.e. by changing the facts, suppressing them, 

41 Cropp 1981, p. 409. On Christine’s knowledge of Latin – neither profound nor negli-
gible – see Willard 1992, pp. 20–21; dulac and reno 1995; stuip 2004, pp. 148–49. Within 
this range, about which there is debate, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions; see Parussa 
1997 (with bibliography). Christine’s knowledge of the commentary tradition would speak 
in favor of her command of some Latin; see minnis 1991, pp. 35–36. she alludes to ‘les 
rumigacions du latin’ (Advision, iii.viii.5–6) she heard from her parents, but of which she 
retained very little because of her domestic duties. reno and dulac, ed., Advision, p. 248, 
translate rumigacion ‘rappel à la mémoire, rumination’; Blanchard and querueil 1999, p. 345, 
translate the word ‘action de réciter par cœur, en chuchotant.’ did Christine’s parents speak 
to her in Latin? in Advision, iii.xvii, Christine refers to the ‘rumignacion de son savoir’ 
[recall and reflection on his knowledge] that she retained from her father. Cf. Plebani 2003, 
p. 51.

42 Blanchard 1985, pp. 11–27; Cerquiglini 1993a; Pagot 1995.
43 Cropp 1981, p. 409; see also Blanchard 1985, pp. 24–27; reno and dulac, ed., Advision, 

p. xxxi; for examples, see reno and dulac, ed., Advision, pp. 184 n. XiX/5–9; 187 ns. 
XXi/42–43 and XXi/50–52.

44 minnis 1984, p. 94.
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recasting them, offering new interpretations or motives), or (b) by choosing 
one version over others (and suppressing the rejected ones); she can reproduce 
the story in the old way but reinterpret it or offer counter-examples (as 
fickleness of men against inconstancy of women); reorient it (by seeing it 
from another character’s point of view, absorbing it in another story); recon-
textualize it, (a) by its position in a sequence or (b) by the permutations 
available by contrast to other stories told in the same sequence. she uses 
style to achieve some of her effects: register, metaphor, semantic field – all 
the resources of poetry in order to change the tone.45

We come across this art of compilation in most of Christine’s works examined 
in this book.

Christine’s original approach to compilation as morse delineates it points to 
the inspiration Cropp sees as informing Christine’s rewriting of Boethius.

en composant La Mutacion de Fortune, Christine s’est assurément inspirée 
de la tradition de la Consolatio, mais en esquissant ou en développant 
librement quelques thèmes. il est erroné d’attribuer ses emprunts à l’une ou 
l’autre des traductions, car leur rapport avec le texte de Boèce est assez 
vague.46

inspiration does indeed play a role in Christine’s emulation (aemulatio) of 
Boethius.47 it is particularly evident in the sections on Philosophy’s rent garment 
and fortune’s power and impotence vis-à-vis opinion.

in the Consolation, Philosophy’s robe is rent in such a way as to separate 
the greek letters Θ and Π (De consolatione, i Pr. i.3–5).48 simply put, theory 
is divorced from practice. as a result, various ‘philosophers’ emerge holding 
onto pieces of her robe. yet such snippets contain only parts of philosophy (De 
consolatione, i Pr. iii). importantly, Christine rewrites this image in the Advision 
as the colors in Lady Opinion’s shifting shapes. she ascribes these colors to 

45 morse 1996, pp. 96–97; cf. meyenberg 1992, pp. 53–54. 
46 Cropp 1981, p. 392.
47 On inspiration in the sense of ‘inspiring mode’, see muckelbauer 2003; by aemulatio 

one strives to equal or surpass another, while by imitatio one follows a model (Cizek 1994; 
Kelly 1999a, ch. 2). in the Advision, Christine is that kind of rewriter defined in the middle 
ages as an author (auctor) who ‘writes both his own materials and those of others, but his 
own as the principal materials, and the materials of others annexed for the purpose of 
confirming his own’ (minnis 1984, p. 94, quoting saint Bonaventure); such authors are 
inspired by their sources and, ultimately for Christine, by faith. the result recalls macrobius’s 
sense of conspiratio, or the harmonious, original blending of diverse sources (Kelly 1999a, 
pp. xi–xii).

48 this image is common throughout the middle ages; see Courcelle 1967. Christine 
uses it in, for example, the Mutacion (Courcelle 1967, p. 139). alain Chartier rewrites it in 
his Quadrilogue, p. 8:9–29, a work that is a veritable mine of fortune commonplaces. the 
Wheel of fortune appears in illustrations to Christine’s autograph manuscripts; see hindman 
1986, especially plates 43–44, from manuscripts that are autograph presentations (Laidlaw 
2003, p. 244).
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heretical sects that falsify the true faith as well as to erroneous philosophies, 
thereby rewriting Boethius’s description of the rags torn from Lady Philosophy 
as the various shades and shapes attending Lady Opinion. Christine depicts 
these sects and philosophies as attempts to explain god and first causes, thereby 
occupying a major role in Lady Opinion’s illustrations of true and false opinions. 
the partial nature of these teachings – they are ‘rent’ from whole cloth – makes 
them inadequate; the absence of faith makes their opinions uncertain or false. 
ultimately, faith relies on and is one of the theological virtues that confirm true 
opinion among human beings and, therefore, elevate it to certain truth (Advision 
ii.iii.41–42; cf. ii.iv.65–68, iii.xxvi.67–71).

more radically, compilation and inspiration play a role in Christine’s portrayal 
of fortune. in the Advision, Lady Opinion corrects the Mutacion de Fortune.49 
in this poem fortune enters the world and establishes her dominion at the 
moment adam and eve commit original sin: ‘fortune estoit tres doncques nee’ 
(Mutacion, v. 8198) [fortune was born at that very moment]. in Part two of 
the Advision, however, Lady Opinion argues that she is prior to fortune in the 
mortal realm: ‘saches que, des adonc que adam fu fourmez, je fus creé’ 
(Advision, ii.iii.12; cf. ii.xiv) [know that i was created at the same time adam 
was shaped]. in Part three, Philosophy corrects Christine’s views on fortune’s 
role in her own life, in society, and in world history, a pointed and systematic 
correction of the opinion Christine set out at length in the Mutacion. although 
Christine attributes her own historia calamitatum 50 and, indeed, all human 
calamities to fortune in the Advision, Lady Philosophy shows that it is actually 
Opinion, not fortune, that is at fault (Advision, iii.xvi–xxvi). thereupon 
Christine changes her own opinion. Boethius authorizes the change, as do the 
Bible and Church fathers.

We can see the change described dramatically in the Chemin de long estude 
(1403). there Christine evokes the power of fortune in her life and world, 
before rereading Boethius’s Consolation; upon this rereading, she perceives her 
error.

ainsi pris a Boëce garde
et pensay que cellui n’a garde
qui de vertus peut estre plains;
en joye sont tournez ses plains. (Chemin, v. 291–94) 51

49 Kiehl 2002, pp. 450–51, notes this correction but does not otherwise discuss fortune 
as opinion. strubel 2002, p. 333, states that Christine is unique among vernacular writers in 
opposing fortune and Opinion. angeli 1996, p. 28, points out that Christine’s views on 
fortune vary from work to work; actually, they evolve. as we shall see, she drew her views 
from thomas aquinas.

50 angeli 1993, p. 35.
51 the episode is fully described in Chemin, v. 61–450. it leads to the vision in which 

the sibyl launches Christine’s learning process. she seems to mark the change poetically by 
replacing the heptasyllabic verse that evokes fortune’s power with octosyllabic verse in v. 
253.
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[in this way i took notice of what Boethius teaches, realizing 
that the person who possesses many virtues has nothing to 
worry about. his or her complaints are transformed into joy.]

true felicity does not depend on the false goods fortune bestows and withdraws 
capriciously. Only virtue can offer assurance and felicity. this episode deserves 
a place among the great moments of illumination in Christine’s life. as with 
her reflection in the Cité des dames on matheolus, from reading and thinking 
on what one learns one derives rational understanding of how the world works 
and how opinions stand or fall. in the Chemin de long estude, Christine 
describes, externally as it were, her first steps towards reassessment of fortune. 
the Advision completes the change.

in concluding this section, it is necessary to note that Christine further 
revised her opinion on some of Boethius’s false goods in the Corps de policie. 
such goods as renown and honor, she reasoned, may derive from virtue and 
virtuous conduct. they are not vices when serving a just cause (Policie, 
p. 83:13–18). Covetousness itself is a virtue if one covets virtue (pp. 82–83).

Intellectual virtues: consideration, discretion, retention, and memory

Christine de Pizan investigates the mind and thought that generate and evaluate 
opinion in the Mutacion. her investigation includes the intellectual virtues with 
which one is born. these are consideration, discretion, retention, and memory 
(consideracion, discrecion, retentive, memoire: see Mutacion, v. 567–640).52 in 
the same poem, Christine also investigates the intellectual faculties that, 
sharpened by her education and upbringing, permit her to define and describe 
the opinions she considers. these faculties are reason, eloquence, and rational 
understanding (raison, loquence, entendement de raison: see Mutacion, v. 652–
58). this terminology describes her thought in the crucial treatise on opinion, 
the Advision, especially with regard to the evolution of and changes in her 
opinions on misogyny, love, and political issues. the terminology Christine 
uses to refer to the intellectual virtues and faculties corresponds to that found 
in Brunetto Latini’s Tresor, a work, as mentioned above, that she knew.53 i shall 
therefore use the Tresor to interpret her terminology, relying heavily on P.
a. messelaar’s valuable analysis of Brunetto’s intellectual vocabulary as well 
as Paul zumthor’s work on the vocabulary of ideas.54

52  i have inverted the order in which she treats the first two virtues by taking up consid-
eracion before discrecion, since this is the order in which she envisages their being used.

53 see solente, ed., Mutacion, vol. 1, pp. l–lv; Willard, ed., Paix, p. 40.
54 messelaar 1963; zumthor 1955, 1956. Cf. mühlethaler 1992.
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according to the Mutacion,55 nature bestowed the intellectual virtues – 
discrecion, consideracion, retentive, and memoire – on Christine at birth. these 
are ‘biens de nature’ (Mutacion, v. 647). But, because they are natural to her, 
Christine also terms them ‘vertus de l’ame’ (Mutacion, v. 681). they fall 
accordingly among the goods that Boethius identifies as virtues natural to all 
human beings. moreover, they are god-given (Mutacion, v. 665–69); nature 
merely transmits them to mortals like Christine. nature’s intermediary role 
explains why their effectiveness varies from person to person. although the 
virtues bestowed by god are perfect in themselves, the bodies nature shapes 
to receive them differ in organization, composition, and proportions (v. 670–77, 
698–702). this is obvious when the mind of the fool (mental or moral) is 
compared with that of the sage; fools may possess consideracion, but not as a 
person of sound mind does who is also gifted with greater discretion (Mutacion, 
v. 597–99).

the distinction between god’s gifts and nature’s bodies that receive the gifts 
explains an otherwise curious passage in which Christine describes both her 
physical and mental person. she likens her virtues to a small crown. god ‘me 
donna ce chappellet / assis en mon chief crespellet, / qui bel fu, selon mon 
degré’ (Mutacion, v. 729–31) [gave me this little crown set on my curly head, 
which was beautiful in proportion to my station]. her physical beauty, bestowed 
by nature, is commensurate with the quality of her mind.56

si n’ay je pas beau corps, n’abile,
ne l’entendement de sebile;
mais, tel qu’il est il me souffist,
J’en regraci dieu, qui le fist,
et les vertus que j’ay nommees. (Mutacion, v. 659–63) 57

[i don’t have a beautiful or agile body, nor the understanding 
of a sibyl. But i am content with my understanding such as it 
is, as god made it and the virtues i referred to.]

she thus explains the relation between physical features and intellectual 
qualities, introducing nature as god’s agent who fashions the imperfect body 
that receives the god-given virtues.

in the Advision, Christine is somewhat more positive about her body, although 
she still maintains the distinction between her perfect, god-given virtues and 

55 see zühlke 1994, pp. 77–79. these virtues are named in a commentary on Boethius 
that Christine may have known; see holderness 2002, p. 427.

56 Cf. Brown-grant 2003, pp. 85–88.
57 Christine makes the connection elsewhere between physical beauty and virtues; for 

example, she relates the beauty of Judith and esther to their virtues (Mutacion, v. 10149–52, 
11424–25, 11549–54). eve’s intelligence was on a par with her physical perfection (Epistre 
Dieu, v. 591–616). in the Dit de Poissy, Christine uses stereotypical description in elaborate, 
virtually textbook illustration of a man (v. 1078–1236) and a woman (v. 1479–1608); see 
schilperoort 1936, pp. 35–36, 37–38; altmann, ed., Poissy, pp. 204–05.
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the imperfect body they are located in. there Philosophy tells Christine how 
fortunate she is to ‘avoir corps sans nulle difformité et assez plaisant, saintif 
et non maladis, mais bien complexionné et de competant discrecion et entend-
ement’ (Advision, iii.xvii.24–26) 58 [have a body without any deformity, but 
attractive, in good health, well balanced and with competent discretion and 
understanding]. here Christine maintains the distinction and relation between 
god-given mind and natural body that she set out in the Mutacion.

how did Christine define the four intellectual virtues, and how did they 
facilitate her understanding of and evaluation of opinions? We can begin to 
elucidate her thought by seeking definitions that fit the description of her mind 
in the Mutacion.

Consideracion means that one literally considers something. that is, this 
intellectual virtue applies a person’s attention to an object of thought so as to 
know it better.59 moreover, it precedes discrecion that actually evaluates the 
object of thought. Christine further contrasts consideracion in the young with 
the faculty’s greater maturity in adults (cf. Mutacion, v. 763–70). she fears, for 
example, that her son’s return from his privileged life in england will make 
him want to return to that country. this, she feels, is because young people, 
lacking mature discretion, have a more superficial opinion of what is good for 
them (Advision, iii.xi.59–62). But even age does not promise perfection. 
Philosophers too err when they fail to consider the causes of what they observe 
(Advision, ii.xi.35–46). aristotle criticized earlier philosophers because they 
failed to explain motion. although they did indeed consider motion because 
‘toute naturelle consideracion enquiert de mouvement’ (Advision, ii.xi.42) 
[every natural act of consideration inquires into motion], they left out of 
consideration the fact that all motion has a cause. By failing to consider this, 
they erred. they resemble the fool in the Mutacion who possesses consid-
eracion but lacks discretion. Correction of the failure allows for full and 
complete consideration, which must be thorough and complete to be fully 
developed.

Discrecion, the intellectual virtue that actually evaluates the object of thought, 
acquires knowledge intuitively and discursively.60 the discrete mind distin-
guishes objects of thought from one another and in relation to one another.61 
Discrecion makes the person prudent, eloquent, and capable of exercising self-
control; without it, one is bereft of intelligence or wit (Mutacion, v. 568–73).62 
more importantly for Christine, discretion distinguishes between good and 

58 Cf. as well Advision, iii.xvii.58–62. Philosophy underscores continually the place of 
entendement in her lessons in Part three of the Advision; see, for example, iii.xviii.16–21. 
i discuss Christine’s use of entendement under the intellectual faculties.

59 messelaar 1963, p. 50.
60 messelaar 1963, p. 25.
61 messelaar 1963, p. 57.
62 Cf. Brunetto Latini: ‘Povretés de sens et de discretion est achoison de mal’ (Tresor, 

ii.18.5) [Poverty of wit and discretion is a source of evil].
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evil 63 – that is, it includes moral judgment and discernment.64 such fully 
developed discretion evaluates opinions sanely and with a level head, distin-
guishing in an opinion what is acceptable or unacceptable, what is good or 
evil. discretion is the intellectual virtue that, in fact, revealed original sin to 
adam and eve. it is, according to the Advision, the origin of opinion.65

Christine’s use of the term ‘discretion’ conforms to these meanings of the 
word in Brunetto Latini’s Tresor. the early demise of Charles V, for example, 
left the french court subject to opposing wills, a debate Christine visualized 
as a confrontation among personified authorities in the last part of the Chemin 
de long estude. this chaotic state of affairs is also manifest in Part One of the 
Advision, where Christine suggests that france’s chaos is partly attributable to 
a lack of discretion (cf. Advision, iii.v.15–19).

Retentive and memoire, the remaining two intellectual virtues, are easier to 
explain. in effect, retention, as Christine uses the term, grasps and holds onto 
what memory retrieves when needed. that is to say that what the senses perceive 
and the mind construes (Mutation, v. 614–16) is stored as memory, where it is 
retained and available for recall (Mutacion, v. 624–28). Of course, the two 
words overlap in meaning and usage,66 but Christine makes the distinction 
obvious. her distinction is itself an instance of her discretion.

Christine continues to refer to the four intellectual virtues in forming thought 
and evaluating opinions in works she wrote after the Mutacion. two are 
especially important. in the Livre de la paix (1412–13), under prudence (i.v), 
a synonym for discretion, Christine counsels Louis de guyenne to use careful 
consideration, a faculty that she relates to ‘circonspection’ (Paix, p. 67), in order 
to prepare for the discretion that allows reason to operate effectively.67 in Paix, 
iii.xxx she treats the same virtues under largesse. there she also shows how 
ill-considered opinion can lead to great harm.

tost deliberant sans consideracion, entreprenant sans circonspection à 
voulenté et non regart de raison, de brief conseil, de grans menaces pleines 
de sang, de cuidier legier tost meue à bataille. (Paix, p. 73)

[rapid deliberation without consideration, enterprises without circumspection 
wilfully undertaken with no attention to reason, peremptory counsel with 
bloody threats and ill-considered opinion quickly moved to conflict.]

63 messelaar 1963, p. 65.
64 messelaar 1963, pp. 27, 342.
65 i return to this interpretation of original sin below (p. 83).
66 messelaar 1963, pp. 66–67. Cf. zimmermann 2003a. On the relation between memory 

in these senses and rational thought, see Carruthers 1990, especially pp. 197–294. these 
pages relate the process of cogitatio to composition. see also Carruthers 1998, pp. 116–19.

67 as early as her Enseignemens, 4, Christine counsels prudence as a bulwark against 
fortune.
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finally, in the Epistre de la prison humaine (1418), written for marie de Berry, 
Christine returns to discretion, retention, and memory in consolation, all the 
while providing abundant examples for consideration in achieving consolation 
(Epistre prison, pp. 34–37).68

Intellectual faculties: reason, eloquence, and rational understanding

When the four intellectual virtues function well, a person possesses ‘loquence 
et raison / et entendement de raison’ (Mutacion, v. 653–54) [eloquence, reason, 
and understanding of reason]. Christine’s choice of words requires 
clarification.

Raison has two common meanings in Old and middle french. they are 
illustrated in rhymes such as:

‘.. . tous contre lui yront,
s’il leur demande fors raison’;
quant entendi ceste raison,
nabugodonosor, sanz faille,
dit ‘qu’il les aura par bataille.’ (Mutacion, v. 9934–38)

[‘all will oppose him if he asks anything but what reason 
(raison) demands of them.’ When nebuchadnezzar heard these 
words (raison), he said that, for sure, ‘he will get them by 
combat.’]

as this passage shows, raison can refer to both the rational faculty (v. 9935) 
and language (v. 9936). the faculty manifests itself through language, including 
the language of speculative thought.69 the two meanings point to the distinction 
between two other faculties Christine names: loquence and entendement de 
raison.

the second faculty, loquence, is ‘eloquence’ (Mutacion, v. 8011), or what 
Christine also calls ‘belle parleure’ (Mutacion, v. 8005).70 eloquence comes 
from using the art of rhetoric effectively (Mutacion, v. 8017–20). after all, 
rhetoric

science est de bien dire,
Pour la coppie d’eloquence,
Ordre de droicte consequance

68 Christine does not mention consideration or circumspection here, but she alludes to 
the faculty in describing discretion that prudently considers past, present, and future factors: 
‘pour tant que sa proprieté est de faire loing et pres et environ soy regarder’ (Epistre prison, 
p. 35:748–49) [since its function is to make one observe near and far and all round about]. 
this is also analogous to her sense of circumspection.

69 messelaar 1963, pp. 289–90; cf. Wolfzettel 1995, pp. 87–88.
70 Cf. ‘bonne parleure’ in the Tresor, iii.1.7, and messelaar 1963, p. 283.
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neccessaire en toutes similes
questions, plaines ou soubtilles,
a persuader choses bonnes
et justes es fais des personnes. (Mutacion, v. 8010–16)

[is the science of using the abundant resources of eloquence to 
speak well, setting out in good order that is essential in all 
such questions, be they plain or subtle, so as to persuade what 
is good and right in human actions.]

such good order, moreover, relies on reason (the first faculty) to advance an 
argument (Mutacion, v. 7977–82).

But reason must be understood, both by the speaker and by the audience. 
this consideration leads Christine to emphasize entendement de raison. One 
must not only have the rational faculty, one must also understand how to use 
it well. Entendement de raison activates consideracion and discrecion, retentive 
and memoire, the four intellectual virtues that can become sources of coppie 
d’eloquence. such coppie, or copia, is understood traditionally as the wealth 
of subject matter and grammatical or rhetorical devices writers and speakers 
can draw on in order to elaborate their thought.71 more specifically, Brunetto 
Latini defines entendement de raison as understanding that does not come 
through the senses (Tresor, i.xv.4). it is what Christine understands by 
 speculative thought. ‘reason, for Christine, is not oriented toward original 
social analysis: it is a merely administrative virtue (l’administreresse) that puts 
into operation the orders of a good understanding.’ 72 such understanding is 
especially important in moral judgment.

a well-known moment in reason’s lesson to amant in the Roman de la rose 
will clarify Christine’s distinction between raison and entendement de raison.73 
the narrator interrupts the debate between reason and fol amoureux to 
describe amour’s actions while reason is preaching:

hors de ma teste, a une pele,
quant au sarmon seant m’aguiete,
par l’une des oreilles giete
quan que reson en l’autre boute,
si qu’ele i pert sa peine toute. (Rose, v. 4608–12)

[when he, Love, catches me listening to her sermon, he shovels 
out of my head through one ear what reason thrusts into the 
other ear, with the result that she, reason, totally wastes her 
time.]

71 see Blanchard and quereuil 1999, p. 94; cf. moss 2002.
72 haidu 2004, p. 311.
73 this episode is part of the Rose’s reason that Christine recommends in Deux 

amants.
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amant hears, but fails to understand reason’s words. this also occurs when, 
for example, he fails to grasp the contraires in reason’s description of love: 
‘amors, ce est pez haïneuse, / amors, c’est haïne amoureuse’ (Rose, v. 4263–
64) [Love is hateful peace, Love is loving hatred]. there is too much contraire 
in the description for him to learn anything from what reason teaches (Rose, 
v. 4334–35). as a result, he does not understand her definition of love either, 
since definitions are established by the principle of contraires choses.74

ainsinc va des contreres choses,
les unes sunt des autres gloses; = consideracion
et qui l’une an veust defenir,
de l’autre li doit souvenir, = retentive and memoire
ou ja, par nule antancion,
n’i metra diffinicion;
car qui des .ii. n’a connoissance,
ja n’i connoistra differance, = discrecion
san quoi ne peut venir en place
diffinicion que l’an face. (Rose, v. 21543–52) 75

[this is the way opposites function: the one glosses the other 
(= consideracion). if one wishes to define the one, do not 
forget the other (= retentive and memoire). Otherwise there will 
be no definition whatsoever. for without knowledge of both, 
the difference between them (= discrecion) is not perceptible, 
and without that perception no definition can be satisfactory.]

to be sure, amant ‘considers’ what reason teaches. But, as he says later of 
his experience in plucking the rose: ‘de reson ne me souvint’ (Rose, v. 21730) 
[i didn’t remember reason]. indeed, this fol amoureux has what, according 
to Christine, even fools may possess: consideration. But, more importantly, he 
sorely lacks the discretion and retention that might have permitted him to 
understand the different kinds of love reason goes on to describe 76 and make 
a sensible choice from among them. reason’s argument only makes him angry 
(Rose, v. 4613), and, therefore, unable to make reasonable distinctions. this is 
obvious when amant exclaims after hearing reason’s admonitions: ‘ou j’ameré 
ou je harré’ (Rose, v. 4625) 77 [either i love or i hate]. having failed to retain 
reason’s advice, amant clearly lacks discretion.

74 By contrast, in the Advision the description of Lady Opinion makes it possible for 
Christine to define the concept of opinion; see above, pp. 7–8.

75 nature too alludes to such defining (Rose, v. 16048–52).
76 Kelly 1995a, pp. 56–70.
77 Cf. Othea, 17:36–38, 41–42: ‘yre est un mortel vice ou si mauvais que cellui qui en 

est forment attaint n’a nulle cognoissance de raison .. . et pour ce dit aristote: “garde toy 
d’ire, car elle trouble l’entendement et destourne raison”’ [anger is a mortal vice, one so bad 
that he who is afflicted by it has no understanding of reason .. . hence, aristotle says: ‘avoid 
anger, for it troubles one’s understanding and rejects reason’].
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Subtlety

moreover, amant, now a fol amoureux, also lacks the subtlety that so appeals 
to Christine in both poetry and moral judgment. Christine realizes that subtle 
reading and writing are a gift that nature bestowed on her, a gift that she 
became aware of while reading poets.

Puis me pris aux livres des pouetes, et comme de plus en plus alast croissant 
le bien de ma congnoissance, adonc fus je aise quant j’oz trouvé le stille a 
moy naturel, me delictant en leurs soubtilles couvertures et belles matieres 
mucees soubz fictions delictables et morales, et le bel stille de leurs mettres 
et proses deduites par belle et polie rethorique aournee de soubtil langage et 
proverbes estranges; pour laquelle science de poesie nature en moy resjouie 
me dist: ‘fille, solace toy quant tu as attaint en effait le desir que je te donne.’ 
(Advision, iii.x.23–31)

[then i turned to books by poets. as my knowledge and experience grew, 
how pleased i was to discover the mode of writing that came naturally to 
me. i took delight in their subtle integumenta and beautiful subjects hidden 
under pleasing moral fictions, as well as in their fine verse and prose composed 
using beautiful, polished rhetoric and embellished with subtle language and 
striking proverbs. my knowledge of poetics delighted nature: ‘daughter, be 
content in realizing in practice the desire i give you.’]

the desire nature instils in her daughter 78 is quite different from the desire 
amant delights in, he who rejects ‘les integumanz aus poetes’ (Rose, v. 7138) 
[the poets’ integuments]: ‘mes des poetes les sentances, / les fables et les 
methaphores / ne bé je pas a gloser ores’ (v. 7160–62) [But i don’t desire now 
to gloss the poets’ teachings, fables, and metaphors]. amant’s lack of discretion 
deprives him of the poetic subtlety that appeals to Christine.

reading subtle poetry is not sufficient. nature wants Christine to write her 
own subtle, ornate poetry (Advision, iii.x.38–39). she does so, Christine assures 
her readers, ‘amendant mon stille en plus grant soubtilleté et plus haulte matiere’ 
(Advision, iii.x.49–50) [improving my style with greater subtlety and more 
elevated subject matter]. for Brunetto Latini, soutilleté is that ‘ingéniosité avec 
laquelle l’esprit sait utiliser des connaissances professionnelles’.79 it manifests 
itself, he implies elsewhere, in the poet’s ‘bon engien et soutil entendement’ 
(Tresor, iii.lxxv.5) [genius for invention and subtle understanding]. these 
words fit Christine’s usage and further clarify her sense of entendement de 
raison as the natural ability to learn, recall, examine, and distinguish (Advision, 
ii.xxi.12–22). By such subtle understanding she can sift and winnow, or 
esplucher, as she often puts it.

78 nature is Christine’s mother in the Mutacion (v. 339–68).
79 messelaar 1963, p. 63; cf. pp. 297, 306; cf. m. zink 1985, pp. 12–13.
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Christine de Pizan’s emphasis on soutilleté is not unique to her.80 the prose 
prologue to alain de Lille’s Anticlaudianus, for example, offers an authoritative 
model for Christine’s progress in subtle reading and writing. in this prologue, 
alain names three levels on which his poem can be read. importantly, each 
level corresponds to a stage in a pupil’s growing proficiency in reading subtle 
allegories. ‘in hoc etenim opere litteralis sensus suauitas puerilem demulcebit 
auditum, moralis instructio perficientem imbuet sensum, acutior allegorie 
subtilitas proficientem acuet intellectum’ (Anticlaudianus, p. 56) [for in this 
work the sweetness of the literal sense will soothe the ears of boys, the moral 
instruction will inspire the mind on the road to perfection, and the sharper 
subtlety of the allegory will whet the advanced intellect (sheridan, 
pp. 40–41)].

Christine’s first major effort in this style of writing, the Epistre Othea, illus-
trates a similar program in its layout. each fable is summarized in a literal, 
four-line poem. each poem is then glossed literally and morally, after which 
an allegorical gloss cites biblical and patristic authorities on deeper matters of 
morality and faith.81 thus, in language reminiscent of alain’s, Christine claims 
regarding the Pygmalion fable that a number of interpretations are possible. 
this is true for all such fables: ‘et pour ce les firent les poetes que les 
 entendemens des hommes s’aguisassent et soubtillassent a y trouver diverses 
exposicions’ (Othea, 22:25–27) 82 [poets wrote them so that human under-
standing might become sharper and more subtle in inventing different 
interpretations]. Othea illustrates Christine’s progress in subtle reading and 
writing by attaching a moral gloss and a religious allegory to each literal 
fable.

this is not the only instance of Christine’s attention to a three-stage approach 
to subtlety. she returns to this program in the Advision. in the first part, she 
treats the tribulations of france, victim of fortune, especially the lives and 
actions of virtuous and evil kings, as evidence of fortune’s mutability. in the 
second part, she inquires into the ways of opinion, relying on the teachings of 
philosophers, their errors and their approach to truth, Boethius among them, 
thereby bringing to her readers’ attention useful philosophical assessment. she 
also considers religious heresies. Both these emphases anticipate Part three 
where the lessons of Boethius’s Consolation are grounded in holy scripture 
(Advision, iii.xxiii.6–8).83 accordingly, Philosophy becomes theology as 
Christine adapts Boethius’s teachings to Christian doctrine and faith as expressed 
in the Bible and the Church fathers. the three-part work thus mirrors the fables 

80 On subtlety in poetry, especially allegorical poetry, see Kelly 1992, pp. 124–25.
81 tuve 1966, pp. 33–45, 285–311; hindman 1986, ch. 1; Parussa, ed., Othea, 

pp. 13–30.
82 see also Othea, 1:82–85, 3:63–68, etc. Cf. messelaar 1963, p. 62, on soutillité: 

‘Perspicacité, la faculté de concevoir ce qui est caché à bien d’autres.’
83 as the notes of reno and dulac show, Christine’s reading of Boethius is validated by 

medieval commentaries that give a theological sense to his instruction.
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in the Epistre Othea, each of which contains a poem, a moral gloss, and a 
religious or spiritual allegory.

although Christine delights in subtle allegory, she does not venture to 
speculate on profound lessons authoritatively. rather she quotes authorities, 
especially for the allegories in Othea. elsewhere, she confines her subject 
matter within the limits of her geocentric universe. We observe this at the end 
of the Mutacion, in which, like dante in the Divine Comedy, alexander is 
shown in flight looking down at the world dominated by fortune, ‘si qu’il luy 
ert vis que le monde / ne fust fors une boule ronde’ (Mutacion, v. 23003–04) 84 
[so that it seemed to him that the world was no more than a round ball]. the 
analogy is also found in Christine’s Chemin de long estude.

il me sembloit, je vous plevi,
que quant contre val regardoie,
que toute la terre veoye
Comme une petite pellote,
aussi ronde que une balote. (Mutacion, v. 1700–04)

[i assure you that when i looked down it seemed to me that the 
whole world resembled a little spool of yarn as round as a 
small ball.]

unlike alexander, but like dante, Christine knows that more lies above and 
beyond her world. however, unlike the italian poet, she does not venture beyond 
the confines of the geocentric universe. rather, in the Chemin de long estude 
Christine applies her subtle mind to the solution of moral and social problems 
that infest parts of that little ball she looks down on from the sphere in which 
reason dwells.

indeed, Christine’s emphasis on moral allegory positions the conscience as 
a source of subtle understanding and as judge of conduct. Conscience is the 
‘faculté par laquelle l’homme juge, dans le domaine du concret, de ce qu’il 
faut faire ou éviter en vertu de la loi divine, et qui provoque des souffrances 
morales à la suite d’une transgression de cette loi’.85 as such, Christine’s 
conscience is critical to the formation of opinions. Opinion, that is, operates 
under the aegis of morality and moral judgment, thereby generating a range of 
subtle considerations, from interpretation of loy as religion through conscience, 

84 Cf. dante’s glance back before entering heaven in the Divine Comedy, Paradiso 
XXVii, v. 76–87. On the sphericity of the earth in medieval cosmology, see Lindberg 1992, 
p. 253, and note 15 (p. 392).

85 messelaar 1963, p. 143; cf. p. 65. see Blanchard and mühlethaler 2002, p. 44: ‘Christine 
.. . entend se poser en voix et conscience du royaume tout entier en partageant ses craintes 
et son amor patriae avec le public.’
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judgment, and opinion to error.86 Conscience, critically, requires clarity. to 
achieve it, one uses the virtues and faculties one is endowed with.87

We now have an overview of Christine’s intellectual equipment, that is, the 
virtues and faculties by which she thinks, evaluates, and promotes or criticizes 
opinions. they authorize and illuminate her subtle reading and writing. endowed 
with the ability to retain and retrieve what she learns and experiences while 
heeding the voice of reason, she seeks understanding in making philosophical 
and, especially, moral decisions. to be sure, her thought is informed by her 
faith. much as, in Othea, Christine’s subtle reading proceeds programmatically 
from the mutable to the spiritual, from glossing to allegory, so Philosophy 
metamorphoses into theology in the Advision. this is the process that confirms 
her faith beyond reason:88 ‘O dame sainte theologie, tu m’as donné certaineté .. .’ 
(Advision, iii.xxvii.55–56) [Oh! holy lady theology, you have given me 
certainty]. in the final analysis, understanding by both faith and reason makes 
it possible for Christine to evaluate her own experience and that of others, both 
in the world around her and in her reading. the subtlety she appreciates, 
demonstrates, and seeks gives weight to her perceptions. she knows, moreover, 
that she can promote her opinions in full awareness of the precarious nature 
of human thought. she is, finally, ready to confront opinion as a major force 
in human thought and life. the confrontation takes place in the Advision 
Cristine.89

Opinion’s scope in relation to faith, reason, and experience

as we have seen, Christine de Pizan recognizes the ‘grande ombre femmenine’ 
(Advision, ii.1.9) in the second part of the Advision as Lady Opinion because 
she has already met her in the debate on the Roman de la rose, a debate that 
arose from contrary opinions as to the morality of the poem (Advision, ii.
xxi.25–29). it also gave Christine a clear conception of opinion before she 
personified the notion in the Advision, as is evident in the opening lines of her 
last document in the Rose debate.

Pour ce que entendement humain ne puet estre eslevé jusques a haultesse de 
clere cognoissance d’enterine veritey entendre des choses occultes (par 

86 messelaar 1963, pp. 41, 142–43, 161. Cf. zumthor 1955, p. 177: in study of the 
semantic range of ideas, ‘l’adoption d’un ou plusieurs sens (une ou plusieurs idées) constitue 
le phénomène primaire; l’adoption d’une forme donnée (un mot), le phénomène 
secondaire.’

87 in the Advision, Christine distinguishes between ‘la bonne conscience adrecee a dieu’ 
(Advision, p. 9:254), and ‘viles consciences .. . mauvaises’ (iii.vi.178).

88 tuve 1966, pp. 287–88.
89 i have not discussed here how Christine uses her subtle intelligence to write poetry. 

this subject, which relies on the aviser–deviser paradigm, is treated in Chapter 2 as 
description.
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l’ofuscacion grosse et terrestre qui l’empesche et tolt vraie clarté 90), convient 
par oppinion plus que de certainne science determiner des choses ymaginees 
plus voirsamblables: pour celle cause souventefois sont esmeues diverses 
questions – mesmement entre les plus subtilz – par oppinions contraires, et 
chascun s’efforce de monstrer par vive raison son oppinion estre vraye. 
(Débat, p. 115:3–11)

[Because human understanding cannot be lifted to heights from which it can 
comprehend the full truth of things hidden (this is because gross, material 
obfuscation deprives it of a clear view of the truth), we must evaluate by 
opinion more than by certain knowledge whether the things that imagination 
construes are verisimilar. for this reason, various issues frequently arise, even 
among the most subtle minds, because of opposing opinions, and each person 
strives to demonstrate by rational argument that his or her opinion is true.]

this is a clear statement of subjective certainty. the evaluation of personal 
opinion is grounded in logical thought and personal experience that admits 
subjectivity in serious debate.

that opinions can be variously qualified is illustrated by the way Christine 
uses the word and its synonyms avis and cuidier. Collecting the author’s own 
terms, the contrast between positive and negative opinions in the Rose debate 
is apparent in the two sets listed below, each of which reproduces Christine’s 
language. the judgments are Christine’s own. the first set refers to Christine’s 
own opinions about the Roman de la rose; the second set refers to the opinions 
of Jean’s ‘disciples’ that she rejects.

Christine’s good opinions about the Rose
‘vraies oppinions’ (7:27) [true opinions]

‘ selon mon foible avis, en doit estre parlé sobrement’ (14:90, 51:87–88) [in 
my weak opinion, it ought to be discussed soberly]

‘bon advis’ (15:107, 52:104) [good opinion]

‘ma veritable oppinion justement meue’ (24:7–8) [my true opinion rightly 
formed]

‘nostre oppinion bonne’ (148:1058) [our good opinion]

her opponents’ bad opinions about the Rose
‘oppinions a honnesteté contraires’ (6:28) [opinions opposed to good 

morals]

‘oppinion de gent’ 91 (124:286) [common opinion]

90 Cf. the distinction noted above in the Mutacion between the perfect intellectual gifts 
bestowed by god and the imperfect, ‘obfuscating’ body nature locates them in.

91 Cf. von moos 2002, pp. 15–16, on this fault.
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‘home deceu par oppinion volomptaire’ (131:532) [man deceived by arbitrary 
opinion]

 
Jean’s ‘disciples, however, attribute only negative value to opinion. for example, 
Pierre Col asserts that ‘tu as parlé par oppinion ou presumpcion oultrageuse. 
O tres fole oultrecuidance!’ (Débat, p. 100:387–88) [you spoke from opinion 
or with outrageous effrontery. What most foolish presumption!] in another 
passage anticipating the Advision, Col evokes the philosophers aristotle 
condemns for holding ‘oppinions .. . contenans erreurs en philozophie’ (Débat, 
pp. 101:458–102:459) [opinions that contained errors in philosophy], words 
Christine notes and does not forget. aristotle, she states elsewhere, refuted 
‘l’oppinion des anciens philozophes contenans erreurs’ (133:595–96) [the 
opinion of ancient philosophers that contained errors]; so she too refutes the 
opinions of Jean’s defenders by denying the moral integrity of the Roman de 
la rose. indeed, she recalls aristotle’s refutation anew in the Advision, ampli-
fying on the topic using aquinas’s Commentary on the Metaphysics in Lady 
Opinion’s review of philosophical and religious errors.

Christine’s references to opinion in the Rose debate anticipate the Advision 
by distinguishing between opinion and articles of faith. she excludes articles 
of faith from the realm of opinion. referring to a recent debate on the Virgin’s 
immaculate Conception, for example, she concludes: ‘si n’est ce pas article de 
foy; aussy n’est cecy [that is, opinion on the Rose]: si en croie chascun ce qui 
luy plaist le mieulx qu’i pourra’ (Débat, p. 149:1116–18) 92 [but this matter is 
not an article of faith; nor is this, so each of us may believe whatever pleases 
as best he or she can]. But Christine nuances the distinction further by also 
considering ‘certain knowledge’. in isidore of seville’s Etymologies, a work 
Christine knew,93 philosophy combines knowledge of human and divine matters 
(‘rerum humanarum divinarumque cognitio’) with moral philosophy (‘cum 
studio bene vivendi’) (Etymologiae, ii.xxiv.1). Philosophy’s role in the Advision 
conforms to this analysis, as when, in evaluating Christine’s life, she shifts 
responsibility for her troubles from fortune to Opinion.94 isidore goes on to 
affirm that philosophy relies on knowledge (scientia), which is based on reason 
and opinion (opinatio), opinion again being less certain because it is not founded 
on firm reason (Etymologiae, ii.xxiv.2). this too is consistent with Christine’s 
distinction between certain truth and true opinion. Like isidore, Christine argues 
that knowledge is certain, but that opinion, although uncertain, is not neces-
sarily false. isidore further lists several questions that opinion, not knowledge, 
must answer. for example, is the sun as big as it appears, or is it bigger than 
the earth? is the moon convex or concave? do the stars adhere to the heavenly 

92 see hicks, ed., Débat, p. 228 n. 149/1116.
93 solente, ed., Mutacion, vol. i, pp. l–lix; reno-dulac, ed., Advision, p. xxxix. Christine 

also mentions isidore’s Synonyms (Advision, i.xxvi.7).
94 the Chemin treats rerum humanarum ... cognitio, as we shall see (pp. 36–37, 149–52). 

Cf. Charles V, vol. 2, p. 170.
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sphere or do they move freely through the air (Etymologiae, ii.xxiv.2)? in the 
Advision, Christine likewise evokes ‘scientific’ issues that can only be responded 
to speculatively; for example, in treating the first material Cause, she asks 
which came first – earth, air, fire, or water? not all these questions are issues 
today. We are sure, for example, that the sun is bigger than the earth; for us, 
this is certain knowledge, not opinion. On the other hand, what the basic 
material of the universe may have been and how it came about – Christine’s 
issue – are still controversial, making them matters of opinion in isidore’s and 
Christine’s terminology. speculation in moral philosophy also belongs to the 
realm of opinion. today opinions about morality are often as opposed and 
uncertain as isidore’s about a convex or concave moon.

argument for and against an opinion classifies points of view such as those 
proposed by Christine for the meaning of the Roman de la rose. it does so by 
trying to sway emotions in order to change opinions – mouvoir opinions, in 
Christine’s words.95 in the Advision Christine further dissects opinions by 
naming three factors in opinion making: loy, raison, and vray sentement.

Loy can be ambiguous in Christine’s usage as well as in Old and middle 
french in general. it refers to both the rules established in society by the ruler 
and god’s laws promulgated through religion and command.96 however, the 
apparent ambiguity of her usage actually reveals the coherence of her thought 
in its medieval context. that is, the word’s sense of ‘established law’ fits into 
the same hierarchy in which Christine locates herself in relation to her faith 
and by which she understands the divine right of kings.97 there is, or should 
be, harmony between god’s law and the ruler’s, for god protects those who 
accept their place and status in his scheme of things.98 Christine illustrates this 
in Part three of the Advision by conjoining Philosophy and theology as arbiter 
of truth. here, an opinion is validated by what we know of god’s plan and the 
fit of that opinion in his plan. god’s word is made known through faith, the 
Bible, and ecclesiastical authority founded on a hierarchy extending from god 
to the Pope, the king, and other mortals beneath them. When Christine as author 
lets Philosophy speak as theology at the end of the Advision, she proceeds 
much as Jean gerson does when he puts the condemnation of Jean’s ‘disciples’ 
in the mouth of eloquence theologienne and, later, in his own sermons. Within 
the hierarchy deriving from god, theology gives certainty to eloquence, even 
though human limitations imposed by nature may prevent us from recognizing 
that truth or from fully comprehending it;99 this is apparent, for example, in 
the heresies referred to in Part two of the Advision. Lack of education is another 

95 Débat, pp. 12:19 and 30–31, 24:7–8, 49:19 and 30.
96 Both senses of the word loy are found in Christine’s writings; see Blanchard and 

quereuil 1999, p. 242; cf. messelaar 1963, pp. 274, 326.
97 forhan 2002, pp. 77–81, 84–85.
98 Klee 1997, pp. 374–75; quillet 2002, p. 690.
99 for the problem of ascertaining truth in Christine’s historical context, see Pons 

2000.
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impediment; sibyl refers to such inadequacy in the Chemin de long estude 
when she acknowledges that Christine’s lack of a formal education denies her 
access to theological speculation (cf. Chemin, v. 2023–26; Advision, iii.i.15–19, 
and viii–ix). Otherwise, ‘chose qui est dicte par oppinion et non de loy 
commandee se puet redarguer sans prejudice’ (Débat, p. 12:32–33; cf. p. 50:31–
33) [something expressed as a matter of opinion but not imposed by law as 
faith can be criticized without prejudicing one’s argument].

Likewise, gerson’s eloquence theologienne evokes the faculty raison and 
its corollary, speech, in evaluating opinion.100 in Old and middle french, raison, 
as both the rational faculty and as human speech, comprises not only logical 
discourse but also rhetorical discourse designed to sway emotion. in the context 
of medieval faculty psychology, reason defines and thus informs the imagi-
nation and the senses. for Christine, reason leads not to certain truth, but to 
probable opinion. as Lady Opinion puts it: ‘tant que je seray en toy fondee 
sur loy, raison et vray sentement, tu ne mesprendras es fondacions de tes 
oeuvres es choses plus voir semblables, non obstant de plusieurs les divers 
jugemens’ (Advision, ii.xxii.39–42) [as long as i am grounded in you on divine 
law, reason, and valid experience, you will not err in founding your works on 
verisimilar evidence despite the various judgments of different people]. the 
credible or verisimilar semblance, or appearance of things, is the form an 
opinion takes, an opinion that is based on rational criteria and definitions. in 
debate, verisimilar examples can appear to illustrate such opinions.101

the last of the factors in opinion making, vray sentement, can refer to actual 
feelings one has with regard to a matter of opinion. informed by faith and by 
reason, it includes conscience; the feeling’s validity is also confirmed by 
experience. the feeling can, moreover, be direct, as in Christine’s response to 
Jean de meun’s disciples about her direct knowledge and experience of women’s 
feelings (Débat, pp. 123:253–77, 139:775–84); it can be very personal, as in 
her response to misogyny in the opening section of the Cité des dames.102 
rhetoric is an effective instrument for advancing opinion based on vray 
sentement because, by swaying the emotions, it translates personal experience 
into language that can arouse analogous emotions in others, even across gender 
barriers. that is, it communicates experience vicariously.

But sentement (and de sentement as well as sentir) requires further clarifi-
cation in the light of the word’s relation to reason and thought. De sentement 
was a commonplace phrase used to underscore the sincerity of the poet’s 
affection in courtly poetry.103 Brunetto Latini shows that this meaning includes 
a kind of cognition applying to sensations,104 thereby connoting the under-
standing of one’s feelings, including a rational understanding of them. indeed, 

100 Débat, pp. 71:321–72:324, 81:563–82:582, 85:664–86:669.
101 see Kleinschmidt 1974, pp. 79–90.
102 Blumenfeld-Kosinski 1990, pp. 289–92.
103 Kelly 1978, pp. 245–48; Cerquiglini 1985, pp. 190–97.
104 messelaar 1963, pp. 25, 232–33. this meaning applies as well to sentir.
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as reno and dulac note in the glossary to their edition of the Advision, sentement 
can be defined as ‘intelligence, esprit’, ‘jugement’, and ‘sentiment’ (p. 249 s.v. 
sentement) while sentir includes the meanings of ‘comprendre’ and ‘ressentir’ 
(p. 250 s.v. sentir).

By the thirteenth century, the word sentement had taken on the meaning 
‘capacité d’apprécier un ordre de choses, une valeur morale, esthétique’, and, 
more particularly, ‘une tendance affective stable et durable, d’où l’emploi 
également courant (Xiiie s.) à propos de l’inclination d’une personne pour une 
autre, qu’il s’agisse d’amour ou d’amitié’.105 By 1390, the word also appears 
designating the faculty of thought.106 this is how Christine uses it. Sentement, 
especially vray sentement, is the faculty by which the action of esplucher 
functions in matters of feeling and sensation. this is, in the french sense, 
apprécier.

The limits of Christine’s inquiry

although Christine does not question, interpret, or speculate on matters of faith, 
she does seek to understand where she can while accepting what she must.107 
We can observe this by contrasting her expedition into the breadth and depth 
of human knowledge in the Chemin de long estude with alain de Lille’s similar 
excursion in the Anticlaudianus, a work she may have known.108 in alain’s 
poem, the narrator comes to a crucial moment in relating the ascent of reason 
and Prudence to the edge of the finite geocentric universe. thus far, they are 
accompanied by the five senses and sustained and borne along by the seven 
liberal arts. at the edge of the geocentric universe, however, Prudence leaves 
all behind her except for the sense of hearing and advances into the aevum. 
But before describing this realm outside time and space the narrator inserts a 
remarkable intervention. he announces that he is setting aside the language of 
the poet for the words of the prophet (Anticlaudianus, V, v. 268–69). in alain’s 
terminology, ‘prophet’ can mean not only ‘one who foresees or tells the future’ 
but also ‘one who proclaims biblical or theological truth’.109 as prophet in the 
latter sense, alain tells what Prudence 110 and hearing apprehend in the great 
Beyond: incontrovertible articles of faith and theology such as the trinity, the 

105 Robert, p. 1921.
106 Robert, p. 1922.
107 Christine’s religious beliefs are not so conventional as has been claimed. this point 

is made by forhan 2002, pp. 88–89.
108 On Christine and this work, see Kottenhoff 1994. gerson refers to alain’s De planctu 

Naturae in the Rose debate (p. 80:527–28); Christine mentions it in the Chemin, v. 
5205–12.

109 see alain’s Distinctiones, col. 912. On this passage in the Anticlaudianus, V, v. 265–
305, see meier 1979, especially p. 82.

110 On Prudence here and for Christine, see Brown-grant 1999a, p. 167. Prudence is 
minerva in Christine’s Cité; see zühlke 1994, ch. 3.
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Virgin birth, the harmony of the four elements, and similar mysteries. these 
are not matters of opinion. alain’s visions are not speculation. they are literal, 
not allegorical statements, albeit pronounced within an allegorical framework. 
that is, alain states literally what reason, left behind, cannot explain: the 
prophet speaks the truth and the poet’s pen records it (V, v. 273–77). thus, 
Prudence sees the Virgin birth and immaculate Conception – givens that exceed 
human understanding. that is why Prudence must view them in a mirror that 
represents them literally, not mystically or spiritually. to give voice to the 
prophet, alain merely pens the literal truth.

Christine too assumes a prophetic role in the Epistre Othea by establishing 
a connection between past (albeit partially fictional) events and the future. 
Christine can assume a prophetic voice despite her humble status and limited 
education because, as she claims in the work’s dedication, she will express 
authorized truths.111 thus, although the words she puts in Othea’s mouth are 
expressed ‘en esperit de prophecie’ (Othea, 1:68), ‘riens ne diray qui n’aviengne, 
/ s’avenu n’est’ (1:70–71) 112 [in the spirit of prophecy .. . i shall say nothing 
that will not come to pass if it has not already happened]. in this fictional 
context, Othea’s lessons to hector announce his loves, combats, and death – 
past events in Christine’s time. But her words also fit Othea’s allegorical 
context. Christine uses euhemerism, or moral allegory applicable to both the 
knight and the human soul (see Chapter 2), by compiling and citing biblical 
and ecclesiastical statements of her faith’s truths. in this, she resembles alain 
de Lille, the prophet or speaker of truth. however, she applies her faith only 
to practical moral teachings useful for the common good, not to the mysteries 
in the great Beyond.113

although faith is a guide amidst conflicting opinions, Christine does not 
presume to ascend to the heights alain the prophet does. in the Chemin de 
long estude, she declines to rise on imagination’s Ladder of speculation beyond 
the firmament that separates the finite universe from the aevum that alain’s 
Prudence knew. indeed, she abides on an even lower plane than reason does 
in the Anticlaudianus (V, v. 76–78). Off-limits to her are both the crystalline 
sphere at the limits of the geocentric universe where alain’s reason stops, and 
the ‘hault ciel’ (Chemin, v. 2041) into which Prudence and hearing pass: ‘il 
ne te loit passer un pas / Oultre ce ciel; tant que tu portes / Ce corps, closes 
te sont les portes’ (Chemin, v. 2036–38) [you may not pass on beyond this 
sphere; as long as you have this body, the gates beyond are closed to you]. 

111 alain does the same when enunciating truths seen by Prudence in heaven.
112 On Christine as prophet who repeats and/or interprets earlier prophecies, see 

mühlethaler 1983; tarnowski 1993; Laennec 1995, pp. 131–38; dulac 1999, pp. 88–89; 
margolis 2000, pp. 304–08; Blanchard and mühlethaler 2002, pp. 42–58. Cf. minnis 1984, 
p. 101; solterer 1995, pp. 165–71.

113 forhan 2002, pp. 87–93.
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Christine even declines to repeat future events that sibyl allegedly revealed to 
her.114

Car sillence tres commandee
me fu. si sera bien gardee,
Car n’appartient a reveller
Le secrés de dieu, n’a parler
de ce fors a ceulx qui commis
y a dieux comme ses amis. (Chemin, v. 2173–78)

[for i was ordered to keep silent, and i shall do so. it is not 
proper for anyone to reveal or state god’s mysteries except 
those to whom god assigned the task.]

instead, the sibyl leads Christine to a different task where she confronts france’s 
political quandary (Chemin, v. 2031–35).

to understand better the limitations Christine the author sets for herself in 
the Chemin’s allegory, let us look briefly at two vernacular examples of crossover 
into the aevum: dante’s Divine Comedy and Jean de meun’s Rose. Christine 
knew both poems. indeed, they served as models that she adapts to her own 
vision in the Chemin de long estude.

Like Prudence, dante the Pilgrim went all the way through Paradise.115 
Leaving the earth far behind, he rose up through the spheres of the planets, the 
fixed stars, and the firmament into the great Beyond. But unlike alain, dante 
does not describe this realm in literal terms. rather he inverts the concentric 
spheres of the geocentric universe in order to describe heaven allegorically. 
Beginning with what is literally closest to earth, he describes the sphere of the 
moon as the most distant (given heaven’s ‘place’ beyond time and space) from 
the trinity. thus, not surprisingly, the physical reality becomes the grounds for 
a greater theological reality as dante reads into the cosmos god’s sense of 
order. Likewise, dante’s view of heaven, like that of Purgatory and hell, 
focuses on faith, with consequences for mortals that depend on the life each 
one leads before death. it certainly seems as if the Divine Comedy was on 
Christine’s mind as she described her fictional ascent into higher regions.116 
however, adapting dante’s vision to her purposes, Christine wrote on subjects 
accessible on her own lower status as ‘poet’ in the Chemin.

following the sibyl up the Ladder of speculation lowered by imagination, 
then, Christine observes the heavenly spheres as physical realities, not in 
theological terms. her discoveries are, in other words, ‘scientific’; she does not 
gloss them as moral lessons or reaffirmations of faith. in this her experience 

114 is she alluding allegorically to some astrological predictions that her father may have 
once communicated to her?

115 see Brownlee 1995a, pp. 131–34.
116 Chemin, v. 1127–52; cf. Débat, pp. 141:868–142:876 (pp. 226–27 n. 142/871); 

Advision, i.xvi.38–41 (p. 157 n. XVi/38–40). see zühlke 1994, pp. 150–59.
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of the heavens (not heaven) is analogous to that presented in the Anticlaudianus 
before Prudence passes on and her narrator changes from poet to prophet.117 
Christine learns about the spheres of the air, ether, and fire, as well as the 
sphere on which she stops to survey all creation. she looks, but does not venture 
beyond, convinced that the realm of the angelic hierarchies alain and dante 
describe in theologically informed images is not meant for her pen. as we have 
seen, Christine rises no higher on the Ladder of speculation, not because she 
lacks intelligence, but because she lacks education. as the sibyl explains to 
her,

monter ou firmament te fault,
Combien que autres montent plus hault;
mais tu n’as mie le corsage
abille a ce. toutefoiz say ge
que de toy ne vient le deffault,
mais la force qui te deffaut
est pour ce que tart a l’escole 118

es venue. (Chemin, v. 1677–84)

[you are to ascend to the firmament, although others ascend 
even higher. But you do not have the qualifications to do so. i 
know that this is through no fault of your own; rather, you lack 
the wherewithal because you began to acquire an education late 
in life.]

Christine’s speculation is therefore confined to the physical and moral universe 
of time and space. in this context, she focuses on political opinions in the 
context of the troubled french monarchy.

Christine’s other model for imaginative speculation, Jean de meun’s Rose, 
is, interestingly, almost the antiphrasis of dante’s Comedy. nature’s description 
of the universe in the Rose is modeled on that set out in alain’s other major 
poetic work, De planctu Naturae.119 for nature in both alain’s De planctu and 
Jean’s french adaptation of alain’s prosimetrum, god’s universe functions as 
it should except in the case of man. Christine goes even further in the Chemin 
de long estude, asserting there that all things, from humanity to the elements, 
are in rebellion.

117 Christine’s prophetic stance stands out more forcefully in works like the Livre de la 
paix that attempt to predict france’s future. see Van hemelryck 2000, especially pp. 667, 
675, 682; and suard 1993 on prophecy in the Ditié de Jehanne d’Arc.

118 Christine’s lack of a clerical education makes her, as poet, a forerunner of those lay 
persons the arts of the second rhetoric taught; cf. Jung 1971; Wolfzettel 1995, especially 
p. 91.

119 in the Chemin, v. 2668–71, Christine briefly contrasts the image of the non-human 
world of plants, animals, and inanimate things doing their assigned tasks with man’s failure 
to do so; see ribémont 1995, pp. 247–50, and Brucker 1995, pp. 265–69.
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tout y va a rebellion,
et non pas seulement li hom;
ains y va ainsi estrivant
toute creature vivant
et mesmement li element. (Chemin, v. 399–403) 120

[everything is in rebellion, and not just men; rather all living 
creatures are in strife, as are even the elements.]

even the angels revolted against god at one time (v. 427–36). to be sure, the 
war among the elements is part of god’s plan to create order out of chaos. 
although disorder and rebellion among men are not part of his plan, they occur 
in the exercise of free will and, therefore, Christine reports them in the Chemin 
de long estude. interestingly, she rewrites the same disorder and rebellion in 
the description of Chaos at the beginning of the Advision.121

genius is another of Jean de meun’s adaptations of alain de Lille. genius, 
a personification that includes in its semantic range imagination,122 is the faculty 
that, personified as imagination, lowered the Ladder of speculation to Christine 
in the Chemin. the enlightened genius of the De planctu, however, becomes 
the besotted imagination of the Rose personification preaching unbridled lust 
and sexual intercourse as the path to heaven. this is the genius Christine found 
so offensive in the Rose debate.123 the opinion that vigorous sexual indulgence 
leads to Paradise would have been obviously ironic and, therefore, preposterous 
to anyone of Christian faith reading the Roman de la rose in the middle 
ages.

But Jean’s genius can also be read allegorically, as Laurent de Premierfait 
does in claiming that dante’s vision of the ascent through the spheres is modeled 
on Jean’s.124 Of course, dante’s white rose in ‘Paradiso’ Canto 30 is hardly the 
red rose plucked at the end of Jean’s poem. in Laurent’s view of the Rose’s 
influence on dante’s Comedy, the italian poet rewrote the red rose of the french 
poem, transformed in bono by antiphrasis, as the white rose in ‘Paradiso’ 
Canto 30; antiphrasis could be a legitimate technique for reading the Rose, 

120 the discord among the elements in the world contrasts with their harmony in heaven 
in the Anticlaudianus, V, v. 311–72. the ‘rebellion’ of the sub-lunar world conforms to 
nature’s description of this changeable realm in the Rose and human responsibility for its 
defects.

121 see dudash 2003, pp. 818–19.
122 Wetherbee 1976.
123 see, for example, Débat, pp. 141:849–145:970.
124 Christine may have known this statement inserted in Laurent’s translation of 

Boccaccio’s De casibus, but not at the time she wrote the Chemin. Laurent’s earlier, 1400 
translation, which she may also have known, does not contain the claim (Badel 1980, 
pp. 484–87). the ‘second edition’ translation is dated 1409; the Chemin was written ca. 
1402.
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according to Christine (Cité, p. 48).125 for his part, Laurent also perceived there, 
but did not develop as a central theme, the principle of the three orders in 
society.126 since the Christine persona in the Chemin did not launch herself into 
the aevum, she opted for the political context that she felt competent to speculate 
about and form opinions on. for this she came down to reason’s realm.

in the Advision, Christine analyzes opinion as concept using theology and 
philosophy – or, to be more precise, theologies and philosophies. to her mind, 
truth and error are absolute. however, the two are generally confused in human 
minds. as a result, not only have there been different theologies and different 
philosophies, there have been differences among individuals who adhere to the 
same theological or philosophical opinion. differences in human understanding 
explain diverse human activities, from military activities to the arts and trades. 
in the Advision, however, such diversity is the model for Christine’s description 
of Lady Opinion, her activities, her genealogy, and her progeny. When Christine 
finally recognizes Lady Opinion and can name her, she can also see beyond 
mutable variety to define the concept the lady personifies. for, as matthew of 
Vendôme says, ‘argumentum sive locus a nomine est quando per interpretationem 
nominis de persona aliquid boni vel mali persuadetur’ (Ars versificatoria, 1.78) 
[an argument drawn from a name is a matter of interpreting a person’s name 
to suggest something good or bad about the person (galyon, p. 48)]. the 
description preceding the naming allows the reader to understand the full 
 significance of the personification. that understanding makes definition 
possible.

125 Brown-grant 1999a, pp. 145, 149–50; see pp. 56–78 on Othea, and pp. 84–85 below. 
Christine rewrote matheolus as well; see Luff 1999, pp. 369–70.

126 Badel 1980, pp. 484, 486; forhan 2002, pp. 59–65.
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2

Opinion as a Personification: 
description and invention

Le revers de la verité a cent mille figures et un champ 
indefiny. (Essais, i.ix, p. 38)

 
in the Advision Christine defines opinion as a more or less credible view that 
one may accept or reject. it follows that opinion can represent any view that 
comes up in debate, serving to ‘faire bouger les catégories mentales’,1 or, as 
Christine herself puts it, to ‘mouvoir nos oppinions’ (Débat, p. 145:972–73) 
[change our opinions]. human limitations explain why opinion rather than 
certain knowledge prevails in human thought. the desire to know impels 
humans to form opinions and defend them when attacked. since, however, an 
opinion may be true or false, and since its truth or falsity is a matter of opinion, 
there is always some uncertainty registered when opinions differ. these are 
factors that Christine took into account in describing her personification of 
opinion.

description in medieval french allegory relies on a scheme often identified 
as aviser followed by deviser. Before the fountain of Wisdom, for example, 
Christine remarks that ‘m’arrestay pour aviser / Ce que vous m’orrés deviser’ 
(Chemin, v. 811–12) [i paused to construe what you will hear me describe]. 
descriptions facilitate understanding of the object of description (Policie, 
p. 3:3–5). to construe and then describe in this manner is important in deline-
ating and resolving matters of opinion. again, in the Chemin de long estude, 
Christine relates the technique to her description of the debate on the ideal 
ruler that concludes the poem.

Car oppinions moult diverses
y a, et l’une a l’autre averses.
si a bien cy a deviser
Pour mieulx choisir et aviser. (Chemin, v. 3451–54)

1 Cerquiglini 2000, p. 603.
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[for there are many diverse, and divergent, opinions. there is 
much to describe here in order better to perceive 2 and construe 
them.]

these lines extend the aviser–deviser paradigm to include an audience’s aviser 
– that is, the author’s conception (aviser) is represented in words that describe 
it (deviser) and, in this way, permit the audience to understand and evaluate 
(aviser).

as a commonplace attendant to allegory, aviser comprises all the intellectual 
virtues and faculties identified with thought and described in the preceding 
chapter. But because, for Christine, it also includes ‘imagination’, aviser leads, 
in allegory, to deviser, in the specific sense of description informed by the 
artist’s avis. in the Livre de la paix, Christine explains how she describes 
prudence in this way.

de ceste vertu, pour mieulx descripre que c’est et dont elle vient et dessent, 
est assavoir qu’entendement qui est puissance et operacion de l’ame .. . est 
son commencement. L’office de cest entendement est d’ymaginer toutes 
choses veues ou non veues selon la quantité de sa force par lesquelles 
 ymaginacion, par bien invistiguer, est engendrée congnoissance laquelle 
s’approche plus des choses ouvrales, c’est assavoir des choses que on veult 
mectre à euvre, congnoistre, et entendre les manieres de les faire et entre-
prendre. de ceste congnoissance vient discrecion. (Paix, pp. 65–66)

[in order to describe that virtue and its origin and derivation, know that it 
begins with understanding, a power and function of the soul. it is the office 
of such understanding to form a mental image of all things seen and not seen; 
by careful investigation, using imagination in this way, cognition is born. 
Cognition then turns to the tasks to be done, that is to say, the tasks one 
wants to accomplish, knowing and understanding how to do and carry them 
out. discretion comes from that cognition.]

in this way, prudence as discretion considers a subject matter that it seeks to 
understand (aviser) and, as a result, invents a description (deviser) that illustrates 
coherently that subject matter.3 this chapter will examine Christine’s art of 
description and its relation to her views on opinion and opinion making. We 
begin with Christine’s description of Lady Opinion in the Advision.

2 ‘to perceive’ rather than ‘to choose’ seems to be the best translation given the descriptive 
mode Christine evokes in these lines.

3 Cf. Kelly 1978, p. 39, and 1983, pp. 117–19. see also Chemin, v. 1603–05, 3269–70, 
3453–54, 4571–72, 4921–22; Enseignemens, 99–100.
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The description of Lady Opinion

Christine describes the personification of Lady Opinion at the beginning of the 
Advision’s second part.

avisay .. . une grant ombre femmenine sans corps, si comme chose esperit-
uelle de trop estrange nature .. .; car celle chose veoie estre une seulle ombre, 
mais plus de cent mil milions, voire innombrables parties, les unes grandes, 
les autres mendres, autres plus petites de soy elle faisoit; puis s’assembloient 
les parties d’ombre comme par grans tourbes si que font nuees ou ciel ou 
oyselles volans par tas ensemble. (Advision, ii.i.9–15)

[i recognized a great feminine shade, incorporeal as would be something 
spiritual of a very unusual kind. for i saw it as a single shape with a hundred 
thousand million, nay with countless parts, some big, others less so, and still 
other smaller versions of herself. then these parts of shade came together in 
great masses as clouds do in the sky or birds flying in flocks.]

the word ombre that Christine uses to describe Lady Opinion in the Advision 
refers to an ‘appearance’ and a ‘shade’; she is not only a ‘shadow’, she is also 
a ‘shape’, and, indeed, a shape that is constantly shifting like a cloud or a flock 
of birds.4 But, as ‘shade’, she connotes both ‘shadow’ and ‘color’. her color 
is ever changing too, being determined by the different schools of thought her 
colors refer to allegorically, ‘as well as a fluidity in the types of knowledge to 
which authority is to be assigned’.5 shapes and shades of diverse color and hue 
– her parts – swarm about Lady Opinion, blending, intermingling, and separating 
before Christine’s astonished eyes.

et tout ainsi comme les couleurs d’icelles ombres par tourbes se differoient, 
semblablement faisoient leurs fourmes. Car il n’est corps de creature humaine 
ne d’estrange beste, oysel, monstre de mer, serpent ne chose que dieux 
formast oncques, voire des plus haultes choses celestielles et de tout quanque 
pensee puet presenter a la fantasie, dont n’y eust la fourme. si en avoit tant 
d’estranges qu’il n’est cuer qui le peust penser. (Advision, ii.i.30–36)

4 dulac 2001, pp. 188–89. On ombre, see FEW, vol. 14, p. 21: ‘modèle’, ‘apparence 
trompeuse’; Robert, p. 1365: ‘Le mot s’applique notamment à l’ombre par opposition au 
corps qui la produit: de là, les sens d’“image sans consistance, apparence, semblant”, et 
“spectre, mort”.’ in AW, vol. 6, col. 1086, ll. 43–49, the word carries over from ‘shadow’ the 
notion of something that can darken vision. On the relation between a word’s semantic range 
and the changing figure that personifies the word and that range, see Kelly 1978, p. 25, and 
1995a, p. 56. Christine evokes the same image to describe flatterers in the Corps de policie; 
they hide their vices ‘soubz fainte simulacion en ombre et en couleur de bien’ (p. 16:23) 
[beneath feigned disguise as the shadow and color of good]. see also Paix, p. 122, where 
dissimilation is likened to a shade that colors its appearance so as to hide its true nature. 
this comparison recalls Jean de meun’s faux semblant.

5 semple 1998b, p. 115.
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[and just as the colors of these masses differed from one another, so did the 
shapes they assumed. for there was no human or strange beast ever fashioned 
by god that was not depicted there – whether bird, sea-monster, or serpent 
or any of the highest things in the heavens or whatever fantasy may conjure 
up in the mind. indeed, there were some so bizarre that no mind could 
conceive them.]

in this way, the personification of opinion illustrates the consistencies and 
nuances, as well as the diversity, inconsistencies, and enormities, of human 
thought. Opinions may be very strange beasts.

By contrast, in the Advision’s first part, Christine shows how virtues and 
vices form a ‘normative array’ in the medieval sense of ‘adequacy of evidence’ 6 
– that is, ‘they converge into a definition of human nature in society as something 
morally based on both acts and words’.7 Virtues constitute an orderly array, 
analogous to a genealogical tree that correlates the one with the other. ‘Les 
vertus descendent les unes des autres et s’entreacompaignent et attraient’ 
(Advision, i.xxvii.2–3) [the virtues descend the one from the other, forming 
groups by mutual attraction]. such order characterizes Christine’s allegorical 
descriptions. in the Advision in particular, there are the three contexts she 
envisages in her gloss, humanity in general, her own life, and france; but she 
does not exclude other readings that one may find there (Advision, pp. 3:4–
4:46). as for the vices, their relation is less orderly because they ‘trebuchent 
de l’une en l’autre et s’entresachent et apparient’ (i.xxxvii.3–4) [stumble along 
from the one to the other, jostling and pairing up in heterogeneous combina-
tions]. this description anticipates the description of Lady Opinion in her 
various shapes. indeed, such instability characterizes the undesirable personifi-
cations such as Chaos and the vices that populate the first part of the 
Advision.8

since opinion is especially at home in the university, Christine locates Lady 
Opinion and her various ‘shades’ in that setting, populated as it is by clerics 
ever debating conflicting opinions (Advision, ii.i.3–6). Christine herself belongs 
to that realm, as Lady Opinion perceives in addressing her as ‘fille d’escolle’ 
(Advision, ii.iii.4). since, however, as a woman, Christine cannot attend the 
university,9 this title must refer to her as daughter of a school of thought and, 
therefore, of opinion.10 Charity Cannon Willard paraphrases ‘fille d’escole’ as 

6 allen 1982, p. 101.
7 allen 1982, p. 104. see as well hicks 2000, pp. 228–29; Parussa, ed., Othea, 

pp. 19–20.
8 nature is a shade that variously produces human shapes (Advision, i.ii). fraude is like 

faux semblant: ‘tu te transfigures en trop d’estranges fourmes’ (i.xix.27–28) [you transform 
yourself into too many strange shapes].

9 see stuip 2004, p. 155.
10 Christine extends the realm of opinion beyond the medieval university; it has a place 

among practitioners of mechanical arts as well as in warfare and knighthood (Advision, ii.
ii.41–46, iii.15–20, iv.19–25). the shades as different ‘schools’ may therefore represent 
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‘bluestocking’, that is, an intellectual but not necessarily a student.11 this is 
consistent with the role Christine assigns herself in the Rose debate. as daughter 
of a school of thought, Christine is among Lady Opinion’s daughters. her own 
quest for truth locates her, both as an individual and as a member of a particular 
school of thought, among the numberless and diverse shades of Opinion.

Lady Opinion has her own parents. they are ignorance, her mother, and 
désir de savoir, her father. she was conceived, that is, created or formed, as 
soon as adam was created (Advision, ii.iii.12–13).12 encouraged by Opinion, 
and eager to know what the fruit of the tree of Knowledge of good and evil 
might teach them in their ignorance, the first man and woman tasted the 
forbidden fruit (ii.iii.13–14).13 Opinion, however, is not always a false teacher. 
she taught adam and eve how to cultivate the earth and order their life (ii.
iii.16–18). indeed, she is the source of all invention, including poetic invention.14 
as time passed, more opinions emerged; eventually philosophy and its philoso-
phers came along (ii.iii.19–25). these thinkers also appear in the Chemin de 
long estude (v. 1647–48), but they operate in the realm of speculation. Lady 
Opinion prevails until certain truth is found. she will disappear only at the end 
of the world, for she has no place in heaven or hell, where absolute and certain 
truth prevails (Advision, ii.iii.31). there is no opinion in god’s mind.

the admixture of truth and error in human opinions derives from the human 
admixture of speculative soul and ignorant body (Advision, ii.iv.70–75).15 When 
reason reigns, the soul’s inclinations dominate the body and the mind 
approaches certain truth (Advision, ii.iv.60–62). Lady Opinion illustrates this 
dynamic with a survey of some true and false faiths, including religious errors 
such as manicheism and arianism, and philosophical errors, especially the 
errors of the philosophers she compares unfavorably with the more certain 
perception of truth she finds in aristotle.16

diverse techniques, trades, and activities as well as schools of thought to which Christine 
herself might belong. in the Chemin, the sibyl, ‘ma maistrece’ (v. 1545), claims Christine 
for her own school (v. 656–58, 1587–88, 1682–84, 6294; cf. v. 1506–10); see zühlke 1994, 
pp. 302 n. 249, 306 n. 293, and 309 n. 317.

11 Willard 1984, p. 100. Cf. schilperoort 1936, pp. 34–38. ‘Bluestocking’ can, therefore, 
be laudatory or negative, depending on context – and opinion. Cf. hicks 1995a, 
pp. 234–35.

12 Cf. Advision, iii.ix.35–42. On this correction of the Mutacion, see Advision, ii.xiv.4–
11, and above, pp. 14–20. Opinion’s ‘parents’ are evoked in the speculative part of the Chemin 
in v. 1620–22, 1654, 1751–53, 1809–11, 1984–88.

13 Christine seems to imply that the devil is one of Opinion’s shapes.
14 Cerquiglini 1993a, p. 212.
15 see Cerquiglini 1993b, pp. 105–07; cf. Brown-grant 1999a, pp. 121–22; and Chapter 

1, pp. 21–22.
16 On Christine’s indebtedness here to aristotle’s Metaphysics and thomas aquinas’s 

commentary on it, see dulac and reno 1995; reno and dulac, ed., Advision, pp. xxxii–xxxiii; 
richards 2000a, pp. 201–02.
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Opinion and rhetoric

to sway opinion, one relies on the noble art of rhetoric (Cité, p. 160). Christine 
recognizes this function, perhaps influenced by Boethius’s Philosophy who 
supports her own lessons by ‘rhetoricae suadela dulcedinis’ (De consolatione, 
ii Pr. i.8) [the sweet persuasion of rhetoric (green, p. 21)]. for example, Lady 
Opinion adapts her rhetorical demonstration to her pupil as audience.17 first, 
she confines her discussion of philosophical opinions on first causes to the 
‘cause de matiere’ (Advision, ii.vi.12 and x.22) or ‘cause materielle’ (ii.x.27),18 
that is, the material Cause.19 second, she adopts the ars arengandi: ‘et tres ore 
soit changié l’ordre de nostre rethorique en plus vulgare et elegant parleure en 
retournant a nostre premiere arrenge’ (ii.xiii.12–14) [and let the order of our 
rhetorical demonstration be altered to fit a more common, elegant discourse by 
returning to our first point]. Arenga refers to the order in which an argument 
is set forth.20 thus, the speaker defines his or her subject, arranges the evidence, 
and illustrates it with appropriate examples that clarify and sway opinion. the 
arenga was commonly used in debates; this is obvious in the Rose debate, in 
which Christine uses the term, pointing out that although she cannot ‘user de 
belle arenge et mos polis bien ordennéz qui mes raisons rendissent luisans’ 
(Débat, pp. 12:35–36 and 50:34–35) [express myself by beautiful discourse and 
well-disposed, polished speech that might illuminate my argument], she will 
argue her opinions solidly and straightforwardly.21 the Advision makes the same 

17 Philosophy does so in Boethius’s Consolation when she precedes her harsh medicine 
with milder cures (De consolatione, i Pr. v. 11–12; cf. ii Pr. i.7, iii Pr. i.2–3). the Rose too 
takes account of diverse audiences (Kelly 1995a, pp. 17–19). in the Chemin the sibyl recog-
nizes Christine’s limitations as a result of her education, adapting her instruction to her 
pupil’s level of accomplishment (v. 1668–90). audience is a major point of dispute in the 
Rose debate, as discussed above.

18 these expressions translate causa materialis in aquinas’s Commentary on aristotle’s 
Metaphysics (Expositio, especially Book i, Lessons 4–17), one of Christine’s sources on 
opinion; see dulac and reno 1997; reno and dulac, Advision, p. xxxiii.

19 On the four Causes – efficient, formal, material, and final – see minnis 1984 and 
Brown-grant 2000b; for their place in the composition of the Rose, see Kelly 1995a. Christine 
refers only briefly to the other causes in treating aristotle’s criticism of his predecessors. the 
formal cause is evoked in the Advision, ii.xi.47–52, the final cause in ii.xii.3–18, and the 
efficient cause as god in ii.xii.1831. see also dulac and reno 1997, pp. 125–26. Lady 
Opinion describes herself as the efficient cause of human activities in explaining her own 
relation to fortune (ii.xiv). thomas aquinas treats extensively all four causes in Christine’s 
source, in the Commentary on aristotle’s Metaphysics.

20 mcLeod 1991, pp. 114–16, shows how the disposition of the Cité des dames fits the 
order prescribed by Cicero in his De inventione; cf. as well Paix, p. 167. this passage is also 
translated in Brunetto Latini’s Tresor, iii.15; he also explains it at some length.

21 Cf. p. 115:14–116:30 and richards 1998b. By the time she wrote the Advision Christine 
was more confident in using the ars arengandi. her use of the art is related to the art of 
letter-writing (ars dictaminis); see almeida ribero 1989; richards 1993; LeBlanc 1995; 
margolis 1996. On the relationship between the ars arengandi and the ars dictaminis in 
general, see Camargo 1991, p. 40, and Koch, HWR, 1, 1035–36. Christine knows that the 
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point because Christine’s discussion with Lady Opinion is said to take place 
in a university setting.

the university Lady Opinion occupies lies in the middle ground between 
france’s Chaos in the Advision’s Part One and the small chamber of Philosophy 
in Part three. france, personified by a figure named Libera,22 deplores the 
chaos of the realm, starkly visualized in the depiction of human life as a 
descent through all-consuming Chaos and the final, startling elimination of its 
material self as excrement. in Part three, Philosophy depicts the limits of 
opinion as she moves on to the solid ground of faith and herself acquires the 
new name theology (Advision, iii.xxvii).23 faith, founded on biblical, and 
therefore infallible, truth for Christine, shows false opinion emerging among 
mortals at the moment the devil convinced adam and eve to sin. to be sure, 
they did acquire knowledge through sin, since they came to know good and 
evil by disobedience. sinning always teaches something. But presumption, a 
variety of opinion, counters god’s will and reveals their error through 
knowledge of their sin.

Philosophy is more akin to theology in the Advision than she is in Boethius’s 
Consolation, as well as to the philosophies about the material Cause evoked 
in Advision, Part two.24 Born before Lady Opinion, Philosophy is the daughter 
of god.25 at her best, Opinion is chambermaid to Philosophy, striving to express 
the latter’s god-given truths. Christine herself exemplifies this effort in passing 
from the truths of opinion in Part two of the Advision to the truth of philosophy 
and theology in Part three. as a ‘fille d’escolle’ and herself a daughter of 
opinion, Christine strives to distinguish true from false opinion by the process 

arenga also designates a critical introduction to a discourse. the art flourished in italy, 
spreading from there to france and elsewhere. see segre 1968, pp. 121–23, and Koch, HWR, 
vol. 1, cols. 1033–40 (on the ars arengandi) and cols. 877–89 (on arenga).

22 Libera foreshadows Chartier’s france in the Quadrilogue invectif. see Cerquiglini 
1993b, p. 158; cf. auerbach 1958, p. 153. On Christine’s influence on Chartier, see Willard 
1984, pp. 202, 212–23.

23 Philosophy is also named sapience and serenité in the Advision, iii.ii.4 and iii.2. 
Changing the name of personifications or other exemplary figures to fit the semantic range 
of the idea personified or exemplified is analogous to Christine’s description of Opinion’s 
‘colors’. for example, Prudence in alain’s Anticlaudianus also goes by the names Phronesis, 
sapientia, and sophia; similarly, in the Advision Lady Philosophy becomes Lady theology. 
minerva alias Pallas refers to different roles for the same goddess; see gonzález doreste 
1997. fortune in the Roman de Fauvel also has different names depending on whether it 
represents providence, destiny, or chance (angeli 1996, pp. 23–24). On this subject, see 
Whitman 1987, pp. 4–8, 269–72. Penthesilea may also be renamed, and newly described, as 
with Othea in Othea (see Parussa 1993, p. 483). such adaptation is analogous to froissart’s 
inventions using, among other techniques, renaming (Kelly 1981, 1998). Cf. heitmann 
1963.

24 Cf. reno and dulac, Advision, p. xxxi.
25 Advision, ii.iii.26–27; cf. iii.xxvii.28–29: ‘O theologie que je vueil louer, dame, en 

toy, souveraine Philosophie .. .’ [Oh! theology whom i wish to praise in you, sovereign Lady 
Philosophy]; and 55: ‘sainte theologie .. .’ [holy theology]; cf. iii.xxvii.17–19.
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she frequently refers to as esplucher,26 or careful sifting and winnowing. thanks 
to Philosophy alias theology in the Advision’s third part, Christine corrects her 
own false opinions. We shall examine instances of such correction below and 
in the remaining chapters.

since, as Christine reminds Lady Opinion, ‘vous estes ambigue et pouez 
estre deceue’ (Advision, ii.xxii.79–80) [you are ambiguous and can be deceived], 
specific opinions arising out of ignorance are never entirely free from doubt 
because of their relation to Opinion’s mother, ignorance. as we have seen, she 
found criteria for evaluating opinions in religion, reason, and personal 
experience.27 Lady Opinion encourages her ‘fille d’escole’ to ground her quest 
of true opinion on these three criteria.

si te conseil que ton oeuvre tu continues, comme elle soit juste, et ne te 
doubtes d’errer en moy. Car tant que je seray en toy fondee sur loy, raison 
et vray sentement, tu ne mesprendras es fondacions de tes oeuvres es choses 
plus voir semblables, non obstant de plusieurs les divers jugemens, les ungs 
par moy simplement, les autres par envie.
(Advision, ii.xxii.38–43; my emphasis)

[i advise you to persevere, as is right, and not to fear erring through me. for 
as long as you rely on religion, reason, and personal experience, you will 
not err by basing your works on credible foundations, in spite of diverse 
judgments either pure and simple through me, or by others arising out of 
envy.]

as noted above, loy includes religion; reason is the human faculty whereas 
vray sentement is personal experience and a sense or feeling for what is right 
or true; it is based on conscience and one’s emotional response to experience. 
Conscience distinguishes between right and wrong emotions; for example, envy 
clouds judgment and leads to error when aligned with mere opinion not 
grounded in conscience informed by reason and faith. although Christine 
accepts her human and personal limitations, she can learn using reason and 
faith, as she does under Philosophy–theology’s tutelage in Part three of the 
Advision. religion is a firm foundation for Christine de Pizan. it does not admit 
of doubt, although one can err in trying to understand it, falling into heresies 
like those Opinion mentions (Advision, ii.v).

26 Pierre Col uses this word in the Rose debate (Débat, p. 93:161); Christine adopts it to 
refer to her own investigation of opinions (Débat, pp. 129:468–69, 135:650; cf. Cité, p. 42). 
however, esplucher does not appear in the Advision. montaigne uses ‘esplucher’ in an 
analogous manner; see his Essais, i.xl, p. 245, and, in general, Leake 1981, p. 424. Cf. 
fumaroli 1997, p. 15; Robert, p. 74 s.v. éplucher. Débat, pp. 93:161 (Pierre Col), and 
129:468–69 and 135:650 (Christine de Pizan). Cf. Robert, p. 711 s.v. éplucher, which ‘signifie 
d’abord “nettoyer, en enlevant les parties inutiles”’; it therefore anticipates Christine’s aviser 
as consideracion and discrecion.

27 for example, she had a good marriage because all these criteria came together in the 
decision for her to marry (zühlke 1994, p. 63).
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Christine’s changing opinions and her ongoing education

Christine illustrates opinion both true and false in the debates on the first cause 
in the Advision’s Part two. moreover, Lady Opinion too explains how 
Christine’s own complaint about fortune in the Mutacion is erroneous. although 
fortune may rule over things, including the body, opinion errs in making 
fortune out to be the first cause and an evil. We remember that in the 
Mutacion,  fortune changed Christine from a woman to a man because she had 
to assume a man’s conventional role as head of her household.28 the trials and 
tribulations attributed to fortune there, however sincerely they were felt, are in 
fact the fruit of wrong opinion. they conflict with Boethius’s teachings. 
although Christine accepted this view in Part two of the Advision, she is 
still victim of the same error in Part three, apparently having forgotten 
what she learned, as Boethius does at the beginning of the Consolation.29 
Philosophy–theology shows Christine how philosophical truth corrects errors 
regarding the power of fortune in her own life.

Lady Opinion encourages Christine to seek true opinion, distinguishing 
sharply between it and false opinions that prevail in the world. Christine agrees 
with Lady Opinion in Part two. yet her lengthy complaint in Part three about 
the havoc fortune wrought in her own life shows that she has not applied that 
knowledge to understanding her own experiences. Philosophy corrects her false 
opinion using the very combination of religion, reason, and personal experience 
that Opinion told Christine she needed in order to get at truth. here again we 
recognize the subjective certainty that, like Lady Opinion, changes as Christine’s 
quest for truth progresses.

Philosophy’s argument is thus closely modeled on the Consolation. good 
and bad fortune ‘vient par cuidier et par opinion’ (Advision, iii.xxi.42) [comes 
from presumption and opinion], whereas sufficiency is contentment with what 
god grants (Advision, iii.xxi.44–45). such gifts would include the virtues god 
bestowed on Christine. although ‘l’extimacion et opinion des gens’ (Advision, 
iii.xxv.7) [people’s opinion] may determine what people value, these are false 
values when they do not rest on religion, reason, and personal experience. 
Christine’s Philosophy gathers ‘flowers’ from Boethius’s Consolation to teach 
her disciple a profound lesson (Advision, iii.xxv.30–33). going beyond the 
Consolation, she includes arguments gleaned from scripture. in doing so, 
Philosophy appears as the highest knowledge, acquiring a new name, theology 
(Advision, iii.xxvi.1–2, 11–17).30 as mentioned earlier, such renaming occurs 
not infrequently in allegorical poetry. it is analogous to Christine’s metamor-
phosis from woman to man in the Mutacion. Philosophy–theology’s lessons, 
like manna from heaven (Advision, iii.xxvii.68–71), restore Christine’s faith, 

28 see zühlke 1994, pp. 86–90; Kelly 1996; Brown-grant 1999a, pp. 121–22.
29 On weak memory, see Brown-grant 1999a, pp. 153, 161–62.
30 Christine seems to replace the changing sizes of Boethius’s Philosophy (De consola-

tione, i Pr. i.2) by changing the name of her personification (Advision, iii.xxvii.17–34).
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giving her practical understanding of her life’s course. her changed opinion 
about the place of fortune in her life and in the world she lives in allows her 
to turn to the political and moral issues that interest her most and to which she 
devotes her later writings.31 With aristotle, she corrects opinions in matters of 
faith, philosophy, and politics; with Boethius, she corrects her own false 
opinions about the role of fortune in her life.

different voices express opinions in Christine’s writings. in the debate mode 
characteristic of her work on opinion, as well as in the Rose debate, she adapts 
the traditional modes of deliberative rhetoric. the debate mode was common 
in medieval court poetry before and in her time; it was, therefore, familiar to 
Christine’s readers. debate as ‘dialogue presents different points of view and 
various possibilities of thought’ – and, we might infer, of opinions; since, 
however, ‘dialogue is situational and the speakers’ moods are generally trans-
parent’,32 character becomes a factor in debate, and, more specifically, in the 
style of debate. in Christine’s case, style is a feature of her character. as she 
puts it, she prefers ‘le stille a moy naturel’, a ‘bel stille’ (Advision, iii.x.25, 
27) because of her scholarly, rather reclusive character (iii.x.9–13; cf. Débat, 
p. 148:1077). this ‘natural style’ is the allegorical mode that poets use.

J’oz trouvé le stille a moy naturel, me delictant en leurs soubtilles couvertures 
et belles matieres mucees soubz fictions delictables et morales, et le bel stille 
de leurs mettres et proses deduites par belle et polie rethorique aournee de 
soubtil langage et proverbes estranges. (Advision, iii.x.25–29) 33

[i had found the style natural to me, wherein i took delight in their subtle 
integuments and beautiful subject matter lying beneath pleasing moral fictions, 
and the beautiful style of their verse and prose drawn out in lovely, polished 
rhetorical flourishes using subtle language and unusual proverbs.]

her personifications and exemplary figures also speak in character, an issue 
that looms large in the Rose debate on Jean de meun’s decorum as well. in 
the terminology of medieval rhetoric, this is material style.34 this term refers 
to the conformity between character and level of discourse in description of a 
person or personification. in Christine’s time, such description was part of 
invention.

31 Kelly 1996; Paupert 2000.
32 echtermann and nagel 2000, p. 496.
33 see strubel 1995. for early examples of this style, see CB 61, 86, 90; AB 7, 14.
34 Kelly 2000, pp. 197–200; on material style in general, see quadlbauer 1962; Kelly 

1983, 1991, pp. 71–78.
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Opinion and description as topical invention: common places and 
commonplaces

description in medieval poetics is the art of topical invention. to understand 
such description as it was practiced by Christine de Pizan and many other 
medieval authors, we must make the critical distinction between what i have 
termed the commonplace and the common place. Commonplace refers ‘to a 
conventional image, thought, or action an author repeats or paraphrases in a 
new work’, whereas a common place identifies ‘places in a person, thing, or 
action common to all persons, things, or actions of the same kind’; each work 
describes such places according to its author’s intention.35 in this book, i use 
these terms as they are defined here. in medieval poetics, topos is synonymous 
with ‘common place’; that is, it designates a ‘place’ common to any thing, 
whether human, animal, vegetable, mineral, or intellectual – ‘en somme, toutes 
les conditions ou circonstances de l’existence’.36 the ‘place’ is identified by a 
definition. What is defined is a feature or ‘property’ common to all persons, 
things, actions, or ideas of a particular kind, but a feature that can vary from 
person to person.37 for example, an obviously important topos in Christine’s 
writings is gender (sexus).38 gender is an attribute of human nature like, among 
other such topoi, nationality, language, age, and family. Once the feature is 
identified, the writer gives it substance by means of a description that 
 characterizes the person, thing, or action as individual or type.

did, however, Christine de Pizan know and consciously use topical invention? 
We know little about her actual education, which appears to have included both 
what she gleaned from her father and what her mother imparted as part of the 
upbringing of a young woman being prepared for marriage and motherhood. 
deschamps refers to a more ambitious role for her father in what zühlke terms 
a translatio studii from father to daughter.39 according to deschamps, this 
included instruction in the seven liberal arts.40 if this is so, her education would 
have included grammar and rhetoric, arts that, in the middle ages, offered 
instruction and practice in topical invention.41

35 Kelly 1999b, pp. 62–63.
36 zumthor 1972, p. 83; cf. Kelly 1983; edwards 1989, especially interchapter 2. On the 

meanings of the term topos since the middle ages, see the articles on Lieux communs et 
littérature in the ‘Première Journée’, CAIEF, 49 (may 1997), pp. 13–150.

37 it can also support comparisons; for example, ‘le chien a maintes proprietez a quoy 
le bon homme d’armes doit retraire et ressembler’ (Policie, p. 15:19–20) [a dog has many 
features the good soldier should imitate and resemble]. as examples, Christine names loving 
the master, protecting him, and remaining constantly alert.

38 On sexus as a variable attribute of human nature, see richards 1996, pp. 101–12.
39 see zühlke 1994, pp. 57–58; cf. Mutacion, v. 651–58; cf. Advision, iii.ii.8–11.
40 see Ballade 1242, v. 19, in Balades.
41 her comparison of composition to architecture in Charles V (vol. 1, p. 191; cf. desmond 

1994, pp. 209–12; richards 2000b, p. 117) recalls geoffrey of Vinsauf’s use of the analogy 
in Poetria nova, v. 43–70; see Willard 1984, pp. 125–26. Perhaps this accounts for Christine’s 
preference for architectural images in the Mutacion and the Cité; cf. Blanchard 1988, p. 140, 
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this brings us again to the issue of Christine’s knowledge of Latin. 
fortunately, the issue is not crucial in the case of topical invention because the 
art was available not only in ancient and medieval treatises in Latin, but also 
in Brunetto Latini’s Livre du tresor. using the information in it we can see 
how useful knowledge of the art of topical invention can be for interpreting 
Christine’s own inventions and, more importantly, her evaluation of and 
arguments for her own opinions.

Bärbel zühlke has shown that Christine draws on standard topoi to describe 
herself as well as her father, mother, husband, and children. Christine presents 
herself, for example, as ‘une personne’.42 every ‘person’ has common human 
attributes such as those mentioned above. typical for the medieval kind of 
description, an author chooses from among such attributes those that might best 
describe what he or she wishes to highlight in a specific person or personifi-
cation. Christine describes herself in this way. however, unlike rousseau at 
the beginning of his Confessions, she does not pride herself on a broken mold 
that would have made her unique, but rather on how closely she resembles her 
father’s mold, despite her failure to make a perfect fit.43 she states that this 
deficiency results in part from her intelligence and, more importantly, from her 
inadequate education because she was a woman, her gender prejudicially 
depriving her of the opportunity to realize her intellectual potential (Mutacion, 
v. 413–30; Cité, pp. 150–52). the description of her education and faculties is 
thus set by defining topoi: convictus, sexus, and habitus, or the topoi ‘way of 
life’, ‘sexual gender’, and ‘character’.44

the technique is apparent in Christine’s other writings as well. she evokes 
it in the Chemin de long estude using the aviser–deviser paradigm, asking 
herself what properties she will identify in the personification Wisdom, or 
Sagesse, in order to describe her properly.

Or est il temps que je m’avise
Comment proprement je devise

1990, pp. 225–29; desmond 1994, ch. 6; Luff 1999, pp. 380–89, 401–02; Caraffi 2003. the 
analogy also has a biblical source used by gerson (edsall 2000, p. 51). Christine would have 
known geoffrey’s analogy, either directly from the Poetria nova, or from Brunetto Latini’s 
use of geoffrey’s comparison in his Tresor (iii.17.2.9–18); on Brunetto’s use of the Poetria 
nova, see Kelly 1969, pp. 126, 132 and n. 36, 133–34.

42 zühlke 1994, pp. 79–80. On the meanings of personne in pre-modern times, see 
rheinfelder 1928.

43 ‘sie spezifiziert den grad ihrer individuellen ausprägung’ (zühlke 1994, p. 80) [she 
specifies the degree to which she delineates her individual features].

44 zühlke 1994 treats habitus (pp. 142, 297 n. 204), natio (pp. 187–88), and sexus as 
virago (pp. 191–200). On habitus, see also richards 2000b, p. 121; quillet 2002, p. 686; cf. 
fenster 1995, p. 482; haidu 2004, p. 306. On sexus, see Pairet 2002, p. 149. in the Corps de 
policie, Christine seems to understand habitus as acquiring a ‘seconde nature .. . par longue 
acoustumance de bien ou de mal’ (p. 7:8) [second nature .. . by long familiarity with good or 
evil]. Walters 2002a and 2002b treat implicitly natio and patria as language and country of 
origin respectively. On these topoi, see matthew’s Ars versificatoria, 1:85, 82.
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Les proprietez de sagece,
Ou toutes vertus a largece
Puisent et prennent leurs effects
de tous les cas justement fais. (Chemin, v. 4921–26)

[it is now appropriate for me to construe how i may properly 
describe Wisdom’s properties; all virtues draw abundantly on 
her, deriving their effects from all actions rightly performed.]

Wisdom is one of the personifications in the debate that closes the Chemin. 
her words are the case she, like the other personifications, makes in arguing 
how best to resolve france’s problems. each personification – Wisdom, Wealth, 
nobility, and Knighthood – describes an ideal monarch for uniting france and 
lifting it from its difficulties. moreover, each proposes a ruler who possesses 
uniquely the attribute the given speaker personifies: the king should be noble 
or chivalric, rich or wise. We shall see how Christine herself construes such a 
king and describes him using topical invention in Chapter 5.

for now, let us consider another instance of original topical invention. 
Christine follows a traditional medieval plan or code for rewriting a given 
matter. such a plan or code is a gradus.45 here we encounter a striking analogy 
between some feminist criticism and medieval theories of topical invention on 
rewriting a conventional description. Gradus is analogous to what sharon 
marcus terms a script. she notes that

we can begin to develop a feminist discourse on rape by displacing the 
emphasis on what the rape script promotes – male violence against women 
– and putting into place what the rape script stultifies and excludes – women’s 
will, agency, and capacity for violence.46

But scripts, like codes and gradus, can be rewritten. ‘ne moremur ubi moram 
faciunt alii; sed, ubi moram faciunt, transeamus, ubi transeunt, moram faciamus’ 
(Documentum, ii.3.133) 47 [Let’s not dwell there where others did. rather where 
they tarry let us pass on, dwelling on what they pass over]. geoffrey of Vinsauf 
is more elaborate in the Poetria nova:

45 in the Pastoure Christine likewise rewrites the pastourelle’s traditional rape script, 
adding the missing steps of the commonplace gradus amoris to relate a fantasy tale that, 
unrealistically, crosses class divisions (Blanchard 1983, pp. 101–03, 141 n. 26). a different 
script or scenario occurs in other contexts; for example, there is a ‘saintly scenario’ in the 
Trois vertus (Blumenfeld-Kosinski 2000).

46 quoted in Wolfthal 1998, p. 58; cf. Kelly 2005, especially pp. 321–23. Christine too 
elaborates in the Cité on ‘women’s will, agency, and capacity for violence’ in, for example, 
the cases of semiramis, the amazons, and Judith. for similar use of ‘script’ in describing 
anger, see White 1998, especially p. 146; White is implicitly treating gradus irae. Cf. Cheyette 
and Chickering 2005, pp. 78–79.

47 On the background in horace and in medieval commentaries, see the twelfth-century 
Materia Commentary on horace’s Art of Poetry (pp. 353–54 on v. 128–33) which inspired 
these lines; see also friis-Jensen 1995.
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quod minus est supple, quod plus abrade, quod hirtum
Come, quod obscurum declara, quod vitiosum
emenda. Curis istis sunt omnia sana. (Poetria nova, v. 1758–60)

[amplify what is slight, prune what is redundant, groom what 
is shaggy, clarify what is obscure, correct what is faulty. every 
aspect of the work will be sound because of your careful 
efforts. (nims, p. 79)]

this, in medieval terms, is the kind of rewriting marcus proposes: ‘clarify what 
is obscure’ by ‘displacing the emphasis’. such ‘selective quotation’ 48 is a 
characteristic feature of Christine’s art of invention.

to adopt marcus’s term, from the perspective of topical invention, every 
action has a script. there is, for example, a gradus amoris for falling in love 
and a gradus aetatum for aging, each of which contains topoi or ‘places’ 
common to the phenomena they ‘script’.49 such scripts can be prescribed, as 
matthew of Vendôme does for the gradus amoris: ‘in actuali amoris exercitio 
precedit intuitus, sequitur concupiscentia, accessus, colloquium, blandimentum, 
ad ultimum votiva duorum congressio’ (Ars versificatoria, 4.13) [in the usual 
course of love seeing comes first, then follow desire, approach, conversation, 
blandishments, and finally the hoped for union of the two (galyon, p. 103)]. 
as an example, matthew quotes Ovid to explain the probability of sexual 
intercourse, the last stage in the gradus amoris, whether by rape or not: ‘a 
iuvene et cupido credatur reddita virgo?’ (Ars versificatoria, 1.82) [Can you 
believe that she was returned a virgin by one both youthful and hot-blooded? 
(galyon, p. 49)]. matthew insists that such scripts must leave no lacunae: ‘ut 
narrationis nulla sit intercisio’ (Ars versificatoria, 4.13) 50 [so that there is no 
interruption in the account (galyon, p. 103)]. matthew notes how several stages 
in the youth’s gradus amoris are missing in this example. But more importantly 
in marcus’s context, he ignores attributes of the young woman that might show 
how she responds to her loss of virginity in this way – that is, whether or not 
she consents to a ‘votiva duorum congressio’. this is the ‘place’, or locus or 
topos, where rewriting of Ovid such as that suggested by matthew and marcus 
would be appropriate – and where Christine did rewrite.

48 Brown-grant, trans. Cité, pp. xxiii–xxiv, xxx–xxxii. Cf. van der helm 2004, p. 93, on 
Christine’s description of semiramis: ‘Belangrijk hierbij is: wat laat Christine weg van wat 
Boccaccio schreef en wat voegt zij er vervolgens aan toe?’ [important in this matter is: what 
does Christine leave out of what Boccaccio related and what does she subsequently add to 
it?]

49 On the gradus amoris, see friedman 1965; on the gradus aetatum, Burrows 1986 and 
dove 1986.

50 he notes in the same place an Ovidian example in which two of the stages are 
missing.
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Opinion and Christine’s rewriting of common places

Christine can rewrite because a gradus amoris presupposes a number of stages, 
or ‘places’, that are conventional in relating the progress of lovemaking from 
first impressions to consummation. it usually includes the five stages, although 
the precise number is not important – matthew lists six in the passage quoted 
above. the common places in a gradus amoris are common because they 
describe the usual course of love, good or bad, including seduction and casual 
lovemaking as well as sincere affection and marriage. more important is the 
way in which each stage in the progression is defined or described. that is to 
say that each stage is a topos or ‘place’ common to love’s progress and, as a 
common place, subject to interpretation and invention. the author draws out 
the topos’s potential in a specific context. such ‘extraction’ gives expression to 
opinion. thus, Christine implicitly corrects the Ovidian example used by 
matthew to include the effect on and response of the virgin in a society in 
which loss of virginity is a serious result of rape, both during the act and in 
its effect on the victim afterwards.51 this would be an obvious instance of a 
rewriter dwelling on what her predecessors passed over.

the prescription to abbreviate what is lengthy and amplify what is brief may 
be perfunctory in classroom exercises. however, it is important to remember 
the analogies between this stage and learning a foreign language. in a given 
lesson (or stage of learning), the pupil stresses one grammatical principle such 
as the subjunctive rather than another such as the indicative, stringing together 
sentences that illustrate the subjunctive mode. gradually the pupil becomes 
aware of when a subjunctive may properly and effectively be used. similarly, 
matthew’s and geoffrey’s prescriptions lead beyond the classroom exercise. 
they actually teach a technique for revising or correcting a subject matter so 
as to express a new conception of it.52 that is, they teach the writer how to 
express a new view of or opinion on a given subject matter.

matthew of Vendôme offers the simplest scheme. the author considering 
where to dwell and what to pass over might ask him- or herself the following 
questions about the proposed script: ‘quis, quid, ubi, quibus auxiliis, cur, 
quomodo, quando’ (Ars versificatoria, 1.116) [Who, what, where, with what 
aid, why, when, in what matter (galyon, p. 61)]. this scheme for invention is 
‘an extractive operation’.53 it admits, of course, variants, just as those for love 
and the ages of life do. it is easily remembered, even if not in the same words, 
as d. W. robertson, Jr., noted in discussing its use by confessors in analyzing 
sin and determining penance, as it were ‘on the spot’.54 indeed, as a reader 
reflecting critically on Ovid’s line about the fate of a virgin left alone with a 
‘hot-blooded youth’, Christine might well ask about the virgin: quis? for, 

51 Wolfthal 1998, p. 67.
52 On revision and correction, cf. as well matthew’s Ars versificatoria, 4.
53 Copeland 1991, p. 160; see pp. 64–76, 160–65.
54 robertson 1946; gründel 1963; cf. m. zink 1985, pp. 14–16, 20–21.
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although the hot-blooded young man preserves his attributes intact, the maiden 
no longer has any feature, the single one attributed to her – virginity – having 
been lost. Prior to intercourse, she is analogous to gerson’s Chastity in the 
Rose debate: a virgin, ‘la tres belle, la tres pure’ [very beautiful and pure]. But 
this comparison raises another feature of the query quis? does the virgin desire 
or not desire, like gerson’s Chastity, what the young man does? Could she too 
be a iuvenis cupida? 55 it is not obvious in matthew’s context that the virgin 
‘onques ne daigna neiz panser aucune villainne ordure’ (Débat, p. 60:34–36) 
[never deigned to think of such vile filth]. Only the context can tell whether 
she is chaste or libidinous.

this example would have been more explicit to those of matthew’s pupils 
who knew the context of the line matthew lifted from Ovid’s Heroides (V, v. 
129). there it is part of Oenone’s diatribe addressed to Paris because he jilted 
her for that ‘cow’ (v. 117–118, 124), helen. But helen was no virgin at the 
time Paris abducted her. as Ovid’s Oenone (here quoting Cassandra) describes 
helen, she is the willing object of male passion, an example of ‘the woman 
wants to be raped’ commonplace: ‘quae totiens rapta est, praebuit ipsa rapi’ (v. 
132) [yet she who has been so often ravished has surely lent herself to 
ravishment], a reference to helen’s having been abducted more than once.56 
through Oenone, Ovid describes helen as a iuvenis cupida. But she tells a 
story different from the one matthew’s excerpt might suggest. as matthew 
points out,

si in eodem exemplo incidat attributorum diversitas, referendum est non ad 
effectum sermonis, sed ad affectum sermocinantis: verba etenim notanda sunt 
ex sensu ex quo fiunt, non ex sensu quem faciunt.
(Ars versificatoria, 1:115) 57

[if, moreover, a diversity of attributes occurs in the same description, they 
are to be read according to the speaker’s feelings, not according to the mere 
meaning of the words. for words are to be understood on the basis of the 
sense in which they are used, not merely on the basis of the sense they make. 
(galyon, p. 61)]

55 Kelly 1995a, p. 39. We cannot, in the context of topical invention, exclude the virgin 
who wants to lose her virginity – Briseida, for example, not as Christine represents her 
(Othea, 84), but as a loving woman in Benoît de sainte-maure’s Troie (Kelly 1995b). 
Christine knew about Briseida, if not from Ovid’s Heroides, then from its french adaptation 
in the Histoire ancienne jusqu’à César; see Campbell 1924, pp. 83, 91; Willard 1981b; 
Parussa, ed., Othea, p. 444.

56 helen herself implies as much when she suggests ravishment as the best way to 
conciliate her desire with her reputation in Heroides, XVii, v. 187–88: ‘utilis interdum est 
ipsis iniuria passis./ sic certe felix esse coacta forem’ [Wrong sometimes brings gain even 
to those themselves who suffer it. in this way, surely i could have been compelled to 
happiness]; see demats 1973, pp. 94–95.

57 similarly, Tresor, iii.3.4, where the speaker is advised to use language appropriate to 
the way he or she construes the case. this is an issue in the Rose debate when evaluating 
reason’s use of words like couilles and reliques and amant’s reaction to them.
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Ovid’s Oenone is jilted and jealous.
did Christine know this passage in Ovid’s Heroides? 58 this raises anew the 

issue of her knowledge of Latin and her reading of works written in that 
language. she knew Oenone’s plight. Lorete relates her story briefly in the Dit 
de la pastoure in an effort to discourage marote’s love for her nobleman (v. 
1324–41); the example is appropriate because Oenone too was a shepherdess 
and, therefore, of lower social standing than her princely lover.59 in putting the 
story into Lorete’s mouth Christine realizes the moral profit commentators 
traditionally identified in, or read into, Ovid’s Heroides.60 in any case, the 
contents of Ovid’s succinct reference to helen are found in another work 
Christine did know: the second redaction of the Histoire ancienne jusqu’à 
César. Christine used this redaction in the Mutacion de Fortune.61 unlike the 
first redaction, this redaction inserts french adaptations of some of the Heroides, 
including Oenone’s letter (she is Cenona in the Histoire),62 which is inserted 
after Paris ravished helen and brought her to troy.63

Christine probably knew this redaction of the Histoire ancienne in London 
BL royal 20 d.i., which was in the Louvre in 1380.64 the following excerpt 
adapts the passage referred to above as follows:65

il fait ore bien a croire que iouene iouuencel et chault rendist belle damoiselle 
pucelle quand il la tenist en sa poeste; yce ne croirai ie car ie scay bien que 
amours montent quant les ‘ij’ parties sont d’un acort et say bien que pues 
monter. et se tu dis: elle nen pot mes se len li fist force, ie te respont: vne 
se contregarde d’estre rauie et ceste est souuent rauie pour quoy nous pouons 
sauoir que elle se fait rauir de sa volente. (fol. 49 vo, b)

[it is now well to think that a hot young man would return a beautiful damsel 
as a virgin when he had her in his power, but i don’t believe it, for i know 
what love can accomplish when the two are in accord and i know what it 
can lead to. and you claim that she had no defense when she was raped, but 

58 Christine rewrites helen’s story as well; see below, p. 59. this example illustrates 
description in a context common in Christine. it is not possible to know whether she actually 
read Ovid’s Heroides or knew them only through their vernacular versions in the Histoire 
ancienne jusqu’à César. however, she appears to have rewritten Oenone’s story in the version 
told by Lorete in the Pastoure, v. 1324–1421; see Benkov 2002, pp. 70–72. On the reception 
of Ovid’s work in Christine’s time, see ruhe 1975, pp. 286–94. On its extensive copying in 
the middle ages, especially in the fifteenth century, see dörrie 1960, especially 
pp. 118–24.

59 see Perugi 1998, p. 7.
60 minnis 1991, p. 25.
61 Campbell 1924, p. 87; solente, ed., Mutacion, vol. 1, pp. lxvi–lxvii.
62 Jung 1996, pp. 507–08.
63 Jung 1996, p. 513.
64 Jung 1996, p. 505.
65 i am grateful to Keith Busby, who made a copy of the second redaction’s version of 

Oenone’s letter for me using Paris Bnf fr. 301, ‘manuscrit copié sur le manuscrit BL royal 
20 d. i.; contenu identique’ (Jung 1996, p. 552); see also avril 1969, pp. 300–14.
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i answer that one protects oneself from being abducted. and since this woman 
is often abducted, we can conclude that she arranges willingly her 
abductions.]

the Histoire ancienne adaptation is wordier than Ovid’s lapidary Latin. 
nonetheless, it contains the aspersions on helen’s character that Christine 
deletes entirely from her version in the Pastoure in order to stress the inequality 
in marote’s amorous relation and in this way to turn the shepherdess away 
from her nobleman. i shall return to this example in Chapter 4.

however, on the level of classroom instruction like that provided by matthew 
of Vendôme and geoffrey of Vinsauf,66 more will be required than perfunctory 
answers to the obvious topical questions quis? quid? etc. this is where one 
considers not Oenone’s reaction but Ovid’s intention in presenting her in the 
way he does. for example, although one learns what questions to ask, which 
features of a given subject matter should the questions address? Our two sources 
among the arts of poetry offer similar advice. geoffrey of Vinsauf summarizes 
the topoi as follows:

si bene dicta notes et rebus verba coaptes,
sic proprie dices. si mentio namque sit orta
forte rei, sexus, aetatis, conditionis,
eventus, si forte loci vel temporis:67 haec est
debita proprietas, quam vult res, sexus, et aetas,68

Conditio, eventus, tempus, locus. ista venustas
est electa, quia bene cum determino totum
termino sub tali forma. (Poetria nova, v. 1842–49) 69

[if you heed the directives carefully and suit words to content, 
you will speak with precise appropriateness in this way. if 
mention has perhaps arisen of an object, sex, age, condition, 
event, place, or time, it is regard for its distinctive quality that 
the object, sex, age, condition, event, time, or place claims as 
its due. felicity in this matter is an admirable thing, for when i 
make an apt use of qualifying words [determino] i give the 
whole theme a finished completeness [termino]. (nims, p. 82)]

matthew of Vendôme identifies slightly different topoi from geoffrey’s: 
‘attributa persone undecim: nomen, natura, convictus, fortuna, habitus, studium, 
affectio, consilium, casus, facta, orationes’ (Ars versificatoria, 1:77) and 
‘attributa negotio novem: summa facti, causa facti, ante rem, cum re, post rem, 

66 see other examples in Kelly 1999a, pp. 100–02.
67 On these topoi, see Kelly 1991, pp. 71–78. Cf. Cecchetti 1991, pp. 8–21.
68 On this correction, see sedgwick 1927, p. 339.
69 see nims, trans., Poetria nova, p. 108 n. 1843.
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facultas faciendi, qualitas facti, tempus, locus’ (Ars versificatoria, 1:94) 70 
[eleven personal attributes: name, nature, way of life, fortune, character, goals, 
appetites, judgment, luck, exploits, and eloquence (galyon, p. 48) – and nine 
attributes of the action: the gist of the action, the cause of the action, the action 
preceding the action described, the action accompanying the said action, the 
action following the said action, the ease with which it was done, the quality 
of the action, the time, and the place (galyon, p. 55)]. matthew defines and 
illustrates each topos, in some cases with sub-categories. for example, he 
locates the quote on Ovid’s iuvenis cupidus under natura. according to matthew, 
the natura topos and its varieties ‘sumuntur a natione vel a patria vel ab etate 
vel a cognatione vel a sexu’ (Ars versificatoria, 1.82) 71 [are a result of native 
language, native land, age, family, or sex (galyon, p. 49)]. matthew illustrates 
his instruction with our line from Ovid: ‘ubi dicitur a iuvene argumentum est 
a natura, ubi dicitur a cupido argumentum est ab affectione; et similiter in 
multis exemplis. unde exempla ad mentem exemplificantis debent retorqueri’ 
(1.115) [where the line says ‘youthful’, we have an attribute based upon the 
common place nature; where it says ‘hot-blooded’, we have an attribute based 
upon the common place disposition. and it is similar in many instances. thus 
an example ought to be turned to express the mind of the author of the example 
(galyon, p. 61)]. in a totally different context, Christine applies topical invention 
as matthew and Brunetto Latini describe it to rewrite helen as victim in both 
Othea (43, 68) and the Cité des dames (p. 406).72

Liliane dulac has implicitly suggested how the art of topical invention is 
used in Christine’s and Boccaccio’s versions of semiramis. their accounts ‘ne 
sont pas essentiellement des récits. ils sont subordonnés à la construction des 
personnages: en général les éléments narratifs, les événements ou actions illus-

70 matthew draws his topoi from Cicero’s De inventione (faral 1924, pp. 77–78). Christine 
could find them, drawn from the same source, in Brunetto Latini’s Tresor, iii.52–53; 
Brunetto’s french terms for persons are non, nature (including malles ou femiele, païs, vile, 
lignie, cors or corage), norreture, fortune, habis, estude, volentés, conseil, cheoite, oevre, 
and dit; and, for action, some; achoison; apareil, or devant, sur, and aprés le fait; pooir; 
maniere; tens and saisons; and lieux. Vile probably reflects italian political units; vile, as cité, 
is the locus for the Cité des dames.

71 On locus a loco, see ribémont 1995, whose definition of the topos and its articulation 
fits my usage here: ‘une matrice originelle à partir de laquelle la génération spatiale pourra 
avoir lieu’ (p. 245); Christine for her part ‘puise dans le monde encyclopédique ce dont elle 
a besoin pour son propre discours’ (p. 257); on locus a loco and a materia, see also Pratt 
1994, p. 62; Brown-grant 1999a, pp. 150–51; and (implicitly) on locus a sexu, Brown-grant 
2000a. Cf. Cerquiglini 1994, pp. 80–82; Kottenhof 1994, pp. 45–46. Lechat 2002, p. 518, 
recognizes a number of the topoi in the description of Charles V and his family members in 
Charles V; he also notes their ‘enumerative’ character, resembling instruction in the arts of 
poetry and prose. however, he does not make the connection between Christine’s practice 
of topical invention and the instruction in those treatises.

72 reno 1980, pp. 275–76. in the Epistre Dieu (v. 604–16) Christine argues that eve did 
not deceive adam, but was, like him, deceived by satan, and that she followed satan’s 
counsel in good faith. satan’s role is analogous to that of seducers who take advantage of 
women. Christine also likens deceived men to women in the Rose debate; see p. 96.
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trent et explicitent le portrait.’ 73 for example, Christine’s version of semiramis’s 
life in the Cité des dames illustrates the art of topical invention; rewritten she 
resembles the other women admitted to the City of Ladies insofar as ‘elles 
deviennent aussi admirables qu’émouvantes, une fois écarté le masque 
repoussant que leur avait infligé les calomnies masculines’.74 this conforms to 
the medieval tendency to use topical invention for praise or blame (see 
Chapter 5).

such topical invention is also evident in Christine’s description of herself in 
the Mutacion de Fortune. as we have seen, matthew defines natio as native 
language, patria as country of origin. Christine describes herself as a french-
language author of italian birth.75 her age (aetas) defines the parameters of her 
love life; thus, Christine’s marriage to etienne de Castel when she was fifteen 
introduces ten years of happiness cruelly terminated by widowhood at twenty-
five. her family (cognatio) is foregrounded when she describes the virtues she 
inherited from her father, together with the difficulty she had in realizing their 
potential because of her gender (sexus).76 disturbing has been the identification 
of her mother as nature, not her actual mother – a modification analogous to 
that of the omission of features in the description of the maiden in Ovid’s 
lines,77 where topoi express thought while setting aside features that do not 
support the opinion being expressed. this is the ‘filter’ by which Christine 
rewrites and reconfigures traditional material, including the figure of the 
mother.78

topical invention, then, is a kind of interrogation typical in argument. it 
does not require that topoi be applied in the systematic, rigid way suggested 
by the medieval arts of poetry and prose. reading masterpieces was also part 
of the writer’s formation. thus, another critical model for topical invention 
whom Christine knew, Boethius contributed both to medieval ideas on such 
topoi 79 and illustrated their original use in a work all the disputants in the Rose 
debate were familiar with: his Consolation of Philosophy.80

73 dulac 1978, p. 317; see gonzález doreste and del mar Plaza Picón 2002–03. Cf. 
trachsler 2000, pp. 9–31; Orbán 2004; van der helm 2004. for additional examples of 
Christine’s interest in semiramis, see CB 92, v. 27–29; R 14, v. 10; AB 11, v. 17–18.

74 dulac 1991b, p. 36.
75 for example, Mutacion, v. 157–68; Chemin, v. 6292–98; Advision, iii.iii.8–9, 50–51. 

Cf. Brownlee 1995a.
76 Cf. zühlke 1994, pp. 7–8, 12, 45.
77 Brownlee 1991, p. 44, notes that in Christine’s allegory, nature appears as her mother, 

while fortune functions as mother of her male self. nature and fortune are topoi; see Ars 
versificatoria, §§1.79–82, 1.84. matthew distinguishes between fortuna, as one’s fate in life, 
and casus as its more transitory twists (§1.89–90) – for example, the death of Christine’s 
husband.

78 see altmann 1996, p. 390.
79 in the De differentiis topicis; see robertson 1946, pp. 11–12; gründel 1963, 

pp. 30–32.
80 the Laborintus names the Consolation as a model for writing (in faral 1924, p. 361, 

v. 681–82). Boethius is cited not infrequently in the arts of poetry and prose to illustrate 
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in the Consolation, Philosophy poses ‘a few small questions’ (‘pauculis 
rogationibus’, De consolatione, i Pr. vi.1) 81 at the end of Book One so as to 
determine how far Boethius’s understanding extends and where it fails him. in 
what follows, i have inserted the topical questions after Philosophy’s questions; 
they serve as rhetorical equivalents to the philosophical queries. note as well 
that the questions ask for Boethius’s opinion. first, ‘huncine .. . mundum temer-
ariis agi fortuitisque casibus putas an ullum credis ei regimen inesse rationis?’ 
(quomodo? ‘in what manner?’) [do you think .. . that this world is subject to 
random chance, or do you believe that it is governed by some rational 
principle?], a question Boethius answers satisfactorily. next Philosophy asks: 
‘dic mihi, quoniam deo mundum regi non ambigis, quibus etiam gubernaculis 
regatur aduertis?’ (quibus auxiliis? ‘with what aid?’) [tell me, since you have 
no doubt that the world is ruled by god, do you know how it is governed?]. 
Boethius cannot answer this question, nor the next: ‘meministine quis sit rerum 
finis quoue totius naturae tendat intentio?’ (cur? ‘why?’) [do you remember 
what the end, or goal, of all things is – the goal toward which all nature is 
directed?]. he is unable to recall what he once knew. With the next question 
he is more successful: ‘atqui scis unde cuncta processerint’ (quis? ‘who?’) 
[do you know where all things come from?], a question to which god is the 
answer. Philosophy expresses astonishment that Boethius knows the origin of 
all things but not their end. then pushing on: ‘hominemne te esse meministi?’ 
(quis? ‘who?’) [do you remember that you are a man?]. to his virtual ‘Of 
course’, she goes on to inquire: ‘quid igitur homo sit poterisne proferre?’ (quid? 
‘what?’) [then, what is a man? Can you give me a definition?], only to receive 
a partial answer. Philosophy is interrogating her pupil as d. W. robertson, Jr., 
has shown that a medieval confessor might. she diagnoses Boethius’s malady 
and offers a cure as a kind of penance. Like amant in the debate with reason, 
Boethius the prisoner is defective in the use of the four ‘virtues’ Christine 
identified as typical of her own mental abilities: consideracion, discrecion, 
retentive, and memoire. in the Advision, Part three, Christine too fails to use 
these powers of thought and memory until corrected by Philosophy.

Philosophy’s interrogation conforms to the procedure that both Christine and 
her opponents refer to as esplucher, that is, the analysis of opinion alluded to 
earlier.82 in the Rose debate, each side attacks its opponents’ opinions about 
the romance by direct or indirect questions. for example, gerson, using 
apostrophe, interrogates Jean de meun himself:

qui est plus tost empris ou enflanmé au feu de vilains plaisirs que sunt les 
cuers humains? Pour quoy donques souffloies tu ce feu puant par les vens 
de toute parole legiere et par l’auctorité de ta persone et ton exemple? se tu 

diverse features of composition.
81 for the ensuing questions, see De consolatione, i Pr. vi (and green, trans., 

pp. 18–19).
82 see p. 48.
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ne doubtoies alors dieu et sa vanjance, que ne te faisoit sage et avisé la 
pugnicion qui fu prise d’Ovide? (Débat, p. 67:212–17)

[Who is more afflicted or inflamed by the fire of vile pleasures than we are 
in our hearts? Why then did you blow up this fetid flame with the winds of 
all your frivolous language and with the authority of your personal example? 
if you didn’t then fear god and his vengeance, why did the punishment 
administered to Ovid not make you sensible and prudent?]

gerson is castigating a virtual sinner or penitent for past sins. unlike Pierre 
Col, gerson identifies the Rose’s fol amoureux with Jean de meun.83 Christine 
too uses the procedure of topical interrogation effectively (‘qui sont fames? 
qui sont elles?’), and then goes on to answer her own questions with a startling 
identification: ‘si sont elles vos meres, vos suers, vos filles, vos fammes et vos 
amies; elles sont vous meesmes et vous mesmes elles’ (Débat, p. 139:775, 
781–83) 84 [Who are women? Who are they? they are your mothers and sisters, 
your daughters and wives and dear ones. they are identical with you yourself 
and you with them].

topical questions such as these focus on specific places in an opponent’s 
argument that the questioner calls into doubt and seeks to overthrow or 
undermine by, as it were, restating them. they lead to a sequence of argument 
and counter-argument. for example, using the quid? circumstance, gerson first 
qualifies Jean’s disciples – ‘quelle ignorance est celle ycy, o biaux amis’ (Débat, 
p. 70:289) [what ignorance is this, my fine friends?] – then, quis? to identify 
Jean with fol amoureux in the Rose, before generalizing on the misfortunes 
such persons have produced in the world. Who caused the fall of troy and the 
death of so many fine warriors? Who exiled tarquin? Who deceives innocent 
maidens and nuns? Who forgets god and the saints? Who ignores family 
duties? Who provokes civil strife and violence? ‘C’est par fol amoureulx’ 
(Débat, p. 71:313) [it’s the work of fol amoureux] – it’s the work of Jean de 
meun.

generally, then, the Rose debate elicits topical questions such as who? what? 
where? when? how? and why? appropriate to analysis, or esplucher, in rhetorical 
debate. such questions are not merely rhetorical in today’s common conception 
of the device. Being cogent, they demand or suggest answers.85 the variety of 
questions that appear in medieval philosophical, moral, and other writings 
suggests that the topical script can be easily rehearsed and adapted, with 

83 Contrast gerson, pp. 67:227–68:231, 70:294–97, and 78:488–89. Pierre Col contests 
the identification (p. 92:110–11), while Christine seems ambiguous on it (p. 130:495–96).

84 i return to this identification of Jean’s disciples with women in Chapter 3.
85 robertson identified other instances in which the topical questions resurface, independ-

ently, even in modern times (robertson 1946, p. 14 n. 41). i found another example in a dutch 
newspaper: ‘Wie met wie, waar, wanneer, hoe vaak, en inwelke staat, zijn te topische vragen 
die iedere nieuwsjager .. . kan beantwoorden’ (Boerdam 1997) [Who with whom, where, 
when, how often, and in what circumstances are the topical questions that everyone in pursuit 
of news can .. . answer].
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‘discretion’ and ‘consideration’, from memory without becoming a rigid 
stereotype. however, as robertson also notes, the best known formula today, 
that quoted by matthew – ‘quis, quid, ubi, quibus auxiliis, cur, quomodo, 
quando’ (Ars versificatoria, 1.116) 86 – was widespread, probably because its 
meter, the Latin dactylic hexameter, made it easy to remember.

according to medieval textbooks, the choice of answers to topical questions 
produces different kinds of discourse,87 with more or less stereotypical answers 
to the questions. gender (sexus) and family (cognatio) are two such prominent 
topoi in medieval writing. their articulation can play against or with convention, 
eliciting strikingly original, even controversial answers. thus, the invention of 
the circumstances that define Christine’s life in the Mutacion harbors problems 
in the gender and family topoi. as noted above, Christine identifies what today 
we call her biological father, but not her biological mother. nature is her mother 
(Mutacion, v. 339–68).88 moreover, her transition to widowhood is described 
allegorically as a change not only in social order from wife to widow but also, 
more strikingly, in gender from woman to man. With these changes, Christine’s 
account becomes controversial, at least for modern scholarship. By excluding 
her biological mother in identifying her parents, does she not anticipate her 
own rejection of her gender in order to assume tasks traditionally assigned to 
men, in the event that of chef de famille? Christine’s characterization of her 
mother is not far removed from matthew of Vendôme’s failure to articulate the 
virgin’s reactions to her ‘hot-blooded youth’. here, in Christine scholarship, 
we encounter critical matters of opinion.89

Opinion becomes verisimilar when description conforms to common beliefs 
and expectations. according to matthew of Vendôme, for example, Cicero 
describes the luxurious beauty of sicily to justify his argument on Verres’s 
licentiousness in that setting.90

Cum Verrem redargueret de adulterio in sicilia perpetrato, descripsit 
multipharias illius regionis delicias .. ., ut, audita loci venustate, coniecturale 

86 see as well Tresor, iii.45.
87 schnell 1998b; nagel 2000.
88 her mother functions as an interruption or disturbance of her thought in the Cité (p. 40; 

Chemin, v. 6393–98); cf. the Advision, i.i.4–7, which serves as a continuation of the inter-
rupted Chemin when Christine returns to sleep and dreams. On the mother figure in Christine’s 
writings, see Lorcin 1989; Blumenfeld-Kosinski 1990, pp. 285–89; quilligan 1991, passim; 
tarnowski 1994; Callahan 2000; dziedzic 2002. ribémont 2000 discusses the ideal or 
exemplary mother in Christine’s writings, but not Christine herself as mother or Christine’s 
own mother. On Christine’s family, see Wandruszka 2000; cf. also arden 2002 and the 
perceptive article by Lorcin 2002.

89 On her father’s agreement with her views on the education of women, and her mother’s 
differing opinion. her mother held her daughter back, according to the Cité; on this matter, 
see Willard 1984, p. 33; quilligan 1991, pp. 134–39; Cerquiglini 1993, pp. 35–36.

90 see thoss 1972, pp. 36–43.
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esset argumentum 91 Verrem in loco 92 tante pulchritudinis sibi a Cicerone 
deputatum licentius commisisse adulterium. (Ars versificatoria, 1:110)

[When Cicero refuted Verres’s defense against the charge of illicit sexual 
conduct in sicily, he described the many attractions of that country .. . so that 
when his judges understood how lovely the country was, they would consider 
Verres, who gave in to lust in the midst of such beauty, to have more unbridled 
lusts than Cicero had imputed to him. (galyon, p. 59)]

We might say people would be more likely to believe a person guilty of sexual 
misconduct if he or she was on a cruise, especially if we go on to describe at 
some length the features of the ship that would facilitate or even promote such 
conduct. Of course, we do not know how Verres responded to this hypothetical 
argument. if we did, we might find a debate analogous to that about the Rose. 
here, again, opinion is at issue: is the Rose licentious? does it incite to sexual 
misconduct, which is Christine’s opinion, or does it dissuade such conduct, as 
Jean de meun’s ‘disciples’ contend? topical description, as we have defined it 
here, is an important feature in advancing one’s opinion in such debate.

to put the issue in perspective as well as to anticipate Christine’s views on 
love and lovemaking, let us look at the Rose debate in its current context, 
contrasting it with some medieval opinions in order to recover something of 
the urgency of the issues for the disputants. many of the Rose’s readers today 
do not consider sexual intercourse outside marriage a vice or sin. rather many 
focus on free will, responsibility, consent, and sexual orientation. in critiquing 
the conclusion of the Rose today, moreover, debate often turns on the rape of 
the rose. rape is generally condemned by the Rose’s readers today, and some 
modern critics of the Rose have claimed that the lover rapes the young woman 
the rose represents. does the text support this interpretation? that is, does the 
work’s sexual climax describe votiva duorum congressio or not? that is the 
issue, and here opinions diverge.93 if amant does not rape the rose, then the 
quality of his seduction, and the woman’s response to it, is the issue. But this 
reading of the Rose reflects modern consensus, not medieval opinion. here 
again we confront our current uncertainty regarding responses to sexuality in 
earlier times that haasse reminds us of. medieval morality might condemn 
consensual, even conjugal lovemaking if not practiced for procreation. it is 
noteworthy in this analysis that no one in the Rose debate raises the issue of 
rape; its, and Jean de meun’s, presumed licentiousness sufficed to quicken 
controversy around 1400.

91 Coniecturale argumentum here refers to a verisimilar description and its 
implications.

92 On locus a loco, see Ars versificatoria, 1:109.
93 Bel acueil protests, but consents (Rose, v. 21702–12); see Kelly 1995a, pp. 9–10, 34, 

71–73. Jean’s Rose is a fiction; one can evaluate only his text and its implications as 
allegory.
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Euhemerism

topical description is important in Christine’s use of euhemerism. euhemerism 
is the search for historical explanations of myths that permitted Christian 
authors to use them in religious, moral, and literary compositions. moreover, 
the practice was compatible with topical invention when an author rewrote a 
source, as we have seen Christine do, by changing or rewriting common places. 
if ‘the traditional deities were merely earthly rulers, whom the gratitude or 
adulation of their subjects had raised to a place in heaven’,94 then replacing 
deified features with appropriate human features was an uncomplicated 
descriptive task. Christine first uses it in the Epistre Othea to praise or blame 
exemplary conduct. she actually explains the practice, citing fulgentius as 
authority, in the Chemin de long estude (v. 5243–62).95

there were problems in appreciating this mode in the middle ages. One 
such problem was the use of pagan examples. gabriella Parussa notes the strict 
distinction Christine makes in the Epistre Othea between pagan examples and 
thinkers in the gloss on chivalry, on the one hand, and, on the other, the Christian 
examples and thinkers in the allegory on spirituality.96 Likewise problematic, 
in the Cité des dames, Christine includes women whose lives are immoral by 
her own standards, especially their love lives. how convincing to the thoughtful 
reader in the middle ages can goddesses such as minerva and Ceres be, or 
passionate lovers such as dido and medea, all admitted to the City of Ladies? 
Why are Venus and Briseida excluded?

to answer the first question, one must recall that for Christine and her 
contemporaries, euhemerizing greek and roman myths was standard method-
ology.97 Pagan myths were thought to arise from human actions that could be 
evaluated. minerva invented the greek alphabet, arithmetic, weaving, olive oil, 
military equipment, and musical instruments, activities and objects associated 
with her divinity in ancient religion (Othea, 13–14; Cité, pp. 170–74); similarly, 
Ceres invented agriculture, making it possible to gather humans together in 
civilized, settled communities (Othea, 24; Cité, pp. 174–76).98 these women’s 
achievements were so remarkable that statues were erected in their honor, 
leading to their deification, as Christine argues in the Chemin de long estude 
when referring to fulgentius (v. 5243; see also Advision, ii.vii.50). Beneath the 
surface of these fables, Christine discerned a historical and moral truth that was 

94 seznec 1953, p. 12.
95 in the Cité, Christine explains minerva (pp. 170, 174), Ceres (p. 176), and isis (p. 178) 

as euhemerized mortals. euhemerism served her purposes since these women’s achievements 
were so spectacular that monuments were erected in their honor, which led to their identifi-
cation with divinities. Cf. Policie, p. 55:22–32, on Julius Caesar’s deification.

96 Parussa, ed., Othea, pp. 14–15.
97 Cooke 1927; seznec 1953, especially Book One; Jung 1971, especially pp. 57–64; 

zühlke 1994, pp. 180–84.
98 see Kellogg 1990. in the Advision, Opinion teaches adam and eve some of these 

skills (ii.iii.15–18).
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still valid. even as a ‘lie’, the fables retained their moral and spiritual authority: 
‘se tel ne fu, bien pot estre semblable’ (Othea, p. 196, v. 57; cf. p. 503, v. 47) 
[if it didn’t happen that way, it could still be analogous to what did happen]. in 
this way, such fables became credible illustrations of an opinion, especially 
because, in Christine’s time, many women actually practiced the arts she says 
that they invented according to the Cité.99 the fables earn Christine’s approval 
because they correct false opinion on the impotence of women in the arts and 
sciences by illustrating the actual and, perhaps more importantly, the potential 
achievements of exceptional individuals. ultimately, Christine’s goal is to use 
fable or falsehood to teach a valid moral lesson (Othea, p. 199, ll. 82–84).

But what about medea and dido? in Charles V, Christine declines to treat 
unworthy features of the king’s life and character. similarly, the Cité des dames 
includes only virtuous women, that is, those whose moral strength explains 
their accomplishments. thus, just as vices and errors are deleted from 
Charles V’s biography, so in Christine’s city ‘n’abitent fors toutes dames de 
renommee et femmes dignes de loz, car a celles ou vertue ne sera trouvee les 
murs de nostre cité seront forclos’ (Cité, p. 54) [will dwell none but all renowned 
ladies and praiseworthy women, for those deficient in virtue will be shut out 
of our city’s walls]. the process of describing virtue in women can be as 
selective as for Charles V and his family. Perhaps more astonishingly, the Cité’s 
portrait of medea reports her skill in the arts, including the necromancy with 
which she aided Jason, but there is no mention of the infanticide,100 only of 
her falling in love (Cité, pp. 162–64, 380–82; cf. Othea, 58). such selectivity 
is not hypocritical on Christine’s part. she is adapting exemplary material to 
moral ends using the art of topical invention.101 such selective topical description 
serves as the topical invention of historical women for the purpose of presenting 
exemplary models. if some like Briseida and heloise are excluded, silence 
regarding their careers condemns their lives that exemplify vice in, for example, 
the Epistre Othea. By contrast, the turnabout in the life of the former prostitute 
affre shows how the immoral may become moral and even saintly (Cité, 
pp. 491–93).

the principal difference, then, between Charles V and the Cité des dames, 
both epideictic treatises, turns on common public opinion regarding the object 
of praise. the intended audience for Charles V includes Christine’s patrons as 
well as french readers in general, mostly nobility, who can be assumed to 
regard her encomium favorably; indeed, her patron, Philippe the Bold, duke of 

99 Plebani 2003, pp. 49–50.
100 Which Christine knew (Mutacion, v. 14765–86). On this and Christine’s original 

depiction of medea, see morse 1996; Caraffi 2000. On an analogous, open contrast between 
the good semiramis and the incestuous semiramis, see van der helm 2004, pp. 93–96; and 
between the good dido and dido victim of passion, see fenster 2000, pp. 471–73. dido does 
not appear in Othea. infanticide for a good cause is acceptable to Christine; for example, 
mothers offer their children to martyrdom in the Cité, pp. 472–74.

101 Cf. Blumenfeld-Kosinski 1994, pp. 718–19.
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Burgundy, commissioned the work as an encomium. furthermore, by Christine’s 
standards, there appears to be little in Charles V’s life that is blameworthy.102 
By contrast, the Cité des dames was written to correct the false opinion, 
widespread among men and even women, that women are naturally inferior 
and morally blameworthy. it certainly attracted attention; the Cité was more 
widely disseminated and translated than Charles V.103 following her approach 
in the treatise on Charles, in the Cité Christine uses selective topical invention 
in order to counter misogynist invective. to do so, she euhemerizes, providing 
an array of exemplary women, positive examples in contexts such as government, 
learning, moral and social responsibility, and faith. in this respect, her 
 encomiastic description of these women is analogous to that of Charles V.

Rhetorical hypothesis and Christine’s changing opinions

Christine de Pizan’s mastery of rhetorical tools to promote and evaluate opinions 
is illustrated by her use of another factor in topical invention, the rhetorical 
hypothesis. hypothesis in rhetoric has a technical meaning that distinguishes 
it from a thesis. a thesis states a general opinion, such as to take a lover is 
wrong (a thesis Christine accepts).104 When the thesis is applied to an individual 
it becomes a hypothesis.105 topical invention colors the individual so that, as 
an example, he or she supports a given thesis in a verisimilar way.106 for 
example, in the Mutacion, Christine attributes the loss of her husband to fortune 
and interprets it as bad fortune. the thesis that fortune alternates between good 
and bad becomes a hypothesis when her own life illustrates it. if fortune 
changes Christine’s happy marriage into an unhappy widowhood, it follows 
that she is the victim of fortune. Both thesis and hypothesis, in debate, support 
opinion.

But the description of Lady Opinion shows that personal or subjective 
opinions can change. in the Advision, for example, Christine’s opinion on her 
misfortunes changes, not haphazardly, but as an intellectual dépassement, part 

102 solente, ed., Charles V, vol. 1, pp. lxxxiv–lxxxvi.
103 Charles V survives in six medieval manuscripts but in no medieval translations 

(Kennedy 1984, p. 103). there are twenty-seven manuscripts or fragments of manuscripts for 
the Cité as well as translations into flemish and english (Kennedy 1984, pp. 93–94; see also 
Curnow, ed., pp. 300–589; Caraffi, ed., pp. 514–15). there is a Portuguese translation of its 
sequel, the Trois vertus; see Willard and hicks, ed., Trois vertus, p. xvi.

104 further examples of such theses are found in isidore’s opinions discussed above, 
pp. 32–33.

105 Lausberg 1973, §§68–78; cf. Tresor, iii.2.6 (messelaar 1963 does not clarify this 
terminological distinction). since Christine believed in astrology (Willard 1980), a judgment 
regarding character based on a person’s horoscope was, for her, a valid hypothesis. in the 
Corps de policie, p. 41, she explains how, by virtuous conduct, one can resist astrological 
influences.

106 On these colores operum, see matthew’s Ars versificatoria, 1.46; he borrows the term 
from horace; see  munari, ed., p. 63 n. 46.
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of her ‘effort constant pour se maîtriser, s’élever, s’améliorer’.107 she learns in 
the Advision that she was not a victim of fortune but of Opinion.108 Lady 
Opinion makes the case for this view, as argued earlier, and Lady Philosophy 
confirms Opinion’s opinion by reinterpreting Christine’s autobiography in 
Boethian terms in Part three of the Advision. there Christine comes to see the 
loss of her husband as a kind of good because it opened up to her the scholarly 
life she chose to follow.109 Opinion is a kind of topos susceptible of diverse 
amplifications, each of which may be true, false, or uncertain – that is to say, 
more or less probable or improbable. the opinion that fortune causes her unhap-
piness and the opinion that opinion does so are two theses that raise the question: 
which, fortune or opinion, is the true cause of Christine’s unhappiness? that 
is the issue. in the Boethian context of the Advision, Christine’s very unhappiness 
becomes untenable. to her, her own life is a hypothesis illustrating the power 
of opinion and how opinions may be corrected.

for Christine, love is an especially slippery topic when it comes to opinions. 
she knew this from her own experience. in the Advision, she denies the opinion 
that she took a lover after her husband’s death (iii.vi.135–55; cf. vii.2–4). 
Because there is no tangible evidence for such an affair the accusation becomes 
slander, that is, false opinion, reflecting misogynist views about widows. ‘qui 
mesdit par opinion se puet aucunement fonder sur aucune apparence ou couleur 
qui lui appert comme il lui semble de ce que il dit’ (Trois vertus, p. 148:37–39; 
my emphasis) [slander is sometimes based on opinion because of some feature 
or color that seems to conform to what is said]. We recall that ‘color’ as shade 
distinguishes one opinion from another in Christine’s description of Lady 
Opinion.

Life is, metaphorically, a ‘champ de bataille’ (Advision, iii.xx.33); one must 
be well armed when engaging in combat on the fields of human endeavor in 
which clashing opinions are as rife as they are diverse – shifting and colored 
as the description of Lady Opinion illustrates. But it is also important to 
ascertain whether the reason one goes to battle is valid. Love too can be 
described as a kind of war. the Roman de la rose illustrates this on its literal 
level 110 by portraying conflict between personifications in a tournament thinly 
veiling a potential rape (Rose, v. 15038–104, 15273–628, 20674–780). But is 
it a just war? hardly, according to Christine de Pizan, for whom the Rose is 
an unacceptable guide for young men and young women. its seductive 
landscape, like Verres’s sicily, promotes lust. that is why she claims that Jean’s 
disciples would not let their daughters read the romance, despite their opinion 
that it turns readers away from sensuality, not towards it (Débat, 
p. 15:111–16).

107 Poirion 1965, p. 254.
108 Brown-grant 1999a, pp. 109–10; dulac 1998b, pp. 80–82. semple 1998a shows how 

her views on aesthetics and action evolve.
109 Advision, iii.xviii.22–30; see zühlke 1994, pp. 201–03.
110 Baumgartner 2001.
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a major fault with the Rose, in Christine’s opinion, is its one-sided picture 
of seduction, or even of any allurement or love quest, whether well-intentioned 
or not. specifically, she argues that Jean, in proposing to ‘descripre entierement 
amours .. . ne la deust mettre si extreme a une seule fin, voire fin si deshon-
nestement touchee’ (Débat, p. 130:474–76) [describe love fully ought not to 
have shown it so radically fixed on a single goal, indeed, on a goal treated in 
such a gross way]. the hypothesis one defends requires both positive and 
negative examples – a good dido and a bad Briseida. to Christine’s mind, 
Jean’s topoi are marked too plainly on one side of love’s spectrum. as a result, 
the Rose does not condemn lust, as its disciples claim; it fosters it. the gradus 
amoris is not in dispute here, but its epideictic mode is. Blame as well as praise, 
invective and panegyric may be appropriate in the rhetoric of love, depending 
on the kind of love depicted. Of course, there is reason’s long plea to abstain 
from foolish love; but, to Christine, reason’s language makes her duplicitous.111 
One sees how faith (Christine’s moral condemnation of lust), reason (the alleged 
one-sided argument Jean advances), and personal experience (Christine’s 
response to offensive language) inform her opinion of the Rose while shaping 
her condemnation of the poem.

however, since opinion on the Rose does not include articles of faith (Débat, 
p. 149:1115–18), Christine chose rewriting in order to correct the poem’s gradus 
amoris. in doing so, we can expect her to remove the allegedly one-sided vision 
of the romance by a fuller description of love, whether ‘pure’ or erotic. By 
such inventive rewriting, Christine attempts to persuade her audience to favor 
her thesis: what she deems true opinion on love and lovemaking – true because 
supported by reasonable evaluation of what typically transpires in such love. 
she exemplifies her opinion in part by her own experience prior to widowhood; 
yet even when conjugal affection is more a duty than a willing impulse, it must 
be adhered to, even in bad marriages (Trois vertus, pp. 54:71–55:87; cf. Débat, 
pp. 139:803–140:812). Of course, in Christine’s world, divorce for spousal 
cruelty was not an option. there was flight, but how would that have improved 
an abused wife’s lot around 1400? 112

111 in the Rose debate Christine condemns reason because of her language, although, in 
the Deux amants, she expresses approval of the rest of reason’s argument. One or two words 
uttered by reason near the end of her episode make all the difference to Christine.

112 Cf. rossiaud 1988, pp. 41–49; cf. solterer 1995, pp. 157–58.
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Allegory and opinion

in the diptych formed by the Chemin de long estude and the Advision Cristine, 
Christine uses the allegorical mode to describe herself in quest of truth in a 
world dominated by multifarious, often misleading, debatable, and conflicting 
opinions. she states at the beginning of the Chemin that her pilgrimage, as she 
calls it, began under the guidance of the sibyl; however, her journey is not 
complete when the poem ends. she stands at the midpoint of her life and, as 
it were, of her two-part work (cf. Advision, i.i.2–10). in the Advision, therefore, 
she perseveres in the clerkly role she assumes at the end of the Chemin. as 
‘antigraphe de ses aventures’ (Advision, i.v.12),113 she implicitly assumes the 
role of amanuensis in alain de Lille’s sense in the Anticlaudianus when he 
refers to himself with the synecdoche calamus, or pen, and as prophet.114 as 
scribe, Christine states in her gloss of the Advision that

tout ce qui est contenu es dis chappitres ensuivant, se a droit sont regardez, 
sont concurrans et acordans aux dis des prophectes sur les temps a venir avec 
lesquelz s’acorde la saincte escripture. (Advision, p. 10:279–81)

[everything contained in the following chapters, if one reads them rightly, 
will be found to be in harmony and agreement with the words of the prophets 
concerning the future, and they agree with scripture.]

terre’s complaint in the Chemin is rewritten in the Advision as a planctus 
Franciae, a synecdoche consistent with the prominence of the french court in 
the Chemin and with that of france herself, renamed Libera 115 in the first part 
of the Advision, on national chaos. Warfare and other kinds of violence that 
prevail among the french are evoked in Libera’s summary of the history of 
france as a sequence of fortune’s mutations.

Of course, since Christine is writing an allegory, much is not as it seems 
on the literal level. Polysemous dream is thought, as she suggests in the 
treatise’s gloss (Advision, p. 3:4–12). for example, Christine glosses the 
grotesque figure of Chaos, a personification drawn from allegorical poetry, as 
‘confusion, qui encore assez est au monde’ (p. 3:23–24) 116 [disorder that is still 

113 Cf. p. 6:140; on this term, see reno and dulac, ed., Advision, p. 147 n. V/11–Vi/11; 
Laennec 1993.

114 Cf. meier 1979.
115 dulac 1998b, p. 84.
116 ‘désordre’ is the meaning proposed by reno and dulac, ed., Advision, p. 216 s.v. 

Christine’s literal definition of chaos as ‘la masse que dieu fourma, dont il trey ciel et terre 
et toutes choses’, p. 3:22–23 [the mass that god formed, from which he drew forth heaven 
and earth and all things], recalls Bernardus silvestris’s Cosmographia (Blumenfeld-Kosinski 
1995, pp. 174–75). the principal difference between them is that Bernardus’s chaos is eternal. 
the connotation of chaos as shame (Robert, p. 473) also fits Christine’s moral and social 
context in the Chemin and Advision. On aquinas’s connotation of chaos in Christine, see 
richards 2003, p. 44.
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widespread in the world]. in fact, chaos as ‘confusion’ is apparent at the 
beginning of each of the Advision’s three parts. the personification of the 
gargantuan, all-devouring Chaos fed by nature adumbrates Libera’s complaint 
about the desolation wrought on her kingdom following Charles V’s untimely 
death, as well as the erroneous opinions prevailing in religion and philosophy 
in Part two and Christine’s mistaken construe of her own life in Part three. 
each part thereby identifies one of the three allegorical levels on which 
Christine suggests reading chaos in the Advision: ‘la fiction de cestui livre se 
puet alegorisier triblement, c’est assavoir assimiller au monde general, qui est 
la terre, aussi a homme simgulier et puis au royaume de france’ (Advision, 
p. 6:111–13) [this book’s fiction can be allegorized on three levels. that is, it 
can apply to the world at large, which is the earth, and to the individual, as 
well as to the kingdom of france]. But Christine does not claim that these are 
the only contexts in which her work can be read. rather she invites her readers 
to do what allegory presumes: dream on, as it were, that is, think on allegori-
cally in order to find meaning in and thus extract true opinion from her fictions 
about the world, the self, france, and other suitable subjects. she appeals for 
subtle reading.

her allegory is therefore complex, multi-layered, and open-ended. in each 
part of the Advision, Christine, as antigraphe, records the words of, respectively, 
Libera, Lady Opinion, and Lady Philosophy–theology, as well as a Christine 
figure who represents the author. each of the three parts begins in chaos. the 
actual chaos of human life, from birth to death, is analogous to Libera’s ampli-
fication and application of the theme by describing the rebellion, pestilence, 
and death, madness and wars civil and among nations, that characterize recent 
french history. the second part evokes the chaos of religion occasioned by 
heresies and the schism, and that of philosophies whose diversity mirrors the 
rent robe of Boethius’s Philosophy; the end reverts briefly to current political 
torment. finally, Christine’s own confusion is the matter of her complaint to 
Lady Philosophy, again an adaptation of the Boethian model to her personal 
circumstances and to her faith. thus, each part of the Advision functions as an 
allegory of the two other parts.117

Christine offers, chapter by chapter, a three-tiered interpretation of the first 
thirteen chapters of the Avision as they relate to (1) ‘the world in general, 
which is the earth,’ (2) man alone, and finally (3) the kingdom of france 
(f. 3a). thus, for example, the figure of Chaos in the first chapter can be seen 
as representing the whole world, the individual human being, and the kingdom 
of france (ff. 1b-d). in similar fashion, the sixth chapter, which begins the 
complaint of the ‘dame couronnee’ (france), can be taken as (1) the world’s 

117 Brown-grant 1999a, pp. 97–100, focuses on the political context for Christine’s 
‘mirror of princes’. Christine was probably influenced by gerson’s sermon, Vivat rex (reno 
and dulac, ed., Advision, pp. xiv n. 16, and xxi–xxiv; dulac 1998b, p. 83). On gerson’s 
influence on Christine, see also edsall 2000.
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lamentation over the fall from the golden age, (2) the individual soul’s lament 
over its fall from grace, and (3) the historical complaint the figure of france 
delivers to Christine (ff. 3d–4c).118

importantly, Christine’s allegory is not based on exact equations of two levels 
of meaning. rather, the context within which the reader or audience reflects 
and forms individual opinions opens up her allegory to multiple, even unique, 
personal meanings. ‘as already noted, the preface begins with the statement 
that its purpose is to “open the way” for the reader who might want to explore 
the full richness of the work.’ 119 the interest and beauty of the Advision lie in 
its interpretative potential.

Christine is using the poetic mode. ‘en telle parolle dicte par poisie puet 
avoir mains entendemens, et lors est la poisie belle et soubtille quant elle puet 
servir a plusieurs ententes et que on la puet prendre a divers propos’ (Advision, 
p. 3:9–12) [Language as poetry can have many meanings; poetry is beautiful 
and subtle when it can carry several meanings and be interpreted in diverse 
ways]. Christine reno convincingly shows that, although Christine de Pizan 
wrote her ‘preface’ to explain only part of the Advision’s first part, she actually 
uses it ‘to draw the reader .. . into the work in a process of reflective analysis’.120 
this is truly ‘subtle reading’.121 Christine gives expression to opinions on a 
variety of subjects, while eliciting readers’ thoughts in other contexts that her 
descriptions might suggest.

thus, the implications of the Advision’s allegories go beyond this particular 
treatise. What Christine sets out is a program for reading the poetic mode. Like 
the Epistula Can Grande attributed to dante on how to read the Divine Comedy, 
her program of ‘subtle reading’ is suitable to all parts of the work and, indeed, 
to other works that she wrote in the poetic mode. this suggests how men can 
read the Cité des dames with profit and how women can benefit from reading 
works addressed to men like the Epistre Othea and Charles V. such reading 
implies the principle that we may term mutatis mutandis. the king’s virtues 
extolled in Charles V are important, mutatis mutandis, for Louis de guyenne 
in the Livre de la paix and for the princess in the Trois vertus, just as the 
admonitions addressed to her are, mutatis mutandis, valid in the lives of other 
women in the various social orders beneath her, from countesses and duchesses 
to peasants and prostitutes. the mutable features of unique individuals are topoi 
that characterize each individual and his or her experiences without eliminating 

118 reno 1992b, p. 220. On biography and autobiography in Christine’s poetics, see 
Blumenfeld-Kosinski 2001.

119 reno 1992b, p. 221; see also Brown-grant 1992; Paupert 2002b, pp. 512–18; dulac 
and reno 2003; cf. Walters 2002a, p. 245, and 2002b, pp. 153–67. see hicks 1995a, p. 238, 
on ‘l’isotopie entre affaires d’état et affaires de famille’ in the Epître à la reine; and Krueger 
2003 on the multiple allegorical readings of ‘treasure’ in the Trois vertus.

120 reno 1992b, p. 221.
121 On subtlety in allegory, see huot 1993b.
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him or her from the class to which each belongs and by which he or she is 
evaluated.

C’est nostre entente que tout ce que recordé avons aux aultres dames, tant 
es vertus comme ou gouvernement de vivre, en ce qui puet a chascune femme 
apertenir, de quelque estat que elle soit, soit aussi bien dit pour les unes que 
pour les autres, si en puet chascune prendre telle piece qu’elle voit qui lui 
apertient. (Trois vertus, p. 171:15–20) 122

[We wish that everything we have set out for some ladies be applied as well 
to every woman, whatever her social standing, whether it treats virtue or how 
she leads her life; in this way each woman can take whatever part seems to 
fit her circumstances.]

similarly,

se aucune goute ou miete en puet cheoir sur les hommes, ne la vueillent pas 
par despris escourre ne gicter la aval; car bonne doctrine se puet comparer 
au bon et loyal ami, lequel quant il ne puiet aidier, au moins ne nuit il pas. 
(Trois vertus p. 166:30–34)

[if some drop or crumb happens to fall to men, let them not scornfully reject 
it or toss it aside. a good lesson can be likened to a good and faithful friend. 
if he doesn’t help, at least he does no harm.]

‘Voilà une acrobatie qui vise à la neutralité et, partant, à une conception des 
vertus et des vices enfin a-sexuée.’ 123 each treatise in the poetic mode allows 
the reader to read beyond explicit contexts in order to find broader and other 
meanings that the work might suggest. such subtle reading is analogous to the 
way medieval authors read and rewrite by topical invention, mentally rewriting, 
as it were, by personal interpretation and critical reflection. such reading is 
also more individual insofar as one reader will exemplify topoi differently from 
other readers – for example, the topos sexus in the case of male and female 
readers, or the topoi fortuna and casus in the case of princesses, widows, and 
prostitutes.

this topical and allegorical potential of the medieval poetic mode, including 
literal and allegorical reading, reflection, and rewriting, is characteristic of the 
art since the high middle ages. its best known vernacular illustration is marie 
de france’s reference to subtle reading in the Prologue to her Lais in order to 
draw out a source’s surplus de san.124 But it also raises a problem that thrusts 
us once again into the realm of opinion. for the open-ended character of poetic 
allegory ‘does not indicate Christine is limitlessly generous with her readers, 

122 an analogous social hierarchy structures the Corps de policie.
123 angeli 2002, p. 121, and 2003, p. 68. see also morse 1996, pp. 96, 218, on gender-

neutral virtue and vice in Christine’s examples.
124 Kelly 1992, pp. 110–14.
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inviting them to interpret her text as they will’,125 We see this in the way 
Christine presents and corrects her own opinions in the Advision and 
elsewhere.

Self-correction and change of opinion

Lady Opinion recalls Christine’s attribution of her personal misfortunes in the 
Mutacion to fortune herself. Opinion corrects her, arguing that she, Opinion, 
is the first and primary cause of those misfortunes. the argument is striking. 
first, it means that Christine’s life is not unfortunate; that is a false opinion. 
the transformation in Christine’s life related in the Mutacion came about 
through her husband’s unexpected death and her ensuing material losses, a view 
perfectly consistent with traditional views of fortune’s interventions. in the 
context of Boethius’s views on fortune, however, Christine has lost nothing. 
she only thinks she has. that is, she holds an opinion about what happened to 
her, and that opinion makes her unhappy. Lady Opinion corrects her error. 
then, using discretion and entendement de raison, Philosophy sets her pupil 
straight on this matter in Part three of the Advision. in the second part, Opinion 
is merely claiming to be a first cause, not an explanation of what happened to 
Christine. Lady Opinion is defending a thesis. Philosophy prescribes harsher 
medicine by turning Opinion’s thesis into a hypothesis. she shows Christine 
that her husband’s death made possible her self-realization as a fille d’escole 
(Advision, iii.xviii.22–32). a life free for study, introspection, and writing is 
hardly a misfortune for a person like Christine. accordingly, she corrects her 
opinion and changes her life.126 she now realizes that the opinion that she 
experienced misfortune is the source of her grief, not fortune herself, who has 
no power over those who do not cling to her false goods, even when the false 
good is a good husband.127

this change in opinion is supported by Christine’s faith. theology reminds 
her of this, leading to rational introspection that leads to a just appreciation of 
her own experience. in the allegorical mode of the Advision, Christine’s new 
understanding of her experience is applicable not only in her own life, but also 
in explaining the woes of france and the confusion of religious and philo-
sophical opinions that confound good order in the nation and in human 
thought.128

125 tarnowski 2000, p. 111.
126 Brown-grant 2002, pp. 42–43.
127 tarnowski 1994, p. 125. Boethius’s family circumstances were different: as he wrote 

in prison, his father, chaste wife, and children were still alive and well (De consolatione, ii 
Pr. iv.5–8). however, Christine did draw consolation elsewhere from her chaste daughter’s 
decision to become a nun, and her son’s successes in english and french courts. Cf. Brown-
grant 1999a, pp. 116–18.

128 richards 1994.
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as argued above, there are three areas in which opinions flourish according 
to the Advision: france, the world, and the personal life. the Advision also 
proposes three criteria for judging opinion: loy, raison, and vray sentement.129 
these sets of three gloss one another allegorically. for example, france’s rise 
from chaos in Part One mirrors Christine’s own ascension to truth in Part three. 
Keeping such ‘effets de miroir’ in mind as well as an eye on the common 
places she chooses to emphasize, i propose to examine in the next three chapters 
Christine’s opinions in the light of these three criteria. this order corresponds 
to Christine’s own program of reading. in that program, one reads the literal 
text simultaneously on one or more allegorical levels, each level corresponding 
to a different context. yet the reader should not ignore the other explicit or 
implicit contexts that overlap with the one chosen. thus, like Charles V, the 
Advision

is more than an intellectual biography or a humanistic quest for literary 
immortality,130 but it also instructs the reader on how to read metaphorically, 
underscoring that the metaphor connects ‘the political salvation of france, 
the moral salvation of the individual, and the salvation of humanity in 
general’.131

this is the poetic mode Christine prefers and that she says is natural to her at 
the moment she begins her most productive period, from about 1400 to 1410. 
it is a reflective mode appropriate to the expression and critique of personal 
and general opinions; that is, it encourages rational thought on personal, moral, 
social, political, and philosophical or theological issues in her times. it is open 
to changing opinions by rereading in new contexts. although my analysis tends 
to take apart what is so carefully meshed in the Advision, it will, i believe, still 
be possible to set out the diverse facets of Christine’s thought on opinion in a 
coherent, yet clearer whole in the conclusion on subjectivity and truth.

the next three chapters have another rationale as well. in the Advision, 
Christine treats opinion of three different kinds: opinions on which there is 
general agreement in her intended audience; opinions on which there are 
opposing views; and opinions that most people reject. We have seen Christine 
attack the prevalent opinion in her times that fortune causes human misery. in 
the following three chapters we shall see how she treats, and changes her 
opinions on, misogyny, noble or chivalric love (commonly called courtly love), 
and self-interest and the nation. On misogyny, she opposes common opinion. 
On love, she must confront confusion and human mutability. finally, antici-
pating general agreement that Charles V was a good king who ruled france 

129 these correspond approximately to the religion, theoretical philosophy, and practical 
philosophy that echtermann and nagel 2000, pp. 503 and 509–10, perceive in, respectively, 
Justice, raison, and rectitude in the Cité and the Trois vertus.

130 although that ‘quest’ is also present in Christine’s view of her work; see, for example, 
the Chemin and the Trois vertus, pp. 225:23–226:33.

131 forhan 2002, p. 149; quote from Brown-grant 1992, p. 96.
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well, she reinterprets self-interest as enlightened self-interest that can save the 
nation as it did under Charles V. in all these issues, Christine champions what 
she calls in the Rose debate opinion as ‘certainne science’ (Débat, p. 131:511), 
to which is opposed ‘oppinion volomptaire’ (p. 131:532) or ‘folle oppinion’ 
(p. 123:256–57).132

132 Cf. dulac 1991a. note also Christine’s distinction between ‘oppinion de gent’ (Débat, 
p. 124:286), or ‘popular opinions’, and the opinions of the high-born and learned (p. 146:993–
98). Christine’s opinions still reflect some prejudices of her time. Like the Vieil horace in 
Corneille’s play, she believed that ‘C’est aux rois, c’est aux grands, c’est aux esprits bien 
faits / a voir la vertu plaine en ses moindres effets’ (Horace, v. 1717–18). Of course, the 
king must ‘look’ – that is, use consideration and discretion to decide on what actions are 
virtuous. Cf. von moos 2002, pp. 16–17.
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misogyny, introspection, and radical Opinion

d IEU LE PERE 
nous prendrons 
Ceste coste et l’edifirons 
de char et d’ame intellective, 
et elle raisonnable et vive 
sera femme bien denommee .. . 

adam 
... cest os la de mes os yssi 
et la char de ma char aussi; 
Virago la dy par raison.1

 
One can best study Christine de Pizan’s use and evaluation of opinion at those 
critical moments when she changes her mind. there are four principal instances 
of such changes in her writings. taken separately, they fall within the context 
of the three kinds of opinion treated in what follows: opinions generally received 
that she contests, treated in this chapter on misogyny; controversial opinions, 
analyzed in Chapter 4 on noble love; and, finally, generally accepted opinions 
that Christine shares, discussed in Chapter 5 on the king and national self-
interest. the fourth change, treated in the preceding chapters, is the major 
breakthrough in her world view, inspired by Boethius and aquinas and described 
in the Advision, as a result of which opinion replaces fortune as first cause of 
human calamities and crises. although no one seems to have considered this 
change before her, it is the foundation for the three other changes that we shall 
now be investigating. together these four changes are critical in Christine’s 
‘schooling’ – that is, in her quest for truth using the intellectual equipment 
nature gave her as well as the learning and experience that she acquired during 
her eventful, albeit studious and somewhat reclusive life.

1 Passion, v. 596–600, 608–10: God the Father: ‘We will take this rib and build it up 
with flesh and an intelligent soul; both reasonable and living, she will be properly called a 
woman.’ Adam: ‘this bone is of my bone, as this flesh is of my flesh; i rightly name her a 
virago.’
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A major quandary

surely Christine’s most striking and dramatic change of opinion is that related 
at the beginning of the Cité des dames (pp. 40–50). this episode shows vividly 
how reading and reader response reveal vray sentement; such reading experience 
can be as cogent as that encountered in the ‘real world’. in this well-known 
episode, Christine undergoes a paradigm shift in thought. seeking diversion 
from more demanding studies, she opens a book recommended as light reading.2 
the book is matheolus’s Lamentations. While reading this poem relating a 
‘bigamist’ 3 former priest’s misogynist, misogamist diatribes, Christine wonders 
whether women are indeed inferior human beings because of the depraved 
morality, physical weakness, and inborn deformities such writings attribute to 
them. Christine confronts, in both her reading and her dealings with others, the 
conflict between misogynist authority redolent of the faith she does not doubt 
and her own feelings that contradict that authority. she expresses the quandary 
as follows:

mais nonobstant que pour chose que je y peusse congnoistre tant longuement 
y sceusse viser et esplucher, je ne apperceusse ne congneusse tieulx jugemens 
estre vraye encontre les natureulz meurs et condicions femmenines, j’arguoye 
fort contre les femmes, disant que trop fort seroit que tant de si renommez 
hommes, si sollempnelz clercs de tant hault et grant entendement, si 
clervoyans en toutes choses comme il semble que ceulx fussent, en eussent 
parlé mençongieusement. (Cité, p. 42)

[But despite anything i might have known or examined and analyzed over a 
very long time, i could not perceive or recognize any truth in such judgments 
made against the natural mores and condition of women. nevertheless, i 
persisted in arguing vehemently against women, claiming that it would be 
highly unlikely that so many renowned men, such serious clerics of so lofty 
and great understanding, so perceptive in all things – so it seemed that they 
were – would have erred.]

these words are not to be taken lightly in Christine’s intellectual climate. she 
confronts here grounds for valid authority in matters of opinion dating back to 
aristotle: ‘ce qui est admis par tous ou par la plupart ou par les sages, et parmi 
ceux-ci, soit par tous, soit par la plupart, soit par les plus illustres et respostables’.4 

2 On the value of such diversion, see Policie, p. 99:10–22.
3 ‘Bigamist’ in the sense of a man who marries a widow (cf. gauvard 1991, p. 591 n. 73). 

Perhaps the fact that Christine was a widow herself made matheolus’s satire more personally 
repugnant. On the problematic features of reading this work in Jean Le fèvre’s translation 
of the misogynist Lamentations alongside his philogynist Livre de Leesce, see Blumenfeld-
Kosinski 1994; Pratt 1994, 2002b.

4 Von moos 2002, p. 17; cf. von moos 1988, pp. 326–27.
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she is moved to question one of the oldest and most venerable foundations of 
authority in the Western scholastic tradition.5

initially, Christine sides with the learned men and traditional authority, 
accepting misogyny as a valid opinion: ‘ainsi m’en rapportoye plus au jugement 
d’autruy que a ce que moy mesmes en sentoye et savoye’ (Cité, p. 44) [thus, i 
relied more on the judgment of others than on what i myself felt and knew].6 
her initial submission to authority is not so scandalous as it might seem today. 
Christine learns from authorities. to question them might seem to be 
presumption, or cuidier, even rebellion. it could lead to heresy, a frightening 
prospect in the fifteenth century. thus, in order to understand better her own 
alleged depravity, she begins a two-pronged process of introspection and of 
inquiry among women friends. her quandary arises when misogynist opinions 
such as those expressed in the Lamentations and elsewhere (including the 
Roman de la rose) conflict with her own failure to discover natural depravity 
in herself or in many other women.7

here we have a true conflict of opinion stemming from disparity between 
authority and experience.8 the problem was especially acute in the middle ages 
when authority as loy both divine and secular was grounded in faith and, 
therefore, prevailed over individual experience when it opposed that authority. 
indeed, even women submitted to misogynist authority, as Christine herself 
does at first, and as her own mother, more representative of her gender at the 
turn of the fifteenth century,9 did in opposing the interests of her daughter in 
deference to woman’s conventional role (Cité, p. 316). for these reasons, 
Christine’s conflict with authority was no doubt all the more deeply felt and 
troubling to her.

Opinion and sentement: the problem   

how did Christine de Pizan authorize her own sentement vis-à-vis established 
authority? 10 since opinion, as she uses the word, has no authority apart from that 
which individual conviction, reason, and/or experience give it, the individual’s 

5 see P. Ptassek, ‘endoxa’, in HWR, vol. 2, cols. 1134–38. Christine may have known 
this tradition through her reading of John of salisbury’s Policraticus, iii.5, 58–60, or its 
french translation, Policratique, iii.5, 29.

6 On what follows, see nouvet 1996, pp. 280–81; forhan 2002, pp. 54–56. On the 
 repetitiveness in the misogynist tradition, see Vincent-Cassy 1986; Bloch 1991, pp. 3–4.

7 Cf. m. zink 1985, p. 12: ‘tout part du donné sensible, et l’idée qui le dépasse, ou à 
plus forte raison qui s’oppose à lui, est sentie comme un paradoxe.’

8 haidu 2004, pp. 305–09. On the interplay between reading and personal experience in 
Christine’s writings, see ribémont 2002b.

9 see gauvard 1991, p. 324.
10 see Jacqueline Cerquiglini in Poirion 1983b, p. 286. however, tradition also offered 

some inspiration and authority for Christine’s critique of misogyny in the rhetorical tradition 
of topical rewriting (Blamires 1997).
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evaluation of personal opinion requires his or her weighing experience, thought, 
and feelings both personal and as professed by others.11 the last group includes 
literary examples. Beginning with the troubadours, as shown above, love poets 
(or the voices that speak for them) claim to be sincere – they speak, sing and 
write de sentement.12 it is therefore a striking innovation on Christine’s part 
when she insists – and insist she does 13 – that her love poems are not written 
de sentement. this personal view represents a kind of subjectivity. if for 
Christine ‘subjectivity .. . results from a break with convention’,14 what she 
means here is that her ‘true feelings’ lie elsewhere and, therefore, that the 
sentiments and experiences expressed in her love poems are indeed not her 
own.15 Besides her interest in subjects she deems more important than love and 
lovemaking, Christine’s lack of amorous or erotic sentement is also evident in 
her response in the Advision to accusations of her alleged affairs, accusations 
to which the writing of the love poems may have, or could have, given some 
credence.

One of the main reasons Christine rejected even ideal love was misogyny. 
Like matheolus’s Lamentations, the Roman de la rose’s literal narrative contains 
many misogynist passages that support, as well as actions that conform to, this 
prejudice. Christine feels herself to be a victim of the prejudice, most notably 
in the Cité. Obvious belittling of her opinion by Jean’s disciples 16 may also 
have caused her to relive experiences of ill treatment as a widow after her 
husband’s death (Advision, iii.vi.33–228). yet medieval misogyny in her time 
relied on authorities which she recognized, especially those which gave 
expression to her faith, such as the Bible, interpretations of the Bible, and the 
writings of Church fathers. eve too was a powerful example. Christine had 
therefore to confront formidable odds if she wished to question misogynist 
opinion, carrying out a virtually Copernican revolution against broad, almost 
universal majority opinion.

the issues are clear. are women naturally or by creation physically, intel-
lectually, and morally weaker, more reprehensible than men, and, therefore, 
inferior to them? Christine’s response is grounded in part on vray sentement – 
her own feelings.17 the debate is not frivolous; a stand-off like that in the Rose 
debate is not acceptable when misogyny is at issue. now she must convince 
the whole world, as it were, that her personal feelings about women are valid. 

11 On the possibilities and problems of personal experience in Christine’s time and in 
modern legal controversy, see Case 1998. On the relation between experience and memory, 
see zimmermann 1993, pp. 44–47.

12 see Cropp 1975, pp. 129–30, 253–74; Kelly 1978, pp. 245–55.
13 this is a leitmotif in all her works on love; see Chapter 4.
14 richards 1998a, p. 10; cf. quilligan 1991, pp. 16–17; semple 1998b, pp. 109–12; 

adams 2002; Pratt 2002a.
15 Pinet 1927, pp. 220–21, makes a distinction between subjective untruth in the poems 

and objective truth held by the author.
16 Willard 1984, p. 77.
17 Walters 1996, pp. 131–32; schnell 1998b, pp. 300–03; cf. Débat, p. 55:248–50.
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to do so, she turns to the ‘figurations diverses que prennent les relations entre 
hommes et femmes dans la littérature’.18 as antigraphe, she will record the 
‘commandments’ of divine Wisdom (Advision, pp. 6:140–7:142) 19 in order to 
show that misogyny contributes not to greater virtue but rather to a general 
moral decline 20 in all spheres of human activity (cf. AB 6).

in spite of the deference Christine shows for learned opinion, she does have 
some consolation, not unlike that which aristotle offers her in Part two of the 
Advision on first Causes. as aristotle demonstrated in treating first causes and 
as reason reminds her again in the Cité, authorities can err; even aristotle 
erred on occasion, as another authority, augustine, shows (Cité, p. 48).21 if 
authorities such as these have differing opinions, may not others disagree with 
them too? On most philosophical opinions aristotle’s own prevail in Christine’s 
mind, not only because he corrects the explanations advanced by other 
 philosophers, but also because he provides a rational account of the material 
Cause that Christine presents as vraie opinion.

misogyny was a different matter. there were precious few aristotles or 
gersons 22 to speak in support of her feelings or to argue for her worth as a 
human being. aristotle’s misogyny compounded her dilemma because he was 
among the learned whose opinions she hesitated to doubt.23 against misogyny, 
a generally received opinion among authoritative men, Christine voices her own 
dissenting opinion based on her feeling that she and other women are not 
naturally inferior or depraved as misogynists claim. the ‘crown’ of her intelli-
gence, she asserts in the Mutacion, is constrained only by prejudice against 
educating women. given her awareness of her own feelings in response to such 
opinion, it is not surprising that the Cité’s reason argues for the evidence of 
experience over against received opinion. reason, the first of the three new 
authorities to address Christine’s dilemma, seeks to liberate 24 her from that 
ignorance or lack of self-knowledge that makes her reject ‘ce que tu ne scez 
de certaine science, et ajoustes foy a ce que tu ne scez ne vois ne congnois 
autrement fors par pluralité d’opinions estranges’ (Cité, p. 46) [what you do 
not know by certain knowledge, while giving credence to what you neither 

18 zimmermann 1995, p. 343.
19 this passage is found in Christine’s gloss to the Advision. in the treatise itself, the 

word refers to her service of a ‘dame couronnee’ who personifies Libera or france; Christine 
proposes to record france’s ‘aventures’ as well as ‘oroisons et chançons’ about them (Advision, 
i.v.12–14). the earlier version of the Advision used the term ‘philographe’ for ‘antigraphe’ 
(Advision, p. 16, var. 12).

20 Kottenhoff 1994, pp. 66 n. 120, 80–82.
21 Cf. rivera garretas 2003, p. 90.
22 On gerson’s rejection of a love for fear of sinning, see huizinga 1997, p. 204. his 

conduct conforms to Christine’s advice in the Enseignemens, 76, to distance oneself if one 
wishes to escape love’s domination.

23 see green 1998, pp. 154–58.
24 Libera is the name for france in the Advision; it is not, conversely, inappropriate to 

apply it, allegorically, to Christine herself as she frees herself from misogynist oppression.
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know nor see nor perceive other than in the light of multiple opinions that you 
do not share]. reason is here directing Christine in the process of forming an 
opinion, the aviser process referred to above (Cité, p. 48; cf. ‘viser et esplucher’, 
p. 42). reason is arguing eloquently; allegorically, Christine is using entendement 
de raison to validate personal experience. indeed, Christine is the agent for 
such understanding, in both senses of entendement as entendre: she listens 
closely, which produces consideration, and she comprehends what she hears 
using discretion.

Christine’s intellectual virtues in the Cité des dames

the intervention of reason and her sisters, rectitude and Justice, is in part an 
act of consolation. Like their predecessor, Boethius’s Philosophy, they console 
Christine by exploring an important moral issue – in the Cité’s case, the moral 
issue of misogyny. the three personifications constitute a kind of trinity in 
which each personifies an aspect of the same notion: ‘entre nous .iij. dames 
que tu vois cy sommes comme une mesmes chose ne ne pourrions l’une sans 
l’autre’ (Cité, p. 62) 25 [we three ladies you see here are, as it were, one and the 
same; we could do nothing apart from one another]. in sequence, they advance 
a line of reasoning from beginning through middle to a conclusion. to aviser 
is thereby to viser, or aim at a goal that one reaches by esplucher (Cité, p. 42), 
an operation also apparent in the Advision when Christine considers Boethius’s 
Consolation (see above, pp. 60–62). in the Cité, Christine parses the latter’s 
Philosophy as reason, rectitude, and Justice. But both model and adaptation 
illustrate rational direction of thought towards a just end that also consoles. 
the result is deviser, or the description of the City of Ladies that corrects 
misogynist opinion and protects good women from its effects. here the writer’s 
deviser inspires the reader’s aviser.

studies of the Cité have focused on the examples of illustrious and 
 exceptional women. although per se important, these examples belong to a 
larger argumentative framework, or arenge (Cité, pp. 150, 378). that is to say 
that the Cité is primarily a series of discussions between Christine and each of 
the three personifications. in these discussions of issues in misogyny Christine 
expresses her doubts, raising questions the personifications answer while 
 elucidating the answers by relating the lives of women that exemplify the points 

25 hicks 1988, p. 339 n. 19, points out that they are subsumed under Prudence in the 
Trois vertus. Cf. a similar array of virtues forming a whole in Chartier’s Esperance, Prose 
X, ll. 82–85: ‘Car lez bontés et lez vertus ne sont jamaiz discordans ne derrogans ensemble, 
ainçoys consonent et acordent bien avecquez bien, et verité avecques verité’ [for the goods 
and virtues are never in disagreement or in conflict with one another; rather good is in 
harmony and agreement with good, as virtue is with virtue].
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made in the answer (deviser).26 thus, two modi tractandi dominate the Cité’s 
composition: the modus probativus et improbativus in the discussions that argue 
for women’s virtues and against their assumed moral depravity, and the modus 
exemplorum positivus, which illustrates virtues and vices with examples. the 
two modes reveal another important feature of the treatise. the City of Ladies 
admits only virtuous women. But the Cité des dames includes in its discussion 
allusions to women who are not virtuous by Christine’s standards; it also 
includes men who, as misogynists, are in error or whose lives exemplify vices 
imputed to women (Cité, pp. 66–76, 274–76, 334–44).27

during the discussions, the intellectual virtues that Christine also names in 
the Mutacion come into play: consideracion, discrecion, retentive, and memoire. 
since the personified ladies are projections of Christine’s own thought, their 
thought processes correspond to her own. for example, in answering Christine’s 
query regarding women’s prudence, reason notes that god granted the ability 
to think rationally to both men and women: ‘c’est voir que dieux .. . a donné 
a entendement de femme assez apprehensive 28 de toutes choses entendibles 
concevoir et congnoistre et retenir’ (Cité, p. 194) [it’s true that god made 
woman’s understanding sharp enough to apprehend, know, and remember all 
that can be grasped]. such entendement relies on reason as entendement de 
raison. reason, for example, refers to Christine’s ‘entendement qui me sache 
veoir’ (p. 52) [understanding able to perceive me], as does Justice: ‘sain enten-
dement qui me veult croire’ (p. 60) [sane understanding willing to heed my 
words]. Entendement is the agent that will do reason’s job: ‘Pren la pioche de 
ton entendement et fouys fort’ (p. 64) [take up the spade of your understanding 
and dig vigorously]. We recall that esplucher includes not only eliminating 
what is not needed or, here, what is erroneous, but also finding solid grounds 
for investigation. in this way, Christine’s Cité arises from her consideration, 
discretion, and recall of what she has learned and experienced.

to change received opinion on misogyny, Christine had to reconsider funda-
mental articles of her faith as the Church taught it. especially crucial was the 
issue of eve’s responsibility for original sin. in the Epistre au dieu d’amour, 
she questions the traditional interpretation by proposing another occasionally 
heard, but less damning reading; both the man and the woman cooperated in 
the sin.29 some morally corrupt women whom Christine mentions elsewhere 

26 Cf. gonzález doreste and del mar Plaza Picón 2002–03, p. 329. see also trachsler 
2000, pp. 305–06, on the ‘encadrement’ of the Cité des dames.

27 Cf. richards 2000b, pp. 124–26.
28 this is a noun, as at Cité, p. 150: misogynists believe that ‘entendement de femme est 

de petite apprehensive’ [woman’s understanding is scarcely able to grasp ideas].
29 Epistre Dieu, v. 604–16; cf. Cité, p. 78, where eve is lauded in language reminiscent 

of aelred de rievaulx’s description of her creation from adam’s rib and, therefore, her 
destiny as companion: ‘elle devoit estre coste lui comme compaigne’ [she was meant to be 
alongside him as a companion]. On this passage, see Blumenfeld-Kosinski 1995, pp. 171–72; 
Kelly 1995a, pp. 58–60; cf. Walters 1989, p. 9; Brown-grant 2003, pp. 88–94; fenster 2005, 
p. 64. did Christine know aelred, perhaps in Jean de meun’s lost translation catalogued in 
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are excluded from the City of Ladies. eve 30 and Briseida (cf. Othea, 84), and, 
perhaps, heloise.31 But, using the art of selective topical description discussed 
above, Christine also rewrites some biographies. she allows for the moral 
failures of semiramis, dido, and medea when they are offset by virtuous 
conduct in other respects.32 as mentioned earlier, medea is read in malo as 
lover (Cité, pp. 380–82), but in bono as artist (pp. 162–64), because of which 
she is admitted into the City.33 in this way Christine adapts models for rewriting 
she found in Petrarch and Boccaccio,34 eliminating the chaff but keeping the 
grain. rereading her source-authors for the Cité, Christine rewrites them in 
bono as the lives of illustrious women; specifically, she selects topoi misogynist 
sources ignore and in which she can invent positive descriptions. the device 
is analogous to her recommendation in the same work to read Jean de meun 
and matheolus as antiphrasis, ‘quelque fust leur entente es lieux ou ilz blasment 
les femmes’ (Cité, p. 48) [whatever their intentions may have been in the misog-
ynist passages].35 similarly, Christine herself adapts Ovidian fables as moral 
lessons in Othea. if all these works literally represent women’s potential to do 
wrong, Christine’s rereading and rewriting by antiphrasis and allegory show 
their capacity to do good. in this way philogynist hyperbole confronts misog-
ynist hyperbole. the Cité’s modus tractandi is analogous as encomium to that 
which we find in Charles V for the king and his family. as we shall see in 
Chapter 5, which compares the Cité and Charles V as epideictic, they are not 
so much biographies that record what happened as, more importantly, moral 
treatises showing what is possible if a person realizes his or her virtuous 
potential. the epideictic mode that emphasizes men’s virtues but ignores vices 

the royal library in her times (delisle 1907, vol. 2, p. 67, item 379)? eve does not appear in 
Othea; see fenster 1995.

30 she is named in treating original sin (Cité, pp. 78–80), but does not appear in the City 
itself. On Christine’s subtle rewriting of eve’s role in original sin, see also reno and dulac, 
ed., Advision, p. 164 n. iii/13–14.

31 richards 1993, pp. 140–43. Cf. Enseignemens, 44, 55.
32 Walters 1989, pp. 8–9; quilligan 1991, pp. 69–85, 171–77; morse 1996, pp. 230–36; 

Caraffi 1998, pp. 71–75. similar ‘filtering’ occurs in the ‘Lay mortel’ that closes the Cent 
Ballades d’amant et de dame; see altmann 1996, pp. 389–91. Luff 1999, p. 401, likens such 
rewriting to shaping the stones that go into building the City of Ladies. On Christine’s 
rewriting of helen in Othea, see reno 1980, pp. 275–76; on her rewriting of the Judgment 
of Paris using diverse sources and in different contexts, see ehrhart 1990; on dido, see 
desmond 1994. see as well Epistre Dieu, v. 437–44 (medea) and 445–60 (dido); CB 83, v. 
18–22 (medea).

33 Christine ignores here the infanticide that she reports in the Mutacion, v. 14774–86; 
cf. morse 1996, pp. 97–102; thompson 1999. for analogous ‘metamorphoses’ of arachne, 
see Wisman 1997, pp. 145–47.

34 mcLeod 1991, pp. 125–36; Walters 1994; Brown-grant 1995; Caraffi 2002; gonzález 
doreste and del mar Plaza Picón 2002–03. it is common in medieval fiction to adapt the 
literal level to a different allegorical meaning; see the discussion of the phenomenon in 
heitmann 1963.

35 is this not close to what Jean’s ‘disciples’ proposed for reading the Rose?
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in Charles V is equally valid when rewriting the lives of illustrious women in 
the Cité des dames.

Christine uses antiphrasis in the traditional way, expressing the opposite of 
a literal statement, ‘si comme on diroit tel est mauvais, c’est a dire que il est 
bon’ (Cité, p. 48) [as if one were to say a given person is bad, meaning that 
he is good]. this is an important change, given the fact that she does not 
propose such a modus tractandi for obviously misogynist, but literal works 
such as Ovid’s Ars amatoria, Cecco d’ascoli’s Acerba, or the anonymous Du 
secret des femmes (Cité, pp. 74–78).36

the women portrayed in the Cité are exceptional, not average or typical. 
their opposition to, even defiance of, imposed ideas and expectations may well 
convince readers of some women’s potential in war,37 learning, and sanctity. 
But Christine’s women do so at a cost. they perpetrate violence, deceive by 
hiding their identity, and suffer imprisonment, physical or mental violence, and 
martyrdom. yet they succeed. they do so because they have fortitude. they 
are femmes fortes or viragos, hardly a negative term in Christine’s vocabulary, 
because they realize stereotypical male virtues while preserving stereotypical 
female virtues.38 not all women possess such ‘virility’. in Christine’s opinion, 
the natural woman is ‘simple, quoye et honneste’ (Cité, p. 68) or ‘quoye, rassise 
et en cremeur’ (Cité, p. 80) 39 [honest, reserved, and honorable .. . reserved, calm, 
and fearful]. if such women do not inspire imitation, they do foster an individual 
sense of personal worth and potential.

36 however, Christine could discriminate (see margolis 1986, pp. 362–63, on esplucher). 
in the Cité (pp. 74–76) she condemns Cecco’s misogyny and heresy but in the Mutacion (v. 
4655–62) she approves his condemnation of rebellion and violence, both treated subjects in 
his Acerba; see Curnow, ed., Cité, p. 1048 n. 26a. the Lady, a moderating voice in Deux 
amants, lauds reason’s criticism of foolish love in the Rose (v. 958–77). On Christine’s use 
of Ovid, see Brownlee 1990, pp. 162–73; on her use of Jean Le fèvre’s Leesce, see Pratt 
1994, pp. 61–64. these choices illustrate esplucher as discretion.

37 On heroism in Christine’s women, see Ballet-Lynn 1991.
38 mcLeod 1991, pp. 123–24. Perhaps the androgynous character of Christine as virago 

explains her reluctance to present herself as exemplary (zühlke 1994, pp. 45–47, 191–200). 
Christine claims in the Mutacion that she differs from men only by her sexual gender (v. 
393–400).

39 Cf. Trois vertus, p. 111:46–47. Christine turns to these women at the end of the Cité, 
pp. 496–98, where she recommends the same qualities that she evokes at the beginning of 
the Cité, pp. 68, 80. she uses some of these or analogous attributes to describe the sibyl in 
the Chemin, v. 458–74 (‘honneste et sage’, ‘rassise’, ‘simplement atournee’, ‘honorable’, 
‘quoye’, ‘maistrece de tous ses sens’). it is noteworthy that magnanimity produces analogous 
traits in men: ‘paisible, debonnaire, souef, rassis, doulx, et reposé’ (Paix, p. 103) [peaceful, 
gentle, mild, calm, agreeable, and deliberative]. Cf. fenster 2002.
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The misogynist’s vray sentement

a crux in the confrontation of vray sentement with opinion is the misogynist’s 
vray sentement. how do we evaluate the man’s opinion when he truly feels 
that women are abhorrent or depraved? 40 Or, more to the point here, how may 
we distinguish between Christine’s opinion of her worth and the misogynist’s 
opinion of her inferiority if both are based on vray sentement? although the 
answers may seem obvious enough today, their implications for the validity 
and limits of vray sentement are important and, therefore, deserve review here. 
We must therefore consider not only the solution to the problem, but also the 
implications of the issues for the authority of Christine’s own feelings and 
experience.

several explanations have been offered to account for misogynists’ feelings 
towards women. simon gaunt has argued that some medieval misogyny can 
be accounted for by the feelings of homosexual men.41 his argument is credible 
up to a point, although it would be difficult today to determine how widespread 
or conscious the phenomenon may have been at any time in the middle ages, 
including Christine’s. moreover, the religious opprobrium attached to homosex-
uality as a sin may have kept some from realizing their own sexual orientation 
with the result that they ‘sublimated’ it as misogyny. But does that necessarily 
lead to homosexual scorn for women? gaunt’s argument stands nonetheless as 
an illustration of how some writers’ vray sentement may support misogyny. 
more noteworthy, perhaps, is that by dint of being virtuous one may also 
become a misogynist,42 for example, through the education of monks. finally, 
Christine offers another explanation for misogyny, using Jean de meun as an 
illustration.

et vraiement puis que en general ainsy toutes les blasme, je ne tiengnnes que 
onques fust acointé ne hantast fame honorable, mais par plusseurs paillairdes 
et fames dissolues hanter – comme sont celles qui ou vilain vice de luxure 
trop conmunement s’abandonnent –, cuida ou faigny savoir que toutes femmes 
telles fussent; car d’autres n’avoit cognoissance. (Débat, p. 55:215–21) 43

[and in truth since he blames all women in general, i don’t believe he ever 
met or frequented an honorable woman; rather by frequenting a number of 
loose, dissolute women, like those who abandon themselves too freely to the 
villainous vice of lust, he assumed or pretended to know that all women are 
like them. for he never knew any other kind.]

40 Cf. richards 1996, p. 98: ‘Clerkly misogyny, based on male subjectivity, had given 
rise to the abuses Christine attempted to address’ (my emphasis). Cf. Blamires 1997, pp. 40–
42, 47–48.

41 gaunt 1995, pp. 79–81.
42 hicks 1988, pp. 331–32.
43 see also Débat, pp. 18:215–24, 130:495–96; Othea, v. 321–40.
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in cases such as these, the vray sentement of misogynists who have not known 
good women opposes the vray sentement of some women.44 such men frequent 
only women who are excluded from the Cité des dames, women like the young 
Vieille in the Roman de la rose.

But the stakes are even higher. it is one thing to disagree regarding the 
morality of the Roman de la rose. failure to bridge the gap between opposing 
views in the Rose debate merely leaves unresolved issues. if Christine can burn 
her copy of the romance, Jean’s disciples can treasure theirs (Débat, pp. 21:317–
22:329). But when the social and moral status of half the population is at issue, 
vray sentement leads to specific restrictions being imposed on the weaker by 
the more powerful. Christine’s writings illustrate this injustice in her own life 
and in the fates of other women, setting out the threats they expose themselves 
to when they are not prudent or are simply victims.

there is therefore a crucial difference between misogyny in real life and in 
fiction. in the Rose debate, for example, there may be strong feelings, but they 
are about an essentially external object, since the Roman de la rose is not a 
feature of either Pierre Col’s or Christine de Pizan’s nature. each can therefore 
take it or leave it as, in Boethian terms, an external good or evil. But in 
misogyny, as Christine frames the issue, her being a woman is a part of her 
nature, whereas it is not of Pierre Col’s. she can therefore claim an authority 
he lacks: ‘de tant comme voirement suis femme, plus puis tesmoingnier en 
ceste partie que cellui qui n’en a l’experience, ains parle par devinailles et 
d’aventure’ (Débat, p. 19:255–58) 45 [inasmuch as i am indeed a woman, i am 
better able to bear witness on this matter than he who does not know what it 
is to be a woman, but rather speaks about them by guessing or by hit and miss]. 
this is the obvious counter to the misogynist’s vray sentement. Christine’s vray 
sentement is true because it is her own feeling as a woman about herself and 
other women. the misogynist lacks the self-knowledge of Christine’s women. 
the same holds for Pierre Col and all the others in the Rose debate, with respect 
to misogyny, because they are not women.46 since correcting misogynist feelings 
based on a woman’s vray sentement – vray because it is truly felt about herself 
– is imperative, Christine needed to know herself and other good women in 
order to present themselves to men.

What is the self? Christine may have thought of the soul, the properties of 
which include the god-given virtues and faculties discussed in Chapter 1. it 

44 Christine sought the views of other women on the claims of misogyny: ‘semblable-
ment discutoye des autres femmes que j’ay hantees .. . qui de leur grace m’ont dit de leurs 
privetez et estroictes pensees’ (Cité, p. 42) [i discussed these matters with other women i 
frequented, who graciously confided in me their personal circumstances and private 
thoughts].

45 see as well the epigraph to Chapter 6 and Débat, pp. 19:255–58, 55:248–50; Case 
1998; Blumenfeld-Kosinski 1994, pp. 712–13. 

46 although gontier Col’s wife’s views are rarely noted, they are compatible with 
Christine’s (rossiaud 1986, p. 156).
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seems likely that she also thought of herself as a persona, that is, as a type.47 
as such, the persona has human similarities and differences that distinguish 
types. her description of women based on social status in the Trois vertus 
illustrates this.48 however, Christine’s distinctions among persons refer not so 
much to individual differences, but to types distinguishable by features such as 
those identified in Chapter 2’s discussion of the topoi of persons. Clearly 
important in the matter of misogyny is the topos sexus, or ‘gender’. although 
Pierre Col and Christine de Pizan are both representative of the human person, 
each is distinct in gender. Pierre Col can speak from experience only as a man. 
Christine de Pizan can speak de sentement only as a woman. although Col can 
have vray sentement about women, he cannot, quite literally, feel what it is like 
to be a woman, any more, it must be added, than Christine can feel what a 
man feels – unless, of course, she leads a man’s life, as suggested by the gender 
change in the Mutacion. however, it is doubtful that many men in her audience 
would have agreed to assume women’s traditional roles. But both can listen to 
thoughts and observe actions that would influence opinions about good or bad 
men and women; Christine writes for such audiences. their opinions are 
corroborated or corrected by esplucher using reason, observation, and 
reflection.

the writings Christine criticizes in the Cité illustrate gender distinctions in 
the way they are interpreted. as noted above, her response to reading the Rose 
and, more importantly, matheolus is different from that in reading treatises such 
as Ovid’s Ars amatoria, Cecco d’ascoli’s Acerba, or the anonymous De secretis 
mulierum. the latter are straightforward proponents of misogynist opinions. 
Works like the Rose and matheolus’s Lamentations are, as Christine herself 
notes, written ‘en maniere de trufferie’ (Cité, p. 42). the Rose can be read as 
antiphrasis; matheolus’s poem is a kind of farce mocking the misogynist, anti-
matrimonial, but ‘bigamist’ cleric lamenting his own conjugal or sexual 
woes.49

Christine began reading matheolus because someone recommended it as 
light-hearted, amusing trufferie; she opened the book seeking relaxation from 
her more demanding studies. this is how a man might read it. her experience 
was not the same, obviously. there is a divide here between the vray sentement 
of men laughing at a stereotypical man they do not identify with and that of 
a woman who finds the same man’s outbursts characteristic of authoritative 
stereotypes through the ages,50 and perhaps especially offensive to her as a 

47 zühlke 1994, p. 45; cf. rheinfelder 1928.
48 Lorcin 1995. the Corps de policie divides all human beings in much the same way, 

from the king to commoners.
49 Cf. ‘la truffe’ (Cité, p. 46; on this mode, see as well pp. 154, 230, 236, 366, 368); 

Christine uses ‘fanfelues’ (p. 50) in an analogous way. the word seems to have a broad 
semantic range. for example, there are permissible ‘truffe[s] a rire’ among women (Trois 
vertus, p. 94:98; cf. Policie, p. 4:32–35).

50 Pratt 1994, p. 66 n. 35; cf. Kelly 1995a, pp. 152–58.
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widow. Where men seem to have read the foolish bigamist and his outrageous 
outbursts as we might arnolphe’s in molière’s Ecole des femmes,51 Christine 
was offended by matheolus’s diatribes as women have been offended by 
molière’s Femmes savantes.

What did Christine expect in reading a work described as trufferie? she 
obviously expected to be amused. she could appreciate farce even when it 
represented marriage. two of her ballades illustrate the farcical mode. AB 8, 
for example, evokes a complacent husband who allows his wife to indulge her 
desires, including those an ami might satisfy.52 CB 78 mocks the jealous 
husband: ‘hé! qu’il dessert bien qu’on le face coux / Le baboïn’ (v. 15–16) 53 
[ah! he certainly deserved being cuckolded, that baboon!]. in another context, 
she reports as farcical alchemists’ attempts to make gold from excrement or 
old shoes (Advision, ii.xviii.53–76). But when Ovid, Jean de meun, and 
matheolus show the spouse who would abuse even an innocent wife or when 
they relate an immoral seduction, trufferie becomes what Christine terms 
goliardise et deshonnesteté (Débat, p. 51:81–82), that is, vice that exceeds the 
bounds of amusing farce and becomes morally reprehensible.54

the validity of vray sentement depends in part, then, on self-knowledge. 
this is important. But, if humans can err, even regarding their own feelings 
and themselves, will her own ‘true’ feelings pass honest, rational scrutiny? how 
can one determine the validity of one’s feelings and thus their approximation 
to true opinion? these are questions Christine confronts in the Cité des 
dames.

to answer them requires introspection. this means scrutinizing the evidence 
of one’s own feelings in reason’s mirror, measuring them against experience, 
knowledge, and authority. then rectitude can emerge and Justice prevail. the 
process is represented and carefully set out by the three ladies who personify 
Christine’s thought. the standards are evident in the mirror of reason, the 
plumb line of rectitude, and the measuring cup of Justice. reason’s mirror 
permits the observer to see his or her own qualities and defects as well as 
virtues and vices. using reason’s mirror, ‘les exances, qualitez, proportions et 
mesures de toutes choses sont congneues ne sans lui riens ne peut estre bien 
faict’ (Cité, p. 52) [the essences, qualities, proportions, and measurements of 

51 But there was also criticism and debate about molière’s play which is dealt with in 
his two short plays, La Critique de l’Ecole des femmes and L’Impromptu de Versailles.

52 the permissive husband reappears in the twelfth Joy in the Quinze joies de mariage. 
is his wife the kind of woman Christine thought Jean de meun frequented?

53 the type is omnipresent in the Quinze joies.
54 elsewhere in the Rose debate Christine speaks of ‘goliardises et deshonnestetés’ 

(p. 14:84–85) as being far worse than ‘maniere de jolie nouvelle’ (p. 20:275); such truffes are 
written only for pleasure, not profit; cf. minnis 1991, pp. 23–31. according to Prouverbes, 
86: ‘tourner a truffe aucune foiz injure / en certain temps est scens’ [sometimes turning 
injury to a joke is reasonable on appropriate occasions]. in the Advision, iii.vi.173–77, 
Christine relates treating as ‘trufe’ the jokes she was victim of while trying to settle her 
financial estate after her husband’s death.
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all things are known; without it nothing can be done well]. this is self-
knowledge. the emphasis on measurement carries over to rectitude’s plumb 
line 55 and Justice’s measuring cup. introspection is a just and exact evaluation 
of one’s feelings. Only after such introspection and evaluation can a sentement 
be said to be vray. at that moment it becomes a true opinion – as long as 
nothing emerges to correct or change it.

Christine allows for error in judgment while providing a method to correct 
such error. ideally, the result will be, or seem to be, rational, right, and just. if 
it does not, further introspection and correction become necessary. as observed 
in Chapter 2, Christine corrects her own opinions about her life in the Advision. 
her vray sentement when she became a widow was that she was the victim of 
fortune. therefore, she wrote the Mutacion to show how she, like all humankind 
throughout history,56 was held in thrall by fortune. the Advision’s correction 
shows that Opinion actually determines the misfortunes that Christine attributed 
to fortune in the Mutacion. in the Cité’s description, moreover, Christine 
quickly 57 corrects her initial submission to the opinions of authoritative misogy-
nists; she clearly expects them to do the same. she recognizes the virtue she 
knew in herself by introspection as a true good in the Boethian sense. she 
could also illustrate her sentiments by exemplary women whose crowning glory 
is the Virgin mary. in a way she achieved what nimrod failed to do with the 
tower of Babel, not by aiming to usurp god by building upwards to heaven, 
but by bringing heaven to earth in the person and virtues of the Virgin mary, 
queen of the City of Ladies.58

‘Natural’ women in the Livre des trois vertus

Let us now turn to the book Christine wrote for ‘natural’ women. here we 
confront anew opinions whose credibility can be appreciated only by bearing 
in mind the issues hella haasse raises in the epigraph quoted at the beginning 
of this book. according to the Livre des trois vertus, as noted earlier, the 
‘natural’ woman is simple, coye, honneste, rassise, and en cremeur, or should 
be because such virtues shield her from misogynists’ blame. this treatise differs 
from the Cité in part because it is more hortatory than epideictic, and in part 
because it is more practical,59 broadening the scope of the Cité to include 

55 On Christine’s rectitude, see richards 2002.
56 the exception is god’s chosen people as long as they conform to his will; see 

Mutacion, v. 8238–44, 8415–42.
57 this is obviously a dramatic moment, which Christine crystallizes in the episode in 

which she reads matheolus. her works show that she had been confronting misogyny well 
before she wrote the episode or first read matheolus.

58 Christ, Christine’s namesake according to the Mutacion (v. 371–78), came to earth to 
save by becoming a man; cf. mcLeod 1991, p. 133: ‘although the city of ladies ultimately 
derives its authority from god, its significance is earthly.’

59 Willard 1981c; Brown-grant 1999b, pp. 17–18; Lacarra Lanz 2001.
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women, good and bad, from all levels of society.60 a virtual sermo ad status 
feminarum, the Trois vertus incorporates the traditional hierarchy of oratores, 
bellatores, and laboratores in the Cité, introducing a horizontal awareness of 
social status among the laboratores and the bellatores in town and country.61 
Christine even presents women as oratores who chose the active life as well 
as those who follow the path of contemplation.62 she still contrasts women as 
either remarkably good or remarkably bad;63 the latter include those who are 
denied entrance into the City of Ladies, and whom, like ‘ordes pierres broçon-
neuses et noires’ (Cité, p. 68) [foul, coarse, and blackish stones], she removes 
from its grounds.64 But, perhaps like dido and medea, they are also redeemable 
in the Trois vertus.

the primary virtue of the natural woman is chastity, a virtue that is confirmed 
in the public eye as honor and in the woman’s own mind by a good conscience. 
Chastity is the source of moral strength.65 the word refers not only to sexual 
abstinence; it is also evident as sobriety in dress and conduct. it pleases god 
while preserving honor in the world’s eyes. Like Judith who slew holophernes, 
the chaste woman is the virago or femme forte whom Christine promotes in 
all her writings when speaking of good women. But such fortitude can also 
manifest itself in fearful women, or ‘craintives’ (Trois vertus, p. 218:73).66 
Chaste women, fearing harm to their person from unchaste men, are able to 
confront misogyny because chastity is honorable, honor being public esteem 

60 nagel 2000, pp. 115–17.
61 Bornstein 1981.
62 as writer, Christine illustrates a type of orator in the active sphere. Cf. Corti 1983, 

p. 155: ‘La classification des femmes laïques reflète le même schéma: on part des nobles 
pour arriver aux femmes pauperes in villis et enfin aux mulieres meretrices.’ Corti is referring 
to humbert de romans’s De eruditione praedicatorum, but her words fit grosso modo the 
array of orders in both the Trois vertus and the Corps de policie.

63 as in the contrast between Jean Le fèvre’s Matheolus and his Livre de leesce. at the 
beginning of the Cité she may refer to a manuscript containing both these works because, 
as she states, it allegedly ‘parloit a la reverence des femmes’ (Cité, p. 40) [spoke well of 
women], a statement that could apply only to the Leesce (Curnow, ed., Cité, p. 1037 n. 1).

64 morally, these stones are analogous to the ‘man’ Chrétien de troyes describes as 
herdsman in Yvain: ‘uns vilains qui resambloit mor’ (v. 286) [a villein resembling a black-
amoor]. as late as the seventeenth century La Bruyère describes such persons as ‘livides et 
tout brûlés de soleil’ (Caractères, ‘de l’homme’, §128). nobility are white-complexioned, 
as are the virtuous. On the relation between physical appearance and virtue as it applies to 
Christine herself, see Chapter 1, pp. 21–22.

65 Cité, especially in the section on chaste women, pp. 318–26, 500–02; Trois vertus, 
pp. 168:98–169:126, 215:1–218:75. see reno 1981; Willard 1981a, p. 159; Brown-grant 
2002, pp. 47–52; and, in general, Bugge 1975.

66 On this word as an anagram for Christine, see schilperoort 1936, pp. 81, 83; Cerquiglini, 
ed., CBAD, pp. 22–23; nouvet 1996; altmann 1999, p. 238; tarnowski 2003, pp. 184, 196 
ns. 8–9. it is perhaps not inappropriate to recall that fear was strong enough to halt the 
advances of amant in the Roman de la rose (v. 15580–99); Chastity by herself was not so 
strong, as the Rose’s denouement suggests.
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that leaves the woman on the moral pedestal on which Christine implies that 
she naturally belongs. i shall return to this moral pedestal below.

But first i would like to consider how honor, as Christine understands this 
quality, can be vouchsafed, especially in the light of the authoritative and 
emotional misogyny that asserts woman’s natural propensity to moral perversity. 
here the good woman with the virtues that Christine recommends must confront 
misogynist opinions that range from firm conviction to suspicion.67 to such 
minds the good woman is unnatural.

Christine’s solution is, as suggested above, conscience. Vray sentement and 
her faith validate conscience and assure the individual that she is innocent of 
the wrongs imputed to her by misogynists.68 since Christine emphasizes sobriety 
and chastity, her conscience is informed by the morality of her faith (Trois 
vertus, pp. 43–47). But her conception of conscience is not purely reductive; 
that is, conscience is not unreflective imposition of rules. Probing one’s 
conscience can be an investigative process, ‘se tu espuluches bien ta conscience’ 
(Trois vertus, p. 127:123–24) [if you carefully probe your conscience]. By such 
sifting and winnowing, one comes to understand the virtues the chaste woman 
seeks to acquire. for example, she will understand humility: ‘qui vouldrait bien 
espuluchier et cueillir les louenges de ceste vertu d’umilité, ce que la saincte 
escripture en dit seroit si comme une droicte abisme’ (Trois vertus, p. 167:70–
73) [whoever wishes to probe thoroughly and garner the praises of that virtue 
called humility would find in holy scripture, as it were, a truly bottomless 
source of knowledge]. the Trois vertus is itself an ‘abyss’ of examples on how 
to probe one’s conscience in the light of divine wisdom and worldly prudence 
(p. 41:3–9; cf. pp. 121–23).

humility brings us to woman’s natural moral pedestal, as mentioned above. 
in the Trois vertus Christine insists on humility in aristocrats whose only real 
claim to nobility is, she asserts more than once, outstanding virtue, not blood 
(p. 163:75–96).69 By the same token, she devotes most of her treatment of 

67 for example in the following passages in the Trois vertus in which she describes 
specific false opinions or ‘abusions’: a princess should not perform charitable visits to the 
unfortunate (p. 39:66–71); reputation is synonymous with honor (pp. 41:11–16, 76:55–57); 
gossip (p. 74:55); women cannot manage their affairs (p. 82:46–48); suspicions about amorous 
liaisons (p. 113:93–94; cf. pp. 113:106, 132:58, 182:126, 193:125); love makes one happy or 
a man brave (pp. 115:141–116:171); one can hide love (pp. 118:221 and 239, 119:245); 
slander (p. 126:88–89; cf. pp. 143–48, 217:49–52); a woman should cultivate a wide range 
of relations at court (p. 130:7–9); presuming oneself worthy out of envy and pride (p. 134:20–
23; cf. pp. 136:9–11, 159:51–54, 161:26–29); the opinions of men presumed to be wise 
(p. 151:57–58; cf. p. 202:46–51); blood, not virtue, confers nobility (p. 163:75–96); opinion 
cannot deceive (p. 164:105–06); poor judgment (p. 179:39); bad reputation (p. 192:111); and, 
finally, opinion contrary to established truth (p. 214:71–72).

68 the reliance on conscience as consolation is no doubt modeled in part on Boethius’s 
self-justification. On conscience as a defense against envy, see Trois vertus, p. 137:38–40.

69 this is an opinion Christine shared with the Rose’s reason and nature (v. 6538–62, 
18577–88). Christine’s authority is saint augustine (Trois vertus, p. 163:83–86); she also 
found the idea in Boethius’s Consolation, iii Pr. 6.7–9 and met 6 (Policie, pp. 74–75) and 
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women’s virtues to the princess and, just beneath the princess, women of high 
nobility because – noblesse oblige – the virtues that constitute their nobility 
should make them exemplary. the term ‘betters’ is appropriate, and the noble 
woman (and man), as a ‘better’, should live up to higher standards imposed by 
virtue, as these apply both to their soul – sapience – and to their human body 
– prudence mondaine.70 these are virtues that their ‘inferiors’ can emulate, but 
can rarely achieve, nor can they be expected to.

it follows that the social hierarchy allows for adaptations. for example, 
pregnancy outside marriage or from adultery is a greater sin in a princess than 
in her lady-in-waiting. for example, in Chrétien’s Yvain, it would be a greater 
fault in Laudine than in Lunete. accordingly, Christine approves of what she 
calls the ‘juste ypocrisie’ (Trois vertus, p. 68:58) of the demoiselle de cour 71 
who, learning that her mistress is

grosse sans estre mariee, – si la conforta .. . et elle meismes, afin que quant 
l’enfant venoit qu’elle peust dire que il fust sien, fist entendre qu’elle estoit 
grosse; et par celle voye la sauva de mort et garda de deshonneur. et telz 
choses faire .. . n’est pas mal, mais tres grant charité.
(Trois vertus, p. 129:169–76)

[pregnant but not married, consoled her; moreover, she professed that she 
herself was pregnant so that she could claim to be the child’s mother when 
it was born. in this way she saved her mistress from death and dishonor. 
acting in this way is not wrong, but very charitable.]

such charity accounts for the greater leniency Christine advises in judging the 
lower social orders in, for example, meeting religious duties (Trois vertus, 
pp. 207:14–17, 218:12–219:34). god made laboratores less responsible for 
their actions and character.72 similarly, ‘le servant qui moins reçoit de guerredons 
de son seigneur moins est obligié a son service’ (Cité, p. 46) [the servant who 
receives less recompense from his lord is less obliged to serve him]. in the 
final analysis, Christine is more concerned with these women’s honor than their 
bodies. this is consistent with her conviction in matters of faith which take 
precedence over social opinion where opinions differ and are, consequently, 
debatable (Trois vertus, p. 49:52–64).

in Brunetto Latini’s Tresor (ii.63.15, 102.2). On the distinction between humility as a moral 
virtue defined by biblical and ecclesiastical tradition and humility in the noble person, see 
(with examples from froissart’s Chroniques) Picoche 1976, pp. 72–77; on the changes in the 
word’s semantic range since the middle ages, see Picoche 1978.

70 there is an even higher standard: the saintliness of those who choose the contemplative 
life (Trois vertus, pp. 22–25; cf. Blumenfeld-Kosinski 2000).

71 see Lorcin 1988, pp. 364–65.
72 the line of reasoning is consistent with Christine’s own distinction between her 

perfect, god-given virtues, and the imperfect body nature fashioned to hold them, hindering 
their full realization.
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Christine also argues that conscience prescribes the wife’s duties in protecting 
her husband, even when such actions border on imitating griselda, a ‘forte 
femme en vertu’ (Cité, p. 346; cf. pp. 346–56) [woman whose virtue is fortitude]. 
even ‘aux princepces et dames ou autres tenues en tel servage Prudence ne 
puet donner autre enseignement – et si n’est il pas petit – ne mais prendre en 
pacience et faire tousjours bien a leur pouoir, et obeir pour avoir paix’ (Trois 
vertus, p. 81:27–31) [to the princesses, ladies, and other women held in such 
bondage Prudence can teach no other lesson – and it is a not insignificant lesson 
– than to bear up patiently, ever acting as best they can and obediently in order 
to have peace]. Writing in her fifteenth-century world,73 Christine counsels such 
prudence because there is no escape from a bad marriage unless the husband 
dies: ‘il faut que tu muires et vives avec lui, quel qu’il soit’ (Trois vertus, 
p. 55:86–87) [you have to live and die with him, no matter what his character 
may be]. no wonder that so many widows chose not to remarry, although, if 
young, they were obliged to follow the wishes of their parents in making the 
decision (Trois vertus, pp. 188–96). Christine too chose not to remarry, despite 
the fact that remarriage might have relieved her financial and other difficulties.74 
indeed, virgins and widows are the most enterprising, independent, and 
numerous women in the Cité des dames.75

Communication of vray sentement across gender boundaries

the communication of vray sentement must confront a stark distinction, 
mentioned earlier, between male and female gender and, more specifically, the 
distinct experiences of each gender.76 in the Cité, Christine says that she 
consulted other women in order to gauge her own reaction to misogyny. in 
spite of her views on gender distinctions, Christine claims in the Mutacion that 
she changed her gender upon becoming a widow. since she is not making a 
pre-modern case for sex change, what does such a mutation imply regarding 
the vray sentement of a man or a woman? does Christine de Pizan acquire the 
vray sentement of men through her mutation? and, correspondingly, can a man 

73 Cf. Lorcin 1988.
74 By remarrying, Christine would also have run the risk of enduring the indignities of 

a charivari, a custom she hardly would wish to experience. On widows and charivari, see 
gauvard 1991, pp. 590–93; Crane 2002, pp. 143–45. Christine did not know the contem-
plative life, ‘dont il me poise’ (Cité, p. 23:34) [which i regret]. she may have turned to it at 
the end of her life after taking refuge in Poissy; see dulac 1998a. for Christine’s views on 
the widow and widowhood, see Brownlee 1995b.

75 dulac 1991; Plebani 2003, p. 49.
76 Christine’s changing image of her metamorphoses in the context of the gender topos 

anticipates, but is not identical with, recent transformations in feminist thought on the issue 
of essentialism. On this ‘essentialist’ feature of Christine’s thought on gender, see quilligan 
1991, pp. 6, 16 et passim; Chance 1996; cf. richards 1996, pp. 101–12.
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undergo such a transformation in experience and himself acquire vray sentement 
regarding women’s experience?

Christine began her career by writing ‘d’autrui sentement’ (Advision, iii.
vii.24–25) in her Cent Ballades. But these are poems about mostly literal love, 
a subject she came to regard as unworthy of serious attention. When the woman 
becomes a virago, she becomes ‘celle qui a vertu et force d’omme’ (Cité, p. 210) 
[a woman who has a man’s virtue and fortitude].77 such character shows 
prudence: ‘femme forte, c’est a dire, prudente’ (Cité, p. 198) 78 [a woman of 
fortitude, that is, one who is prudent]. But this transformation is still expressed 
on the literal level.

how can she, as a woman and even as a virago, understand the feelings of 
others, and, more specifically, of men? the answer, she discovered, is furnished 
by the allegories of poets. such a poetics is aptly illustrated by the allegorical 
gender changes described in the Mutacion (v. 1025–158). ulysses’s men change 
into pigs; tiresias becomes a woman and then returns to being a man; finally, 
a daughter, yplis, becomes a son.79 these are poetic allegories, but they do not 
exemplify understanding vray sentement across gender lines. such changes in 
the poetic mode do offer, however, a means to transfer, allegorically, the 
experience of one gender to another. the surface text describes a change in 
sexual gender and office – the woman becomes a man, the crew-member or 
passenger becomes a pilot.

an eloquent, and thus rhetorically effective passage in the Rose debate 
deserves attention here because its clarifies Christine’s two-pronged approach 
to misogynist opinion – two-pronged in the sense that she distinguishes between 
her own treatises addressed to men, such as her contributions to the Rose debate 
and the Epistre Othea, and those addressed to women such as the Trois vertus 
and sebile de monthault’s admonition inserted there from the Duc des vrais 
amants. addressing men in the Rose debate, she exclaims ‘qui sont fames?’ 
and then goes on to answer her own question, as quoted earlier: ‘si sont elles 
vos meres, vos suers, vos filles, vos fammes et vos amies; elles sont vous 
meesmes e vous mesmes elles’ (Débat, p. 139:775, 781–83) [Who are women? 
.. . they are your mothers, sisters, daughters, wives, and women friends; they 
are you yourselves and you yourselves are they]. What does this explicit 
attention to gender mean? 80

77 the idea comes from her reading of solomon’s Proverbs (Cité, pp. 198–200), doubtless 
one of the ‘proverbes estranges’ that fascinated her. On Christine’s changing views on the 
‘virility’ of such women, see angeli 2003.

78 to be prudent is ‘avoir avis et regart sur les choses que on veult emprendre, comment 
ilz pourront estre terminees’ (Cité, p. 202) [to consider in the tasks one wishes to undertake 
how they may be brought to a conclusion]; see also Trois vertus, pp. 191:95–192:96.

79 see Pairet 2002, pp. 161–64. Christine also alludes to the Ceyx and alcyone myth; on 
this metamorphosis in the context of Christine’s poetics, see Blumenfeld-Kosinski 1997, 
pp. 178–87.

80 On a similarly problematic change of grammatical gender in the Rose, see Kelly 1995a, 
p. 25.
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first, let us consider the redefinition of gender in the Mutacion. here, gender 
is defined in terms of roles. a man is one who captains a ship or heads a family. 
in assuming this role on the death of her husband, Christine becomes a man 
in order to repair the ship of her family that had foundered on the rocks after 
the loss of its pilot. allegorically, then, Christine becomes a man. she has to 
adopt the male role because her husband has died. the role, in other words, 
determines and explains her allegorical metamorphosis.

Likewise, Christine uses allegorical metamorphosis in the Rose debate. 
there, the question, ‘qui sont fames?’ arises during the discussion of Jean de 
meun’s and Ovid’s alleged argument that it is better to deceive than to be 
deceived. in their works, the victims of deception are women. in the context 
of the role one plays, Christine redefines men and women not by gender but 
on moral grounds: all seducers are men and all the seduced are women, whatever 
their actual gender. it follows that, if her reading of Jean de meun is correct, 
his ‘disciples’ have been seduced and deceived by their ‘master’. this distinction 
between the deceivers and the deceived fits Jean’s own description of the great 
deceiver, faux semblant, who includes men and women in his catalogue of 
deceivers.

Car s’i font el que il ne dient,
certainement il vos conchient,
quelconques robes que il aient,
de quelconques estat qu’il saient,
soit clers, soit lais, soit hon, soit fame,
sires, serjanz, baiasse ou dame. (Rose, v. 11047–52)

[for if their actions do not correspond to their words, they do 
indeed make an ass of you, whatever dress they may don, 
whatever their status in life – religious or secular, be they man 
or woman, lord or servant, maid or lady.]

this passage is obviously a rhetorical tirade. But that does not mean it is 
insignificant. rhetorical exclamations such as this must be verisimilar to be 
convincing. they may also be striking or astonishing in order to gain attention, 
and, as a result, bring out a new idea or point of view.81

in allegory, Christine discovered a way to communicate vray sentement to, 
as it were, aliens – a woman telling her feelings as a woman to men who cannot 
share her feelings as a woman would. allegorically, she redefines the two 
literally different types, man and woman, as another type both can belong to. 
Just as Christine comes to know the man’s feelings as head of a household 
when her husband dies, men like Jean de meun’s disciples may come to under-
stand better woman’s feelings about seduction or deceit if they become victims 
of seduction or deceit themselves. Jean de meun seduces his ‘disciples’.

81 enders 1999.
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Validation of vray sentement

Vray sentement remains tricky and slippery. it is notoriously difficult to discern 
or evaluate the sentement d’autrui even when it is sincere. feelings can deceive, 
as misogynists show and Christine recognized. furthermore, sentement can 
fluctuate or change, just as the opinions it supports do. Christine was not always 
sure of her own feelings. at the beginning of the Cité she hesitates between 
accepting and rejecting misogyny. Let us examine Christine’s approach to the 
problem of vray sentement. then we can, in conclusion, explore her poetic 
response to misogyny.

first, how can one validate one’s own feelings vis-à-vis learned authority? 
When Christine confronts this quandary at the beginning of the Cité, she feels 
that authoritative misogynist allegations do not fit her knowledge of herself. 
still, she hesitates, doubting her own feelings when confronted with the weight 
of learned authorities on the subject. By drawing arguments and examples from 
the same authorities, however, she succeeds in turning their own evidence 
against them. she does this by amplifying topoi different from theirs that, 
importantly, fit her own sentement. We have observed such rewriting in 
discussing the rape script in Chapter 2. in the Cité, Christine proceeds in a 
similar fashion. for example, she does not exclude the prostitute Leonce from 
the City of Ladies; rather, she rewrites the prostitute as a learned woman who 
stood up to theophrastus (Cité, p. 160).82

By accumulating examples of such positive rewriting, Christine overcomes 
her doubts through ‘exaggeration’. Exaggeratio, in rhetorical terminology, 
‘piles on’ evidence. By focusing only on those topoi that can be made to support 
opinions she espouses, she accumulates verisimilar evidence for her feeling 
that women can be virtuous, while evoking analogous feelings in her readers.83 
such one-sided evidence is hyperbole – that is, exaggeration not meant to 
deceive. the result in the Cité is a philogyny as extreme as the misogyny it 
opposes. such exaggeration restores balance. Women, like men, can be good 
or bad. the Cité acknowledges this by admitting only the former within its 
walls. hence, some outsiders will fit the misogynists’ stereotypes as Christine 
understands them – for example, the dissolute women she believed Jean de 
meun frequented (Débat, pp. 18:215–21).84

82 a form of self-defense as well, since Jean de montreuil likened Christine to Leonce 
(Débat, p. 42:8–10); see quilligan 1991, pp. 168–69; richards 1996, p. 128 n. 18. Christine 
rewrites Leonce as she does other traditional feminine villains as a learned woman (Caraffi 
1998, p. 79 n. 8); she retorts indirectly by likening Pierre Col to heloise, a meretrix (Débat, 
p. 146:1015–18; see richards 1993, p. 142).

83 On this sense of exaggeratio, see Kelly 1992, p. 50. Christine’s accumulation of such 
examples is also related to frequentatio, or multiplication of diverse examples under one 
heading (faral 1924, p. 67).

84 ‘Jehan de meung ne senti onques que fu honourable amoureux’ (Débat, p. 130:495–96) 
[Jean de meun never knew what an honorable lover was].
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although such dissolute women are absent in the Cité, they do appear in 
some of Christine’s other works, notably Briseida in the Epistre Othea and eve 
in the Advision. By restoring this balance, she confirms her vray sentement of 
women’s worth. in another hyperbole, she asserts that bad women are not 
natural, but that such women are a minority (Cité, p. 256).85 her opinion is 
valid in debate because her sense of her own worth is founded on her virtue 
as she and her faith understand that virtue: simple, coye, honneste, rassise, and, 
most individually, fille d’escole (cf. Débat, pp. 147:1043–149:1093). to be sure, 
this is still an opinion. But the evidence of her religion, her reasoning, and her 
experience is in harmony with it. thus, they support her conviction that her 
opinions regarding misogyny and women’s potential for virtue are valid.

the gender change in the Mutacion may also reflect Christine’s doubts at 
that time regarding her worth as a woman. the Cité refers to those doubts as 
part of her experience in reading matheolus. the Advision ascribes them to 
opinion, albeit a false opinion uninformed by Boethian distinctions between 
true and false goods.86 in the same treatise she learns to rely on her own virtues, 
the very qualities she possesses naturally as true goods. these virtues enable 
her to confront fortune and her false opinion of its power.

Faith, reason, and misogyny

two additional features of Christine’s thought are important in validating her 
correction of misogyny: faith and reason. One cannot doubt the profound 
sincerity of Christine de Pizan’s faith, a faith that inspired her religious writings 
in verse and prose and her moral convictions. it supported her belief in the 
divine right of kings, in the superiority of the noble order,87 and in the funda-
mental unity of the Church. yet faith did not preclude differences of opinion. 
schism itself illustrates the diverse, often erroneous opinions of the faithful. in 
reference to aristotle on god’s alleged envy, Christine rejects the opinion 
because envy in god is impossible (Charles V, vol. 2, pp. 174–75); in the same 
work, she faults the pride of someone who mocked the gods because he thought 

85 she admits that they have had less opportunity to do wrong because of misogynist 
prejudice (Cité, pp. 80, 256). she also confesses that in her youth, childishness turned her 
away from serious study (Advision, iii.viii.12–17; cf. Chemin, v. 1122–24); but this happens 
to young men too.

86 the false goods include family members she relied on until her widowhood. Boethius’s 
family, intact at the time he wrote, was a consolation for him (De consolatione, ii Pr. iv.5–9). 
Christine as widow had only her mother, her daughter and one or two sons, all of whom she 
was responsible for; see Callahan 2000, pp. 487, 489, based on Advision, pp. 121–23. she 
seems to have received no support from her brothers in italy, or from her husband’s family, 
two sources of support she evokes, without reference to herself, in the Trois vertus (see 
pp. 82–90, 188–93); she merely recalls a conversation she had with her father-in-law 
(p. 19:161–65; cf. p. 84:50–52).

87 forhan 2002, pp. 84–87.
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he was more powerful than they (vol. 1, pp. 78–79). the same overweening 
pride characterizes those nobles who believe all things are permissible to them 
(vol. 1, pp. 17–18). it is also the source of rebellion in the people.88

Christine’s ultimate authority in these and all matters is scripture. her 
opinion on a debate among theologians illustrates this. at issue was whether 
Christ left anything of his body after ascending to heaven. she sides with those 
theologians who accept that, for example, his blood, hair, nails, and such could 
well have remained here below as relics. But there is a proviso: ‘sauve toutes 
raisons d’escripture sainte ou theologie’ (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 96) 89 [subject to 
the correction of holy scripture or theology]. faith is the ultimate authority in 
matters of opinion, and theology is the voice of faith. it finds a voice in, for 
example, gerson’s eloquence theologienne. Christine’s faith was so strong that 
she accepted contemporary miracles.90 for example, she believed reports of 
levitation by a saintly woman (Charles V, vol. 2, p. 67). this view is congruent 
with her acceptance of the miracles recounted in Book three of the Cité. in 
this work too, faith bolsters true opinion, even though the same ecclesiastical 
authorities that she drew her examples from promulgated misogyny. to deal 
with this conundrum, Christine turns to reason.

Christine’s opinions are not founded on faith alone. reason is her principal 
arbiter. as she advises her son, ‘Prudence aprent l’omme a vivre en raison, / 
La ou elle est eureuse est la maison’ (Prouverbes, 2) [Prudence teaches to live 
by following reason; that home is happy where she dwells]. skill in debate is 
important and effective rhetoric is crucial in rational debate about opinions. 
although in the Rose debate, reasons, reasoning, and evidence for reasoning 
differ widely and sharply, Christine admires a well-presented case (arenge). 
elsewhere, she extols Charles V as a master speaker and rhetorician: ‘sa belle 
parleure tant ordennée et par si belle arrenge, sanz aucune superfluité de parole’ 
(Charles V, vol. 1, p. 49) 91 [his beautiful, well ordered speech so beautifully 
arranged, without any superfluity in language]. Charles’s eloquence and virtues 
made him a virtual reincarnation of the ideal orator, the vir bonus dicendi 
peritus.

the same rhetorical standard obtains in the Cité. two features of Christine’s 
arenge there are important. first is the opinion on misogyny. did god actually 
make women as vile as men claim? how can Christine explain her own self-
doubts in this matter? reason, rectitude, and Justice appear and offer answers, 
complete with examples. Conforming to the answers the three personifications 

88 sigal 2002, pp. 819–21.
89 the example is a good illustration of Christine’s religious mentality. as in the Chemin, 

she refuses to rise too high on the Ladder of speculation.
90 to put her views on miracles into perspective, it is noteworthy that Blaise Pascal 

planned to use them in the seventeenth century as proof of the Christian religion; see his 
Pensées, §§211, 333, 419–51.

91 see above, pp. 24–25. Cf. Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 59–60, and vol. 2, pp. 34, 116–17, 120. 
On Louis d’Orléans’s eloquence, see vol. 1, pp. 173–74. Christine emphasizes anew the 
importance of the ruler’s eloquence in Policie, pp. 43–46, and Paix, pp. 165–71.
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give, Christine relies on consideracion and discrecion; the examples bring 
Christine’s memory into play. this is esplucher (Cité, p. 42). reason explains 
that, although Christine is a woman, god’s gifts to her are sufficient to resolve 
issues of opinion. this is because god bestowed on women understanding 
sufficient to construe, know, and retain all that is comprehensible (Cité, p. 194). 
native genius, or ‘sens naturel’, and learning, or ‘science acquise’ (p. 196), 
permit all human beings to use their understanding to deal with the society into 
which they are born and to lead moral lives.92 By bringing her reasoning into 
line with morality, Christine reconciles her reasoning with faith.

to be sure, Christine de Pizan allows for differences between men and 
women in the Cité. for example, women are physically weaker than men (Cité, 
pp. 102–04, 152). they are less gifted for courtroom argument since god has 
assigned them different tasks (pp. 92–94). there are anomalies or exceptions 
among the women Christine describes in the Cité. she demonstrates this by a 
variety of the translatio imperii et studii commonplace, with the corollary 
familiar from Chrétien de troyes as the translation of chevalerie and clergie.93 
the first book of the Cité relating her discussion with reason recounts the 
accomplishments of women who have governed and conquered, including those 
who actually fought in armed, even hand-to-hand, combat; she then concludes 
Book One by relating the achievements of women who contributed to knowledge 
and learning, and helped to preserve learned traditions. such deviations from 
the norm do not question the norm; rather they show the potential realized by 
exceptional individuals. thus, the deviations are praiseworthy because excep-
tional women prove that no woman, by her feminine nature alone, is made 
inferior to men. Both genders encompass an array of statuses (in the medieval 
sense of social orders) from the lowest villeins to the higher nobility and saints. 
natural physical features take on varying form; Joan of arc, a shepherdess, 
became a conquering warrior, although the shepherdess in the Dit de la pastoure 
cannot change her status nor become a wife to a nobleman or, it appears, anyone 
else.

an analogy with Christine’s depiction of Charles V proves illuminating. 
Criticized for not participating in person as vigorously as a monarch should in 
the wars of his time, although a man, Christine notes that he was not physically 
strong – implicitly, he was no semiramis. this explains, Christine argues, his 

92 reason leaves open the question of which is better, native genius or learning: ‘sur 
ceste proposicion pevent estre fondees maintes opinions desquelles pevent sourdre assez de 
questions’ (Cité, p. 196) [on this issue many opinions may be based that give rise to numerous 
questions]. the issue is not pertinent to the building of the City of Ladies and, therefore, the 
issue of woman’s intelligence (Cité, p. 198).

93 Christine enunciates the principle in Chemin as translatio imperii in the trojan lineage 
(v. 3525–80), and a translatio studii iuris which has become uncertain in her time (v. 6211–
18). the principle of translatio studii is also suggested in her account of Charlemagne’s 
alleged transfer of the university from rome to Paris (Chemin, v. 5905–12). Walters 1989 
places Christine’s Epistre au dieu d’amours in a translatio studii that includes guillaume de 
Lorris and Jean de meun.
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limited participation in french wars (Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 48–49).94 as with 
many women, the weakness is natural, that is, imposed by nature when 
fashioning the body. it follows that weakness does not reduce women’s intel-
ligence any more than physical weakness does that of Charles V. since 
intelligence may even make up for physical weakness (Cité, p. 152), women 
may overcome relative physical weakness as the king did, and some woman 
may equal or surpass some men in traditional male roles. to convince those 
of doubtful or contrary opinion, therefore, the Cité des dames relates the 
achievements of historical women in activities commonly reserved for men: 
government, arms, science, and learning. their accomplishments vouch for the 
truth of Christine’s opinions; the compelling evidence speaks directly to reason, 
the faculty that is to be swayed by laudable examples that refute false opinions 
– in this case, the errors of misogyny. in effect, Christine is following the poetic 
prescription to dwell on what has been passed over while rejecting what is 
commonplace. But this does not alter her view that the office assigned to 
woman in the household must take precedence for most women.95

Christine develops her original opinions on misogyny by grounding her 
thought on faith and reason. her first step is to acknowledge that god created 
men and women not as unequal but as in some ways different from one another. 
using reason and, more importantly, entendement de raison, she reviews 
evidence for misogyny, refuting it in the light of her self-knowledge and history. 
in the Cité, Christine expresses her vray sentement as both feelings and 
experience. Women are physically weaker; therefore, they are not always 
suitable for the physically demanding roles men assume (Cité, pp. 102–04). 
furthermore, their more passive, submissive nature disinclines them to assume 
active public roles, notably as lawyers (Cité, pp. 92–94). they are less warlike 
and, as daughters, are generally more honorable and caring towards parents 
and relatives (Cité, pp. 238–42). they are also more constant lovers, although 
Christine cautions against trying to prove it outside of marriage (Cité, 
pp. 374–404).

these opinions establish certain norms. nevertheless, every norm has its 
deviations; it fluctuates between ‘what should be’ and ‘what is’.96 When called 
upon to act, or given the opportunity to do so, some women of great virtue 
realize an exceptional potential or gift despite ‘natural’ weaknesses – for 
example, Joan of arc and many of the martyrs in Book three of the Cité des 
dames. in Christine’s opinion their virtues are more effective than mere physical 

94 that the king should not expose himself to danger is a principle Christine elaborates 
on in the Fais d’armes.

95 this is the much discussed conservative Christine defending woman’s place in the 
home rather than in public affairs which she commits to men: ‘il souffist qu’elles facent le 
commun office a quoy sont establies’ (Cité, p. 152) [it is enough if women exercise the 
common role which was assigned to them]. Christine, thus, did not entirely reject her mother’s 
emphasis on the woman’s place in the household.

96 schnell 1998a, pp. 772–74.
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strength. Virtues, after all, enhance the virtuous person’s capacity to wage war, 
govern, resolve legal disputes, and lead a good life. the examples in the Cité 
muster an array of historical evidence, from euhemerized myth to chronicles. 
her model is Boccaccio, whose method lends authority to her own opinions 
and the art used to illustrate them.97 more specifically, this poetic mode permits 
her to adapt unflattering or contrary evidence by using conventional ways of 
rewriting like those discussed in Chapter 2. We have seen this in the cases of 
medea and dido. it is also evident in more truly historical examples like 
semiramis’s incestuous marriage to her son, which Christine excuses as early 
custom and false religious beliefs. Christine allows for moral progress (Cité, 
p. 108).98

the Cité’s Book One also treats women who have excelled in the arts. again 
the array of examples is broad, extending from practitioners of necromancy 
through those who excelled in the liberal arts and the mechanical arts. each of 
these women is a ‘femme forte’ (Cité, p. 198) because

elle a avironné ses rains de force en la constance de solicitude, et ses bras 
sont endurcis en continuelle bonne oeuvre. et pourtant la lumiere de son 
labour ne sera ja estainte, quelque temps tenebreux qu’il face. elle s’embesogne 
meismes es fortes choses et, avec ce, ne desprise pas les femenins ouvrages, 
ains elle meismes y met les dois. (Cité, p. 200)

[she girded her loins with fortitude by dint of constant solicitude. her arms 
grow hard by constant good works. yet the radiance of her labors will never 
be obscured no matter how dark the times may be. she toils even in the midst 
of difficult trials and, at the same time, does not scorn womanly tasks, but 
rather takes up these tasks on her own initiative.]

Prudence unites all the figures in Book One of the Cité,99 for Prudence is 
foresight in conceiving, planning, and executing tasks; reason is her guide 
(Cité, pp. 194–200; Prouverbes, 2).100

these examples show that Christine distinguishes between two kinds of 
virtue in women. One kind is physical strength, which god in his disposition 
of creation assigned as a norm to men; the other is moral strength, which he 

97 On her original, not slavish imitation of Boccaccio and, perhaps, Petrarch, see Brown-
grant 1995.

98 quilligan 1991, p. 81, refers to Christine’s ‘dismissal of the salvo against mother/son 
incest’, using anthropological evidence for ‘such a scandalous move on Christine’s part’. 
this seems to make too much of Christine’s explaining semiramis’s conduct as being natural 
because she did not know divine law.

99 all the exemplary women in Book One, from amazons and rulers to scholars and 
housewives, manifest prudence. this virtue more than any other permits entrance into the 
City of Ladies. Prudence mondainne is the principal counselor in the Trois vertus. Cf. alain 
de Lille’s Anticlaudianus, where Prudence is also named Phronesis and sapientia, and has 
direct access to divine truths; his Prudence is perhaps more akin to those who follow the 
contemplative life as Christine describes it in the Trois vertus.

100 forhan 2002, pp. 100–08.
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assigned to women (Cité, pp. 102–04). Women who practice the latter virtue 
actually succeed even in the activities god allotted to men. these femmes fortes 
realize, like artemisia, virtues that also comprise the epideictic description of 
Charles V: vertu, sagece de meurs, chevalerie, prudence, and hardiece (Cité, 
p. 136). Likewise, Book One is an array informed by exceptions to the misog-
ynist norm. Christine is herself such an exception. Like the examples she lauds 
in Book One, she is exceptional in both senses of the word: outstanding and 
unique. using her mental qualities bestowed by god, Christine overcame her 
‘natural’ physical limitations by virtue in both her thought and her life.

reason is a critical factor in realizing virtue. in the Cité, reason corrects 
human error, directing those in error towards truth. to do so she uses an 
allegorical mirror so that anyone who looks into it can know his or her duty 
by rational means. this mirror is also a source of self-knowledge by intro-
spection (Cité, p. 52). the reader too learns how to measure up in god’s scheme 
of things by comparing herself – and himself – to the illustrious figures that 
make up the City of Ladies. accordingly, reason functions as an intellectual 
faculty that leads to understanding. Christine’s own ‘exceptionality’ is consistent 
with the mirroring process since she is endowed with the virtues that allow her 
to perform a unique task in rehabilitating society, like many of the women in 
the Cité. in this way, she establishes her credentials for penning the treatises 
on government that she wrote between 1405 and 1418 before withdrawing to 
Poissy, and into silence, until 1429 or 1430, when she composed her last poem, 
on Joan of arc.

this rational, reflective process punctuated by examples for forming correct 
or true opinions obtains in Books two and three of the Cité des dames as 
well. thus, each personification who engages Christine displays an ever more 
differentiated array of exemplary good women. in Book two, rectitude 
catalogues wise women, beginning with the sibyls and continuing with other 
women who prophesied.101 there follow those who showed great devotion to 
husbands, including older husbands, and to parents. rectitude goes on to show 
that women can be trusted with secrets (a rebuttal to the Rose) and can give 
wise counsel. finally, she shows how their courage has been beneficial, and 
how their learning has contributed to better morals, including chastity even 
among beautiful women, constancy in love, and largess. rejecting misogyny 
promotes the commonweal.

the Cité’s array of good women is constructed by first articulating a 
 misogynist opinion, then countering it with examples that support the opposite 
opinion. the hyperbolic descriptions of femmes fortes are contrasted with men 
who illustrate the alleged defects of women, with the moderating admission 
that not all women are perfect. Christine considers only preudes femmes in the 

101 Cf. Blumenfeld-Kosinski 1995.
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Cité des dames. the Trois vertus sets out the conduct necessary in contem-
porary terms for attaining that ‘goodness’.102

rectitude voices another factor in Christine’s analysis of opinion. going 
beyond distinguishing good from evil, reason’s office, rectitude admonishes 
all to do good and uphold the truth; in doing so, they will defend those who 
suffer or are wronged (Cité, pp. 58–60). rectitude sets the standards of good 
and evil, recognizing the good, punishing the evil, and restraining all who 
would do wrong. rectitude’s office is reflected in the more discriminating 
display of exemplary women, including a sharp distinction between women 
who are good and those who are bad. as we have noted, the poetic mode and 
topical invention permit Christine to glide over traditional defects in order to 
focus on virtuous features.103

Justice, the last personification through whom Christine refracts her opinions 
on misogyny, is a stern taskmaster: ‘Je ne flechis nulle part, car je n’ay amy 
ne ennemi ne escalourgiant 104 voulenté. Pitié ne me convaint ne cruauté ne me 
meut’ (Cité, p. 60) [i bend nowhere, nor do i have friend, enemy, or mutable 
will. Pity does not persuade nor does cruelty move me]. Justice corrects and 
distributes favors according to truth founded on faith; for Christine, therefore, 
such justice is entirely certain. Justice’s examples represent the ‘heights’ – the 
‘combles’ – of the City to which the Virgin mary descends as sovereign over 
saints and martyrs, a queen beneath whom good women find their place,105 just 
as the french do beneath their king. the royal family that concludes Book two 
finds itself positioned beneath a heavenly host of martyrs.

Justice, ‘fille de dieu’, receives a measuring cup from god (Cité, pp. 60–62). 
she measures all things according to divine standards, bringing those of ‘sain 
entendement’ to correct themselves and to do unto others as they would have 
others do unto them (Cité, p. 60). Other measurements exist among humans, 
but these measurements can be unjust. they measure, as Justice puts it, ‘soubz 
ombre de moy’ (Cité, p. 62) [in my shadow]. Like Lady Opinion, an ‘ombre’ 
of truth, these other, human measures fluctuate as much as the league in 
rabelais’s france, where the distance it measures in one part of the country 
differs from that used in other regions (Pantagruel, p. 268). Only Lady Justice’s 
measurements are constant and, because confirmed by faith, unimpeachable. 
the sovereignty of mary confirms this standard as absolute and inflexible.

exemplifying Justice herself, the Virgin mary admits all good women into 
her city. these include ‘toute dame honorable’, all ‘qui amez gloire, vertu et 
loz’ (Cité, p. 496) [every honorable lady .. . you who love glory, virtue, and 
renown]. all women are exhorted to emulate the virtuous women she praises. 

102 see guarinos 1998.
103 Cf. Lemaire 1994, pp. 134–40.
104 this changing color of will mirrors the colors of opinion as she changes her mind. 

see Curnow, ed., Cité, p. 1135.
105 Cf. the XV Joies in which Christine prays to the Virgin to grant that she might ‘vivre 

a ton bon exemple’ (v. 32) [live in accordance with your good example].
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in a final peroration, Christine calls on wives, maidens, widows and ‘toutes 
femmes – soient grandes, moyennes ou petites’ (p. 500), to resist ‘prejudices’ 
(p. 502).

Christine’s peroration has a broader sub-text that vouchsafes its universal 
validity: men too can learn from the Cité since they too must learn to eschew 
false opinion and turn to virtue.106 how this is done is set out in two treatises 
that promote virtue by showing how to educate young persons for the virtuous 
life. the Trois vertus addresses women, the Epistre Othea men. they illustrate 
what rüdiger schnell terms different discourses whose discrepancies derive 
from the norms they propose to different audiences living in the real world.107 
But both works bolster resolve and strengthen virtue by praising it, its adherents, 
and its effects.

the three ladies, reason, rectitude, and Justice, who give voice to Christine’s 
attack on misogyny are not distinct from one another.108 as we have seen, they 
are ‘une mesmes chose’, constituting stages in evaluating opinion.109 reason 
disposes; rectitude arranges and applies; and Justice deriving from god and 
faith completes the task. furthermore, they interface with the three criteria for 
getting at true opinion: reason, vray sentement, and religion. in the Cité des 
dames, Christine begins with vray sentement: her emotional, heartfelt response 
to misogyny and her consternation when authorities express misogynist opinions 
that contrast with her own experience and that of other women. she turns to 
reason corroborated by rectitude and Justice to resolve her intellectual, moral, 
social, and personal quandary. the same learned tradition that fostered misogyny 
reveals its own errors in the examples she culls from historical and other 
documentary evidence. as a continuation of the Cité, the Trois vertus completes 
her vision in practical terms. Beginning where the Cité leaves off, with 
princesses and queens, it concludes with prostitutes, embracing thereby women 
of all social classes while advising them to be good and true to their nature.110 
the descending social hierarchy of the Trois vertus mirrors the ascending 
hierarchy illustrated by the construction of the City of Ladies while providing 
the practical application of the morality idealized in the allegorical treatise’s 
euhemerism and historical vignettes.111

Christine’s religion is once again the final arbiter. she promotes humility, 
patience, long-suffering, submission, and prudence.112 these are virtues men 

106 Cité, pp. 254, 314, 334–44, 374–76.
107 see schnell 1998a, p. 777, and 1998b.
108 Christine links them as critical thought in the Livre de la paix to show how ‘droit 

justice et raison’ justify a just war; see Van hemelryck 2000, p. 687.
109 Cerquiglini 1994, pp. 91–95; Kottenhoff 1994, pp. 66–75.
110 see dudash 2003, pp. 811–15.
111 is Christine adapting dante’s inside-out world that projects the heavenly hierarchies 

in Paradiso? note too that ‘à mesure que l’on descend l’échelle sociale, le cercle des récep-
teurs ciblé s’élargit aussi par rapport au sexe’ while ‘gender differences’ diminish 
(Brandenberger 2002, p. 139).

112 Boulton 2003. Philosophy promotes patience as virtue in Advision, iii.xxii.
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can practice too.113 With virtue based on prudence, reason, rectitude, and justice, 
the social order can be restored and maintained.114 this political philosophy 
comprised, therefore, the art of living well in the kingdom of france. ‘tu es 
politique’, she says to Philosophy in the Advision, ‘car tu aprens a bien vivre, 
car nulle cité n’est mieulx gardee que par le fondement et lian de foy et de 
ferme concorde a amer le bien commun qui est tres vray et tres souverain’ 
(Advision, iii.xxvii.24–27) 115 [you are good government, for you teach how to 
live well; this is because no city is better preserved than by the foundation and 
bond of faith and firm accord to love the commonweal that is very true and 
sovereign]. Combating misogyny is one way to maintain a rational and just 
social order.

113 Cf. Kottenhoff 1994, pp. 74–75. On men in the Cité, see richards 2000b, 
pp. 124–26.

114 Willard 1992, pp. 28–29; forhan 1992, pp. 40–67; Brown-grant 1992, p. 101.
115 see dulac 1992a, p. 130.
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4

Love, reason, and debatable Opinion

Car en amor a maint degré: 
al comencier est debonaire; 
Le gent blandist por mix atraire; 
et puis, quant il est ore et leus, 
reset bien mostrer de ses jeus.1 (Ille, v. 921–25)

 
in her early writings Christine de Pizan saw a defense against misogyny and 
a hope for the commonweal in noble love. good lovers are a bulwark against 
misogynist defamation in both the Epistre au dieu d’amours and the Dit de la 
rose. yet, as with misogyny, a change of mind occurred in her opinion about 
such love, albeit the change took place over a somewhat longer time. the 
change was also related to her views on misogyny and her search for effective 
ways of combating that prejudice.2 as Christine’s views evolved, she perceived 
more clearly that not la donna, but l’amor’è mobile. this awareness began to 
emerge in her early lyric cycles. the change was complete by the Duc des 
vrais amants, the Dit de la pastoure, and the Cent Ballades d’amant et de 
dame. henceforth, not love, but virtue alone, as Boethius and her religion 
understood it, offered protection against misogyny. although early on Christine 
counted virtue among the defining features of noble love, virtue later became 
antithetical to even ‘pure’ love. We can follow her change of opinion on love 
more circumstantially than with misogyny, since it emerges as her opinion 
evolves, not as a sudden, dramatic paradigm shift like that recounted in the 
Cité des dames.

all of Christine’s love poems, from the most positive early compositions to 
the pessimistic dits that she wrote after them, evoke, in whole or in part, the 
pattern suggested in the epigraph to this chapter. Love has wonderful begin-
nings. it lures its followers on in the hope of bliss and chivalric deeds. But, as 
time passes, love becomes unstable.

1 for love has many a stage. at the start it is ennobling, flattering people the better to 
attract them; but then, at the right time and place, it knows very well how to play its 
tricks.

2 see hauck 1995, pp. 228–34.
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au commencier m’as le cuer aluchié,
Par moy donner assés de tes soulas;
mais quant tu l’as fermement atachié,
adonc de ses plaisirs despouillié l’as. (CB, 40, v. 9–12) 3

[at the outset you lured me on by granting me great solace, 
but when you had me firmly attached to you, you deprived me 
of all love’s pleasures.]

here is an opinion falsified by experience and mutable fortune. such instability 
leads to a conflict between virtue and love, a conflict that Christine at first 
sought to resolve by promoting a chaste love as an incentive to chivalric virtue 
which, in turn, would defend women. this is a traditional medieval common-
place.4 But the attempt failed. she accordingly changed her mind, coming out 
firmly as opposed to any love not sanctioned by marriage.

Christine’s changing opinion on love

in the Rose debate, Christine de Pizan distinguishes between the kind of love 
illustrated in Jean’s poem and that practiced by some of her contemporaries.

Je croy que plusseurs ont amey loyaument et parfaitement qui onques n’y 
couchierent, ne onques ne deseurent ne furent deceu, de qui estoit principale 
entencion que leurs meurs en vaucissent mieulx, – et pour celle amour deven-
oyent vaillans et bien renommés, et tant que en leur viellesce ilz louoient 
dieu qu’ilz avoient esté amoureux. (Débat, p. 129:458–64) 5

[i believe that a number of men have loved with perfect constancy without 
ever consummating their love, nor did they ever deceive or be deceived. their 
principal purpose in loving was to enhance their worth. their love made them 
valiant and renowned, so much so in fact that in their old age they praised 
god for having been lovers.]

3 see also CB 40, v. 13–16; 44, v. 8–21; 63.
4 the belief that love makes one a better knight was widespread in the fifteenth century 

(szkilnik 2003; cf. stanesco 1988). some of Christine’s early poems celebrate chivalric love; 
see AB 29–31 (and the note, pp. 305–06), 33, 52; EAB 9. in the Advision, she criticizes 
extravagant exploits wherein, for example, knights fight for their beloved without adequate 
armor (ii.xix.27–32). her words recall the extravagant vows of Boort and others in the Prose 
Lancelot: a knight will joust with one foot on his horse’s neck, another will not take lodging 
before defeating six knights, still another will not lie naked with a maiden before defeating 
three knights, and so on – including agricol li Bials Parliers who will fight wearing only his 
shirt and the shift and wimple of his beloved (Lancelot, xlviii.5–12). Christine condemns all 
such undertakings as vain in the Fais d’armes, p. 199; cf. p. 201.

5 Jaeger 1999, p. 121, refers to this passage. for an illuminating discussion of such 
‘chaste love’, see his chapter 5, which also contains an analysis of the Duc des vrais amants 
(pp. 202–04).
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as late as 1402, she still upholds this ideal in addressing

dames amoureuses,
qui de tout bien sont desireuses,
J’entens de l’amour ou n’a vice,
mal, villenie, ne malice;
Car quiconques le die ou non,
en bonne amour n’a se bien non. (Dit Rose, v. 613–18)

[Loving ladies who desire everything good; i mean love that 
harbors no vice, evil, villainy, or malice. for, whether one 
believes it or not, there is only good in good love.]

the Roman de la rose’s illustration of lovemaking contrasts with the amor 
purus Christine extols in these lines. not, of course, the dubious amor purus 
andreas Capellanus recommends, where lovers bed down in the nude but avoid 
sexual intercourse (De amore, p. 212).6 Christine’s ideal lovers eschew sexual 
intercourse. she names some such lovers, notably, Bertrand du guesclin and 
Jean de Werchin, seneschal of hainaut (Débat, p. 129:464–67).7 moreover, she 
upholds this view in the three poems composed during the time the Rose debate 
was also occupying her. her chivalric love is platonic; it leads to moral excel-
lence, valor, and fame (Dit Rose, v. 2–8, 215–17, 309–10).8 it is not deceptive, 
a point she stresses in the Epistre au dieu d’amours (v. 67–90). such love is 
also distinct from lust, or the luxure she condemns among knights in the Chemin 
de long estude (v. 4368–74, 5523–46).9

this is the kind of love the duke aspires to in the Duc des vrais amants. 
in this poem, the lovers embrace and kiss, but are fully clothed; they always 
rendezvous with a witness. there is no suggestion that their love is ever 
consummated. this is the kind of love Christine admired in du guesclin. But 

6 see monson 2005, especially pp. 305–14.
7 hicks, ed., Débat, pp. 224–25 ns. 129/465; Willard 1990b. Christine names other 

chivalric lovers in the Epistre Dieu, v. 223–58; the Deux amants, v. 1560–1704 (the latter 
again includes du guesclin, v. 1569–85); Trois jugemens, v. 6–10; Poissy, v. 2070–75. she 
addresses the Dit de la rose to noble, chivalric lovers and to honorable damoiselles who are 
loved (v. 1–12, 613–18). their love ‘conduit / Ceulz qui du bien faire sont duit’ (v. 309–10) 
[guides those who have learned good conduct]. On Christine’s rewriting of the Rose in these 
early works, see Brownlee 1992.

8 Perhaps Christine had in mind the ideal kind of love that machaut extols in some of 
his poems, most notably the Remede de Fortune. in particular, machaut’s adaptation of 
Boethius’s notion of virtue to virtuous love may have especially appealed to her (see Kelly 
1978, ch. 6). Like machaut’s lover, the princess in the Duc wants ‘souffisance’ in love 
(p. 142:21). such love anticipates the two kinds of chivalry evoked in Othea, a distinction 
tuve links to that between heavenly and terrestrial chivalry in the Queste del saint graal 
(tuve 1966, pp. 51–55); there are some such loves in the Prose Lancelot (hahn 1988, 
pp. 136–43). thomas aquinas too distinguishes between amor amicitiae and amor concupis-
centiae (de gendt 1999, p. 192; cf. schnell 1985, pp. 54–57). Cf. Christine’s Enseignemens, 
80.

9 On chivalric luxure, see as well Policie, pp. 35, 50–51, 80–81, 107–08.
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by the time she wrote the Duc des vrais amants, Christine’s opinion on such 
love had radically changed. the duke’s love does not make him a better knight; 
suspicions of betrayal are quickened in both partners as time passes; life drags 
on and love becomes a tale of misery. as sebile de monthault warns the duke’s 
beloved in words that contradict Christine’s views on du guesclin’s love as 
depicted in the Rose debate,

ne vous fiez es vaines pensees que plusieurs joennes femmes ont qui se 
donnent a croire que ce n’est point de mal d’amer par amours, mais qu’il 
n’y ait villenie .. .10, et que on en vit plus liement, et que de ce faire on fait 
un homme devenir vaillant et renommé a tousjours mais. ha! ma chiere dame, 
il va tout autrement! (Duc, p. 173:74–80)

[don’t trust the vain ideas of some young women who fall into the error of 
thinking that there is no wrong in a courtly love, provided it is free of 
baseness .. ., and that it makes for a happier life while making the man valiant 
and renowned forever more. ah! my dear lady, things turn out quite 
differently!]

the duke in this dit is no du guesclin, although he tries to be one. it is 
impossible to be such a lover because, for Christine at the time she wrote the 
Duc des vrais amants, ‘l’amour est un état aliénant’.11 Perhaps this radical 
change of opinion explains the absence of the Dit de la rose in her collected 
works after 1402. its defense of good love as a source of chivalric valor is 
incompatible with sebile de monthault’s categorical rejection of such love.12

how did Christine come to this radical change of opinion?
signs of change appear in her early counsel on the good life in the Epistre 

Othea and the Enseignemens moraux. in the former treatise, Christine condemns 
sexual intercourse outside marriage because it leads to infidelity, as with 
Briseida (Othea, 84; see also 7, 58). although sincere love may be possible 
(Othea, 47), she prefers abstinence (43:21–30, 56, 58). these opinions are not 
incompatible with the kind of love Christine admired in du guesclin. yet the 
dangers of even such ideal love are real, requiring constant care and vigilance 
on the lovers’ part. these concerns finally outweigh any advantages in good 
love. discovery leads to shame or mockery (Othea, 56); silence becomes 
 obligatory (62), leaving the pair prey to suspicions and grief. rather than 
inspiring prowess, love may actually produce recreantise (Othea, 73). ‘make 
love, not war’ was not Christine’s motto (see Othea, 75). analogous views are 

10 Christine’s euphemism for sexual intercourse in the Duc; see v. 2742–47, p. 182:7–8, 
v. 3326–27 (cf. ‘oultrage’, v. 2202); as well as in the Cité, p. 332, and the Trois vertus, 
p. 113:87. Cf. Epistre Dieu, v. 75.

11 dulac 1973, p. 227; see in general pp. 227–28.
12 Willard 1981a; Laidlaw 1986, p. 56; fenster, ed., Epistre Dieu, pp. 17–18, 21. the 

Epistre au dieu d’amour survives in all but one of Christine’s manuscripts; however, its case 
against misogyny is compatible with the Cité des dames whereas the Dit de la rose’s 
encomium of noble love is not compatible with sebile de monthault’s invective.
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expressed in the Enseignemens she wrote for her son, Jean de Castel 
(Enseignemens, 44, 47, 76, 80). Besides warning him against misogynist speech 
(Enseignemens, 38, 77), her counsels also focus on marriage and the choice of 
a wife (51, 55, 91, 94); in Othea, 20, she recommends that the choice of a 
life’s partner should be suitable in rank and status.13

in the Duc des vrais amants, what i shall designate as ‘du guesclin love’ 
does not bring happiness, nor does it make the duke a better knight. One can 
never know what is transpiring in another person, even a loved one, nor can 
one ever be sure of the longevity or the constancy of amorous feelings, no 
matter how sincere they may have been at first. to be sure, the Epistre Othea 
puts matters in a more positive light.

nous devons par especial eschever: jugement sus autrui, premierement car 
nous ne savons de quel courage sont les choses faites, lesquelles condampner 
c’est grant presomcion, si le devons interpreter en la meilleure partie; secon-
dement car nous ne sommes pas certains quieulx seront ceulx qui a present 
sont bons ou mauvais. (Othea, 73:47–53)

[We must especially eschew judging others, first, because we don’t know 
what feelings motivate actions that it is presumptuous to condemn arbitrarily; 
we should rather interpret positively; and second, because we are unsure what 
kind of persons they will be who are now good or bad.]

But in love it is dangerous to look on the bright side. Lurking beneath these 
admonitions to refrain from judging by appearances is the threat that appear-
ances may, in fact, not deceive and that something improper is indeed going 
on. uncertainty gives rise to gossip, doubts, lovers’ quarrels and, finally, end-
of-love stories such as those Christine relates in the Duc des vrais amants, the 
Dit de la pastoure, and the Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame. the mutability 
of love and lovers, both men and women,14 brings Christine from her conception 
of a good, du guesclin kind of love in the Rose debate to the emphatic condem-
nation of all extramarital loves that she puts in the mouth of sebile de monthault, 
a condemnation she reinforces by copying it into the Trois vertus. regardless 
of the sincerity of the lovers, the real world is inhabited by Jasons and Briseidas. 
in love, nothing is sure; there is only instability, and honor is at stake.

13 these views anticipate the problem of the lovers’ widely different social status in the 
Dit de la pastoure. see too Débat, p. 129:449–55, where Christine opposes such unequal 
relationships.

14 examples appear in her early poems. for example, the man who leaves a beloved 
damoiselle for a more noble dame in the Trois jugemens, and the initially receptive lady in 
the Dit de Poissy who abruptly rebuffs a man when he declares his love.
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Extramarital love in Christine’s early poems

Christine wrote favorably about chivalric love, notably in her praise of du 
guesclin’s chivalric love in the Rose debate and in other works written around 
1400, such as the Epistre au dieu d’amours, the Dit de la rose, some debate 
poems, and some early lyrics. as Joël Blanchard remarks on the Pastoure,

le texte donne à voir une dernière fois l’image qui cristallise ce que fut un 
temps le fantasme de la bergère, et peut-être aussi celui de Christine, celle 
d’une courtoisie régénérée. image déjà éteinte, isolée dans cette fin de texte 
et qui évoque irrésistiblement la fin du fantasme, l’épuisement du désir, le 
dernier éclat qu’il a donné à voir.15

Christine’s early lyrics illustrate that ‘fantasy’, revealing by contrast the change 
in her opinion on ideal love that culminates in the words of sebile de monthault 
and the shepherdess Lorete.16 two of her early examples deserve special 
attention: a young, apparently unmarried damsel (‘damoisele’) 17 in Christine’s 
first lyric cycle, the Cent Ballades, and the poems on her own love, including 
her marriage and widowhood, in the ballades that precede the damsel’s cycle 
and in Book One of the Mutacion de Fortune.

the Cent Ballades is not a continuous narrative like some of Christine’s 
dits or the Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame. yet many have noticed incipient 
narrative sequences in this and other collections of ballades and rondeaux she 
wrote.18 Kenneth Varty grouped some of them on this principle in his anthology 
of Christine’s lyrics as ‘a Woman’s story’ and ‘a man’s story’.19 they are, 
as it were, excerpts from a variety of interlaced stories, where the change of 
voice is obvious to the attentive reader perceiving that now a man, now a 
woman is speaking, or that a ‘Christine voice’ has thrust itself into a sequence; 
sometimes an anonymous dame speaks, at other times a damoiselle. now, the 
commonplace gradus amoris motif always permitted the attentive audience of 
medieval courtly love lyric not only to locate which stage in that scheme the 
poem represents – sight, speech, touch, and so on – but also how the poet 
amplifies a given topical stage or ‘place’ in a specific poem.20 in the Cent 
Ballades, the section following the midpoint (CB, 50–90) represents a display 
case of diverse love situations variously fitted into the gradus amoris scheme; 
all these poems illustrate common places in the topical scheme of the 

15 Blanchard 1983, p. 116.
16 Willard 1987. their voices silence the positive recommendation of such love by the 

lady who, at the approximate midpoint of the Deux amants, evokes a middle ground between 
dark despair and youthful optimism.

17 see CB 41, v. 17–18, and 42, v. 21.
18 Willard 1987 refers to ballades 21–43 and 87; see also Laidlaw 1998a, p. 63, and 2004, 

pp. 38–39, 43–44. for other examples, see Laidlaw 1998b, pp. 122–25.
19 Anthology, pp. 11–42.
20 Laidlaw 1998a, pp. 68–69.
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 commonplace gradus amoris, each poem articulating a particular version of the 
distinct common places or stages it exemplifies. this is not new. Beginning 
with the earliest troubadours and trouvères, audiences could recognize and 
evaluate subtleties in form and content like those Christine articulates in the 
Cent Ballades.21 Laidlaw has described such audiences for Christine as 
follows:

the audience to which Christine de Pizan’s Cent balades were addressed 
understood the ballade form and appreciated the subtleties of which it was 
capable. experience had attuned their ears; to coin a phrase, they were well 
versed. their knowledge of poetic practice would enable them to distinguish 
– more readily than a modern reader can – those poems that conformed to 
standard patterns and those that showed some degree of innovation or virtu-
osity. they were, moreover, aware of the recent changes in poetic practice 
and fashion.22

One such change was the gradual emergence of lyric sequences or cycles of 
lyrics recounting all or part of a ‘story’.23 Christine’s elaboration of complete 
and incomplete narrative cycles is, then, congruent with her adaptation of the 
so-called fixed forms after their liberation from musical or melodic patterns.24 
Both dits and romances inserted lyrics in order to amplify on the narrative 
potential of lyrics that were written well before the dits or other narratives into 
which they were inserted or, more accurately perhaps, around which the 
narrative was wrapped.25 One might even conjecture that Christine’s changing 
opinion on the possibility of ideal love led her to the single narrative sequence 
where, in her opinion, only one denouement was possible: the literal or figurative 
death of the loved one and of the love itself.26

21 Kelly 2000; cf. Pickens 2000, pp. 218–19.
22 Laidlaw 1998a, p. 62.
23 Kelly 1978, pp. 5–6; hauck 1995.
24 Cf. altmann 1996.
25 Kelly 1999a, pp. 222–24; for an example, see Kelly 1978, pp. 212–18, on rené 

d’anjou’s Cuers d’amours espris.
26 Cf. adams 2002. On death as a motif in the gradus or finis amoris, see Kelly 1978, 

ch. 8; ribémont 1991; Cerquiglini 1993b, pp. 55–56. the survivor’s grief may be, as it were, 
short-lived; the narrator in Chartier’s Livre des quatre dames stops grieving when a new love 
begins (Laidlaw, ed., Chartier Works, p. 33). But the apo koinu principle remains intact in 
the Belle dame sans merci and for the first woman in the Livre des quatre dames, since we 
do not learn for certain whether or not the lovers died, although in the case of the Belle dame 
sans merci, Chartier wants us to believe it possible; see v. 781–84 in Chartier Works, p. 359. 
it is taken for granted by Baudet herenc, Accusations against the Belle Dame sans mercy, 
v. 157–60, in Quarrel. this colors variously the deaths at the end of Christine’s poems – the 
death of love implied by the real or metaphorical death of the lover as the end of love. the 
Belle dame also influenced an original adaptation of the narcissus story in a late medieval 
Narcisus; see v. 571–80, 1268–69, and Van gijsen 1998, pp. 165–71. Narcisus, v. 808–19, 
suggests that echo is punished because she had rejected sans mercy a good love prior to 
meeting narcissus.
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apart from the Dit de la pastoure, the affairs Christine relates involve very 
noble women, identified as damsels, ladies, or even princesses. Perhaps this is 
in part because of her choice of patrons.27 the role of hierarchy is nonetheless 
similar to that in the Trois vertus and the Cité, where the princess is the principal 
exemplar because her conduct was expected to be more upright than that of 
women of lower social status. Noblesse oblige (see CB, 96). interestingly in 
this respect, the woman of the first ballade cycle in the Cent Ballades seems 
to be unmarried. she is never referred to as a dame.

two ballades suggest that she is a damoiselle. the title damoiselle first 
appears when she begins to suspect that her lover has fallen in love with 
another: ‘il n’est damoiselle / ne nulle autre, ce sçay certainement, / qui jamais 
jour l’aime plus loiaument’ (CB, 41, v. 17–19) [there is no damsel nor any 
other woman, i know for sure, who will ever love him more constantly]. CB 
42 is even more explicit. in a dream, morpheus ‘trop me desconforte / quant 
il me dit qu’une autre damoiselle / tient mon ami’ (v. 20–22) [greatly distresses 
me when he tells me that another damoiselle holds my beloved]. if the dream 
is true – and it is certainly a possibility in the fictional world Christine portrays 
– then the circumstances attendant on an adulterous love must be modified to 
fit an unmarried noblewoman’s affair. in CB 46 she considers a new love after 
her former lover has proven unfaithful. although in CB 48 she swears off all 
love, in CB 49 a suitor appears despite her rejection of love. Will a new gradus 
amoris cycle begin? the narrative line follows that for the other cycles and the 
dits – it is a conventional gradus amoris followed by a deminutio including 
separation, decline, suspicion, and termination. however, in the case of the 
unwed damsel of Christine’s Cent Ballades, the ‘mortal’ denouements that play 
on the love–death commonplace of traditional courtly lyric are missing. Being 
unmarried seems to offer a return to life. Of course, at the time Christine was 
writing the Cent Ballades, she was still promoting ‘pure love’ like that she 
attributes to du guesclin in the Rose debate. however that may be, the maiden’s 
freedom in the Cent Ballades will be firmly suppressed in the Livre des trois 
vertus.

this is a crux in interpretation of Christine’s opinion. her fixed-form cycles, 
like those by many other contemporary authors, have in the past been viewed 
as a combination of brief, coherent sequences interrupted or terminated by 
different subjects. this is apparent in the topical variety of CB 51–89. more 
recently, however, some scholars have offered a different perspective by pointing 
out larger or broader, albeit ‘fluid’, coherence in the arrangement of the Cent 
Ballades.28 they identify two major narrative cycles in the first half of the 
collection, the one devoted to Christine’s grief because of her husband’s death, 
and the other to the woman’s affair and its unhappy ending discussed above. 
this first half ends at CB 50, a midpoint at which Christine restates the 

27 Poirion 1965, pp. 245–46.
28 Willard 1981d, pp. 169–73; Laidlaw 1994; altmann 1995; Laidlaw 1998a.
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disclaimer in CB 1: she as author neither shares nor seeks to share the feelings 
she writes about. in her case, no new love is possible. ‘Je chante par couverture’ 
(V 1, v. 1) she assures us elsewhere (V 15; R 7, v. 8–9; cf. R 11); this becomes 
a leitmotif in her later dits opposing such love.29

Other features open the Cent Ballades to yet another reading that enriches 
our appreciation of the work, but does not require our favoring one interpre-
tation over the other. first, as we have seen, there is no evidence that the women 
speaking in the narrative sequence following the poems on Christine’s marriage 
and widowhood is a lady, or dame, and therefore married.30 furthermore, we 
might ask if Christine’s denial of amorous involvement was meant to include 
the poems of grief about her widowhood. to be sure, this is a possible inter-
pretation of their content. But it is also possible to read these poems in, as it 
were, ordo artificialis: the account of a love that ended not through inconstancy, 
infidelity, or indifference, but because of the lover’s death – in Christine’s case, 
the death of her husband. a lover’s threatened, impending, or actual death was 
commonplace in amorous poetry by troubadours and romancers. yet, as the 
Belle dame sans mercy opines,

si gracïeuse maladie
ne met gaires de gens a mort,
mais il siet bien que l’on le die
Pour plus tost actraire confort. (Chartier Works, v. 265–68) 31

[such a gentle malady is rarely mortal, but it behooves one to 
say so in order to bring comfort.]

the death of a beloved became a more credible commonplace during the 
hundred years War and at the time that Christine was writing. after the disas-
trous defeat at nicopolis in 1396, Christine evoked imprisonment and death in 
the Dit de Poissy. death is a factor not only in the courtly love register of the 
Dit de Poissy and Chartier’s poems; it emerges outside the courtly register of 
her love poems, as in consolatory writings such as the Epistre de la Prison de 
vie humaine.

in the Belle dame sans mercy Chartier leaves open the possibility that the 
disconsolate lover did indeed die (v. 783–84). the narrator in his Livre des 
quatre dames announces that his own first love died, as happened to one of the 
four ladies. But he overcame his grief and found a new love. he advises all 

29 the boundary between poetic play and underlying seriousness is a major feature of 
Christine’s lyric poetry; see the illuminating discussion of this aspect of poetics in Johnson 
1990, ch. 2.

30 this contrasts with the voice after CB 50, described as that of a dame (CB 51, v. 3). 
a damoiselle also figures in the third ‘case’ in the Trois jugemens (v. 1278–79); her lover 
forsakes her for a more noble dame (v. 1331).

31 Critics seem more convinced of the woman’s death after the ‘lay mortel’ that closes 
the Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame.
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four ladies to seek comfort in hope, all of which suggests a period of grief 
followed by a return to a new life and, perhaps, a new love like that which 
opened to the damsel of the Cent Ballades.32 Written in the wake of agincourt, 
Chartier underscored the four causes arising from that battle: death, impris-
onment, missing in action, and cowardly flight. similarly, the Cent Ballades 
was being written when the battle of nicopolis occurred. that great french 
disaster was certainly on readers’ minds who recalled experiences similar to 
those in the Quatre dames. Christine further evokes these battles in other collec-
tions.33 yet, the Cent Ballades’ damoiselle might recover from such grief, a 
factor suggesting the work’s cyclicity referred to above. those who would deny 
the distinction between dame and damoiselle that divides the sequence before 
CB 50 and after could still envisage a woman whose first lover died. But if the 
second lover proved unfaithful or inconstant, she could have married and then 
discovered a new love. Why not? Chartier says he acquired a new love in the 
Livre des quatre dames. and, like Chartier, Christine, and the courtly tradition, 
knew that love changes and that new loves are not impossible.

in the last ten poems of the Cent Ballades, Christine turns away not only 
from love poetry but also from her widowhood and sorrow. this last sequence 
opens with a ‘balade poetique’ that seems to rewrite Jean de meun’s example 
of Venus and adonis.34 however, in Christine’s poem adonis is not dead, as in 
the Rose, but only threatened by mars, the god of war and Venus’s other lover. 
Juno, the goddess of marriage, can save him, not Venus.35 Christine had been 
reading Boethius and aristotle. Boethius taught her that nature is more powerful 
than fortune (CB 97). Christine has also learned from aristotle that the sound 
mind, granted by nature, can overcome fortune. What is such a mind?

C’est sens et discrecion
entendement, consideracion,
aristote moult apreuve memoire. (CB 97, v. 21–23) 36

[it is sense and discretion, understanding, consideration; 
aristotle very much prizes memory.]

32 the problem of a new love is evident in Christine’s Trois jugemens and in other such 
debates (hauck 1995, p. 244). Once again we find confirmation of lessons taught in andreas 
Capellanus (De amore, rule 7), suggesting that, for all the satire or irony modern readers 
have discerned in this treatise, the satire and irony played on a certain reality. Change is also 
the central issue in the Trois jugemens; see Becker 1967, p. 523. On Christine’s possible 
influence on Chartier, see Willard 1981d, p. 178, and 1981e, pp. 84–86.

33 Becker, 1967, p. 521; Blumenfeld-Kosinski 2002a, 2002b.
34 see also Laidlaw 2004, pp. 51–53. On this fable in the Roman de la rose, see Kelly 

1995a, pp. 79–80.
35 note her opposition to Jupiter’s affairs in CB 61, where a ‘cow’ appears as the 

unmarried woman.
36 roy, ed., CB, p. 300, cites aristotle’s Metaphysics as source.
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Christine is beginning to define the intellectual virtues she describes in the 
Mutacion. in CB 98, she lauds ‘desir de savoir’ (v. 1), Opinion’s father in the 
Advision. CB 99 grounds her philosophy in faith – ‘si comme il est raison que 
chescun croie / en un seul dieu, sanz faire aucune doubte’ (v. 1–2) [Just as it 
is reasonable that everyone believe in only one god, without any doubt] – and 
her hope for a blissful afterlife.37 We see here beginning to form the lineaments 
of the personification Philosophy–theology in the Advision’s Part three, the 
personification that corrects the despair and suicidal urges she recalls at the 
beginning of the Cent Ballades 38 and which prepares for the discovery 
announced in the Advision that her good husband was a false good. in the 
context of her love poems, a good lover is a fortiori a false good. the widow 
Christine refuses to love or marry another man.

Rewriting love

Christine attacks what she deems Jean de meun’s laudation of carnal love 
(Débat, pp. 129:470–130:476) because he failed to show fully what love is and 
can be. Obviously, the Rose’s love, on the surface at least, is vulgar, carnal, 
and licentious. Correcting the Roman de la rose means altering what in 
Christine’s opinion is disreputable in the poem. By correcting she rewrites 
earlier paradigms in such a way as to replace or supersede them.39 Christine 
chooses that option when she describes conjugal love and chivalric love.40 the 
latter sort is the love she exemplifies in historical figures like du guesclin, 
Jean de Werchin, and the other honorable lovers she extols in her early poems. 
in this way, she shows how Jean could have been less one-sided in his presen-
tation of the gradus amoris.

But Christine goes even further. first, she distinguishes herself at the outset 
of all her love poems from the lovers she writes about. Christine will have 

37 Christine ends other fixed-form cycles in this way; see R 69; V 16.
38 CB 5, 6, 8, v. 8–11, 9, 17, v. 12–14; R 1, v. 6, 4, v. 3–4 and 11, 7, v. 5–6. in the 

Mutacion, she recalls thoughts of suicide when she learned of her husband’s death (v. 1240, 
1251–64). Cf. Christine’s reference to hero’s suicide after learning of Leander’s death ‘at 
sea’ in CB 3, v. 17–20. Chartier describes a similar movement from suicidal urges to faith 
in the Livre de l’espérance.

39 Jean himself rewrites guillaume’s version by directing guillaume de Lorris’s poem 
into a different moral context. for her part, Christine rejects this distinction on the grounds 
that the two parts are of one piece (Débat, p. 141:840–42), but gerson does not share her 
opinion (Débat, pp. 85:659–86:669); see Kelly 1995a, pp. 32–36.

40 stäblein-harris 1992 suggests how recycling the Rose’s vocabulary can alert informed 
audiences of the changes Christine makes. Others corrected by glossing; for example, Jean 
molinet glosses the Rose in prose using the antiphrasis that Christine recognized as the way 
of reading the Rose (Cité, p. 48). see tuve 1966, especially pp. 237–84, for a critical 
assessment of molinet’s imposed allegory; Badel 1980, pp. 122 n. 15, 440–41.
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none of this; they relate feelings she neither shares nor approves of.41 When 
she writes love poetry, whether in her dits or in the fixed-form anthologies, 
Christine proclaims that she does not write de sentement, which implies both 
that she does not love and that she does not share the experiences of the women 
she writes about. in her earliest collection, the Cent Ballades, Christine attributes 
this to her mourning as widow: ‘je n’ay pas sentement ne espace / de faire diz 
de soulas ne de joye’ (CB 1, v. 9–10) [i have neither feeling nor time to write 
poems of solace or joy]. Later, she likens her Cent Ballades to the false muses 
Philosophy rejects (Advision, iii.vii.13–24).

does she contradict herself in the last ballade in this cycle? to be sure, she 
claims that ‘Cent balades ay cy escriptes, / trestoutes de mon sentement’ (CB 
100, v. 1–2) [i have written here a hundred ballades, all of which express my 
feelings]. i suspect, however, that she does so in the context of the grief 
expressed in CB 17, v. 1–2: ‘se de douloureux sentement / sont tous mes dis, 
n’est pas merveille’ [if all my poems express grief, it’s no wonder]. Christine 
has no desire to love again (CB 19, v. 7–8). no solace or joy tempts her; her 
feelings (‘sentement’) are dulled (‘arudi’) (CB 19, v. 19–20). therefore her 
love poems express ‘d’autrui sentement’ (Duc, v. 7).42

this is a radical departure from a medieval commonplace. narrators and 
lyric poets traditionally claim that they write de sentement. indeed, as machaut 
puts it, ‘qui de sentement ne fait, / son ouevre et son chant contrefait’ (Remede, 
v. 407–08) [who does not write with feeling fails to compose a good poem or 
song].43 froissart too illustrates the importance of sentement in love poetry.44 
When Christine claimed that she did not write de sentement, the innovation 
was surely striking. yet if the sincerity of her poems as expression of love is 
lost, she gains by having the power to consider and evaluate with discretion 
different versions of the gradus amoris and its common places. in this way, 
she gives sentement its broader meaning of experience from which one learns. 
this is the experience of most of the lovers in her love poetry, and it is a 
sobering experience from which others learn a lesson quite different from that 
taught by diverse personifications in the Rose or even Christine’s own poems 
up to about 1402. Christine as widow not only rejects a new love in her own 
life, she argues against it in any relationship other than conjugal. her last love 
was for her husband, and, as a widow, she remained as true to him as a 
turtledove (CB 14, v. 15–16; R 1).

41 guillaume de Lorris’s prologue identifies the Rose’s author with the lover in the dream 
(Rose, v. 21–44). Jean names guillaume in his continuation in a virtual obituary (v. 10496–
534), and then introduces himself as Love’s servant (v. 10535–44).

42 Cf. CB 50; CBAD, v. 1–8. Cf. Paupert 1993; hauck 1995. her denial does not preclude 
drawing on her own experience when she evokes moments of happiness while married or 
the widow’s grief, a grief because of a love-death; see Johnson 1990, p. 96.

43 Kelly 1978, pp. 245–48; Cerquiglini 1985, pp. 195–97.
44 schwarze 2003, ch. 2.
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the second innovation that Christine introduces besides not writing de 
sentement is her adaptation of Jean de meun using the epideictic and invective 
modes. the former, adumbrated in her criticism of the Rose, extols chivalric 
love. But the Dit de la rose is her last work to do so. thereafter, she rejects 
even this kind of love by showing the disastrous results of all extra- and pre-
marital love. this is a correction of the more conventional lovers illustrated in 
the Cent Ballades and the Dit de la rose. Christine’s subsequent love poems 
go beyond the gradus amoris that portrays a happy end to tell what happens 
after the sequence climaxes.45 that is, she records a continuatio amoris and, 
indeed, a decline (deminutio) and virtual death (finis) of love 46 that almost 
always went unreported in earlier poetry.

Charles V as antiphrasis of the Rose’s lover

as we observed in Chapter 2, youth is a hot-blooded, impetuous stage in life. 
youth is a stage, moreover, in the commonplace gradus aetatum or ages of life 
script. Christine’s laudatory description of the young Charles V recalls her 
criticism of Jean de meun’s depiction of such a youth and of his failure to 
show by positive examples what good love is and can be. the king’s youth is 
also Christine’s first criticism of the virtuous love she had earlier idealized in 
du guesclin. in her view, we recall, Jean de meun praises a foolish lover 
worthy only of vituperation, all the while treating his actions as if they are 
exemplary and laudatory. to promote good love, one praises virtue. Christine 
makes Charles V the exemplar of such virtue in love, although not the kind of 
love illustrated by du guesclin. therefore, Charles V’s youth is also Christine’s 
first implicit criticism of the virtuous love she had earlier idealized in Charles’s 
high Constable.

Christine recognizes a natural sequence in the ages of human life. she names 
six ages after Charles V’s birth: infancy (enfance), adolescence (adolescence), 
youth (jeunece), prime of life (homme parfait), maturity (meureté), and old age 
(envieillis) (Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 32–36).47 recalling the language she uses with 
respect to the virtues in the Mutacion, Christine writes that in the prime of life 
humans realize best the faculties nature bestows on them. in fully realized 
maturity this occurs in the fiftieth year when

cellui, qui est de sain et sage entendement, a soy a ja recueilli les vertus du 
sentement de clere cognoiscence des choses, qui savables lui pevent estre. 
Or est temps d’en user par l’admenistracion de raison; or sont faillies les 

45 Of course, Jean’s examples of lovers foreshadow the same grievous continuation for 
his dream lovers (Kelly 1995a, pp. 88–89). Cf. hauck 1995.

46 Language borrowed from andreas Capellanus’s De amore.
47 zühlke 1994, pp. 30–31. the king’s gradus aetatum is cut short when he is forty-four 

so that he did not actually reach maturity or old age (Advision, iii.v.7–9).
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impetueuses chaleurs, que jeunece souloit procurer, et les superflues voluptez, 
qui empeschent la liberté des sens. (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 33)

[the person of sane and prudent understanding has already gathered in the 
fruits of experience through clear knowledge of things insofar as he or she 
can know them. this is the time to use them under reason’s guidance. now 
the impetuous fires that youth stoked have died out, as have the idle passions 
that are an impediment to the freedom of the senses.]

such mature persons are both astonished at and grateful for having escaped the 
perils of youth.48 the experience acquired in childhood and youth blossoms as 
prudence, or that discretion that can guide the individual in confronting life’s 
tasks and obstacles.

as a young man, Charles offers Christine the opportunity to amplify on this 
age and her opinion of the young king’s exemplary illustration of it (Charles V, 
vol. 1, pp. 22–36). this amplification offers numerous parallels and contrasts 
with gradus amoris such as those that Jean de meun describes in the Roman 
de la rose. Christine’s treatment of the topoi that make up this script, however, 
colors them differently in conformity with her opinion as to how the thirteenth-
century romance should have been written. Charles V’s coronation while he 
was still a young man motivates Christine’s digression on the stage of youth 
in his gradus aetatum (Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 23–36). By removing the one-
sidedness of Jean’s satire, Christine complements the Rose’s description of 
vice-ridden love with an exemplary picture of how one young man passed 
through this highly charged period in his maturation.49 Christine corrects Jean 
de meun by exemplifying high-born, royal and aristocratic nobility whose lives, 
as she maintains in the Trois vertus, should be models of moral conduct for all 
their subjects (Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 27–28).50 as prince and then king, Charles V 
is a model, even in his youth, because he was a virtuous lover. the ‘assem-
blement de jeunece, oisiveté et poissance ensemble’ (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 27) 
 [combination of youth, idleness, and potency] is all-consuming. yet the young 
Charles resisted those debilitating forces on his own rational initiative, which 
made him praiseworthy and exemplary in Christine’s eyes.

Christine evokes the Boethian metaphor of mild and harsh medicine to direct 
the young person on the right way, allowing, as in Charles’s life, ‘verdeur de 
jeunece’ to progress towards ‘meureté raisonnable’ (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 30) 
[green youth .. . reasonable maturity]. the, as it were, vert galant Prince hal 
becomes the wise king, happy to have escaped the perils of youth. Christine’s 
description of the young Charles, modeled on, but a correction of, the Roman 

48 this idea from Cicero’s De senectute is also found in reason’s argument in the Rose, 
v. 4467–76. Christine again refers to Charles’s virtuous youth in the Advision, i.xi.5–8, and 
Paix, p. 74.

49 see Prouverbes, 55. Cf. mühlethaler 2002, pp. 594–96. On the same age in Trois 
vertus, see Pratt 2002a, pp. 678–80.

50 see above, pp. 92–93.
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de la rose, is a ‘gros exemple’ (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 30) [rough illustration] 51 
that reconfigures the image of youth in Jean de meun so as to make the young 
man conform to social and moral standards that, in Christine’s opinion, ought 
to prevail. as a counter-example of fol amoureux in the Roman de la rose, 
the king is noble and listens to reason; by contrast, Jean’s lover has only vilenie 
on his mind.52 Charles V is, therefore, an exception to the norm; he is a puer 
senex ‘qui meismes en tres jeune aage volt cognoistre les effetz de vertu’ 
(Charles V, vol. 1, p. 35) 53 [who even in his early youth wished to learn how 
virtue acts].

Christine goes on to contrast the young king’s virtuous inclinations with 
what we shall call the vetulus insipiens who regrets the loss of his youthful 
desires and potency (Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 35–36). this male variety of Jean 
de meun’s Vieille is prone to misogyny.54 gender is not an issue here, though, 
since both the Vetulus and the Vieille (or Vetula) express analogous complaints: 
the former regrets his loss of potency, the latter the loss of her physical charms. 
in Charles V, the recurrent feminine gender of abstract nouns reinforces the 
analogy between Christine’s Vetulus and Jean’s Vieille.55 youth is a time of 
emotional chaos that reason alone can treat (Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 24–25). the 
‘mouvemens’, ‘passions’, and ‘operacions diverses’ typical of youth incline the 
young person to sensuality, which in turn drives him or her towards other, 
associated vices and away from rational conduct (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 22). this 
‘voye d’oiseuse’ seems to lead to a veritable paradise when one is young 
(p. 25).56 such idle opinions are, however, ‘volontaires au contraire de raison’ 57 
and ‘foles’ [willingly oppose reason .. . foolish] because they incite to ‘foles 
amours’ [foolish love], waste, and, ultimately, a ‘vieillece sousfraiteuse’ (pp. 25–
26) [destitute old age]. the topical outline for foolish love found in the Roman 
de la rose is evident in this argument, but the mode is unambiguously critical. 
Christine’s invective is neither farce nor satire 58 (the two most common ways 

51 On this term for moral illustration, see meyenberg 1992, pp. 148–49 n. 30; Kelly 
1995a, pp. 18–19.

52 Cf. the Dit de la rose on honorable and villainous nobility (v. 315–98).
53 ‘Jeune’ seems to refer to Charles’s age after his adolescence when he did not manifest 

such virtuous inclinations; but this is a feature of the young man’s life Christine declines to 
relate in her panegyric biography (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 17). she again refers to this change 
in Charles’s character in the Advision, i.xi.7–8, and Paix, p. 68; cf. Lemaire 1994, p. 91.

54 Cité, p. 70. Cf. zühlke 1994, pp. 197–98; forhan 2002, p. 97.
55 Cf. fenster, ed., Epistre Dieu, pp. 17–18.
56 this is the burden of genius’s sermon on paradise in the Rose. On the scope of such 

real and misogynist ‘idleness’ in late medieval opinion, see Vincent-Cassy 1992.
57 Cf. this sense of volontaire in the Débat, p. 84:626–38 (gerson).
58 Christine is following a gradus amoris analogous to that in the Rose, albeit her moral 

condemnation in Charles V is not through satire but through corrective rewriting. note as 
well that she ‘feminizes’ men like fol amoureux, reminding her readers that people generally 
‘dient que ce ne sont que commeres’ (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 26) [call these men no better than 
commeres]; solente translates the word as ‘hommes efféminés’ (vol. 1, p. 26 n. 1; cf. Blanchard 
and quereuil 1999, p. 80; Robert, p. 454; rossiaud 1986, pp. 163–64). given some of the 
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the Roman de la rose has been read as a moral poem 59), but moral admonition 
through exemplification.

Aging for the Rose’s Vieille and for Christine

Christine’s rejection of love after her husband’s death allowed her to contrast 
herself with Jean’s Vieille in the same way she contrasted Charles V and the 
Rose’s fol amoureux. the contrast intersects with the analogy referred to above 
between her vetulus insipiens and Jean’s Vieille. these oppositions and analogies 
underscore moral principles in Christine’s thought founded on rational guidance 
while conforming to the method of arriving at true opinion she sets out in the 
Advision. true opinion on moral issues is based on religious teachings, reason, 
and experience. the social consequences of failure to live by such moral 
standards derive from false opinions.

Before going on to see how Christine deals with these issues, alternately 
considering men and women, we may first take a look at the similarities and 
differences between the fate of Christine the widow and that of the Vieille when 
her youth faded and her lover abandoned her. after ten years of a good marriage, 
Christine’s husband etienne de Castel died unexpectedly, leaving his wife to 
confront the severe trials of widowhood while maintaining their family on her 
own. the moment of loss is set forth in the shipwreck image and the allegorical 
gender change in Book One of the Mutacion;60 the tribulations of her widowhood 
are detailed in Book three of the Advision and a number of lyric poems. Like 
Christine the wife, the young Vieille is fortunate for a time. But her preferred 
lover, a ribaud, does not marry her. rather he lives off her earnings from 
prostitution and pilfering until finally leaving her in old age to live in squalor 
(Rose, v. 14441–507).

Christine reports in the Advision that she was accused of having taken a lover 
after her husband’s death, an accusation that, if true, would have aligned her 
with the Vieille. she emphatically denies the claim (Advision, iii.vi.138–45).61 

pejorative connotations of commeres (as, for example, in the Quinze joies de mariage), might 
one not translate the word as ‘busybody lovers’? fol amoureux in the Rose is a commere in 
this sense. Chartier uses the word to designate cowards who flee battle who are, therefore, 
unworthy of their love (Chartier Works, p. 284, v. 2875). Christine refers to ‘commerages’ 
as the actions of unchivalrous knights (Chemin, v. 3752–57). elsewhere she describes such 
men as ‘molz et delicatis comme femmes’ (Policie, p. 47:29) [sensual and soft like women]. 
Commere is therefore the opposite of virago. such men were not necessarily unattractive; 
for example, a woman describes her beloved in R 56, v. 5, as ‘plus doulz qu’une pucelle’ 
[sweeter than a maiden].

59 minnis 2001.
60 see the same image in CB 13; Advision, iii.vi.33–35, xxii.2–4.
61 On her sharp condemnation of slanderers, see schilperoort 1936, pp. 28–29. 

Contemporary readers may well have taken first-person lyric as self-expression, a good 
reason for Christine to deny writing de sentement (hauck 1995, p. 219).
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this does not preclude her having been the victim of attempted seductions.62 
even when writing the amorous lyrics her patrons requested, she claims to have 
no personal interest in such subjects; she writes love poetry only to please others 
and for compensation.63 On the personal level, to be sure, her love poems also 
promote her own moral agenda. By contrast, Jean’s Vieille never loses at least 
vicarious interest in lovemaking, alternately striving for vengeance as she ages 
and gushing enthusiastically about amant’s physical attractions and sincerity.64 
she is a vetula insipiens, the feminine counterpart of impotent old men who 
cannot accept their impotence.65

to deal with such ‘old boys and girls’, the Rose enunciates the principle of 
contraires choses by which one may get at the truth.66 Christine enunciates the 
same principle in Charles V.

Pour ce que les differences des choses contraires l’une de l’autre en leur estre 
sont plus nottoirement cogneues et aperceues .. . quant le bien est louez, ce 
est en vituperacion du mal, aussi, quant le mal est blasmé, ce doit estre à 
l’augmentacion du bien. (vol. 1, p. 74)

[in order that the essential differences between opposites may be more readily 
understood and perceived .. . good is praised in order to condemn evil, just 
as, when evil is blamed, it must be in order to promote the good.]

the contrast between Christine’s usage and Jean de meun’s is obvious. Whereas 
Christine seeks to exalt Charles V’s virtues and excoriate the vices he shuns, 
Jean shows lovers interested only in sexual gratification and profit. to realize 
this two-pronged offensive, fol amoureux becomes a gigolo. in his mind, the 
principle of contraires choses is reduced to contrasting young and old cons as 
sources of pleasure and, for the gigolo, profit. for her part, the young Vieille 
practices prostitution for profit. But with the passage of time, the Vieille ages 
and becomes a go-between, again for profit. While Christine too contrasts 
young and old men, contraires choses, she lauds the former’s virtues while 
excoriating the latter’s tired libido.

although reason tells amant to eschew pursuit of sexual gratification, the 
Vieille pushes Bel accueil towards it. as Christine never tires of warning her 

62 We might see such experiences behind Lady Loyalty’s assertion that she often tested 
Christine’s fidelity (Dit Rose, v. 296–98), a fidelity that could only have been to her husband, 
both before and after his death. Cf. solente 1974, p. 342.

63 Poirion 1965, pp. 247–53. at first she also sought diversion by writing love poems as 
a distraction from sorrow (Advision, iii.vii.21–24); even Plato, she notes, amused himself by 
reading sappho (Policie, p. 97:34–38). On her misunderstanding of what Plato read, see 
Kennedy 1998, pp. 739–40; Cerquiglini 2003, pp. 80–81.

64 Kelly 1995a, p. 129.
65 in the Rose too, amant contemplates seducing rich vieilles (Kelly 1995a, p. 104); 

Christine ridicules such women in the Trois vertus (p. 193:144–48). see also fenster, ed., 
Epistre Dieu, pp. 12–13.

66 regalado 1981.
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readers even in her early poems,67 love is a dangerous route for women to 
follow. When read as antiphrasis, that is, by the principle of contraires choses, 
a reason-figure is required for Jean’s Rose. the Vieille hardly meets such 
standards.68 sebile de monthault does.

Opinions on chivalric love

the Rose’s lovers are not lovers in the style Christine attributes to du guesclin. 
this is her point in the Rose debate. how then did she come to reject even this 
noble, chaste love? sebile de monthault provides the answer. this exemplary 
‘sibyl’ is not concerned with the kind of love the Rose illustrates. rather she 
confronts and counters the very justification of chivalric love that Christine 
herself expresses in the Rose debate and the Dit de la rose; that is, she opposes 
the commonplace that noble love promotes prowess and chivalry. Christine 
accepted this opinion in her early writings, as we have seen, because at that 
time she believed that such love would serve to combat misogyny. her subse-
quent criticism of this view as false opinion occurs in the contexts of love, 
eroticism, and the constancy of emotions.

focusing on gender in the Epistre au dieu d’amours, Christine states in 
well-known lines that misogynist works were not written by women, but by 
men (v. 407–11). an analogous observation can be made regarding traditional 
love poetry. indeed, ‘si “je” est “un autre”’,69 the woman reading the largely 
male-voiced lyric tradition may well want to hear what the je has to say when 
a female voice speaks. Christine supplies that voice in ways heretofore not 
heard in love poems by women 70 or in chansons féminines composed by men.71 
in part reflecting on her own loss on the death of her husband,72 but, more 
importantly, on the experience of women whose voice she evokes in her lyric 
poems, Christine passes from promoting chivalric love like that she admires in 
du guesclin to her categorical rejection of any extramarital love for women, 
or men, by invariably and irreversibly painting dramatic, tragic, and exemplary 
conclusions to such loves. her pictures are bleak for both women and the men 
even in noble loves like du guesclin’s. Like that of the lovers Christine criticizes 
in these writings, her own vray sentement changes. this is in part because 
lovers may deceive. But there is a more profound reason for her radical rejection 
of the traditional ideal of chivalric love that she lauds in the case of du guesclin’s 

67 CB 59, 60, 86, 89; V 12; R 42; AB 28, 43.
68 see Krueger 1993, pp. 219–23, 232–36. in Christine’s view, in the Rose debate, as we 

have seen, Jean’s reason does not meet those standards either.
69 Poirion 1965, p. 250.
70 see mcWebb 1998; neumeister 1999; Trobairitz; Songs Women. for a survey of 

‘femmes de plume’ génétiques, textuelles et virtuelles, see tyssens 1992.
71 Kelly 1978, pp. 5–6.
72 Poirion 1965, pp. 251–53.
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love in the Rose debate and promotes in the Epistre au dieu d’amour and the 
Dit de la rose. it is the very instability of love itself.73 Lovers may simply fall 
out of love, or they may fall in love with someone new. the common place 
affectio or appetite is amplified no longer as constant and chaste, but as 
 inconstant and erotic.

Christine confronts, therefore, two commonplaces of love and lovemaking: 
erotic pleasure and its consequences – moral, social, and psychological.74 her 
emphasis on the dangers of love for young women and the urgency with which 
she makes her case in, for example, the Trois vertus not only for continence 
but, more importantly, for radical avoidance of even the appearance of 
unacceptable social or moral attachments contrast sharply with the exemplary 
tone of Charles V. this is in part because of the emotional damage of a failed 
love or deception, and in part because of the dire social consequences for the 
woman found or deemed guilty of incontinence or even frivolity that makes 
others suspect an extramarital love life.

the charges of alleged immorality are evident in the gossip accusing Christine 
of having taken a lover during her early widowhood. By all evidence, the threat 
of being called a slut and the awful consequences for the victims of such slander 
were very real in the fifteenth century; these consequences included rape. the 
seducing woman, in contrast, would not jeopardize the seduced man’s honor; 
she might even enhance it in some milieus.75 as maureen dowd effectively 
overstates the matter in a New York Times editorial: ‘no man has ever been 
consumed with fear about being a slut.’ 76 this must a fortiori be borne in mind 
in evaluating a fifteenth-century woman author’s views on seduction, even when 
the seducer’s sentiments are sincere. Widows, for example, could not only be 
called sluts, they could be treated like sluts.77 Jean de montreuil likens Christine 
to Leonce, a whore.78 the belief that such women desired rape was a common-
place justification for rape, and Christine was well aware of this threat.79 
accordingly, no doubt, Christine describes Leonce only as a philosopher (Cité, 
p. 160),80 figuratively rehabilitating her in conformity with her counsel to 
rehabilitate prostitutes in the Trois vertus.

73 Perhaps it is noteworthy in this context that Christine even questions her conjugal love 
in the Advision as an impediment to her studious life.

74 hauck 1995.
75 see fenster 2000; cf. gauvard 1991, pp. 321–22.
76 New York Times, July 17, 2000. i wish to thank sandra ihle for this reference.
77 gauvard 1991, pp. 325–26, 338–39; zimmermann 2002, p. 26. again the accusations 

of having a lover are an illustration from Christine’s life (see note 142 below); cf. AB 6, v. 
19–23, on the fate of abandoned widows. the poem is inserted into the Advision, iii.
vi.185–218.

78 Débat, p. 42:5–10; see Walters 1998, p. 160.
79 for examples in Christine’s writings, see Cité, pp. 328–34; Advision, i.xxv. Cf. in 

general gauvard 1991, pp. 330–39. Christine’s lessons contrast with what other treatises 
taught (roussel 1994, pp. 56–69; nagel 2000).

80 see Curnow, ed., Cité, p. 1069 n. 87; Cerquiglini 2003, p. 81.
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therefore, in evaluating Christine’s counsel, as expressed by sebile de 
monthault, we must not ignore the world she observed around her and described, 
and for which she wrote.81 the Trois vertus shows that the choices available to 
any woman were limited; she could expect to become a wife (and, potentially, 
a widow), a nun, or a prostitute: ‘les filles doivent être pures ou publiques’.82 
Little else seems to have been available. Prostitution may have been the only 
route open to destitute widows whose families could not or would not take 
them back,83 along with that of ‘fallen’ or abused women (cf. AB 6, v. 19–27). 
therefore, Christine’s opinions are not those of a prude divorced from 
reality.

nor was she ‘frigid’. her marital bliss is generally received as credible. the 
ballade evoking the first night of a marriage (AB 26) is often cited as a preamble 
to her poems on her widowhood, although it is actually an isolated subject in 
the Autres balades. another ballade suggests the pleasures of foreplay, pleasures 
whose reality and appeal Christine nowhere denies:

le gracieux tast
des doulces mains qui, sanz lait desplaisir,
Veuillent partout encershier et enquerre. (AB 35, v. 23–25)

[the pleasing touch of gentle hands; without groping, they 
desire to seek out and explore everywhere.]

the ballade containing these lines is also inserted into the Dit de la pastoure 
(v. 1780–82). But Christine approves of such foreplay only within the socially 
acceptable norms of marriage (as in AB 26) because of the dire social or 
personal consequences for those who do not conform to those norms. this 
caution regarding the, as it were, ‘color’ of Christine’s opinion on the matter 
will be illustrated below in poems such as the Dit de la pastoure. for now, it 
will serve as a context for the analysis of the Trois vertus and the Epistre Othea 
as treatises on the good life and the place of love and lovemaking in it. in 
them, Christine has abandoned the essentially platonic notion of chivalric love 

81 On violence against women in the middle ages, including wives and maidservants, 
see Willard 1987, p. 171; dulac 1990; gauvard 1991, ch. 13; desmond 2003; Brundage 2000, 
especially pp. 191–95 on fourteenth-century Paris; and hanawelt 2000, especially pp. 200 
and 208–14 on maidservants.

82 rossiaud 1986, p. 160; gauvard 1991, p. 588. see rossiaud 1988, pp. 195–204, and 
hanawalt 2000, for examples.

83 there is no record that Christine’s italian relatives, including her brothers, aghinolfo 
and Paolo, came to her and her mother’s assistance when they became widows (Willard 1984, 
p. 39; but see p. 165 on the role they may have had in bringing their sister to the attention 
of the duke of milan). her brothers may have been poor themselves (Wandruszka 2000, 
p. 123). the same is true for her late husband’s family with whom Christine was in contact 
(Trois vertus, p. 19:162–63); cf. pp. 84:50–85:64 on the threats to a widow’s son if there is 
strife between families. fortunately, Christine was resourceful; she had received enough 
education to be able to support herself and her family by writing and producing 
manuscripts.
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possible among virtuous lovers like du guesclin, denying the possibility of 
such love in sebile de monthault’s letter in the Duc and the Trois vertus. all 
her writings after the Epistre Othea and the Enseignemens express this opinion.84 
One must note the chronology of the changes in the context of Christine’s 
evolving opinion. Otherwise the lesson to the young man in Othea will seem 
more indulgent than that given the young woman in the Trois vertus.

as discussed above, love as Christine presents it mirrors polarized views 
commonplace in medieval misogyny and phylogeny. her entrance into the 
debate on the Roman de la rose as well as Jean de meun’s and her agreement 
regarding the identity of the fol amoureux entail a similarly polarized view of 
what we may term philandry and misandry. in the Rose debate, Christine distin-
guishes between what she deems good and bad women and good and bad men. 
What is good or bad is determined by her own moral standards, religious faith, 
and experience. the distinction permits her to laud good men and good women. 
since the mode of such writing is hyperbole, it does not confront the complex-
ities of human interaction in love and lovemaking. yet no kind of human 
interaction is more complex or fraught with uncertainty than amorous relation-
ships, or more subject to opinion and opinion making; moreover, opinions are 
conditioned and controlled by the diverse historical circumstances that make 
the opinion of a fifteenth-century woman like Christine so different from that 
of most modern women.85

Gradus amoris and its varieties

Love poetry relies on rhetoric, the art of conjectural argument, and, therefore, 
on contrasting, variable, and imprecise opinions. the rhetoric of love brings us 
back to topical invention, discussed in Chapter 2. the lover, whether sincere 
or a philanderer, male or female, noble or common, will follow similar stages 
in pursuing the object of his or her desire. the beloved will do the same. the 
questions asked, whether directly to the other, or to oneself, or to an intended 
audience,86 will rehearse circumstantial queries such as quis? quid? ubi? quibis 
auxiliiis? cur? quomodo? quando? in order to form an opinion about the 
potential lover and the kind of love he or she seeks or claims to seek.87 the 
answers color and distinguish each stage in the gradus amoris, suggesting the 
quality and sincerity of emotion as well as the longevity of that sincerity. the 
issues are as commonplace in andreas Capellanus and the Roman de la rose 

84 Kelly 1994a, pp. 89–97.
85 the quandary is eloquently expressed in hella haasse’s rhetorical question in this 

book’s epigraph and sharp debates in modern scholarship on Christine’s opinions like those 
referred to in the introduction.

86 On audiences and performance for courtly love poetry, see Kelly 2000.
87 the proposals and questions in Chartier’s Belle Dame sans merci illustrate dramatically 

such repartee.
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as in Chrétien de troyes, marie de france, the thirteenth-century prose 
romances, and traditional courtly lyric – and modern novels. Christine herself 
expresses the same conviction Chrétien does in Yvain regarding the sincerity 
of love in bygone times,88 a conviction, and thus an opinion, she presumably 
formed by reading and being influenced by antecedent courtly literature. But 
regarding her own time, the opinion that ideal chivalric love was feasible with 
the right person outside of marriage changes radically. We can observe this 
change in her rewriting of the gradus amoris script.

the articulation of the gradus amoris script depends on the kind of lovers 
depicted and how they think, feel, and act. there are four commonplace kinds 
of love: conjugal, prudent (fin’amour), foolish (fol’amour), and young. Very 
much present in Christine’s writing is the continuation of the script, or conser-
vatio amoris, including finis amoris.89 although continuation is not usually a 
part of the gradus amoris commonplace in scholarly discussion, it is very much 
a natural extension of the paradigm and occasionally a topic in courtly narra-
tives.90 What happens after consummation? they live happily ever after, as in 
many romances? infidelity, as in Chrétien’s Lancelot and the Roman de la rose? 
Or what? interestingly, Christine applies considerable ingenuity to describing 
this phase so often idealized in the romance tradition, but almost absent in the 
lyric tradition except for the occasional alba, a genre that might describe a 
fleeting love, perhaps a one-night stand.91

the principal difficulty in traditional courtly lyric is to distinguish between 
foolish and prudent love. given Christine’s early views on the desirability or 
even the feasibility of the latter, the issue colors her poems in significant ways. 
foolish love (amor stultus) like that in the Roman de la rose appears in a few 
of Christine’s lyric pieces.92 Prudent love (amor sapiens) is proclaimed in the 
du guesclin kind of love in the Epistre au dieu d’amours and the Dit de la 
rose; it is also the lover’s goal in the Duc des vrais amants. Conjugal love 
(affectio coniugalis) is described in Book One of the Mutacion de Fortune, and 
several lyric pieces (CB 5–20; R 1–7; AB 26), and, by antithesis, among the 
mal-mariées (AB 8) and in unhappy marriages like those evoked in the Trois 
vertus and the Cité des dames.

88 see Epistre Dieu, v. 23–32; cf. Yvain, v. 12–28.
89 the commonplace conservatio and finis amoris are treated by andreas Capellanus (De 

amore, Part two).
90 Chrétien treats it in a conjugal context in Erec and Yvain. there are many varieties in 

the prose romances (hahn 1988). machaut too describes two kinds of love, the one based 
on desire, the other on hope, terms that he explicates as, respectively, sexual desire and 
platonic admiration; see Kelly 1978, ch. 6.

91 the exception proves the rule. for example, the child in the poignant chanson attributed 
to Jacques d’autun is unique; the poem too is unique because it depicts a finis amoris in 
which the rejected lover is also father of the beloved’s child (Poèmes d’amour, 
pp. 133–37).

92 for example, CB 78; R 15, 41–44, 46, 51, 55–58; AB 8.
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these diverse kinds of love – conjugal, prudent, foolish, and young – adapt, 
in whole or in part and in diverse ways, the common places of the gradus 
amoris commonplace. for, although the model is a commonplace, the descrip-
tions of the places common to it vary, often considerably. that is, they are 
diversely articulated, or invented, depending on the author’s conception of the 
stage in specific narrative circumstances such as gender, social standing, marital 
status, and consanguinity.93 the blueprint or archetypus of the gradus amoris 94 
is a general plan, yet one easily identifiable by anyone, whether author, reader, 
or audience, who imagines love’s stages. Let us now turn to Christine’s depiction 
of a gradus amoris that problematizes love such as that she once admired in 
a du guesclin.

Gradus amoris and its sequel in the Duc des vrais amants

Christine de Pizan’s most elaborate gradus amoris and its constituent topoi are 
found in the Duc des vrais amants. since she argued in the Rose debate that 
Jean de meun should have satirized foolish love in a more obvious, balanced 
manner, i shall be comparing her treatment of the duke’s gradus amoris with 
that of the fol amoureux in Jean de meun’s Rose. in addition, since Christine 
took guillaume de Lorris’s part as one with Jean’s, i shall include its narrative 
as part of Jean’s poem and its context.95 the discussion will include comparison 
of stages or topoi in the gradus amoris script as each poem articulates them.

two features of the Duc des vrais amants are crucial in evaluating the 
opinions it exemplifies. One is Christine’s view, expressed in the Trois vertus, 
that the wife should accept her marriage however bad it may be. the other is 
that the man’s disillusion is just as significant as the woman’s. since both 
features relate to opinions Christine expresses in other works, taken as a whole 
such opinions form a moral and social context and intertext for the Duc des 
vrais amants narrative.

the Rose begins its gradus amoris with sight, the Duc with pensers, an 
inversion of the commonplace scheme that usually locates thought after sight. 
in the Rose, the young man who becomes amant wanders aimlessly about until, 
happening on the garden of deduit, he enters its wonderfully joyous world. 
soon after, shadowed by the god of Love, he arrives at the fountain of narcissus, 
sees the rose, and falls in love. this is a complete surprise to him, a true coup 
de foudre. Passion overwhelms him. indeed, his first, erotic impulse is to pluck 
as many rosebuds as he can. it is only after he fixes his attention on a particular 
bud that the god of Love strikes him through the eyes, turning his passion for 

93 Benkov 2002. for example, the lovers in the Duc are cousins, an incestuous relationship 
in Christine’s time; curiously, sebile de monthault does not refer to this impediment.

94 On archetypus as ‘blueprint’, see Kelly 1999a, pp. 30–31, 49–51.
95 she could envisage a context like guillaume’s separate from Jean’s, as, for example, 

in AB 9–10.
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plucking rosebuds into a love for the one bud he has chosen.96 By contrast, 
Christine’s duke is more deliberate and self-conscious. he reflects on, then 
accepts the commonplace opinion that he must love in order to improve himself 
(Duc, v. 41–82). a du guesclin avatar, he seeks a person worthy of his love 
service; after failing to fall in love with several otherwise attractive women – the 
Rose’s rosebuds – he catches sight of his cousin and his gradus amoris 
progresses (v. 228–304).

the sight stage already shows how each author has differently articulated 
the topoi sight and thought. Christine’s duke is more self-conscious and prudent 
than the Rose’s lover. since she argues that the Rose’s lover was too exclusively 
erotic – the hormones of a young man of twenty – she reconfigures the moment 
of sight to conform to a different kind of love, what we today might call a 
courtly love and certainly one that follows on reflection and a young knight’s 
desire to improve by following traditional ideas on the beneficial effects of 
good love. good love is chivalric because it makes the nobleman a better 
knight: ‘a celle fin qu’a vaillance je tire, / Pourvoyez moy de dame et de 
maistresse, / Vray dieux d’amours’ (Duc, v. 75–77) [so that i may become 
valiant, give me a lady and mistress, true god of love].97 this is the chivalric 
love of a du guesclin. in effect, the duke has already approached an ideal that 
the Rose lover never attains. neither, however, does the duke.

the next stage or topos falls between sight and approach; it also returns to 
thought in the conventional way, that is, as a more focused pensers than that 
which inspired the duke’s search for a suitable love. andreas defines love as 
sight followed by great, even excessive thought on and preoccupation with the 
object of affection. Whatever andreas’s intentions in his treatise, the definition 
he proposes becomes a commonplace. it reappears in the Rose (v. 4347–54), 
and variants of it are apparent in Christine’s writings and elsewhere 98 as thought 
alternating with sight.

in the Duc des vrais amants, a cycle of approach and separation becomes 
susceptible of diverse developments depending on the narrative setting and 
action at each stage of the duke’s gradus amoris and in conformity with the 
opinion on love proposed. guillaume de Lorris anticipates this cyclic movement 
in the god of Love’s instruction on the ‘adventures’ awaiting amant, adventures 
he represents in the encounters between amant and the rose; Jean de meun 
adopts the pattern for two more such encounters that complete the Rose’s 
gradus amoris.99

96 On these events and the transformation, see Kelly 1978, ch. 4. Jean de meun has 
amant revert to his earlier collecting of rosebuds, or ‘sexual sampling’, at the end of his 
continuation (Kelly 1995a, p. 35).

97 these are the faithful, ‘pure’ lovers we observed above whose principal goal was to 
improve themselves (Débat, p. 129:460–62). Cf. Othea, 47. the duke will hardly evince the 
same satisfaction in old age as the du guesclin lover does.

98 see Kelly 1978, pp. 166–67.
99 see Kelly 1972, pp. 62–65, and 1995a, pp. 33–34, 66–67. for a thorough discussion 

of this paradigm, see O’Leary 1980.
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in Christine’s Duc, however, a major departure from the Rose version of the 
gradus amoris occurs: the exclusion of ‘la chose vilaine’, or intercourse, as the 
final stage in the commonplace scheme.100

d’amours je jouÿ
a mon gré, sans villenie.
Car qui dira, je lui nie,
qu’en nostre amour il eust oncques
Lait fait ne vilain quelconques. (Duc, v. 3323–27)

[i enjoyed my love to my satisfaction, without villainy. for no 
matter what any one says, i deny that our love ever included 
anything ugly or base.101]

my interpretation of the love the duke espouses as virtually platonic needs 
some clarification. that the love is consummated has been argued on the 
evidence of these lines:102

Lors ma dame, ou toute grace
maint, tres doulcement m’embrace
et plus de cent fois me baise.
si demourray en cel aise
toute la nuit, et croyez
Vous, amans qui ce oyez,
qu’a mon aise bien estoie! (Duc, v. 2859–65)

[then my Lady, in whom dwells all that is good, embraces me 
very sweetly, kissing me a hundred times over. i remained in 
such delight all night; and you lovers who hear this can rest 
assured that i was indeed happy!]

But that interpretation of the lovemaking described in those lines is incompatible 
with a later statement.

.. . tout avez ouÿ,
Comment d’amours je jouÿ
Car qui dira, je lui nie,
qu’en nostre amour il eust oncques
Lait fait ne vilain quelconques. (Duc, v. 3322–27)

100 thus, the fin’amour the duke envisages conforms by and large to the love based on 
hope, that is, the ‘platonic’ love promoted by machaut in a number of his dits, and most 
systematically in the Remede de Fortune; see note 8 above.

101 ‘Vilain’ connotes sexual intercourse in this context in Christine’s vocabulary; see 
p. 110 and n. 10 above. 

102 Brown-grant 1999a, p. 212. the duke’s love is not the kind Christine castigates in 
the Advision, i.xv.39–58, where Lust seduces Chivalry, making it impotent, although chivalric 
love does cause the duke’s recreantise, as we shall see.
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[you have heard how i took delight in love to my liking, with 
no illicit or vulgar conduct. for, to whoever says the contrary, 
i deny that there ever was any offensive or obscene act of any 
kind.]

given the precise sense of illicit sexual intercourse that Christine gives to 
villenie in love, there can be no doubt that the duke is denying such intercourse 
in his relationship – unless, of course, he is lying. But this would reduce the 
issue to a banal and, indeed, minor version of ‘did they or didn’t they?’ But it 
seems to me more important when one recalls Christine’s ideas in the Rose 
debate on ideal love of which du guesclin is the prime exemplar. Christine is 
practicing the selectivity appropriate in making exemplary conduct conform to 
a given model, in this case the du guesclin model according to which the 
lovers never made love. in fictional narrative like the Duc des vrais amants, 
one can follow the fictional moral of the speaker unless there is clear evidence 
that he or she is lying or in error (for example, when amant claims constancy 
in the Roman de la rose 103). that is, the duke’s love conforms to the prudent 
love Christine admires in the Rose debate. the du guesclin kind of love rejects 
consummation, but fosters chivalric prowess (cf. Débat, p. 129:455–64). 
Christine’s version of what andreas terms amor purus excludes not only the 
sexual act but even nudity and isolation. a third person is always present when 
the duke and Princess rendezvous. Christine has changed her mind. she is 
showing that matters turn out bad even in the best of loves, a point sebile also 
makes (Duc, p. 173:74–85). the duke’s love is not the kind that Christine 
castigates in the Advision (i.xv.39–58), where Lust seduces Chivalry, making 
it impotent. she is rejecting the ideal, du guesclin kind of love she earlier 
praised, but no longer.

therefore, the consequences for the duke are not the same as for Christine’s 
du guesclin. to be sure, the duke and the Princess enjoy clandestine encounters 
that include other major stages in the gradus amoris script: conversation, 
kissing, and even caressing.104 Both believe that in this way they preserve their 
honor, satisfy the emotional demands of their love, keep the affair secret, and 
inspire the chivalric achievements that justify the duke’s decision to love in 
the first place. all this is possible, we might say, because, in the language of 
the Rose, the duke is content with the leaf offered by Bel accueil; he does not 
ask for the rosebud (Rose, v. 2860–61, 2886–88). the duke’s love is prudent. 
But, as he learns to his dismay, leaves wither much as roses fade.

for all is not as it was supposed to be. Christine introduces ambiguity and 
potential warnings from the beginning. at the outset of the so-called tournament 

103 Contrast this with the night meliador and hermondine spend without intercourse, but 
with another woman present (Meliador, v. 17594–762). Of course, there are differences too: 
these lovers plan to marry, not engage in adultery.

104 Duc, v. 2676–82, 2859–65, 2886–92, 3095–97.
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between personifications of the Lover’s attributes and those attributed to the 
rose Jean de meun inserts a hunt metaphor.

Or antandez, leal amant,
que li dieu d’amors vos amant
et doint de voz amors joïr!
en ce bois ci poez oïr
Les chiens glatir, s’ous m’antandez,
au connin prendre ou vos tandez,
et le fuiret, qui sanz faillir
Le doit fere es raiseauz saillir.
notez ce que ci vois disant,
d’amors avrez art souffisant. (Rose, v. 15105–14)

[now, faithful lovers, pay attention: may the god of Love 
advance you and grant that you enjoy your loves. in these 
woods you can hear the dogs bark, if you get what i mean, 
after the rabbit you are hunting, and the ferrets will make it 
spring for sure into the snares. note what i am telling you and 
you will possess a sufficient art of love.]

Christine recycles the hunt metaphor, relocating it near the beginning of the 
Duc des vrais amants, when the duke first sees and falls in love with his cousin. 
as in Jean de meun’s Rose, the commonplace metaphor alerts the reader to 
the context for the ensuing narrative.

fain me prist d’aler chacier
et, pour deduit pourchacier,
fis aux veneurs levriers prendre,
et firons. Lors, sans attendre,
entrasmes en un chemin
qu’assez souvent je chemin,
mais n’eusmes pas moult erré
quant un grant chemin ferré
nous mena en une voye
Ou connins assez sçavoye. (Duc, v. 95–104)

[a longing 105 overcame me to go hunting. so, in order to 
pursue pleasure i had the pickers get the hunting-dogs and 
ferrets; then, without further ado, we set out on a way i often 
take. We had not gone far when the main road led us to a way 
where i knew there were lots of rabbits.]

105 Literally, ‘hunger’.
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the rabbit hunting metaphor was widely known; its implications for the sexual 
hunt are unmistakable.106 Christine has adroitly conjoined two motifs that 
inform the french courtly tradition: love as a source of chivalric worth and 
love as sexual hunt. the Duc’s conjuncture of these two suggests the instability 
and ambiguity of even ideal love.

the duke and the Princess’s affair is designed to overcome this problem by 
excluding the sexual act, or the commonplace consummation of the sexual hunt 
for connins, while maintaining the commonplace that love enhances prowess, 
and, more specifically in the duke’s case, chivalric worth. this is his goal in 
seeking a love in the first place; it is also a goal Christine advocates in her 
early writings. Love is, in other words, the means to that goal, and the end 
justifies the means in the duke’s mind. Otherwise, the gradus amoris is intact 
even though incomplete, or at least somewhat unconventional.

the Duc des vrais amants adopts another disturbing feature from the Rose. 
the duke has the assistance of his cousin, who functions as an ami, the Rose’s 
authority on seduction and deception. and there is deception. this cousin, who 
is also the Princess’s cousin, lies to her about the duke by claiming that he 
did his best to dissuade the duke from loving (Duc, v. 2149–50), but that the 
duke’s imminent death from unrequited love obliges him to appeal to her. this 
lie (see v. 1888–2010) shows the cousin playing the same role as ami in the 
Rose.107 for her part, Christine’s Princess has an understanding ‘Vieille,’ who, 
although not old, does support her mistress’s affair (Duc, v. 2615–16, 
2659–69).

major differences between the duke’s love and that related in the Rose 
include the fact that the Princess is married to an older man and that she is her 
lover’s cousin. her honor is in jeopardy. even if adultery in the strict sense of 
the word is avoided, her reputation can be damaged if gossip, or malebouche, 
assumes his 108 usual role. this is precisely what happens at a time when all 
seems to be going well. as in the Rose, malebouche begins to prattle after they 
kiss.

When the Princess’s cooperative ‘Vieille’ must leave her service, she appeals 
to a former governess to return, fully expecting that her relation to the duke 
will continue as before. the former governess is sebile de monthault, dame 

106 AB 48. see, for example, schmolke-hasselmann 1982. On the double entendre of 
‘connys’ in medieval erotic language, see fenster, ed., Duc, p. 220 n. 104. in another context, 
Christine uses it in the Trois vertus to show how the clever governess leads her charge into 
the ‘trap’ of virtue; see Cerquiglini 1985, p. 122; dulac 1992b; nagel 2000, p. 114. this 
‘seduction’ to virtue is evidence for the claim that an image does not always carry the same 
metaphorical message, although the commonplace traditionally associated with the hunt and 
capture image may well have intertextual power.

107 and Pandarus’s role in Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde. thus, the duke differs from 
the du guesclin of the Rose debate who, allegedly, did not deceive nor was he ever deceived 
(Débat, p. 129:459–60).

108 On malebouche’s masculine gender in the Rose, see Kelly 1995a, pp. 108–22.
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de la tour.109 the echoes of reason in the Rose and the sibyl in the Chemin 
are obvious. sebile conjoins the attributes of reason and those of the Vieille 
as guillaume de Lorris represents her; she is a woman whose long life has 
given her the experience needed to know young love and perceive its schemes 
and pitfalls. as a sibyl, she is also prophetic.

sebile’s response to the Princess’s invitation reveals that the word is out. 
she herself, although separated from the Princess by some distance, has heard 
talk of the latter’s relation with the duke. moreover, she prophesies a decline 
in their love that will undermine its conservatio. sebile’s letter sets out in detail 
her opinion and prophecies. it is a masterpiece on the power of opinion and 
its pitfalls.110 Both the Princess and the duke believe love can be a good; they 
think that it can be a source of pleasure while enhancing the knight’s prowess 
and the worth of the lady who inspires his chivalric achievements. sebile 
accepts none of this. ‘il va tout autrement’ (p. 173:80) [it doesn’t turn out that 
way at all]; such ‘foles oppinions’ (p. 175:139) are based on false reasoning 
and cuidier, or erroneous opinion (pp. 174:112, 178:215, 234, and 179:243). 
Christine places in sebile’s mouth the vision of the young princess’s love that 
she describes in the Trois vertus.111 honor is lost through the médisance of 
servants and others in a position to observe the changes in the Princess’s 
behavior and embroider on it. ‘Car poson qu’il n’y ait meffait de corps; si ne 
le croyent mie ceulx qui seulement orront dire: tele dame est amoureuse’ 
(p. 174:98–99) [Let us suppose that no physical misconduct occurs. yet those 
will never believe it if they hear it said that ‘such and such a lady is in love’]. 
sebile therefore counsels a complete turnabout. the Princess must radically 
correct her opinion and immediately alter her conduct. When she does not, 
sebile, implicitly following the advice of the Trois vertus, finds a suitable – real 
or feigned – justification to turn down the Princess’s offer: her own daughter 
is too ill to be left without her mother’s care (Duc, p. 171:10–12).112

a major factor in sebile’s reasoning is the inconstancy of men. this is, of 
course, another opinion. its force derives from the vulnerability of women to 
opinions about love, even when they are innocent and the men are honorable 
and honest. for example, a widow was considered fair prey in Christine’s time 
because she had no husband, but was no longer a virgin; so was the wife whose 
husband was absent.113 the absence of the Princess’s husband facilitates their 
early clandestine meetings. But eschewing the ‘chose vilaine’ in no way stifles 

109 On the relation between the dame de la tour and the dame de la tour Landry, see 
de gendt 1999, pp. 200–06.

110 Besides her edition, Duc, ed. fenster, pp. 9–12, 19–27, see fenster 2000, 
pp. 470–73.

111 see Trois vertus, pp. 96–104, 123–29, and, in the Letter, pp. 109–20.
112 see Trois vertus, pp. 106:69–107:84, 108:103–19.
113 rossiaud 1988, pp. 42–43. Christine alludes to these dangers in the Trois vertus, 

pp. 89:69–90:94, 104–09. We recall that marrying a widow is farcical in matheolus’s 
Lamentations.
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gossip, as sebile predicts (Duc, v. 1451–58, p. 172:25–27, v. 3359–62).114 in 
the Duc des vrais amants, a sincere, idealized, adulterous, albeit chaste love 
turns sour despite its sexual innocence.

additional causes of the failure emerge in the Duc’s conservatio, or, more 
precisely here, the deminutio phase of the affair.115 difficulties arise when the 
husband returns, hears the rumors, and imposes greater restrictions on his wife 
that keep the lovers apart (cf. CB 78). moreover, love does not inspire the 
duke’s prowess. reluctant to distance himself from the Lady he loves but 
cannot visit, he becomes an inactive or recreant knight (Duc, v. 3352–81).116 
When, finally, he must depart in order to salvage his chivalric reputation, the 
separation is long and painful. he spends a year campaigning in spain (v. 
3427–29), then ten more years in the holy Land (v. 3451–53).117 alas, ‘l’amour, 
qui sépare et isole, ne peut être que source d’infortune’.118 Over the years 
jealousy grows as rumors report infidelities; the fear of no longer being loved 
runs deep (v. 3464–3504).119 Communication almost stops so that explanations 
and justifications become well-nigh impossible. there is no conservatio amoris, 
only a slow, melancholy decline and, finally, end of love.120 although the 
Princess does not suffer the Vieille’s fate in the Roman de la rose, her lot is 
hardly enviable. the duke’s constancy forecloses the life of seduction amant 
looks forward to in the Rose. the Duc des vrais amants evokes a chivalric 
love; it also illustrates a failure not unlike Orpheus’s ‘qui trop amoit ne se pot 
tenir de retourner pour s’amie que a regarder desiroit’ (Othea, 70:29–31) [who 
loved excessively and could not refrain from returning to his beloved, whom 
he desired to see].121

given the opinion about chivalric love she expressed in the Rose debate, 
Christine could have related an ideal du guesclin love in the Duc des vrais 
amants. But her opinion has obviously changed. her approval of such love in 
the Rose debate shows signs of changing in the Epistre Othea.122 Christine’s 
new conviction is too firm, and, perhaps, the threat to her own reputation too 
great, to allow her to go on idealizing chivalric love. henceforth, Christine 
wrote only tales of forlorn love like the Duc des vrais amants.123

114 Willard 1987, p. 168. On the effect of the unwanted return of a husband, see R 42.
115 Cf. De amore, pp. 284–90.
116 Cf. Othea, 73, 75; see Brown-grant 1999a, pp. 69–70.
117 On travel and separation in some of Christine’s lyric cycles, see altmann 2000.
118 dulac 1990, p. 28.
119 see as well the poems in the small anthology appended to the Duc, pp. 198–218.
120 Cf. andreas Capellanus’s belief that love must either grow or decline, but cannot 

remain on an even keel (De amore, p. 356, rule iv).
121 similar statements are found in the Duc, v. 3345–58, 3432–49, 3456–59. On diverse 

readings of the Orpheus myth, including some that support misogyny and misandry, see 
heitmann 1963.

122 see Brown-grant 1999a, pp. 77–78. Were experiences in Louis d’Orléans’s court a 
partial explanation for this change? see Willard 1984, pp. 51–53.

123 Cf. adams 2002; Cerquiglini 2002.
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Gradus amoris and its sequels in the Dit de la pastoure and the 
Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame

Like the Duc des vrais amants, Christine’s other poems on love contain narrative 
sequences that are modeled on a gradus amoris as well as a conservatio 
followed by a deminutio and finis amoris. thus, the Dit de la pastoure and the 
Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame may be viewed as part of a triptych with 
the Duc at the chronological center.124 in all these dits, a sad denouement 
follows separation.

the earlier Pastoure relates an amour disproportionné as a sentimental, yet 
apparently platonic, relationship between a knight of high nobility and an 
unmarried shepherdess.125 the later Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame recounts 
the affair between a knight of some nobility and a married lady. is this affair 
consummated? Christine is not explicit, although the passionate lines in Ballades 
xxviii–xl might certainly suggest more transpired than in the Duc des vrais 
amants and the Pastoure. the Pastoure does not relate the deminutio as lengthily 
as the other dits do. the shepherdess’s Prince does not return in the Pastoure 
after leaving for chivalric exploits. Perhaps social inequality made a gradual 
finis amoris less realistic for Christine’s fifteenth-century audience.126 But the 
Pastoure contains a voice also found in the Duc. Lorete sets out the errors and 
dangers of marote’s fancy and fanciful love in language that echoes sebile de 
monthault’s admonitions; however, Lorete does not abandon marote, like sebile 
de monthault but remains faithful, like, mutatis mutandis, the damsel in the 
Trois vertus who pretends that a princess’s extramarital child is her own.127

unlike the Pastoure, where the reader never learns what transpires in the 
nobleman’s mind,128 the ballade cycle of the Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame 
imitates the Duc des vrais amants in allowing both partners to speak. here the 
conservatio gives way to a deminutio marked by growing sorrow as each lover 
comes to suspect infidelities and betrayals. separation for honor and reputation 
is a commonplace motif, although the case against the constancy of the male 
lover has seemed more convincing to most scholars. to be sure, ‘in these 
multivalent works, for every doubt the ladies dramatize, the texts offer male 

124 they are, as a group, also a virtually three-part compilation on failed love. On the 
chronology, see Willard 1984, pp. 70–71, 150.

125 On this Dit see Blanchard 1983, pp. 93–118; Lefèvre 1988; Paden 1994 and 1996; 
smith 1999.

126 Cf. Enseignemens, 87: ‘trop ne te dois humilïer / ne moult estre familier / a tes 
serfs’ [don’t lower yourself too much or be overly familiar with your serfs]. another 
 incomplete shepherdess’s tale is Joan of arc’s, ‘une femme – simple bergiere – / Plus preux 
qu’onc homs ne fut à romme!’ (Jehanne, v. 198–99) [a woman, a guileless shepherdess, 
worthier than any man ever was in rome]. But Joan belongs among saints, not lovers, for 
which there was some precedence.

127 Blanchard 1983, pp. 108–16; Lorcin 1991, pp. 93–95.
128 he speaks, but nowhere are we told what he thinks or what world he actually lives 

in when not with the shepherdess.
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voices objecting’. yet, ‘constrained to conceal their love affairs and therefore 
unable to gain adequate assurances of each other’s fidelity through regular 
communication, Christine’s courtly lovers, men and women, suffer constantly 
the anguish of not being able to gauge their partner’s state of mind’.129 there 
is no straightforward statement of ‘fictional fact’ – that is, a statement by the 
narrator that the one or the other lover is actually guilty of inconstancy or 
infidelity. in all three works, the Duc, the Pastoure, and the Cent Ballades 
d’amant et de dame, love changes, but never for the better, a point that Christine 
seems to make exemplary. the lovers’ fault is in consenting to love. the reader 
must form his or her own opinion about each lover’s honesty. Lacking any 
explicit authorial statement, such opinion will be conjectural.

Christine’s opinion that ideal love is impossible rings truer in the light of 
such exemplary uncertainty. this brings us to an important reason for her 
changed opinion on chivalric love. no one can know for sure, let alone trust, 
the sentement d’autrui; indeed, no one can even trust his or her own feelings.130 
Sentement includes both feelings and experience and Christine’s dits bear this 
out even in the context of loves far nobler than those depicted by Jean de meun. 
the sincerity of reciprocal love in the Duc des vrais amants does not preclude 
doubts and suspicions that arise during long separations; Christine brings this 
out forcefully in the exchange of lyric pieces appended to the dit. this mini-
cycle illustrates failed attempts to communicate out of separate solitudes, 
attempts that fail to bridge the abyss between the lover who writes and the 
sentement d’autrui. these poems, meant to communicate sincere feelings, 
become monologues of distrust.131

the dominant motif in all these poems is the suspicion of passionate lovers. 
suspicion is a kind of jealousy. doubts, however superficial or commonplace, 
surface and are expressed; renewed declarations of constancy allay fears for a 
time. then, doubts return. this is the cycle of noble love. Of course, passion 
itself produces a certain confusion, as when the lady uses language usually 
reserved for foolish love to describe her rationality prior to the coup de foudre 
that commences her passion. surrendering to love – ‘Pouoir n’ay de m’en 
oster’ (CBAD, 22, v. 9) [i lack the power to withdraw from it] – reason 
submits.

Cuidoie estre en sens montée
Plus qu’autre, en greigneur savoir
que salemon; asotée

129 adams 2003, p. 158. see almeida ribeiro 1989, p. 43; adams 2002, pp. 6–8, and 
2003, pp. 154–59.

130 Christine may have expressed her own feelings couvertement if one reads the Pastoure 
as an allegory of a widow’s bereavement; see Lefèvre 1988, especially pp. 343–46; and Paden 
1994 on the prologue to Pastoure, which makes the shepherdess’s loss a virtual allegory of 
Christine’s widowhood. We recall that Christine wrote that she contemplated suicide when 
her husband died.

131 Cf. Perrand 1999; Willard 1981b.
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Bien estoie, a dire voir,
et qui y aroit pouoir? (CBAD, 22, v. 10–14) 132

[i thought myself to be more sensible than any one else, and 
more knowledgeable than solomon. But, to tell the truth, i was 
quite besotted. and who could resist?]

this transmutation of values and traditional hierarchies, in which one’s own 
opinion is falsified by the language used to describe it, is the foundation for 
the declining communication between the two lovers in this lyric cycle. as 
their opinions vary, so is the reader him- or herself hard put to evaluate the 
truth of mutual affirmations and accusations. as with Christine’s other dits, 
the Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame offers a paradigm of failure, an image 
of how little one knows oneself when in love, how little one knows the beloved, 
and how difficult it is to communicate feelings convincingly to others. the 
cycle ends with a ‘Lay mortel’ (p. 138), or commonplace love death.

the Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame reveals Christine’s art of writing on 
controversial subjects and her skill in making crystal clear her ‘true opinion’ 
in the face of the lovers’ confusion. even if the gradus amoris can be read as 
sincere for both the lover and the lady,133 its conservatio fails. is the lover 
vacillating, changing, becoming unfaithful? Which one? We can, of course, 
read the evidence both ways.134 if the man remains faithful, the situation is 
analogous to that in the Duc; if we read him as unfaithful, his love is not even 
noble, either because he is a false seducer, or because his feelings are unstable. 
in both cases, l’amor’è mobile. in Christine’s opinion, also expressed by sebile 
de monthault, fin’amours leads to dismay, disarray, shame, misunderstanding, 
and even death. in this context too, l’amor’è mobile.

Like Opinion of L’Advision Cristine, seduction, in the realms of love and 
reading, in itself is neither good nor bad, but varies according to the quality 
of what it discovers. it is a prerequisite, a means, a way of acquiring, but its 
moral dependence upon an initially unknown factor renders it hazardous.135

the Pastoure, the Duc, and the Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame seem to 
begin with sincere love. yet in all three the gradus and continuatio go awry 
without one’s being able to identify precisely when the difficulties begin, or 
whether either lover is modeled on the Rose’s characters so redolent of faux 
semblant, although this reading is not altogether impossible for the noblemen 
in the Pastoure and in the Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame. despite the often 
heard opinion today that these lovers are insincere or unfaithful, the ‘operations 

132 Cf. almeida ribeiro 1989, pp. 37–38.
133 adams 2000, pp. 414–16.
134 On this critical or apo koinu approach, see Kelly 1994b (on marie de france) and 

Kelly 2001 (on the Rose). Cf. friedman 1989, pp. 441–44; taylor 2002, pp. 849–52.
135 adams 2000, p. 414.
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of uncertainty’ in these narratives precludes any definitive statement.136 the 
reader or audience is left to reflect on the hermeneutic dilemma 137 posed by 
the diverse explanations outlined above, none of which allows for a happy 
ending. What all these dits share with the Rose is the abandonment of reason.138 
reason, we recall, is a fundamental source of true opinion. With Christine, 
‘l’introduction dans le dit d’une signification morale signe également la fin du 
fantasme et annihile toute virtualité narrative’.139

the social significance of love is also a factor in reading these dits. One 
consideration that may have loomed large in medieval readers’ minds is the 
fate of the woman whose honor is lost by such affairs. for example, in his 
informative study of prostitution, rossiaud notes rape, prostitution, and physical 
abuse as real threats for women lovers.140 such threats no doubt account to 
some degree for Christine’s anxiety when gossip reports that she has taken a 
lover. her fear may stem as much from the fact that such gossip about her 
reputation let men presume the right to victimize a widow of allegedly light 
morals (cf. Cité, pp. 332–34). most of the women in Christine’s dits and lyric 
cycles are of very high birth and, thus, relatively safe from all except their own 
husbands or others of comparable status. the peasant girl in the Pastoure risks 
far more once the powerful lord withdraws from her, from rape to rejection 
and a life of prostitution. does the Trois vertus not tacitly suggest that the only 
options available to medieval women are the nunnery, marriage, widowhood, 
and prostitution? 141

Love and the widow Christine

none of these specific misfortunes is related by Christine, except occasionally 
by allusion.142 surely contemporary audiences were aware of what might happen 
to the shepherdess. still, apart from the Pastoure, Christine does not take up 
loves in the middle or lower social orders where the threat to women was 
greater and protection less; she refers only occasionally to domestic violence 
or the lot of servants whom she represents more as a threat to the princess’s 
reputation than as victims of harassment and sexual abuse from their masters, 
male co-workers, and others. had Christine related the lives of these men and 
women, the tale might well have been closer to what Jean de meun relates in 

136 Blanchard 1983, pp. 99, 108; see also nouvet 1996, p. 293; adams 2003.
137 hauck 1995, p. 253; see pp. 248–59.
138 adams 2000, p. 417.
139 Blanchard 1983, p. 114.
140 rossiaud 1988, pp. 41–43. 
141 Cf. Lorcin 1994, pp. 204–05.
142 Why not? for the same reasons she opposed explicit language in the Rose? Or were 

there deeper fears? On anxiety in Christine’s writings, see Laennec 1993; Krueger 1998.
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the Roman de la rose about the Vieille and ami, or about the Jealous husband 
and his wife.

Christine insists that love poetry holds little interest for her, that she herself 
is not in love, and that she does not have a lover.143 however, in the descrip-
tions of her marriage, we find patterns that inform her fictional tales. her 
husband died while away from Paris serving the king; the Cent Ballades begins 
with the cycle on her widowhood, a series of poems evoking loss and decline 
after death.144 they recall the common places of deminutio that we observe in 
the love poems, but with a redefinition of the principal figures. yet, despite the 
reservations Christine expresses in the Advision, the written evidence is that 
her marriage was as happy in its early stages as the adulterous and premarital 
loves Christine relates in her love poems. even Christine’s sense of mortal grief 
is not without parallels among the women in these poems.

Widowhood was, of course, a continuation, but not like that for the damsel 
of the Cent Ballades, who could envision a new love, as Christine seems to 
suggest. But Christine was also aware of the threats that lay in wait for her as 
an attractive young widow. at the same time she was reading Boethius. from 
him she learned the real significance of opinion vis-à-vis fortune. she corrected 
her opinions on the chivalric love that she had admired in du guesclin and 
revised the gradus amoris and its continuation in the love poems she wrote 
thereafter. she tried to turn from the subject 145 to the more serious matters she 
wanted to study and write about. among her more serious concerns was france. 
that is, she turned from lessons of self-interest for women in love to enlightened 
self-interest for the good of the nation as a whole.

143 mcgrady 2000. On the analogy between her attribute as ‘clergesse’ and her male 
contemporaries who were clerics, see attwood 1998, pp. 21–26, and, on writing de sentement, 
pp. 41–51.

144 see Willard 1984, pp. 39–40; zühlke 1994, pp. 67–69; adams 2003, pp. 152–55. Cf. 
Blanchard 1983, pp. 94–95; Paupert 1993, pp. 1065–66.

145 although she never repudiated the early poems she had written (attwood 1998, p. 29), 
with the possible exception of the Dit de la rose mentioned above.
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5

self-interest, Common Opinion, 
and Corrective encomia

un mouvement constant la conduit du fait particulier 
à la matière générale du bon guide, du bon prince.1

 
Christine de Pizan was typical of her times in being unaware of the value of 
individual psychology. indeed, psychology and psychiatry, as we know them 
today, did not exist for her time other than as a physiology based on the humors 
or on natural or god-given intellectual virtues and faculties like those she 
describes in her own mind and body.2 a proper balance of the humors was 
desirable in humans; such balance was achieved in moral terms, not by psycho-
analytical introspection. hence, when dealing with individual problems, there 
was a movement towards the more general that might explain and permit 
 evaluation and treatment of the individual’s problem.3 this led Christine to 
consider individual opinions in the context of moral and political debate. in 
confronting the chaotic state of french society in the early fifteenth century 
Christine quite naturally turned to moral generalizations. her exemplar for 
analysis was the body politic of which the king was the head by divine right.4 
if the body politic is healthy, its members, as parts of the body, will be sound 
too; individuals too, as parts of the body’s members, would profit when the 
body politic was in good health. Christine began to probe the causes of france’s 
troubles with this image in mind.

1 Blanchard 1986b, p. 52. Cf. von moos 1988 p. 504.
2 Lewis 1964, pp. 152–74. see also Picherit 1994 and 1995; Van gijsen 1998, pp. 160–

63; Brown-grant, trans., Cité, p. xx; galderisi 2002. Cf. von moos 2002 on sensus 
communis.

3 see Blanchard and mühlethaler 2002, p. 42.
4 she uses the image of the body politic adapted from John of salisbury’s Policraticus; 

see forhan 2002, especially pp. 49–65.
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France and self-interest

the Chemin de long estude relates a quandary analogous to that which we 
observed in the Rose debate. nobility, Knighthood, Wealth, and Wisdom 
confront the turmoil of contemporary france before the court of reason. there 
is no resolution to their debate in the poem.5 however, the issue is not merely 
academic. france was in great trouble at the time Christine wrote. its difficulties 
affected the commonweal, including the fate of women and the place of love 
in human life. the Chemin (v. 2861–90) suggests that covetousness is the root 
of the problem,6 since different groups place self-interest before the common 
good. as we shall see, Christine also changed, or at least modified, this opinion, 
effecting another turnabout in her thought. instead of condemning self-interest, 
she encouraged enlightened self-interest. such enlightenment judges individual, 
family, or group self-interest as good when contributing to the common good. 
this reevaluation of the significance and meaning of self-interest is the fourth 
major change in her thought.7

it is a striking change. Christine seems to have been aware of its implica-
tions and originality. as noted in my introduction, she makes her appeal for 
the commonweal as a femme passionnee (Policie, p. 1:7). in her usage, this 
expression is a virtual oxymoron,8 as the caveat that introduces her statement 
makes clear: ‘se il est possible que de vice puist naistre vertu, bien me plaist 
en ceste partie estre passionnee comme femme’ (Policie, p. 1:6–7) [if it is 
possible that vice beget virtue, it quite suits me in this matter to be a woman 
gone mad]. her ‘passion’ is a profound desire for virtue precisely because virtue 
is, for Christine, the source of the common good as much as of individual 
felicity.

Christine covets virtue, thereby revising Boethius’s criticism of false goods, 
as discussed in Chapter 1. such goods are not false when they derive from or 
promote virtue; they are indeed desirable, if not always gained in this life. she 
discovers another source of virtue in vice in her reflections on self-interest, a 
vice that La rochefoucauld will find at the heart of all human endeavor. But, 
as is often the case in Christine’s thought, ideas are contraires choses that have 
morally good and bad connotations, much as opinions have diverse shades of 
meaning. enlightened self-interest is good when it is synonymous with virtuous 
self-interest.

5 On the indecisive conclusion in dream vision poetry, especially poems on political 
issues, see marchello-nizia 1985.

6 the same conviction is expressed in Paix, pp. 78, 97–98, 151–53.
7 On what follows, see especially forhan 2002.
8 Cf. Blanchard and quereuil 1999, p. 290 s.v. passionné: ‘incapable de se maîtriser, 

furieux, emporté’. the ‘passions’ are always irrational and morally negative in the Corps de 
policie; see p. 9:21. they include anger and hatred (p. 52:9–10).
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as time passed, Christine ‘wrote more about the plight of france than she 
did about the plight of women’.9 But the poetic mode she glosses in the Advision 
permits her readers to recontextualize a received context such that, allegorically, 
france can represent all of humanity, the plight of women, and Christine’s own 
extraordinary life. Public and private virtues are analogous and interrelated, 
much as the macrocosm and microcosm are. saving france, improving women’s 
lot in france, good love – all are matters of self-interest.10 But they are also 
interrelated; amelioration in the one domain improves matters in the other. as 
a kind of synecdoche, the improvement of the parts improves the whole, just 
as improvement of the whole, france, contributes to more general amelioration 
in all sectors of society. We have observed such correlations in the autobio-
graphical parallels with history in the Mutacion and the Advision, works in 
which Christine moves back and forth between the individual’s lot and the 
nation’s fate. it is therefore fitting to conclude this study of Christine’s opinions 
by putting them in their broadest, most general, historical context: france 
between the death of Charles V and the emergence of Joan of arc.11

Christine’s realization in the Advision that opinion is a more powerful force 
than fortune went hand-in-hand with her Boethian view of virtue as an 
 impregnable defense against fortune. Virtue in the king, the queen, and their 
subjects defends france against her enemies from within and without; Christine 
thought that Charles V’s reign was solid evidence in support of this opinion. 
in the Advision’s first part, she argues that the Boethian model of virtue explains 
national well-being while its absence leads to misfortune. the more numerous 
rulers who are victims of fortune are also given over to vices; the most successful 
kings, including Clovis, Charlemagne, Louis Viii, and Louis iX, illustrate the 
Boethian ideal.12 Charles V, the last of the virtuous rulers (Advision, i.viii–xi; 
cf. Chemin, v. 5001–46), is her primary exemplar of virtue in the monarch 
because he brought order to the realm. in the Corps de policie and the Livre 
de la paix, she is still lauding his reign. But the king is a model of the virtue 
available to all men and women who eschew vices in order to excel in learning 
and government, love and marriage, war and the contemplative life. Christine 
praises and promotes virtue because it serves moral, social, political, and 
individual good throughout society.

moreover, as she shows in the debate that concludes the Chemin de long 
estude, fractured self-interest splits the realm into contending rivalries like those 
that were undermining french society during her adult life. rivalries were 

9 gottlieb 1985, p. 348; cf. Willard, ed., Paix, pp. 15–16; Lemaire 1994, p. 438; 
Blumenfeld-Kosinski 1999.

10 see Paix, pp. 173–76; solterer 1995, p. 164. in the Cité, p. 332, and Policie, p. 27:4–5, 
Christine notes the increased incidence of rape in times of war; cf. ramsay 2002.

11 for overviews of the historical calamities of these years, see huizinga 1997; schnerb 
2001; for society, see gauvard 1991.

12 Cf. nabert 1997. nabert finds Clovis named only in Charles V (p. 231); however, he 
also appears in the Advision’s gloss (p. 8:212–15). in the treatise itself, Christine alludes to 
him as ‘le.Ve. filz’ (i.viii.13–15; see reno and dulac, ed., pp. 149–50 n. Viii(13)).
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everywhere, among princely families and popes and between town and gown 
as well as within social groups; rebellions exploded intermittently in town and 
countryside (Advision, ii.xvii).13 in the Chemin debate, she depicts the self-
interest of personified social groups as each argues that a ruler should be chosen 
from its midst as the best solution to france’s problems. Wealth, nobility, 
Wisdom, and Knighthood put partial self-interests before the enlightened self-
interest of the whole nation; each speaker is of the opinion (Chemin, v. 3164) 
that the best king will come from its order. rather than attack self-interest as 
such, Christine argues that self-interest requires the union of all these powers 
under a sovereign who rules in the interest of all. she continues to uphold this 
opinion in her later treatises.

Le bon prince .. . doit voloir que de ses subgez chascun face en paix l’office 
en quoy dieu l’a establi, les nobles ce qu’ilz doivent faire, le clergié entende 
aux sciences et au service divin, les marchans a leurs marchandises, les gens 
de mestier a leurs ouvraiges, les laboureurs au cultivement des terres, et ainsi 
chascun en son degré vive par bonne policie. (Policie, pp. 16:37–17:2) 14

[the good prince must want each of his subjects to fulfill peacefully the 
office to which god has assigned him or her: the nobles in their assigned 
role, the clerical class applying itself to the sciences and to divine service, 
merchants to business, tradesmen to their works, farmers to cultivating lands. 
in this way let each person live in good order on his or her social level.]

such enlightened self-interest promotes the common good and individual 
prosperity because each group diligently fulfills its assigned tasks in the body 
politic, uniting society and nation under the good prince, much as in Charles V’s 
reign. this is the essence of Wisdom’s recommendation in the Chemin: the 
king should be noble, chivalric, and wise – a reincarnation, as it were, of 
Charles V; as such, he will use the nation’s wealth for the common good. But 
Christine’s proposal failed because self-interest remained divided, finally tearing 
the nation apart. after the english and the Burgundian massacres in Paris in 
1418 Christine fled to Poissy.15

Enlightened self-interest

Christine’s two major epideictic works, the Fais et bonnes meurs de Charles V 
and the Cité des dames, focus on men or women whose virtues make them 

13 see dudash 2003, pp. 821–23, 826–29.
14 see also Policie, p. 40:1–6. as we have seen, Christine relates social unity to the 

commonplace image of the body politic allegorically interpreted as the head representing the 
king and the lower parts of the body the corresponding social groups, from nobility to 
common people (Policie, pp. 91–92; cf. ed. Kennedy, pp. xxxv–xxxvi.). Cf. dudash 2003.

15 Leppig 1992, pp. 143–44; mcKinley 1992.
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praiseworthy. Other works of a more practical nature set out an agenda for 
realizing this goal; they include the Corps de policie and the Livre de la paix. 
these and analogous writings apply the same moral standards to both sexes.16 
all treat matters of opinion supported by examples that praise or correct real 
or potential conduct, whether in private life, historical events, or government. 
the goal in all these writings is the common good.

Christine de Pizan does not forget the menace of misogyny. sylvia nagel 
notes that, for Christine, upholding the commonweal also protects women.17 
thus, Christine not infrequently emphasizes the sexual gender of her examples 
in order to contextualize her argument and to take practical account of the 
social constraints of her times. to do so, she describes the topos sexus in order 
to laud or criticize different representations of each gender according to her 
standards, standards she adapted to social status and social norms. this is to 
say that, although the standards are the same for both men and women, social 
circumstances, especially misogyny, the social status to which women belong, 
and social orders, require different, yet complementary approaches and lessons. 
accordingly, the virtue of both men and women is the object of Christine’s 
praise, just as vice earns her invective. nevertheless, various devices, notably 
topical abbreviations, glossing over, or even silence, may downplay actual vices 
or defects in order to amplify on virtues.18 the examples she uses derive their 
authority from their verisimilitude and cogency, not from their historical or 
documentary validity.

Christine’s reevaluation of self-interest in her historical writings represents 
a long, anguished, and sometimes perplexed process.19 it can recall the medieval 
commonplace, as the eleventh-century life of saint alexis puts it, that

Bons fut li secles al tens ancïenur,
quer feit i ert e iustise ed amur;
s’i ert creance, dunt or n’i at nul prut.
tut est müez, perdut ad sa colur:
Ja mais n’iert tel cum fut as anceisurs. (Alexis, v. 1–5) 20

[good was life here below in bygone days, for then there was 
faith, justice, and love, as well as belief – nothing worthwhile 
is left of that now. all has changed and lost its quality. it will 
never again be as it was among our ancestors.]

16 Brown-grant 1995 and 2002. Cf. richards 1994, p. 27: ‘the members of the City of 
Ladies will typologically represent all of humanity’; and richards 1996.

17 nagel 2000, p. 116.
18 malosse 2000. dissimulation is a feature of faux semblant that Christine seems to 

admire in Jean’s description of this personification; see p. 13 n. 29, above. elsewhere she 
notes instances in which such dissimulation is good; see, for example, p. 93, on the governess 
in the Trois vertus who hides her mistress’s unwanted pregnancy by claiming to be mother 
of the child.

19 see Blanchard 1986b; Blumenfeld-Kosinski 2003; ribémont 2003.
20 Cf. Brown-grant 1993, pp. 211–16.
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however, Christine does not envision a prehistoric golden age,21 nor evoke a 
prelapsarian eden. her golden age is the reign of Charles V.

storms came rolling across france after the king’s death. here too, Christine’s 
life mirrors larger french reality. about the time the king died, so did her father 
and husband;22 Louis d’Orléans was murdered, Charles the Vi’s madness waxed 
and waned, and the kingdom fell apart as invasions from abroad and internal 
strife engulfed france. as she looked back to the reign of Charles V, Christine 
saw his glory grounded on the very virtues she extols in her writings. after his 
death, virtue began to cede to self-interest.23 france’s tribulations continued, 
calamity following on calamity. in the Chemin de long estude, Christine names 
no new ruler capable of uniting bellatores, oratores, and laboratores in a strong, 
functional nation, no doubt in part because the mad king Charles Vi still wore 
the crown. the schismatic Church offered little hope. there must have seemed 
as if there could be no salvation for france when Christine took refuge in the 
convent in Poissy in 1418.

Caught between reason and emotion, Christine’s opinion on france’s fate 
also fluctuated during these years. hope did shine from time to time. first, it 
emerged in the person of the dauphin, Louis de guyenne, for whom she wrote 
the Corps de policie and the Livre de la paix. With him she hoped that, once 
crowned, he would restore the virtues and successes of his grandfather. But the 
dauphin died before ascending the throne. still later, almost as if to add an 
example to the Cité des dames, hope returned in a certainly unexpected, and 
therefore seemingly miraculous way: Joan of arc, the peasant girl from 
domremy, was nearing Paris after victory at Orléans and the coronation of 
Charles Vii in rheims.

in order to write her treatises on good government, Christine faced a number 
of problems. the early death of Charles V was followed by the madness of 
Charles Vi shortly after he assumed authority under initially auspicious circum-
stances. she appealed to Charles Vi’s queen in the Epistre à la reine, but the 
appeal was ineffective. military defeats at nicopolis and, later, agincourt, and 
violent, chaotic infighting within the royal family, including the murder of Louis 
d’Orléans and, later, of Jean sans Peur, signaled the monarchy’s failure to wield 
the scepter effectively. the appeal to virtue that was so strong in Charles V fell 
on deaf ears.24 nothing seemed effective in uniting the opposing self-interests.

fully convinced that action was required, Christine changed tack. to her 
emphasis on virtue as a noble incentive, she added the very self-interest that 
seemed so baleful under Charles Vi.25 ‘in a fragile world, the only safety can 

21 Brown-grant 1988; cf. ribémont 2002a.
22 all of Christine’s male relatives in france died before she did, including one anonymous 

son in childhood and her other son, Jean de Castel, about 1425.
23 forhan 2002, p. 109. Cf. Blanchard 1986a, pp. 427–28; dulac 1992a, pp. 133–34.
24 Lemaire 1994, pp. 136–40.
25 On what follows, see forhan 2002, pp. 100–09, 124–25, 162–64.
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be found in prudence, the prudence of self-interest.’ 26 Prudence showed that 
self-interest was essential to the commonweal (Chemin, v. 4457–60, 5113–14, 
5488–92). the kind of unity, counsel, and cooperation she sought under the 
king in the Chemin was in the interest of all. unfortunately, even such appeals 
to enlightened self-interest failed to impede the deepening national and moral 
quagmire of narrow self-interest. then, suddenly, the very religion Christine 
withdrew into in 1418, rent as it was by the ongoing schism, became the source 
of unexpected salvation with the emergence of Joan of arc. What better confir-
mation of her faith and virtue than the maid of Orléans? did Christine de Pizan 
experience a renewal of faith and ultimately a general change of opinion from 
despair to hope before she closed her eyes for the last time? did she die still 
confident that ‘n’y a si forte / resistance qui à l’assault / de la Pucelle ne soit 
morte’ (Jehanne, v. 406–08) [no resistance is strong enough to survive when 
attacked by the maid of Orléans]? Or did she lay her pen down upon learning 
of Joan’s capture and, perhaps, martyrdom? Whatever the answers to these 
questions, she obviously saw france’s fate as hanging in the balance of 
Providence, which works best, in Christine’s opinion, when enlightened self-
interest unites the different french factions into one force (as during Charles V’s 
and Joan of arc’s early successes). Providence is more powerful than either 
fortune or opinion.

Fortune and counsel

as we have seen, Christine began her reflection on historical change in the 
Mutacion de fortune. typical of fifteenth-century historical writing, the poem’s 
structure and content are mostly determined by chronology. after relating her 
own alternately fortunate and unfortunate life, Christine describes fortune’s 
castle in contemporary terms 27 before setting out a lengthy chronicle of fortune’s 
role in history from the tower of Babel down to her own times. every event 
reported, from biblical to modern times, conforms to the conventional image 
of fortune. as repetitive history,28 fortune is a constant force in human affairs, 
ever raising and lowering the mighty and their empires. escape occurs only if 
Providence intervenes, as in parts of Jewish history (Mutacion, v. 8241–44, 

26 forhan 2002, p. 163. Prudence is a fundamental virtue that Christine promotes in the 
lost Livre de prudence, the Corps de policie, and the Livre de la paix; see delogu 2005, 
pp. 51–53. for its place in human thought, see above, pp. 42, 120.

27 On the place of this description in the Mutacion, see Brownlee 1991. the description 
of fortune’s castle is an instance of ordo artificialis in that it sums up contemporary moral 
history and is, therefore, a conclusion to the chronological chronicle of the other great 
kingdoms in this poem’s third part. Christine would have known this principle of natural and 
artificial order from Brunetto Latini’s Tresor, iii.xi (Kelly 1969, pp. 131–32).

28 On repetitive history, see stierle 1972, pp. 183–85.
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8416–42).29 Virtue can be effective too. Charles V’s knowledge and prudence 
gave him the foresight and intelligence (‘providence’ and ‘avis’) needed to 
overcome france’s enemies (Mutacion, v. 23539–44). Of course, Providence 
operates only for the virtuous.

Both the Mutacion’s autobiographical first part and its chronological world 
history in the third part portray the passage of time as the unremitting, often 
dreary turn of fortune’s Wheel in human affairs. the same cycle is implicit in 
the description of fortune’s castle in the middle section, since the description 
applies to all times and places. this image of fortune in history is so common-
place in Christine’s time as to require no further discussion here, were it not 
for her correction of it in the Advision. as we have seen in Chapters 1 and 2, 
Christine changed her mind in that treatise, arguing that not fortune, but 
Opinion is the source of her own and history’s problems. her authority for this 
correction, Boethius, justifies her reliance on virtue as an escape from fortune’s 
uncertainties. it also prepares for Christine’s reevaluation of self-interest.

how do Christine’s opinions on self-interest fit into these parameters? as 
shown earlier, Christine adopted the Boethian opinion that believing in fortune’s 
dominance in human affairs actually opens the door for fortune to act in those 
affairs, whereas virtue provides the means to escape from fortune’s dominion. 
in reviewing history, this meant identifying and praising those whose virtue 
successfully overcame the woes of their times. for Christine, the archetype of 
such virtue is the good king, a case made in the Chemin de long estude, where 
covetousness and envy,30 both aspects of self-interest, can be overcome by 
returning to virtue under a wise and just king.

having modified her earlier opinion that fortune is the primary cause of her 
own woes, Christine turned to reviewing the same assumption about france’s 
calamities. Conflicting opinions may lead to rational debate or to irrational war. 
in the Chemin de long estude, Christine, descending from the firmament, stops 
in the sphere of the air where a debate among self-interested forces in society 
takes place. the debate begins with a complaint probably modeled on nature’s 
complaints in alain de Lille’s De planctu Naturae 31 and the Rose, except that 
Christine rewrites the planctus Naturae in these two works as a planctus 
Terrae.32 terre’s complaint focuses less on individual morality than on social 
morality. she appeals to reason to act against the self-serving covetousness 
rampant in society because it leads to the war and destruction that tear france 
apart. to depict this state of affairs, Christine adopts the commonplace image 

29 Cf. Beer 1992, pp. 127–28, who treats providential history as distinct from history 
dominated by fortune.

30 On these vices in the Chemin, see especially v. 3033–50, 3151–65, 4589–602, 
5913–20.

31 Christine cites the De planctu in the Chemin, v. 5207–08. gerson refers to it in the 
Débat, p. 80:526–28.

32 dulac 1998b, pp. 84–86. the planctus Terrae anticipates the planctus Liberae alias 
Franciae in the Advision. On the planctus in Christine’s time, see gauvard 1995, pp. 109–10, 
and slerca 1998.
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of man, also found in the De planctu Naturae and Roman de la rose, as the 
sole unnatural creature in god’s universe.

 a toute riens son devoir
Voy faire, fors a homme lige,
de paradis hoir, s’il ne tient
a lui. Car bestes mues font
Leur devoir, comme il appartient,
et les hommes si se deffont. (Chemin, v. 2669–74)

[i see everything do its duty except our liegeman, heir to 
Paradise, insofar as he alone is responsible. for mute beasts do 
their duty, as is proper, while men do not.]

the ensuing clash of opinions 33 pits nobility, Knighthood, Wisdom, and Wealth 
against one another. each personification blames one of the others for the 
nation’s wrongs while offering herself as a solution; the very narrowing of 
criticism to only one personification shows each speaker’s failure to view the 
entire picture of the nation and its troubles. this is indeed narrow self-interest. 
even reason, the judge of the debate, is not without fault. in a striking response 
to reason’s return to her tower (as she does in the Rose), Wisdom notes that 
by returning there, reason abdicates responsibility 34 and fails to do her duty:

 dieux, ma dame, comment
me blasmez vous dont n’ay retrait
Le monde du mal ou il trait?
et comment l’en peusse retraire,
sanz vous qui ça vous voltes traire
Pour ce que les mondains entendre
ne vous vouloient, n’a bien tendre? (Chemin, v. 2994–3000)

[in god’s name, my lady, how can you blame me for not 
having lifted the world out of the evil it draws towards? how 
could i do so without you, you who chose to withdraw up here 
because no one on earth wanted to hear you or strive for 
good?]

Without reason, Wisdom is ineffective and peace on earth impossible. reason 
must blame herself for her willful absence.35 By the same token, each of the 
personifications in the debate can be faulted for thinking only of herself rather 
than the common good.

33 see Chemin, v. 3164, 3451; cf. also avis, v. 3261, and cuidier, v. 3273. Christine 
contrasts these two varieties of opinion again in Prouverbes, 17–18. On Libera’s criticism 
of such partiality in the Advision, see Brown-grant 1999a, pp. 115–16.

34 On this correction of the Rose, see Willard 1984, p. 106; cf. adams 2000, p. 423.
35 food for thought among discerning readers of reason’s abandonment of amant in the 

Rose.
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reason does not respond directly to Wisdom. indeed, none of the debaters 
responds to the various wrongs or failings imputed to them. Christine seems 
to imply that, wherever the fault may lie, united action is needed.

Or sus doncques! Ce dit raison,
de ceste chose nous tayson.
Ce qui est fait ne peut deffaire,
mais penson s’il se pourra faire
qu’aultrement le monde arreé
Puist estre qui est desreé. (Chemin, v. 3009–14)

[‘Let’s get busy then!’ exclaims reason. ‘Let’s say no more on 
the present topic. What’s done cannot be undone. Let’s see 
whether we can find a way to bring this disorderly world back 
into order.’]

By shifting the debate from mutual vituperation, reason appeals for common 
effort. each personification argues that a representative of the group she person-
ifies can best govern the world and direct it towards universal peace and good 
order. nobility recommends a person of the highest nobility – the holy roman 
emperor because his lineage extends back to troy.36 Knighthood recommends 
a knight, whereas Wealth proposes a rich man whose largess will bring peace 
and good order to the world.37 finally, Wisdom prefers a wise and learned ruler 
who, like solomon, will uphold justice equitably. these ‘local’ certainties 
ignore the broader national need for consensus; they are subjective, but 
unenlightened. What is needed, Christine seems to imply, is someone possessing 
all these qualities.

yet the centrifugal movement of debate and accusation precludes unity, 
according to Wisdom. reason acts on that opinion, resolving the debate and 
unifying action. the centripetal movement she initiates brings the conflicting 
opinions together and, accordingly, into perspective. as variously personified 
shades of opinion, all four personifications identify, each in its partial view, 
elements necessary in the agency that will govern the world. But unity is 
required.38 the agency for such a ‘rainbow coalition’ of the diversely colored 
opinions is

a strong ruler in a centralized kingdom advised by a panel of experts . . . 
anything that would tend to further fragment the monarchy and the country 
could be viewed as an evil to be avoided .. . Christine preferred an interlocking 

36 Christine may have had in mind the french claim to the imperial throne; see Beaune 
1985, p. 50, and Jehanne, where she expresses the opinion that the recently crowned 
Charles Vii ‘doit estre empereur’ (v. 128) [should be emperor].

37 Wealth’s opinion recalls the largess economy described in Jean renart’s Guillaume de 
Dole; see m. zink 1979, p. 21.

38 forhan 1996, pp. 72–78.
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interdependence of social groupings that could intercede with each other as 
needed.39

under such a king, narrow self-interest becomes mutual self-interest uniting 
the four social groups in a common purpose. such enlightened self-interest 
works for all. the body politic is again in good health.

the political issues are, therefore, analogous to moral issues evoked in the 
Rose debate and to philosophical issues in the debates that color diverse opinions 
in the Advision. in the Chemin debate, reason identifies the king as a central 
figure because he derives his authority first and foremost from god.40 thus, the 
debate in the Chemin is a road map to a solution, although it does not resolve 
the issues. all must turn to the sovereign french court (Chemin, v. 6258–68) 
for what Wealth calls the ‘sentence diffinitive’ (v. 3841). maistre avis, a 
masculine Opinion (v. 6227), agrees (v. 6219–25). using discrecion (v. 6225), 
all urge the court to ‘les parties en accort / mettre par loyale sentence’ (v. 6274–
75) [bring the parties together in loyal agreement]. the hypothesis of the 
Chemin is that the french court can unite the contending parties in the debate 
under a wise king who can restore peace (Chemin, v. 6336–45). although the 
Chemin shows reason returning to earth from her tower, no decision is reported 
that actually resolves the problems that plague the french nation.41 Only a 
virtuous king can do that.

maistre avis voices Christine’s opinion that the united french court can 
accomplish the task of restoring peace because all cooperate. the one figure 
not specifically identified who would bring all this about and personify national 
unity in his person, is, of course, the actual king. unfortunately, it is not the 
deceased Charles V le sage, but the king the poem is dedicated to, Charles Vi 
the mad (Chemin, v. 9–12).42 this is no doubt the source of Christine’s dilemma. 
it prevents the articulation of a definitive opinion, a possibility marked by the 
interruption of her dream when her mother knocks at the door to awaken her 
daughter (v. 6394–98). that knock suggests that Christine found no solution 
in the depressing reality of a mad king’s court.

awakening traditionally ends allegorical dreams inconclusively.43 the 
audience is left to sort matters out more or less individually or through 
discussion, as is the case with the conclusion of the Roman de la rose,44 or to 
await a pronouncement from a patron on the work’s import, as in Christine’s 
own debate poems:

39 forhan 2002, p. 99.
40 Krynen 1981.
41 this is typical in open-ended debate poetry. as in her address to the queen in the Rose 

debate, Christine appeals to a king for decisive action in the Chemin.
42 see hicks, trans., Charles V, p. 16; cf. her gloss to the Advision, p. 10:268–71. did 

Christine have Louis d’Orléans in mind? see Ouy and reno 2000; dudash 2003, p. 816.
43 in Christine’s case, ‘la mère interrompt’ (dziedzik 2002, p. 497). On reawakening, see 

Cerquiglini 1993c; maddox 2000, ch. 3.
44 Kelly 1995a, p. 151.
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quoiqu’on en appelle au jugement du dédicataire, le débat reste éternellement 
ouvert, le lecteur n’aura pas de réponse; il n’y en a pas, pour une raison au 
moins: la souffrance n’est pas dans la cause de l’affliction proprement dite 
mais dans la perception et l’appréciation de cette cause.45

nothing has been resolved at the end of the Chemin. this is what we might 
expect, given ‘the dysfunctional state of contemporary france’.46 Christine must 
return to sleep and to dreaming in order to continue. the return takes place in 
the Advision Cristine, a work in which dreaming works as a metaphor for 
thought (Advision, p. 3:17). not surprisingly, her first encounter there is with 
Chaos caused by unenlightened self-interest. in her personal life, Christine 
thinks her way from chaos through uncertain opinion to the virtuous life.47 for 
the nation, she turns to the life of Charles V as a personal and national 
exemplar.

Charles V, epideixis, and opinion

What kind of king can unite france? Christine finds the answer to this question 
in the person and reign of Charles V. the composition of the biography of 
Charles V, as description, relies on the art of topical invention in the panegyric 
mode and on the aviser–deviser paradigm. Christine identifies attributes of 
Charles that made him admirable and successful (aviser) and then describes 
them for her readers (deviser). this provided a model of kingship that could 
be communicated to subsequent kings and dauphins as a guide (aviser).

Christine’s life of Charles V is Herrscherlob or panegyric royal biography. 
Panegyric, or epideixis, has a place as demonstrative oratory alongside judicial 
and deliberative oratory (Tresor, iii.2.8–11).48 as praise or blame, epideixis is 
common in medieval historiography.49 a ceremonial mode, it was often little 
more than a kind of scholastic exercise for festive moments. But it also served 
to exemplify (Tresor, iii.13.10–11). this is Christine’s purpose in Charles V. 
accordingly, she describes a virtuous prince in order to set an exemplary 
standard for noble thought and action that can be beneficial for france and, 
thus, promote the commonweal.50 more specifically, in order to laud the 
deceased king, Christine describes his virtues in order to show how beneficial 
they were in the king’s pursuit of national unity. nobility and Knighthood as 

45 Chareyron 2002, p. 244.
46 Cropp 2002, p. 302.
47 Cf. Brucker 2001.
48 Curtius 1954, chs. 8, 9, and 10. for background, see momigliano 1971; Pernot 1993; 

malosse 2000. Christine distinguishes between such laudation, or louange, and flattery, or 
blandice (Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 180–85); see Blanchard 1986b, p. 48, and 1986c, pp. 44–46.

49 Kleinschmidt 1974; mühlethaler 2002. 
50 see dulac 1994; zimmermann 1994; Brown-grant 1995, on panegyric in the Cité des 

dames.
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well as the rich and the Wise can unite by emulating those virtues. in this 
way, panegyric promotes enlightened self-interest.

Praise of Charles’s virtues and promotion of those virtues in his successors 
requires panegyric in historical writing, especially biography, and in treatises 
on good government. Charles V exemplifies sovereignty in all Christine’s 
political works, from Charles V to the Livre de la paix. her acceptance of the 
duke of Burgundy’s commission to write a laudatory biography of Charles V 51 
differs from the usual commission to write love poetry; in this treatise, Christine 
truly writes de sentement because her opinions conform to her new goal to 
write in order to promote the commonweal.

according to the Corps de policie, renewal will come through the union of 
chivalry, clergy, and people. the same opinion prevails in the Livre de la paix, 
where Christine reviews once again the virtues she finds in Charles V, encour-
aging his grandson, Louis de guyenne, for whom she wrote the treatise, to 
emulate them. Charles’s queen, Jeanne de Bourbon, serves as an analogous 
example of royal virtues for women in the Trois vertus. in both the Cité des 
dames and the Trois vertus past achievements confirm contemporary instruction 
on virtue.52

in order to write about Charles V, Christine also relies on the faculties nature 
bestows on her in the Mutacion.53 in the following passage one discerns them 
anew, although in slightly different language. Christine beseeches god to grant 
her eloquence, clear thought, and understanding so that she can elucidate what 
she draws from memory: ‘euvre mes levres, enlumines ma pensée, et mon 
entendement esclaires à celle fin que m’ignorance n’encombre mes sens à 
expliquer les choses conceues en ma memoire’ (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 4) [open 
my lips, illuminate my mind, enlighten my understanding so that ignorance 
may not encumber my mind in explaining matters conceived in my memory]. 
these words echo her reliance on faith, reason, and vray sentement in finding 
and expressing true opinion. Opinion is hardly problematic for her in Charles V. 
Christine found the king’s life virtuous and, therefore, praiseworthy. her patron, 
the duke of Burgundy, agreed. Who in france would have disagreed?

as in most of Christine’s other writings,54 Charles V contains three parts. 
however, it is not compiled in the same way as the third part of her Mutacion. 
it is a compilation,55 but not a strictly chronological compilation. each part 
describes how Charles V incarnates a specific virtue in an exemplary manner. 

51 see the analogous representation of herself in Paix, pp. 60, 63–64.
52 Willard 1984, pp. 122–23. see also Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 53–57; Trois vertus, 

p. 47:12–17.
53 this poem moved Philippe of Burgundy to invite her to write Charles V (vol. 1, 

pp. 6–7).
54 see solente, ed., Charles V, vol. 1, p. xxx (to which add the Mutacion). On Christine’s 

coherent use of tripartite divisions, see Blanchard and mühlethaler 2002, pp. 21–23.
55 ‘Ceste petite compillacion par moy traittiée’ (vol. 2, p. 193; cf. vol. 1, p. 7) [this brief 

compilation i drew up].
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that is, Christine’s account of the king’s life describes an ‘abstract’ king,56 one 
identified by those topoi that she chooses to extol by description and definition. 
she also calls Charles V a ‘traittié’ (Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 7, 8). as we have 
seen, ‘treatise’ in Christine’s time refers to two modes: the modus tractatus and 
the modus tractandi.57 as tractatus, Charles V has three parts. each part is 
amplified using specific ways of treating, or of tractandi, notably praise and 
blame as panegyric and invective.58 Christine treats ‘noblece de courage’ in Part 
One, ‘chevalerie’ in Part two, and ‘sagece’ in Part three (Charles V, vol. 1, 
p. 9) – three of the ideas that, personified, debate before reason in the Chemin 
de long estude.59 it is also noteworthy that Charles V adds Christine’s own 
experiences,60 including what she herself witnessed,61 thereby reviving and 
adapting the traditional medieval preference for eye-witness accounts in 
historical writing.

Charles V is a virtual mirror for princes,62 analogous to the kind of mirror 
Peter von moos describes in John of salisbury’s Policraticus, a work Christine 
knew.63 the biography shows what an exemplary prince does that is praise-
worthy and exemplary. Charles’s life and virtues constitute an exemplum, and 
are part of an inductive procedure.64 this is because an example contains topoi.65 
such topoi or common places in examples have a potential for interpretative 
amplification. indeed, the same material may permit an opposition (contraires 
choses) that allows reading the example in utramque partem. in Charles V, 
such antiphrasis permits both praise of the king’s virtues and invective addressed 
to the vices he resisted in himself and his realm (vol. 1, p. 6).

that Charles V possessed the three virtues Christine emphasizes – nobility, 
chivalry, and wisdom – she does not doubt. although a darker side in the king’s 
life and family is hinted at, she argues that the epideictic mode does not allow 
her to treat it. she thus declines to describe unspecified defects in Charles’s 

56 Kantorowicz 1957, p. xvii. the abstract person is analogous to the person endowed by 
god with perfect gifts, but gifts whose power depends on the body they are located in; see 
above, pp. 21–22. ethical constraint is the only limit on the abstract king’s absolute power 
(Parussa 1996, pp. 132–33). Christine shows the same purpose in Othea, written (or copied) 
for various princes, any one of whom might have ascended the throne (Parussa, ed., Othea, 
pp. 81–86).

57 see above, pp. 7–8.
58 On the originality of Charles V’s composition, see Blanchard 1990; on invective in 

her writings and those of her contemporaries, see Blanchard 1986c.
59 Wealth is not a virtue in Charles V; as we have seen, this personification is excoriated 

in the Chemin.
60 Blanchard 1990, pp. 218, 203–12; Blanchard 1993, pp. 222–26.
61 Blanchard 1990, p. 216.
62 Krynen 1981, pp. 64–65; Blanchard and mühlethaler 2002, ch. 1, especially 

pp. 18–26.
63 in the original and/or in the french translation by Jean foulechat; see Charles V, vol. 2, 

p. 44; von moos 1988, pp. 142–43 and n. 1106; forhan 1992, 2002; quillet 2002.
64 Von moos 1988, pp. 188–208.
65 On locus ab exemplo, see von moos 1988, pp. 427–34.
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life and character. Christine is quite clear on this intention,66 stating not infre-
quently that, for example, ‘le texte de mon livre si n’est que en louant les 
vertus, et parler des vices seroit hors de mon propos né’ (Charles V, vol. 1, 
p. 182) [my book is written only in praise of virtues; treating vices would not 
fit my intention]. invective is reserved for those who exemplify the vices and 
defects opposed to Charles’s virtues. true opinion qualifies the king for such 
praise. such selection and deletion of material is characteristic of the topical 
invention of gradus scripts (see Chapter 2). in Charles V Christine uses the 
technique to set out an array of royal virtues.67

What in Christine’s life qualifies her to treat virtue? she describes herself 
as of noble birth through her italian family and ancestry; she names herself 
‘filz 68 de noble homme et renommé’ (Mutacion, v. 171) [son of a noble, 
renowned man]. that she describes herself as of moderate beauty suggests that 
she accepted her limitations and place beneath the princesses and other ladies 
of the Cité and the Trois vertus. more specifically, in the Prologue to Charles V 
Christine also discusses her qualifications for the task of writing panegyric 
history. she depicts herself as a ‘femme soubz les tenebres d’ignorance’, but 
‘douée de don de dieu et nature en tant comme desir se peut estendre en amour 
d’estude’ (vol. 1, p. 5) [woman in the shadow of ignorance endowed by god 
and nature insofar as desire can go with the love of study]. Ignorance, but also 
desir de savoir – these are Lady Opinion’s parents in the Advision.

accordingly, opinion as she defines it in the Advision is the context for her 
inquiry into Charles V’s virtues: the opinion here is that the king was an 
exemplary, praiseworthy monarch. in the Chemin de long estude, reason 
entrusts Christine with the task of admonishing the court because of her ‘meurs’, 
‘inclinacion’, and ‘affeccion’ (v. 6307–08). these topoi – habitus, studium, and 
affectus – identify and authorize the fille d’escolle’s intervention as reason’s 
voice, the school being that of the sibyl herself (cf. ‘de nostre escolle ancelle’, 
v. 6294).69 By a studious, retired lifestyle, Christine sought to overcome her 
deficiencies and achieve a virtuous, praiseworthy life. this goal strengthens her 
resolve to pursue her task. Being virtuous, she knows virtue de sentement. there 
are rewards too; each virtue will also give her renown lasting long after her 
life is over (Advision, ii.xxii.63–71, iii.x.38–44). Virtue bestows renown because 
the virtuous person is praiseworthy (Cité, p. 54). the same holds for the nation 
and its king (Advision, i.iv.2–13). these are the qualities Christine brought to 
the composition of her panegyric on Charles’s virtues.

66 solente, ed., Charles V, vol. 1, pp. lxxxiii–lxxxv; Willard 1984, p. 125.
67 Vol. 1, pp. 180–84, 189–92, 198–99. this conforms to her tendency in the Cité to adapt 

her mini-biographies to her moralizing intentions; see above, pp. 66, 84.
68 ‘Leçon donnée par tous les mss.’ (solente, ed., v. 171 var.) Cf. holderness 2002.
69 On the various images of the sibyl in Christine’s writings, see fenster 2003.
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Laudation for Christine de Pizan does not support pride or vanity,70 although 
this vice, common among the royalty and aristocracy she wrote for, did not go 
unnoticed. she believed that such pride stems from a false opinion as to the 
source of nobility.71 true nobility is founded on virtue. ‘gentillesce vraye n’est 
autre chose / fors le vaissel ou vertu se repose’ (Prouverbes, 41; cf. 39) [true 
nobility is nothing more than the vessel in which virtue rests].72 Christine does 
not hesitate to correct those who are of the opinion that blood or birth suffices 
to make the person noble. Partly to correct this opinion she later pens her 
political treatises on france, peace, and the national welfare.73

Christine lauds Charles V’s virtues to the extent that she can identify and 
illustrate them on the basis of her own experience as well as the reports of 
reliable witnesses and her own reading (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 9). she focuses on 
his virtue since, as her reading of Boethius shows, virtue is the best defense 
against fortune. the approach is entirely conventional and consistent with her 
views elsewhere. in Christine’s thought, political and moral issues are inter-
twined.74 indeed, Charity Cannon Willard has noted that Christine’s praise of 
Charles V links a moral, pedagogic intent to the context of the translatio imperii 
commonplace.75 as suggested by this commonplace, the renown of exemplary 
lives that panegyric biography preserves for posterity makes possible the virtual 
rebirth or, more precisely perhaps, reincarnation of virtues in other persons.76 
in Christine’s use of this image, one perceives her anxiety about france’s fate 
after Charles V’s passing and her fear that the imperium will pass to another 
kingdom.

70 tarnowski 1998, pp. 153–55, 157–58. Pride is an immoral and false opinion according 
to Brunetto Latini’s Tresor; see messelaar 1963, pp. 41, 161, 343, 377.

71 Chemin, v. 4119–40 (with Boethius as authority), 4209–26; Policie, pp. 74–75; Paix, 
pp. 146, 177. the Livre de la paix also states that nobility arose from original equality 
(p. 128). see as well Trois vertus, p. 162:72–96 (cf. p. 133:86–99, on ‘grandeur bien seant a 
femme’ [grandeur most fitting in a woman]). Christine describes her own nobility as deriving 
from her virtues; see Advision, iii.xvii.23–24, and, more generally, all of section xvii.

72 By glossing over Charles’s faults or weaknesses, Christine can magnify his virtues. 
for example, she redefines Charles’s failure to participate actively in his wars, a feature that 
she evaluates positively as prudence (Fais d’armes, pp. 21–23); see also Lemaire 1994, 
pp. 88–90; Willard 1998, pp. 5–7; delogu 2005, pp. 48–50. Christine also appears to gloss 
over certain excesses in Charles’s adolescence, limiting herself to condemning those who 
permit them in princes under their supervision (vol. 1, pp. 17–18). her counsel on wise super-
visors parallels that given for the upbringing of princesses in the Trois vertus.

73 quillet 2002.
74 see Parussa, ed., Othea, p. 81.
75 Willard 1984, p. 105; see also zumthor 1972, p. 25; richards 1992, pp. 76–77; Walters 

1998; quillet 2002, p. 690; Walters 2003a, 2003b.
76 Willard 1984, ch. 6. On Joinville’s Vie de Saint Louis as model for Christine’s 

Charles V, see angeli 2000, pp. 431 n. 14 and 432 n. 18; mühlethaler 2002, pp. 599–600; on 
John of salisbury’s influence, see forhan 2002; quillet 2002.
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Biography as description: praiseworthy features in Charles V’s life

Choice of material for inclusion in Christine’s panegyric occurred prior to 
writing, when she considered the evidence provided her on Charles’s deeds and 
mores (aviser). the method is analogous to that which she uses in perusing 
Valerius maximus’s Facta et dicta memorabilia for material that delineates 
more sharply the exemplary features of Charles’s life and character that she 
chooses to praise. Valerius maximus, a compiler of anecdotes carefully arranged 
by topics, was read and used by authors like Christine in search of historical 
examples.77 given what one is looking for, the reader mines the roman 
compiler’s treasure of examples much as we might read collections of maxims 
by La rochefoucauld or Pascal,78 seeking inspiration or impetus for our own 
thought (Policie, pp. 22–23).

Lis voulentiers belles hystoires
quant tu porras, car les nottoires
exemples sont souvent valables
et font gent devenir savables. (Enseignemens, 36)

[read willingly fine histories when you can, for their 
noteworthy examples are often valid; they make people more 
knowledgeable.]

ideally, the reader interrogates the examples for circumstances susceptible of 
elucidation in support of a given opinion.79 medieval biography thus links 
contemporary life with ancient examples that the contemporary individual, as i 
have suggested, reincarnates.80 the abstract king emerges through the affinities 
between his virtue and actions and those illustrated in Valerius maximus’s 
examples as well as in other such sources. he reappears in virtuous monarchs 
like Charles V. By this process, Christine compiles a biography as florilegium.

ay cueilli fleurectes souefves et belles ou champs des escriptures .. ., lesquelles 
dictes fleurectes sont yssues des germes entre les autres nobles plantes de .
vij. principaulx racines de vertu dont la premiere et de laquelles les autres 
naissent et viennent a nom de prudence. (Paix, p. 64) 81

[i have gathered a few small, yet fragrant and beautiful flowers from the 
fields of letters; the aforementioned little flowers issued among the other 
noble plants from seeds of the seven principal roots of virtue, the first of 
which, and the one from which the others spring and derive, is called 
prudence.]

77 Cf. Lechat 2000 on Christine’s use of french translations of Valerius maximus.
78 Cf. von moos 1988, pp. 135–37; mcLeod 1991, pp. 113–14.
79 see zühlke 1994, pp. 120–21, on this process.
80 Cf. stierle 1972.
81 Cf. Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 9–10.
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While reading her sources, Christine implicitly asks standard topical questions 
such as quis? quid? etc. she selects ‘places’ or topoi in her matière, in this 
case, the life of Charles V, suitable for planting the seeds gathered from her 
reading, seeds that flower as specific arguments or examples. Choice from 
sources depends on how well an example lends itself, or can be fashioned to 
lend itself, to illustrating, in Charles V’s case, that virtuous king discerned in 
Christine’s mind.82 such examples exemplify Charles V’s life and virtues.

Christine is not looking for the individual Charles V. her art illustrates what 
von moos terms ‘entindividualisierung’ – Charles is, as it were, ‘deindividu-
alized’ in order to represent an ideal, in this case, the ideal king.83 the ideal 
king she abstracts from her evidence will be exemplary and praiseworthy. 
accordingly, Charles V does not relate Charles’s life in full detail. for such 
details, Christine refers her readers to the Chroniques de France whenever they 
wish for more information on events she relates only briefly or leaves out, 
especially the unfavorable material mentioned above that she claims to be 
unsuitable in epideictic history. even ‘innocent’ history can be out of place. 
for example, towards the end of the biography she refers to an attempt to 
poison the king. after a brief summary, she cuts short her account in this 
way:

Les causes pour quoy cest esploit fu fait, et pour qui, et à quel instigacion 
tel trayson machynoient, je me passe, pour ce que moult ne touche à ma 
matiere, et qui plus en vouldra savoir, trouver le pourra assez près de la fin, 
où les Croniques de France traittent du dit roy Charles, après le trespassement 
de la ditte royne Jehanne de Bourbon. (vol. 2, p. 139) 84

[i pass over the causes for this exploit, and why and at whose instigation 
such a betrayal was planned, because these matters are not especially germane 
to my subject; those who wish to know more can find it near the end of the 
Chroniques de France where they treat King Charles after the death of his 
queen, Jeanne de Bourbon.]

according to this passage, the topoi cur? and quis? or causa and persona are 
excluded because the answers are not germane to praise of the king. Christine 
refers the curious reader to the Grandes Chroniques. those who consulted them 
there would learn the names of those who instigated the plot and their 
reasons.85

82 Cf. geoffrey of Vinsauf’s status archetypus (Poetria nova, v. 47–48); on this term, see 
Kelly 1991, pp. 37–38, 64–68, and Kelly 1999a, pp. 30–31 et passim. Christine would have 
known the principle from Brunetto Latini’s Tresor (Kelly 1969, p. 126; see above, p. 51 
n. 41).

83 see von moos 1988, p. 102; skemp 1996.
84 Cf. Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 15–16, 198–99; vol. 2, p. 139.
85 see reno 1992a, p. 179.
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Order in Charles V’s character and conduct

an orderly array of virtues translates into a virtuous life. in the case of the 
king, the virtues he embodies determine how he acts. Being a virtuous king, 
his acts translate into good government and good governance. ultimately 
society and the individual profit. Whenever Christine evokes Charles V, the 
king’s character and actions exemplify good order in any realm in which virtues 
and governance are in harmony.

each of the three parts of Charles V, on, respectively, nobility, chivalry, and 
wisdom, illustrates an array of virtues in Charles V’s person.86 Charles’s family 
is described under nobility, his royal vocation under chivalry, and his mind 
under wisdom. each feature is also linked to historical evidence; each part 
begins with a brief look into the distant past. Part One traces the king’s ancestry 
back to troy.87 Part two describes the origins of chivalry. finally, Part three 
apostrophizes the deceased king as god’s vassal because he received the gift 
of wisdom from god. each part also uses definitions and descriptions. the 
definitions include not only a definition of the principal virtue treated in each 
part, but also a definition of its constituent virtues or ‘properties’. the 
 descriptions constitute a norma vivendi or ‘exemplarisches Vorbild’ 88 – that is 
to say, they illustrate the virtues in action both in Charles’s own life and in the 
lives of his predecessors and contemporaries. the latter serve as virtuous or, 
by contrast, as vice-ridden illustrations.

as we have shown in Chapter 4, Charles’s life has a topical chronology 
based on a commonplace gradus aetatum. Christine’s version of the ages of 
life scheme focuses on youth, prime of life, and maturity. each age is a topos 
insofar as each is described so as to elucidate the conduct of the good king 
at that stage in his life. in this way, she shows that Charles’s life was one of 
good order.89 the order manifests features of nobility as an array of guiding 
principles. for example, in Part One she treats ‘prudence et sagece’, ‘justice’, 
‘benigneté et clemence’, ‘humilité’, ‘liberalité et sage largece’, ‘chasteté’, 
‘sobrieté’, ‘verité’, ‘charité’, ‘devocion’, and ‘mesure’.90 these virtues explain 
the king’s achievements 91 while defining Charles’s virtuous life. since his 
virtues are the foundation for his good government, their orderly description 
is what Christine wants her readers to perceive and appreciate and, ultimately, 
emulate.

the gradus aetatum also shows that the biography in Part One of Charles V 
is not merely a chronological account of the events that shaped the king’s life. 

86 dulac 1988.
87 note the importance of this ancestry in the Chemin, v. 3525–636.
88 Kleinschmidt 1974, p. 42.
89 Le Brun-gouanvic 2001a, pp. 52–55.
90 see Christine’s table of contents, vol. 1, pp. 3–4.
91 Kleinschmidt 1974, p. 86.
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it is a description of the virtues appropriate to each age.92 Like most such 
descriptions, the virtues are chosen because they are attributes characteristic of 
the ideal or ‘abstract’ person – in this case, the king. moreover, as eric hicks 
puts it in his translation of Charles V, they show ‘l’équivalence entre la personne 
du roi et celle de la france’.93 as such, the king’s ‘person’ is also a personifi-
cation. the chronological order of the king’s life and the virtues that make that 
life one of good order do not require biographie événementielle:

grant narracion faire n’est mie neccessaire ne au propos singulier où je vueil 
tendre, qui n’est fors seulement trattier de ce qui touchera ses vertus et estat 
en sages et bonnes meurs, et autres particularitez, lesquelles assez sont sceues 
par le commun ordre du noble estat roial de france, ne seroient fors prolixitez 
non neccessaires. (Charles V, vol. 1, pp. 15–16)

[Lengthy narrative is neither necessary nor appropriate given my specific 
intention to treat only his virtues and manner in prudent good conduct; other 
details that are familiar in the normal conduct of the king of france would 
be unnecessary verbiage.]

the fais related in Charles V are, therefore, not events. they are examples of 
the bonnes meurs proper to the good king. as such, Charles’s biography is 
analogous to that not only of ancient heroes and heroines, but of the gods and 
goddesses euhemerized and allegorized in Othea and the Cité. By his virtues 
Charles even adumbrates the saint, a figure whose panegyric informs and 
defines the vita genre in general.

to advance her encomiastic project Christine relies not only on praise, but 
also on its contrary, blame. as she herself puts it, ‘quant le bien est louez, ce 
est en vituperacion du mal, aussi, quant le mal est blasmé, il doit estre à 
l’augmentacion du bien’ (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 74) [the good is praised in order 
to condemn evil; similarly, faulting evil should enhance the good]. here too, 
contraries explain one another. for example, the misfortunes of france prior 
to Charles’s coronation enlightened the young king regarding what, by contrast, 
would be good for the nation; he could then form a correct opinion regarding 
the virtues necessary in a monarch who wants to restore the realm. By such 
discernment, he

fu enluminé de clere cognoiscence, qui vraiement lui discerna le cler du 
trouble, le bel du lait, le bien du mal, par laquelle fu inspirez à droitte voie 
de salut, en deboutant les jeuneces aveuglées par flos d’ignorance. (Charles V, 
vol. 1, pp. 20–21)

92 Christine adumbrates the same scheme in treating youth in the Corps de policie; see 
pp. 3–12, 58–62.

93 hicks, trans., Charles V, p. 24. dispensing justice aligns the king with god (gauvard 
1988, pp. 321–23).
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[was enlightened by clear understanding so that he could distinguish what 
was clear from what was obscure, what was beautiful from what was ugly, 
good from evil; in this way he was inspired to follow the right path to 
salvation while casting aside youthful acts that are blinded by the waves of 
ignorance.]

Charles’s reflections illustrate the consideration and discretion that Christine 
names in the Mutacion. By his sens, prudence, and avis the king restored the 
kingdom of france and repulsed its enemies (Mutacion, v. 23538–44). Later, 
in addressing the dauphin Louis de guyenne in the Corps de policie and the 
Livre de la paix, Christine encourages him to cultivate the same virtues so that, 
like his grandfather, france may recover its former majesty and grandeur. these 
ideal exemplars give virtually objective validity to Christine’s opinions on good 
government.

Good order in government and governance

Christine’s account of Charles V’s life shows his successors how a king should 
live and rule ‘en rigle de vie ordonée’ (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 43; see pp. 39–58) 94 
[following a rule of well-ordered conduct]. Order is the key concept. Order, as 
government, is also public order. hence the emphasis on ceremony in, for 
example, the lengthy description – almost forty-five pages in solente’s edition 
– of the state visit of the holy roman emperor, Charles iV (vol. 2, pp. 89–
132).95 On this occasion, both king and emperor do what kings and emperors 
are supposed to do in a well-regulated, orderly life. seen in this light, this most 
circumstantial account of an event in Charles’s life acquires significance beyond 
mere on-the-spot reporting of a state visit.96 it proclaims his majesty.97

since Christine’s art of description is valid for the king, it is equally valid 
in praising good and noble women. therefore, the Cité des dames follows an 
analogous program for its panegyric. as discussed earlier, Christine admits into 
the City only virtuous, noble women, excluding all women who do not meet 
high moral standards.98 such women are exemplars and, like virtuous kings, 

94 Christine returns to Charles V’s exemplary virtues in subsequent treatises; see, for 
example, Policie, pp. 45–47, and Paix, pp. 67–72, 100, 108–12, 138–42, 158–62.

95 Christine refers to this state visit again in Paix, pp. 161–62, where it illustrates Charles’s 
discretion in practicing largess (dulac 1988, p. 132).

96 autrand 1995; cf. dulac 1991a, pp. 117–18. such order befits a king. On the spectacle 
of order in Christine’s time, see Le Brun-gouanvic 2001b; delogu 2005, pp. 43–45. Cf. as 
well the illuminating explanation of solempne in Lewis 1942, p. 17.

97 Krynen 1981, pp. 129–36; Lemaire 1994, pp. 101–02; strubel 2000; Blanchard and 
mühlethaler 2002, pp. 18–20.

98 examples of excluded, or at least unmentioned, women who are named in other 
writings are Briseida and heloise. Others who fell in love irrationally – dido, medea, and 
thisbe – are recuperated as rulers or princesses, but their example as lovers is rejected (Cité, 
pp. 374–408, especially p. 404, where she claims that love always ends ‘à leur grant prejudice 
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tend to look alike despite their diverse careers. the government of the City 
derives from the Virgin mary, queen of the City and supreme exemplar of the 
virtues Christine admires and exemplifies in its inhabitants.99 the standards are 
the same in Charles V; france is governed by the king, but that governance 
also includes his family, the french nobility, and, indeed, all of france that 
falls under Charles’s rule. this is the body politic. in the Cité too, the female 
side of the royal family is admitted at the end of Book two.

But the Cité des dames is also different. there is no general prejudice against 
Charles V in early fifteenth-century france. But, as we have seen in Chapter 3, 
laudation in the Cité serves the purpose of correcting widespread misogynist 
opinion among men and even among some women. Praising exemplary women 
corrects a prejudice by showing their virtues and accomplishments, and 
 encouraging women to emulate them as best they can and in the place god 
has assigned them.100 such women, by their virtues, benefit themselves, their 
families, and their countries. similarly, praise of a deceased king is meant to 
foster in france and its magnates the virtues that make such a king successful. 
Virtue is a source of power that unites the two panegyric works. By overcoming 
partial self-interest, such subjects come together to promote the general welfare 
and the common self-interest, both in the City of Ladies and the kingdom of 
france.

Order structures both Charles V and the Cité. Both use the three-part division 
common in Christine’s writings.101 We have seen how Charles V’s ordo tractatus 
treats three constituents of Charles’s virtue: his nobility, chivalry, and wisdom. 
the Cité uses the literal city image of her allegory to structure its own tripartite 
division. the first part lays the foundations, the second raises the walls, and 
the last covers with roofs and towers – the ‘combles’ that mark the highest 
nobility among its inhabitants. here too, virtuous nobility, knighthood, and 
wisdom characterize the City’s inhabitants, just as they function as personifications 
in the council of reason in the Chemin de long estude.

another feature of Charles V that helps us evaluate Christine’s panegyric in 
the Cité is the notion of the king’s two bodies, an idea that has also been 
applied to descriptions of the queen’s two bodies.102 although the notion of two 
bodies is not explicit before it is set out for early modern kings in england, it 
is adumbrated by medieval portrait description and, more pertinently, in 
Christine’s discussion of the perfect gifts god bestows on human beings and 

et grief en corps, en biens et en honneur et a l’ame’ [being prejudicial and grievous to body, 
possessions, and honor, and to the soul]). men reading the Cité might reach the same 
conclusion from reflecting on the loves of Lancelot, gauvain, and Perceval in the prose 
romances.

99 as queen, the encomium of the Virgin mary places her in the context of praise of the 
queen or princess; cf. Latzke 1979.

100 Christine’s art conforms to, but adapts, panegyric as practiced by other medieval 
authors; see Brown-grant 1995.

101 solente, ed., Charles V, vol. 1, p. 9 and n. 1.
102 Latzke 1979.
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their corporal impediments to full realization of those gifts. i would like to 
apply these points to exemplary panegyric, and then relate them to the process 
of forming and defending opinion in the panegyric mode, by setting out an 
array of virtues and vices that are exemplified in the historical narrative.

the conventional medieval description of ideal beauty is a well-known 
 stereotype. in its fullest form it details corporal, vestmental, and intellectual 
features of the person the author idealizes.103 the stereotype was so common 
by the early thirteenth century that geoffrey of Vinsauf, a master of stereotypes, 
considered it hackneyed (Poetria nova, v. 622–23). By Christine’s time it 
sufficed to suggest such corporal excellence, fit the body into dress suitable in 
the context of sumptuary laws, and pass on to the virtues that such a physical, 
usually noble, subject shows forth. the array of virtues – nobility, chivalry, and 
wisdom, as well as their components – defines the three-part division of 
Charles V as well as the different virtues and qualities discussed in the three-
part construction of the City of Ladies treated in sequence by, respectively, the 
virtues reason, rectitude, and Justice.104

in the Cité, the body occupied by the virtuous and exemplary persons must 
be beautiful.105 the beautiful body is a fitting receptacle for the god-given 
qualities or virtues the exemplary figures realize. allegorically, Christine repre-
sents this by first removing bad material, the dross of misogyny and evil women; 
then she constructs solid foundations, strong walls, and the ‘combles’ that give 
access to the Virgin mary as she descends Christ-like from above to reign here 
below. in this way, the City of Ladies preserves good order, both by a hierarchy 
that mirrors france’s social orders and by the illustrations of its virtues in a 
well-ordered society. the perfectly beautiful body in a person whose dress 
identifies his or her social standing illustrates a suitable receptacle, fashioned 
by nature and adorned by human arts, for god’s gifts. in traditional narrative, 
the gifts manifest themselves in the way the person conducts him- or herself. 
that conduct reveals whether the person is praiseworthy or blameworthy, 
constituting in this way an exemplary argument for praise or blame. divergence 
from work to work reflects diverse opinions. a well-known medieval example 
of such diversity is Lancelot’s love, praised in Chrétien de troyes’s Chevalier 
de la charrette, but found blameworthy in the Prose Lancelot’s retelling of that 
source. Christine rewrites her sources for the Cité in similar ways. she even 
virtually rewrites the Roman de la rose and matheolus’s Lamentations by 

103 see faral 1924, pp. 79–81; Brinkmann 1979, pp. 54–58; Cizek 1994, pp. 134–36. 
a good study of french examples from the twelfth century is found in Colby 1965. the 
detailed stereotype is found in Christine’s works as well as the more abstract pattern illustrated 
by descriptions in matthew of Vendôme’s Ars versificatoria, 1.49–74. for Christine, see 
Chapter 1, n. 57.

104 Virtue is taken here in the sense defined for Latin and Old french in Robert, pp. 2240–
41: ‘toute espèce de qualité est de mérite masculin’. Christine extends their usage to women’s 
qualities and merits in femmes fortes or viragos.

105 Cf. the remark about elizabeth i attributed to sir Philip sydney: ‘she was a queen 
and therefore beautiful’ (Collinson 2004, p. 9).
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suggesting that they be read as antiphrasis, a suggestion she follows in the 
works examined in Chapter 4 that selectively rewrite parts of the Roman de la 
rose.

this brings us to a crux in Christine’s opinion about nobility. she adopts 
the clerical commonplace on the relative merits of nobility by birth or blood 
and nobility by virtue. traditionally, nobility by birth is a birthright bestowed 
by fortune.106 Physically, nature endows the person with a body fit to receive 
the virtues god bestows in their perfection and that the noble man and woman 
is best equipped to realize. however, noble blood is insufficient if the blue-
blood fails to ‘tendre à haultes choses, amer bonnes meurs et conduire ses fais 
par prudence’ (Charles V, vol. 1, p. 10) [strive after noble goals, value moral 
conduct, and act with prudence]. this reinforces Christine’s opinion that 
‘gentillesce vraye n’est autre chose / fors le vaissel ou vertu se repose’ 
(Prouverbes, 41) [true nobility is nothing other than the vessel in which virtue 
rests]. it also accounts for the higher standards she sets for princesses in the 
Trois vertus, while excusing less exemplary conduct in the lower social orders 
(see above, p. 93). it also explains why villainy in the noble person is more 
reprehensible than among members of lower orders: the villainous villein is 
less reprehensible than the villainous aristocrat. failure to realize god-given 
virtues in a body well endowed to receive them is a grave violation of god’s 
ordered world and therefore especially blameworthy in nobles. Charles V and 
the ladies in the Cité illustrate the realization of those virtues and, by doing 
so, they put their noble bodies to noble use. to Christine’s mind, such bodies 
deserve praise. in hortatory treatises like Othea and the Trois vertus, she urges 
her noble readers to emulate their noble antecedents. enlightened self-interest 
supports virtue by unifying the country; in its absence, violence and strife grow 
among the nation’s powers. Charles V is an especially powerful example. that 
is why Christine holds him up for emulation to Louis de guyenne in the Corps 
de policie and the Livre de la paix.

Charles V illustrates the virtues of a good king. in the context of Christine’s 
religion, these virtues are desirable in all human beings. if we apply the gradu-
alistic pattern set out in the Trois vertus and the Corps de policie, Charles V’s 
model virtues radiate throughout his kingdom. all can follow his noble example, 
or at least strive to do so, as Christine shows for poor or working women who 
can imitate the princess of the Trois vertus without being expected to equal the 
virtue the princess’s nobility makes possible (Policie, p. 38:32–35). ultimately 
both treatises unite men and women in a great moral enterprise that, Christine 
believes, france is especially endowed to promote, as the conclusion of the 

106 in the Anticlaudianus (i, v. 47–54), alain de Lille describes nobility as distinct from 
the other virtues, being endowed by fortune and nature, not by god. in the Rose, noblesse 
finds a place in Love’s army (v. 10421). Brunetto Latini grounds nobility only on virtues put 
into practice (Tresor, ii.114.3–4), which is analogous to Christine’s opinion regarding true 
nobility.
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Chemin argues. the union finds its most splendid representation in the enterprise 
of the peasant Joan in serving Charles Vii.107

Joan of Arc, a providential woman

the Ditié de Jehanne d’Arc conjoins praise of the new king Charles Vii and 
Joan of arc, the woman who made his coronation possible.108 in this, her last 
work, Christine calls anew on the french to unite behind their king,109 who is, 
she believes, in power thanks to Providence. Providence rules over fortune 
because god holds sway over all (another instance of the ongoing influence of 
Boethius on her world view and in conformity with her views on Providence 
she expresses in the Mutacion).110 Providence supports virtuous rulers who do 
god’s will. the Mutacion de Fortune illustrates the dire consequences for those 
who are anointed, but turn to vice, as did the hebrews from time to time 
(v. 8415–36).111 Charles V did the opposite (v. 23535–44). however, Charles Vi’s 
madness and the nobility’s disunity and strife stood in the way of such unity. 
Likewise, the ill-fated career of Louis de guyenne, another royal hope who 
died too soon, also proved to be an impediment to the realization of national 
unity. Christine’s view of Joan’s emergence in the hundred years War relies 
on Providence. religion’s role in human government and history produces a 
sense of right that is providential, and that can almost be called patriotic. 
epideictic oratory in Jehanne d’Arc addresses a france Christine finally saw 
coming together as before under Charles V, and in ways foreshadowed and 
promoted as early as the Chemin and Advision.

Christine’s last poem also brings together all the elements for identifying 
true opinion. Providence at work for the glory of france and its king seemed 
obvious in Joan of arc’s miraculous ascent (Jehanne, v. 81).112

qui vit doncques chose avenir
Plus hors de toute opinion
(qui à noter et souvenir
fait bien en toute region),
que france (de qui mention

107 On Christine’s disappointed hope that isabeau de Bavière might save france, see 
Brown-grant 1993, pp. 216–23; Parussa 1996, pp. 140–42.

108 see Kennedy and Varty, ed., Jehanne, pp. 9–10, 13. On Christine’s place in the elabo-
ration of a ‘literary image’ of Joan of arc, see fraioli 1981.

109 Charles Vii and Joan of arc mirror her earlier model, Charles V and du guesclin; 
on the latter, see Paix, p. 111, where du guesclin illustrates Charles’s fortitude. she inserts 
him and others under the category of the ‘omme fort’ (pp. 109–10), a mirror of the femme 
forte she evokes in the Cité des dames. du guesclin no longer exemplifies chivalric love.

110 arnaville 1998. Philosophy in the Advision points out that Providence, not fortune 
as in the Mutacion, caused Christine’s misfortunes (Brown-grant 1999a, p. 117).

111 On Christine and Jewish history, see Beer 1992, pp. 127–28; margolis 1992.
112 Brown-grant 1999b, pp. 19–24.
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On faisoit que jus ert ruée)
soit, par divine mission,
du mal en si grant bien muée. (Jehanne, v. 73–80)

[did anyone, then, see anything quite so extraordinary come to 
pass (something that is well worth noting and remembering in 
every region), namely, that france (about whom it was said she 
had been cast down) should see her fortunes change, by divine 
command, from evil to such great good. (ed. Kennedy and 
Varty, p. 42)]

drawing on the evidence of prophecy,113 of Joan’s accomplishments in spite of 
seemingly insurmountable obstacles, and of exemplary saviors of their people 
in the past, both men and women, Christine makes the case for the role of 
Providence in Joan’s career and france’s history, an argument founded on faith 
insofar as, at the time of writing, Joan’s career was still in the making.114 
Christine’s deep sense – her vrai sentement – of Joan’s divine mission inspires 
her to call on the french to unite behind Joan, under god and their king, for 
the sake of peace and national unity. in a sense, Joan of arc is closest not only 
to the king, but also to the queen of the City of Ladies. as mary was chosen 
to realize providential history,115 Joan of arc was chosen to embrace, it seemed, 
all of france in her enterprise. accordingly, in Jehanne d’Arc, Christine 
summons all of france, and all the nation’s social orders, to unite under the 
maid of Orléans, the king, and god in order to expel the invaders and subdue 
the rebellious.

yet the Ditié de Jehanne d’Arc is an incomplete biography. did Christine 
intend, as in many of her other writings, to compose a three-part panegyric on 
Joan of arc as she moved providentially towards triumph? this is, of course, 
only speculation. But there is an analogy in the composition of the Livre de la 
paix.116 Louis de guyenne participated in the negotiations that led to the ill-
fated treaty of auxerre between the duke of Berry and Jean sans Peur in august 
1412. this treaty inspired the composition of the Livre de la paix. But Christine 
lay down her pen after completing the first part because the treaty came apart 
during the Caboche rebellion in Paris in the spring of 1413. the suppression 
of the rebellion permitted her to take up her pen again and complete the two 
remaining parts of the Livre de la paix by september 1413.

no such turn of events permitted the continuation of the Ditié de Jehanne 
d’Arc. Christine fell silent after reporting Joan’s march on Paris, dying shortly 
thereafter. in the silence of Poissy she was finally overwhelmed by the chaos 
through which she passed her life. Christine may have, sadly, seen chaos unfold 

113 see Brown-grant 1999b, pp. 20–21; cf. nichols 1992, pp. 66–76.
114 Kosta-théfaine 1998.
115 see the illuminating comparison between mary and Joan in Brown-grant 1999b, 

pp. 23–24.
116 see Willard, ed., Paix, pp. 22–25, and the Paix itself, p. 57.
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anew in the fate of france she thought Louis de guyenne and, then, Joan of 
arc might turn around. Whether Christine died before or after Joan’s capture 
and execution would make little difference. her whole adult life, from the death 
of her husband to her own death, was spent in the worst years of france’s 
herfsttij der middeleeuwen. it was also that awful experience of social and 
moral chaos that made her opinions unique and memorable, and rewarded her 
in a way confirming Lady Opinion’s promise of renown.
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6

Opinion and subjectivity 1

Vraiement je ne pouroie d’aucune chose respondre si 
proprement come de mon propre fait: si puis en ceste 
partie tesmoingnier verité de certainne science. 
 (Débat, p. 148:1067–70) 2

 
Christine de Pizan’s œuvre is complex and can be perplexing today. as Lady 
Opinion explains, the Advision itself

sera de plusieurs tesmoingnee diversement. Les ungs sur le langaige donront 
leur sentence en plusieurs manieres: diront qu’il n’est pas bien elegant, les 
autres que la composicion des materes est estrange. et ceulx qui l’entendront 
en diront bien. (Advision, ii.xxii.59–63)

[will be variously evaluated. some will give various opinions on its language. 
they will say it isn’t elegant; others will say that the composition of its subject 
matter is strange. and those who understand it will speak well of it.]

such diverse readings reveal both centrifugal and centripetal thrusts in the 
treatise’s allegory. On account of its centrifugal qualities, made possible by 
allegory, the Advision moves out from the literal towards diverse explicit and 
potential allegorical meanings. the centripetal features realized through the 
intricate interrelations and mirror effects of that same allegory hold the work 
together in ways set out both in the Phillipps manuscript gloss to the Advision 
and in the links Christine establishes between it and her other works.3 these 
diverse connections link her own opinions and those of her readers. as noted 

1 What follows on subjectivity is indebted to m. zink 1985 and a number of articles in 
Mittelalterbilder and Musique influenced by zink’s book. Crucial points in my analysis 
contain specific references to them. see also Wolfzettel 1984; angeli 1993; atwood 1998; 
Luff 1999, pp. 364–65, 400; zimmermann 2002, pp. 64–65. Kay 1990 complements zink, 
although her time frame does not extend to the early fifteenth century.

2 in truth i could answer regarding myself more accurately than on anything else; here 
i can bear witness to truth with certain knowledge.

3 Cf. armand strubel in Poirion 1983b, p. 266: ‘Chez Christine de Pizan, la pratique 
allégorique est inséparable de la problématique subjective dans l’Avision et dans la Mutation 
de Fortune . . .: quête du “je” unificateur parmi les fragments dispersés du “moi” 
allégorique.’
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above, the Advision progresses from the most general context, the nation france, 
to the most individual and personal, Christine herself; at the same time, as 
allegory the treatise opens up to individual and personal contexts that diverse 
readers may bring to their reading of the treatise. in all of this Christine’s own 
life and opinions remain central.

Christine the anomaly

Christine is an anomaly in her time.4 her conception of opinion and its 
 importance in human life and her manner of dealing with opinions are unique 
in french literature before montaigne.5 But her thought and opinion making 
also differ from montaigne’s. her faith gives her confidence in the medieval 
world view. she may have doubts, but she is not a sceptic. When she admits 
ignorance or lack of learning, it is by and large to show herself as victim of 
various misconceptions and errors that violated her world view. By study and 
writing, she strives to overcome her handicaps while correcting misconceptions 
and errors that, in her language, become false opinions. fortune, misogyny, 
covetousness, envy, injustice, self-interest, vainglory, dishonorable or inhumane 
conduct – these are the objects of her study, her opinions, and her criticism.

Christine was an anomaly in her time because, as a woman cleric, or 
clergesse, she stood alone outside of and denied entrance to schools; yet she 
wrote authoritative works to educate the learned and unlearned alike. moreover, 
she grounded her opinions, and those of others she accepted or rejected, partly 
on her own experience, or what she calls ‘mon propre fait’. religion was a 
firm foundation, the only one that seems to have remained constant to the end 
when she died at Poissy. But reason also permitted her to progress with a clear 
mind and good conscience in her quest for truth. her opinions were based on 
experience, but not just on her own experience of the world around her and on 
her feelings about that experience; she diligently tested and evaluated her 
feelings and experience using faith, reason, and a wide-ranging reading 
program.

Christine’s discovery of the importance of opinion reflects a problem that 
others have discerned in important authors from the thirteenth to the fifteenth 
century: anomaly and contingency in human experience.6 in the major issues 
on which she confronts opinion – fortune, misogyny, love, and national strife 
– problems arise because, by confronting opinions, Christine disturbs traditional 

4 morse 1996, p. 235.
5 for instances of the word opinion in montaigne’s writings, see Leake 1981, 

pp. 891–93.
6 m. zink 1985, pp. 75–79, 120–25. more recently, anomaly and contingency have been 

studied in other late medieval writings; see notably von graevenitz and marquard 1998; 
Vincensini 1999 (on Paris et Vienne); heller-roazen 2003 (on the Rose); schwarze 2003 (on 
froissart’s œuvre); Kelly 2004.
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opinions and disrupts her own chosen path to the good life: the life of the 
scholar, itself an anomaly for women in her time. as a scholar, Christine studied 
past writings in order to learn from them, while testing their opinions with her 
own thought and experience. in doing so, she discovered something about 
herself. Like the very scholars she admired, she too could err. in particular, 
when she confronts their learning about women with her own knowledge and 
experience, she cannot reconcile what she reads with her experience. this 
quandary is the source of the Cité des dames.

Love is another problem, especially the chivalric kind that she admires and 
even promotes in her early writings, all the while protesting that, since her 
widowhood, she does not share the feelings of the lovers she describes. then 
experience and reason bring her to change her mind. she adopts a more 
categorical position: chivalric love is impossible and should be avoided at all 
costs. even when love is noble, as in the Duc des vrais amants, word spreads 
about and honor is lost, especially the woman’s. happy marriage too is uncertain. 
the death of her husband taught her so, as did the experiences of the wives 
she alludes to here and there and the large number of widows who chose not 
to remarry. the abused or unloved wife and the widow are figures that haunt 
Christine’s views on marriage and love.

historical contingencies produce anomalies that test even Christine’s faith. 
as in other disappointments she experienced, Charles V, king of france who 
ruled by divine right, died early. Charles Vi followed him and, although ruling 
by divine right, went mad and the kingdom crumbled around him. yet Providence 
did not remove the mad king and provide for a worthy successor such as Louis 
de guyenne. the queen, isabeau of Bavaria, hardly embodied the virtues of 
Jeanne de Bourbon. and Joan of arc? We do not know whether Christine came 
to know her misfortunes. however, given all these calamities, she might well 
have wondered where divine justice had gone, as sins prevented france from 
emerging from chaos. had Justice removed herself as reason did in the Roman 
de la rose and the Chemin de long estude? the normative order fell into chaos 
because of anomalies in that order such as Charles Vi’s madness and contin-
gencies such as strife and rebellion within and among the Church, the nobility, 
and the people.

as the epigraph to this chapter shows, paramount evidence for Christine’s 
opinions remained her own experience. it is no wonder then that, although the 
Advision begins with france’s chaos, it passes through erroneous opinions in 
religion and philosophy to conclude with her own erroneous opinions about 
the life she deems unfortunate, opinions that require all the wisdom of 
Philosophy and, ultimately, of theology to restore faith and understanding to 
her mind.

there is true anxiety in Christine’s experience. her sense of being alone and 
threatened is omnipresent.7 Creintis is an anagram of her name; seulete is its 

7 ribémont 2002a, pp. 744–45.
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distinguishing property. her anxiety is summed up most insistently in her well-
known poem on the death of her husband: ‘seulete suy.’ yet, she insists, ‘et 
seulete vueil estre’ (CB 11) 8 [i am all alone .. . and alone i want to be]. in her 
solitude, she acquired greater intellectual and social experience, including 
perhaps that derived from female friendships, although she wrote very little 
about them.9 she chose a life of seclusion so that she could pursue her own 
introspection and studies: ‘seulete suy en ma chambre enserree’ [all alone i 
am enclosed in my room].10

Christine’s subjectivity

in that ‘room of her own’, Christine discovered subjectivity as michel zink 
defines it: ‘le point de vue d’une conscience’ and, more specifically, ‘le produit 
d’une conscience particulière’.11 he distinguishes such subjectivity from more 
modern self-expression. We find the medieval kind of subjectivity in Christine 
de Pizan’s writings on opinion. indeed, her expression of opinion, de sentement 
and based on ‘mon propre fait’ in opposition to received intellectual and senti-
mental world views, illustrates the emergence of the subjectivity that zink 
delineates in the early and late periods of medieval french literature.

Christine’s subjectivity is evident in the reading experience with which the 
Cité des dames begins. in that episode Christine confronts a paradox: the diver-
gence between the received authority of learned misogyny and her sense of her 
own worth. her self-knowledge, and the concurrent opinion of other women 
she consulted, introduced an anomaly into the authoritative world view on 
women’s essence and status. in zink’s context, the anomaly was a paradox 
arising from the contingencies of a moment, the moment Christine chose to 
relax by reading a lighter, purportedly amusing work in praise of women: 
matheolus’s Lamentations.12 Christine’s initial response was amazement: ‘ha! 
dieux, comment peut cecy estre?’ (Cité, p. 44) [Oh Lord, how can this be?]. 
for an answer she turned to introspection. such introspection had its model in 
the confessionals.13 Christine questioned herself in an analogous way, as we 
have seen. in doing so, she explored dispassionately and rationally her own 
physical and intellectual features, comparing the properties misogynists assign 
to her with her own reading of herself and of traditional authorities. in effect, 
she reevaluated, as in a confession, her own person and conduct, comparing, 

8 On this ballade, see Lorcin 2002; adams 2003, pp. 149–50. On the theme of seulette 
in Christine’s writings, in both positive and negative contexts, see Cerquiglini 1988b, 
pp. 241–44; Paupert 1993, pp. 1066–67.

9 Lorcin 1991, 2002.
10 see Brown-grant, trans., Cité, pp. xvi–xvii.
11 m. zink 1985, p. 8.
12 ‘tout part du donné sensible, et l’idée qui le dépasse, ou à plus forte raison qui 

s’oppose à lui, est sentie comme un paradoxe’ (m. zink 1985, p. 12).
13 m. zink 1985, p. 14.
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as in topical invention, her reading of women’s topoi with those offered by 
learned misogyny.

self-examination revealed limitations, both as a woman and as a human 
being, including limitations imposed by nature and by society. her assigned 
role, as the Mutacion shows, was to marry, have children, and maintain a 
household while her husband acquired the wherewithal to support the family. 
then came widowhood and the need to assume the roles of her deceased 
husband, roles for which neither her upbringing nor her husband had prepared 
her. she was young and inexperienced. the trials she met were nearly 
overwhelming. she survived by relying on her intelligence and willpower. that 
is, she began to discover qualities in herself that corrected misogynist 
stereotypes.

zink’s description of the place of the allegorical mode in medieval subjectivity 
fits Christine’s experience and thinking between the death of etienne de Castel 
and the composition of the Advision. this allegorical work, composed

à travers un regard et un point de vue, ceux du narrateur .. . est une perception, 
c’est-à-dire une organisation cohérente et significative des impressions et des 
sensations éprouvées par une conscience qui les interprète et les associe en 
fonction de ses tendances psychiques, de ses schémas intellectuels, de ses 
souvenirs.14

Christine’s penchant for the allegorical mode – what she terms the poetic mode 
– is mirrored in zink’s words. her thought conjoins personal experience with 
rational analysis informed by consideration, discretion, memory, and recall. the 
result is understanding, or entendement de raison. her writing, a quest for 
certainty in expression of opinion, becomes in this way ‘le reflet d’une vérité 
dans une conscience’.15

‘L’auteur s’affirme.’ 16 Christine’s gloss on the Advision and her account of 
how she came to write the Cité des dames confirm this. as we have seen, this 
virtually paradigmatic confrontation of a woman’s experience with learned 
tradition was an anomaly in her time. anomalies of this kind could be dangerous; 
they caused many to slip or appear to slip into heresy, as she well knew 
(Advision, ii.v.30–42). yet she persevered in the effort by aligning her thought 
not only with reason but also with her faith.

the task was not easy. the invention of her singular opinion on woman’s 
worth, for example, follows on anguished internal debate. the Cité demon-
strates by rational argument, supported by examples, the ‘organisation cohérente 
et significative des impressions et des sensations éprouvées par une conscience 

14 m. zink 1985, p. 166. Cf. angeli 1993, p. 48; cf. hauck 1995, pp. 221–22; romagnoli 
2000.

15 m. zink 1985, p. 166.
16 m. zink 1985, p. 29; see also Willard 1981b; Blanchard 1988, p. 154; dulac 1991a; 

Brownlee 2000; Kellogg 2003, pp. 140–41.
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qui les interprète et les associe’, resulting in ‘le point de vue de sa subjectivité’.17 
By projecting herself into the examples she cites in the Cité and elsewhere, 
Christine made them conform to her own thought and experience.18 this was 
her art of original topical invention.

zink goes on to locate subjectivity in a specific time and place. in the Cité, 
a specific moment ‘dans le déroulement de sa propre vie’ 19 arose from a 
concatenation of contingencies: the end of the day, Christine’s desire for relaxed 
reading, her mother’s call to dinner, and the return the next day to a new, 
unexpectedly disturbing read. the paradox Christine confronted while reading 
matheolus ‘est le produit de sa situation particulière et contingente’.20 such 
contingencies were the impetus for the opinion making and opinion changing 
we have observed in the preceding chapters.

The poetic subject

Contingency and anomaly characterize the fictional subjects Christine describes 
in many of her poems. in the Rose debate she defends a virtually platonic 
idealization of chivalric love that she admires in distinguished knights like du 
guesclin. the early poems she wrote in the allegorical mode – the Epistre au 
dieu d’amours and the Dit de la rose – were composed in the context of the 
du guesclin kind of love. however, after further consideration, she changed 
her mind about chivalric love. the change is strikingly apparent in the 
categorical language of sebile de monthault. the chaste love of a du guesclin 
is the kind Christine describes in the Duc des vrais amants and the Dit de la 
pastoure. But in these dits, the illustration is not allegorical. ‘a l’absolu de 
l’amour succèdent de petites histoires d’amour enracinées dans les circon-
stances de la vie.’ 21 Both plots detail, in exemplary, yet ‘real’ time and space, 
the contingencies that threaten even ideal love in human experience.

Christine’s experience and observations that reveal contingency recall the 
rhetorical circumstantiae, notably ubi? quando? she found that such topoi are 
subject to the contingencies of real life and human experience. for example, 
there is a good old age that is wise and a bad old age that is dissolute; similarly, 
oiseuse can be valuable in the intellectual life but immoral if it leads to lust. 
to covet is a sin, but coveting virtue is good.22 in Christine’s dits, her opinion 
of ideal love is influenced by the way she comes to view these circumstances. 

17 m. zink 1985, p. 106.
18 Cf. altmann 1996, p. 390.
19 m. zink 1985, p. 106.
20 m. zink 1985, p. 121; cf. pp. 22, 142.
21 m. zink 1985, p. 22.
22 On old age, see Policie, pp. 34–35, 61; on oiseuse, pp. 53–54, 99; on couvoitise, pp. 82–

83. these examples of discretion emerge in the Rose debate, and, indeed, in Christine’s 
discriminating reading of different parts of Jean de meun’s romance.
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hence the contrast between the duke’s perception of his love as a source of 
chivalric prowess, a perception that conforms to Christine’s earlier notion of 
du guesclin love, and sebile de monthault’s opinion that such love destroys 
the woman’s and man’s honor, reputation, and happiness. the Duc’s plot 
recounts the failure of chivalric love, because the knight fails to act as a knight 
should (recreantise) and because, absent from the beloved, doubts and jealousy 
eat away like a cancer at the lovers’ feelings, finally destroying the faith each 
has in the other’s constancy. the denouement in both the Duc and the Pastoure, 
where love is platonic, as well as in the apparently consummated love of the 
Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame, is the same. the love is ideal; it is also 
unworkable because of the contingencies of life. in Christine’s world view only 
virtue can overcome such contingencies. Virtue does not allow for much 
lovemaking, at least outside marriage. time passes, circumstances change, 
doubts arise and with them jealousy. Love dies, while dishonor persists. Virtue 
in love is possible only in marriage, if one is lucky, since marriage too can be 
a false good.

these loves, even the platonic ones, are illicit in fifteenth-century opinion. 
that is, whether adulterous or pre-conjugal, they violate the social order and 
the place of marriage and status in the moral order. to be sure, there is the 
problematic cycle of loves in Christine’s early poems, some of which are tragic, 
but others of which allow for change in premarital lovers. such change moves 
these poems into the context found in andreas Capellanus’s De amore. for 
example, after two years of widowhood one may honorably take a lover within 
a courtly love ethic. Chartier and Oton de grandson allow for such change as 
the problem of death becomes not just a lover’s love-death, but a death like 
that of Christine’s husband, an experience repeated later for Charles d’Orléans. 
Or in war.23 in the Cent Ballades infidelity allows for the deceived partner to 
begin a new love after prudent delay. subsequently, Christine’s own experience 
and observations led her to reject this solution for herself, a rejection she 
discovered among most widows. she remained adamant.

Courtly love poetry before Christine’s time fostered subjectivity as ‘the 
elaboration of a first-person (subject) position in the rhetoric of courtly poetry’.24 
the subject was stylized and might, indeed, shift from one type of love to 
another, or result in the fragmentation of the subject that is still evident in the 
poetry of Charles d’Orléans.25 audiences too may define how the subject seeks 
to portray him- or herself;26 or, more specifically, a patron will, ostensibly, have 

23 Kelly 1978, ch. 8.
24 Kay 1990, p. 1.
25 Kelly 1978, pp. 207–09, 214; see Kay 1990, ch. 2.
26 audience being either the implied audience or audiences in the poem, or ‘real-world’ 

audiences, and the way the subject addresses it or them. see Kelly 1978, pp. 248–52; Paradis 
1990, pp. 128–31; Kelly 2000.
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the last word.27 But it is also likely that ‘to convince is . . . less important, in 
literature, than to explore’.28 the sincerity of such a subject will depend on the 
skill with which the author sets out the poetic character and makes the repre-
sentation credible. the description mirrors the rhetoric of courtship and 
seduction. it is also the topical invention of stand-up comedy perfected by poets 
like rutebeuf:29 the performance acts out the role the poet assumes. such role-
playing is possible in, for example, public readings like those illustrated in 
medieval manuscripts prepared in Christine’s time.30 this model fits courtly 
lyric performances as well.

all such ‘subjects’ are rhetorical constructs. the opinions they express 
postulate a kind of subject the audience may find credible, but only insofar as 
it fits or plays on recognizable stereotypes. there is nonetheless movement 
towards an autobiographical subject, even if that subject is fictitious.31 the 
opinions such subjects express are analogous to those in jeux-partis and other 
debate poems in which the challenger states the issue, but the challenged 
chooses the opinion he or she will defend. Like stand-up comedy, the views 
expressed fit a role assumed for the implied or selected audience.

for example, in thibaut de Champagne’s jeu-parti, ‘Baudoÿn, il sunt dui 
amant’ (Chansons, 37), thibaut proposes a debate on the relative worth of 
courtesy and beauty as sources of love. Baudouin opts for courtesy, so thibaut, 
in spite of his admitted embonpoint elsewhere (Chansons, 47, v. 11, 18), defends 
beauty. there is no more reason to suppose that the two debaters actually hold 
the opinion each defends than that raoul de houdenc personally sides with 
Baudouin’s view when the same issue arises and is followed to an exemplary 
conclusion in Meraugis de Portlesguez.32 in most medieval debate poetry, ‘Pro 
and contra, sic and non could exist . . . side by side and did not necessarily 
have to be resolved’,33 except, of course, in the minds of audiences and 
readers.

in guillaume de machaut’s Judgment poems, the Jugement dou roy de 
Behaigne and the Jugement dou roy de Navarre, dits Christine may have 
known, we find the same author writing in defense of contradictory opinions. 
Who suffers more is the question, a woman whose beloved has died or a man 

27 Kelly 1999c. One did write an answer: Jean de Werchin in his Songe de la barge; see 
Willard 1990b, pp. 598–600. there is an ‘inconclusiveness’ about many such debates that 
suggests ‘an “aesthetics of irresolution”’ that Christine shared with her contemporaries 
(Cayley 2003).

28 shapley 1970, p. 34; cf. Blumenfeld-Kosinski 1994, p. 707.
29 m. zink 1985, p. 63; see regalado 1970, ch. 4.
30 see Becker 1967, pp. 521, 522–23. huot 1987 discusses the manuscript as 

performance.
31 m. zink 1985, pp. 47–75; Kay 1990, pp. 145–61; cf. Wolfzettel 1984, pp. 392–97.
32 fernández Vuelta 1990.
33 Blumenfeld-Kosinski 1994, p. 707.
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whose beloved loves another? 34 the issue may have seemed more urgent in 
the fourteenth century. the plague was raging (the Navarre begins in the midst 
of the plague) and death in battle was becoming a topic of growing importance 
as the hundred years War ground on and other military disasters like the battle 
of nicopolis occurred.35 machaut’s changed point of view has a certain personal 
foundation through his experience of the plague and his reading. in the Navarre 
he supports the kind of ‘Boethian courtly love’ he set out in the Remede de 
Fortune. ironically, his machaut figure defends the view espoused in the 
Behaigne, a view the author cannot be expressing de sentement because of his 
conflicting opinion in the later Judgment poem. this provides a certain comic 
mode in what is basically a philosophical reevaluation of what noble love 
should be.

this is a model for Christine’s own revised opinion and feelings about ideal 
love. however, in Christine’s examples the singularity of her opinion is striking; 
it rings autobiographically true. seeking the conventional but finding the 
anomaly is not comedy in her case.36 in the Cent Ballades, as we have seen, 
she declares at the outset that she does not write de sentement because she is 
not herself in love, a radical departure from the traditional posture in love 
poetry, even love poetry by women.37 When, in the last ballade of this collection, 
she states that she is writing de sentement, her feeling is more in accordance 
with the views on the moral and philosophical issues of the final poems than 
those on love.

the problems of courtly love and misogyny disappear from Christine’s 
writing after the Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame. more intractable was the 
problem of france during the dark years between the death of Charles V and 
the emergence of Joan of arc. no doubt the downfall of the kingdom made 
impossible any reevaluation of opinion on misogyny or love. there was a 
growing urgency, a sense of social responsibility going beyond personal crises, 
the idealization of love, and even women’s issues.38 Christine’s appeal for 
reform, for unity under the king and rational governance, became ineffective 
as she watched france sink deeper into chaos. in her late writings, she turns 
to religious consolation. then, Christine seems to have fallen silent.

uncertain and fearful, ‘at the end of her life, Christine de Pizan seems finally 
to have united historical fact and literary posture .. . by retiring to a 
monastery’.39

34 On this debate, see Kelly 1978, pp. 137–44. Cf. mulder 1978, pp. 37–41; Cerquiglini 
1985, pp. 63–75.

35 machaut evokes the plague in the Jugement dou roy de Navarre and Christine the 
defeat of nicopolis in the Dit de Poissy.

36 On Christine’s sense of humor, see fenster 1992.
37 see altmann 1999, pp. 221–27; Songs Women, especially pp. 35–44.
38 zimmermann 1991, p. 215. Cf. hicks 1988, pp. 328–29.
39 attwood 1998, p. 171.
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Je, Christine, qui ay plouré
Xi ans en abbaye close,
Où j’ay tousjours puis demouré
que Charles (c’est estrange chose!),
Le filz du roy, se dire l’ose,
s’en fouÿ de Paris de tire,
Par la traïson là enclose,
Ou à prime me prens à rire. (Jehanne, v. 1–8)

[i, Christine, who have wept for eleven years in a walled abbey 
where i have lived ever since Charles (how strange this is!) the 
King’s son – dare i say it? – fled in haste from Paris, i who 
have lived enclosed there on account of the treachery, now, for 
the first time, begin to laugh. (Kennedy and Varty, Jehanne, 
p. 41)]

Civil war, the english invasion, and agincourt left her no security outside the 
convent of Poissy.40

the anomaly of the dauphin’s flight – that ‘estrange chose’ (v. 4) – signaled 
the surrender of the french crown to an english king. yet, eleven years later 
another ‘estrange chose’ occurred.41 Joan of arc, certainly an anomaly, renewed 
Christine’s hope and the faith she took with her into Poissy. at long last france 
might indeed recover a good king and unite under god. these are her last 
words.

Autobiography

the ‘autobiographical assumption’ 42 has returned to recent criticism, largely, i 
think, because of renewed interest in the writing and lives of women as authors 
and patrons.43 to be sure, the assumption is still colored by prejudices and 
assumptions prevalent at the time early writers wrote, and may be influenced 
by contingencies we can never understand or even know, as the epigraph to 
this book suggests. in froissart’s Meliador, a damsel’s objection to the love 
evoked in a particular poem – ‘onques n’amai par tel art’ (Meliador, v. 20354) 44 
[i never loved in that way] – anticipates Christine’s own reaction to court poetry 

40 Kennedy and Varty, ed., Jehanne, pp. 60–61.
41 On estrange, we recall that the Advision, according to Lady Opinion, will strike readers 

because its ‘composicion des materes est estrange’ (ii.xxii.62). Blanchard and quereuil 1999, 
p. 160, translate the word as ‘étrange, bizarre’.

42 Kay 1990, p. 4; cf. m. zink’s criticism of zumthor’s ‘formalism’ (1985, pp. 47–48). 
see also Cerquiglini 1988b. even Christine’s pious verse has a personal referent (gros 
1990).

43 it also permits analyses of the prejudices, intentions, and ignorance perceived in male 
authors writing about women, including those who criticize misogyny and defend women; 
see Blumenfeld-Kosinski 1994; Pratt 2002b.

44 see in general Kelly 1978, pp. 248–52.
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and courtly love, as it does that of the Belle dame sans mercy and her avatars. 
in Christine’s case, the objection rings true because of her categorical stands 
on misogyny and love. she also realized how unique her views were. that is, 
unlike the Meliador damsel who does love, but not in the way the song sets 
out, Christine, like Chartier’s Belle dame sans mercy, loves not at all and will 
not.

yet something new emerges in Christine’s autobiographical persona. indeed, 
one of the most remarkable results of the autobiographical assumption in her 
case is the close correlation between her life as she reports it and the experi-
ences of the Christine character in her writing. as discussed earlier, for example 
in the Chemin de long estude, ‘Christine’ flies through the air surveying all 
regions of the world; she then rises up through the heavens to a very high 
point near the edge of the geocentric universe. We know, of course, that 
Christine the author did none of this literally. yet we also know that the image 
of her voyage reflects her actual education, first by reading historical works – 
her horizontal journey – and then by studying the philosophers – her ascendancy 
through the universe. no other medieval french writer of her time offers more 
material in support of the autobiographical assumption, at least in the tradi-
tional sense by which one reads an author’s experience in his or her fictional 
character’s ‘adventures’. the ‘machaut’ in the Voir-dit and the ‘froissart’ of 
the latter’s love poems do not lend themselves to the kind of autobiographical 
reading associated with nineteenth-century readings of their works. Charles 
d’Orléans recedes into silence about his life, although his poems seem to be 
convincing expressions of his vrays sentements.45 Villon the author is a 
mystery.

Christine’s reasoned consideration of her own experience, consideration that 
leads her to discriminating conclusions that conflict with tradition and received 
learning, inspires her to contemplate and evaluate the nature and problems of 
opinion when she confronts it in her reading.46 in doing so, she contributes 
something truly original to literary experience: a reflection on the uses and 
personal evaluation of opinion. although many of her opinions, especially on 
religion and monarchy, are representative of her times, the Advision shows her 
looking towards a future that, with rousseau, would defend individual opinions 
against traditional learning and contemporary political correctness.47 in both 
cases, the author grounds individual opinion on reason and experience, 
Christine’s two sources for certainne science. Seulete in her own time, Christine 
stood alone against the traditional medieval view of personal existence as being 
defined only by social status, where ‘l’individu n’existe plus socialement ni 
culturellement, il n’existe qu’au niveau physique’.48 it is striking that Christine 

45 Kelly 1978, pp. 222–29.
46 Brownlee 2005.
47 Cf. tarnowski 2003. see, for example, Christine’s proud claim to future fame, placed 

in the mouth of Lady Opinion: Advision, ii.xxii.63–71.
48 Corti 1983, p. 149.
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de Pizan saw herself as a person apart while devoting so much of her writing 
to integrating her compatriots, male and female, into an orderly society morally 
defensible.49

49 Cf. forhan 1996, p. 70, who defines Christine’s individualism as ‘an awareness of 
personal uniqueness within a society, from belonging to that society and acceptance of one’s 
role’. these words reflect the conceptual diptych illustrated by the Cité des dames vis-à-vis 
the Livre des trois vertus.
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n. 22, 99, 117 n. 39, 149 n. 31

gifts, god’s, 21–22, 155 n. 56, 163–64
gigolo, fol amoureux as, 123
gossip and love, 125, 134, 135–36, 140. 

See also slander
Gradus: as topos, 53–54; amoris, 53 

n. 45, 54, 55, 69, 112–13, 114, 117–
19, 120, 121 n. 58, 127–36, 137, 139, 
141; irae, 53 n. 46; aetatum (ages of 
life), 54, 119–22, 160–61; and finis 
amoris, 113 n. 26, 119, 128, 137; and 
deminutio amoris, 114, 119, 136, 137, 
141; and continuatio amoris, 119, 139; 
and conservatio amoris, 128, 135, 136, 
137, 139

Grandes Chroniques de France, 159
great Beyond (aevum, heaven), 35, 36, 

37, 40, 45, 90
greban, arnould: Mystère de la Passion, 

77
gros, gérard, 178 n. 42
guillaume de Lorris, 100 n. 93, 117 

n. 39, 118 n. 41, 129, 130, 135. See 
also Roman de la rose

haasse, hella s., viii, 5, 64, 90, 127 n. 85
hauck, Johannes, 116 n. 32
heaven. See great Beyond
heitmann, Klaus, 136 n. 121
hell, 37, 45
heresy, 18–19, 33, 48, 71, 79, 85 n. 36, 

173
hicks, eric, 82 n. 25, 161
hindman, sandra L., 18 n. 48
Histoire ancienne jusqu’à César, 56 

n. 55, 57–58
historical persons and characters: affre, 

66; aghinolfo (Christine’s brother), 98 
n. 86, 126 n. 83; alexander, 29; 
artemisia, 103; Berry, duke of, 167; 
Charlemagne, 100 n. 93, 144; Charles 
iV, emperor, 162; Charles V, vii, 11 
n. 19, 23, 59 n. 71, 66–67, 71, 75–76, 
99, 100–01, 103, 119–22, 123, 144, 
145, 147–48, 149, 152, 153–62, 165, 
166, 171, 177; Charles Vi, vii, 147, 
152, 166, 171; Charles Vii (the 
dauphin), 147, 151 n. 36, 166, 178; 
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Clovis, 144; Cyrus, 15; daughter, 
Christine’s, 74 n. 127; du guesclin, 
Bertrand, as lover, 109–12, 114, 117, 
119, 124, 127, 128, 129, 130, 132, 
134 n. 107, 136, 141, 174, 175, as 
‘omme fort’, 166 n. 109; elizabeth i, 
164 n. 105; etienne de Castel 
(Christine’s husband), 52, 60, 74, 122, 
147, 171, 173; family, Boethius’s, 98 
n. 86; family, Christine’s, 52, 60, 98 
n. 86, 126 n. 83, 147 n. 22, 156; 
father, Christine’s, 37 n. 114, 51, 52, 
60, 63, 147, 156; father-in-law, 
Christine’s, 98 n. 86; heloise, 66, 84, 
97 n. 82, 162 n. 98; hitler, 3; isabeau 
de Bavière, queen, 12, 147, 166 
n. 107, 171; Jean de Castel (Christine’s 
son), 22, 74 n. 127, 111, 147 n. 22; 
Jean de Werchin as lover, 109, 117; 
Jean sans Peur, 147, 167; Jeanne de 
Bourbon, 154, 159, 171; Joan of arc, 
vii, 100, 101, 103, 137 n. 126, 144, 
147, 148, 166–68, 171, 177, 178; 
Julius Caesar, 65 n. 95; King, martin 
Luther, 3; Leonce, 97, 125; Louis 
Viii, 144; Louis iX, 144; Louis de 
guyenne, 23, 72, 147, 154, 162, 165, 
166, 167–68, 171; Louis d’Orléans, 99 
n. 91, 136 n. 122, 147, 152 n. 42; 
marie de Berry, 24; mother, 
Christine’s, 51, 52, 63, 79, 101 n. 95, 
152, 174; Paolo (Christine’s brother), 
98 n. 86, 126 n. 83; Philippe the Bold, 
duke of Burgundy, 66–67, 154; Plato, 
123 n. 63; Proba, 16 n. 40, 17; saint, 
161; sappho, 123 n. 63; semiramis, 53 
n. 46, 54 n. 48, 59–60, 66 n. 100, 84, 
100, 102; solomon, 138–39, 151; son, 
Christine’s anonymous, 147 n. 22; 
tarquin, 62; theophrastus, 97; Verres, 
63–64, 68; Xerxes, 15

historiography, medieval, 153
history: Jewish, 148–49, 166 n. 111; 

repetitive, 148; eye-witness, 155, 
157; epideictic, 159

hoccleve, thomas, 9 n. 10
homosexuality and misogyny, 86
honor, 91–93, 132, 134, 135, 137, 140, 

171, 175

horace, 53 n. 47, 67 n. 106
household as woman’s office, 101
huizinga, Johan, vii, viii, 168
humbert de romans: De eruditione 

praedicatorum, 91 n. 62
humility in women and aristocrats, 92–93
humors, 142
hundred years War, 4, 115, 166, 177
husband: as false good, 74, 117; 

Complacent, 89; Jealous, 89; abusive, 
89, 94, 171; absent, 135

hyperbole: Philogynist and misogynist, 
84–85, 97, 127; in description, 103–04

hypocrisy (‘Juste ypocrisie’), 93
hypothesis and thesis, rhetorical, 67–69, 

74, 152

ignorance, Christine’s, 156
ihle, sandra, 125 n. 76
immaculate Conception, 32, 36
infanticide: medea’s, 66, 84 n. 33 ; as 

martyrdom, 66 n. 100
infidelity, 128, 136, 137–38
infratextuality, Christine’s, 3 n. 9
inspiration, 16, 18, 19, 158
integument (integument, couverture), 27, 

50. See also euhemerism
intelligence and physical weakness, 

100–01
intention and topical invention, 51
introspection: and self-knowledge, 89–90, 

103, 172–73; and correction, 90; 
Psychoanalytical, 142

invective: Christine’s, 13 n. 31, 121–22; 
misogynist, 67; and epideictic, 69, 119

invention: mentioned, 45, 50
of common places (topoi): place 

(locus), 7 n. 4, 58, 59, 64; time 
(tempus), 7 n. 4, 58, 59; name 
(nomen), 40, 58–59; age (aetas) 51, 
58, 59, 60; family (cognatio), 51, 
59, 60, 63, 156; gender (sexus), 51, 
52, 58, 59, 60, 63, 73, 85 n. 38, 88, 
94 n. 76, 124, 146; language (natio) 
and nationality (patria), 51, 52 
n. 44, 59, 60; character (habitus), 
52, 58–59, 156; person (persona), 
52, 58–59, 88, 159, 179; way of 
life (convictus), 52, 58–59; object 
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(res), 58; action (negotium), and 
action preceding the action 
described (ante rem), action accom-
panying the action described (cum 
re), and action following the action 
described (post rem), 58–59; 
appetites (affectio, affectus), 58–59, 
125, 156; cause of the action 
(causa facti), 58–59, 159; condition 
(conditio), 58; eloquence 
(orationes), 58–59; event (eventus), 
58; exploits (facta), 58–59; fortune 
(fortuna), 58–59, 60 n. 77, 73; gist 
of the action (summa facti), 58–59; 
goals (studium), 58–59, 156; 
judgment (consilium), 58–59; luck 
(casus), 58–59, 60 n. 77, 73; nature 
(natura), 58–59, 60 n. 77, 87; care 
with which the action was done 
(facultas faciendi), 59; quality of 
the action (qualitas facti), 59; 
material (materia), 59 n. 71; 
opinion, 68; example (ab exemplo), 
155 n. 65

topical, 51–54, 56 n. 55, 59 n. 71, 60, 
67–68, 73, 84, 104, 112–13, 127, 
153, 156, 173, 174, 176; by 
rewriting common places (topoi), 
55–64, 84 n. 30, 97, 117–18; and 
euhemerism, 65–67

of commonplaces: puer senex, 121; 
love promotes valor, 124; erotic 
pleasure and its consequences, 125; 
women desire rape, 56–58, 125; 
separation of lovers is sad, 137; 
golden age, 146–47; image of 
fortune, 149; translatio imperii, 
157; in stereotypes, 164, 173, 176; 
of nobility, 165; see also death of 
beloved, Gradus aetatum, rabbit 
hunt

isidore of seville: Etymologiae, 12 n. 24, 
32–33, 67 n. 104; Synonyms, 32 n. 93

Jacques d’autun, 128 n. 91
Jaeger, C. stephen, 108 n. 5
Jean de meun: Testament, 13 n. 30; trans-

lation of aelred de rievaulx, 83–84 
n. 29; mentioned, 3, 7, 9–14, 38, 39, 

43 n. 4, 61–62, 69, 84, 86, 87, 89, 96, 
97, 100 n. 93, 116, 117, 119–22, 127, 
129, 130, 138, 146 n. 18, 174 n. 22. 
See also Roman de la rose

Jean de montreuil (Jehan Jehannez), 10 
n. 15, 13 n. 31, 97 n. 82, 125

Jean de Werchin: Songe de la barge, 176 
n. 27

Jean renart: Guillaume de Dole, 151 n. 37
Jeux partis. See debate poems
John of salisbury: Policraticus, 2 n. 5, 79 

n. 5, 155; mentioned, 157 n. 76
Johnson, Leonard W., 115 n. 29
Joinville, Jean de: Vie de Saint Louis, 157 

n. 76
Jung, marc-rené, 57 ns. 62 and 65
Justice: as virtue, 106, 161 n. 93; divine, 

171

Kant, immanuel, 14 n. 34
Kantorowicz, ernst h., 155
Kay, sarah, 169 n. 1, 175, 178
Kiehl, Carole, 19 n. 49
King: divine right of, 33, 98, 142, 152, 

171; good, 149, 151–52, 165; 
abstract, 155, 158–59, 161

Kleinschmidt, erich, 160
Knighthood (chevalerie) and opinion, 44 

n. 10
Krueger, roberta L., 72 n. 119

Laboratores: Women as, 91; mentioned, 
93, 147

La Bruyère: Les Caractères, 91 n. 64
Ladder of speculation, 36, 37–38, 39, 99 

n. 89
Laidlaw, J. C., 3 n. 10, 113
Lancelot, Prose, 108 n. 4, 164
Language (raison): Crude, 11, 56 n. 57, 

69; and reason, 24
Largess (largesse), 23, 151, 162 n. 95
La rochefoucauld, 143, 158
Latin, Christine’s knowledge of, 17 n. 41, 

52, 57
Latini, Brunetto: Tresor, 2, 8, 9, 12, 20, 

22 n. 62, 23, 24 n. 70, 25, 27, 46 
n. 20, 51–52, 56 n. 57, 59 n. 70, 63 
n. 86, 93 n. 69, 148 n. 27, 153, 157 
n. 70, 159 n. 82 ; mentioned, 34
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Latzke, therese, 163
Laurent de Premierfait, 39–40
Lausberg, heinrich, 12–13 n. 24
Leaf in Roman de la rose, 132
Lechat, didier, 59 n. 71
Le fèvre, Jean: Lamentations (Matheolus) 

and Livre de Leesce, 78 n. 3, 91 n. 63
Lefèvre, sylvie, 138 n. 130
Lewis, C. s., 162 n. 96
Liberal arts, 35, 51, 102
Life: active, 91; Contemplative, 91, 93 

n. 70, 102 n. 99, 144
Literary characters: agricol li Bials 

Parliers, 108 n. 4; arnolphe, 89; Belle 
dame sans mercy, 115, 179; Boort, 
108 n. 4; Cousin of the duc des vrais 
amants, male, 134; dame and damoi-
selle in the Cent balades, 112, 114, 
115, 116; dame de la tour Landry, 
135 n. 109; damsel in Meliador, 178–
79; duke (duc des vrais amants), 
109–10, 129–36, 175; gauvain, 163 
n. 98; griselda, 94; herdsman in 
Yvain, 91 n. 64; hermondine, 132 
n. 103; Lady and lover in Cent 
ballades d’amant et de dame, 138–39 ; 
Lancelot, 163 n. 98, 164; Laudine, 93; 
Lorete, 57, 112, 137; Lunete, 93; 
marote, 57, 58, 137, 140; meliador, 
132 n. 103; Pandarus, 134 n. 107; 
Perceval, 163 n. 98; Prince in 
Pastoure, 137, 140; Princess in Duc 
des vrais amants, 109 n. 8, 130–36; 
sebile de monthault, 95, 110, 111, 
112, 124, 126, 127, 129 n. 93, 132, 
134–36, 137, 139, 174, 175

Love: Chivalric (Courtly, ideal, noble, 
Pure, amor sapiens, fin’amour), 3, 75, 
77, 107, 109, 110, 112, 113, 114, 117, 
119, 124, 126–27, 128–29, 130, 136, 
138, 141, 171, 174, 175, 177; 
description and definition of, 26; 
incestuous, 66 n. 100, 102, 129 n. 93; 
and opinions, 68, 107–41; and 
misogyny, 80, 107, 124; foolish (amor 
stultus), 85 n. 36, 121, 128, 129, 138; 
and valor or prowess, 92 n. 67, 108–
11, 124, 130, 134, 135, 136, 175; 
mutability or instability of, 107–08, 

111, 125, 139; and virtue, 108, 119; as 
amor purus, 109, 132; and abstinence 
(continence), 91, 109, 110, 125; 
extramarital, 112–17, 119, 124, 125; 
unequal (amour disproportionné), 111 
n. 13, 137; new, 113 n. 26, 114, 115–
16, 125; Carnal, 117; Conjugal, 117, 
125 n. 73, 128, 129; Varieties of, 127–
29; young, 128, 129; Lancelot’s, 164. 
See also historical persons and 
characters: du guesclin, Bertrand, as 
lover and Jean de Werchin as lover

Lust (luxure), 2, 9, 39, 68, 69, 86, 109, 
174

Lyric: sequence or cycles, 112–13, 114–
15, 116, 139, 175; insertions, 113, 126

machaut, guillaume de: Remede de 
Fortune, 109 n. 8, 118, 131 n. 100, 
177; Jugement dou roy de Behaigne 
and Jugement dou roy de Navarre, 
176–77; Voir-dit, 179; mentioned: 128 
n. 90

macrobius, 18 n. 47
magnanimity, 85 n. 39
majesty and ceremony, 162
manicheism, 45
mann, thomas: Doktor Faustus, viii
manuscript: of Christine’s writings, 3 

n. 10,18 n. 48, 67 n. 103, 110 n. 12, 
156 n. 68; illustrations of Roman de la 
rose, 9 n. 10; London BL royal 20  
d.i., 57; Paris Bnf fr. 301, 57 n. 65; 
of Jean Le fèvre’s works, 91 n. 63; 
ex-Phillipps, 169; mentioned, 176

marchello-nizia, Christiane, 143 n. 5
marcus, sharon, 53–54
marie de france: Prologue to Lais, 73; 

mentioned, 128, 139 n. 134
marriage: happy, and fortune, 67–68, 

171; and love (affectio coniugalis), 
108, 111, 128–29; Christine’s, 48 
n. 27, 112, 125 n. 73, 141, 171; for 
mal-mariées, 128

martyrs (martyrdom), 66 n. 100, 101–02
Materia Commentary on horace’s Art of 

Poetry, 53 n. 47
material style, 50
matheolus: Lamentations, 78, 79, 80, 88, 
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135 n. 113, 164, 172; mentioned: 20, 
84, 89, 90 n. 57, 98

matthew of Vendôme: Ars versificatoria, 
40, 54, 55–56, 58–59, 60 n. 77, 63, 67 
n. 106, 164 n. 103

mcLeod, glenda, 46 n. 20, 90 n. 58
mcmunn, meradith t., 9 n. 10
measuring cup of Justice, 89, 90, 104
mechanical arts: and opinion, 40, 44 

n. 10; mentioned, 102
memory (memoire). See Virtues, 

intellectual
messelaar, P. a., 2 n. 3, 20, 29
metamorphosis (gender change), 

Christine’s, 49, 63, 94, 96, 98, 122
meyenberg, regula, 13 n. 24
military activity. See Warfare
minnis, a. J., 17
miracles, 99
mirror: Prudence’s, 36; reason’s, 89–90, 

103; for princes, 155
misandry, 127, 136 n. 121
misogamy, 78
misogyny, 3, 13, 20, 34, 75, 77–106, 107, 

111, 121, 124, 127, 136 n. 121, 146, 
153, 164, 172–73, 177, 178 n. 43, 179

mode (Modus): epideictic, 4, 84–85, 90, 
119
of treating (tractandi), 7, 84–85, 155: 

allegorical or poetic (poeticus), 7, 
50, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 95, 102, 
104, 144, 173, 174; of definition 
(diffinitivus), 7, 155, 160; of 
demonstrative logic (probativus vel 
improbativus), 7, 83; descriptive 
(descriptivus), 7, 155, 160–61; 
digressive (digressivus), 7; fictional 
(fictivus), 7; metaphorical 
(transumptivus), 7; of supporting 
examples (exemplorum positivus), 
7, 83

debate, 9, 50; Ovidian, 13; of satire, 
13 n. 31; hortatory, 90–91; 
invective, 119; of the treatise 
(tractatus), 155, 163. See also 
treatise

molière: Ecole des femmes and Femmes 
savantes, 89; La Critique de l’Ecole 
des femmes and L’Impromptu de 

Versailles, 89 n. 51
molinet, Jean, 117 n. 40
Mollesse (mous), 2, 122 n. 58
montaigne: Essais, 41, 48 n. 26; 

mentioned, 4, 170
morse, ruth, 17–18
Mouvoir opinions, 12, 14, 33, 41
mühlethaler, Jean-Claude, 29 n. 85
Mutatis mutandis and reading, 72–73
mythological and legendary characters: 

adonis, 116; alcyone, 95 n. 79; 
amazons, 53 n. 46, 102 n. 99; 
arachne, 84 n. 33; Briseida, 56 n. 55, 
65, 66, 69, 84, 98, 110, 111, 162 
n. 98; Cassandra, 56; Ceres, 65; Ceyx, 
95 n. 79; dido, 65, 66, 69, 84, 91, 
102, 162 n. 98; echo, 113 n. 26; 
hector, 36; helen, 56, 57–58, 59, 84 
n. 32; hero, 117 n. 38; isis, 65 n. 95; 
Jason, 66, 111; Juno, 116; Jupiter, 116 
n. 35; Leander, 117 n. 38; mars, 116; 
medea, 65, 66, 84, 91, 102, 162 n. 98; 
minerva (Pallas), 35 n. 110, 47 n. 23, 
65; morpheus, 114; narcissus, 113 
n. 26, 129; Oenone (Cenona), 56–58; 
Orpheus, 136; Othea, 36, 47 n. 23; 
Paris, 56, 57, 84 n. 32; Penthesilea, 47 
n. 23; Pygmalion, 28; saturn, 11 n. 18; 
sibyl, 19 n. 51, 34, 37, 38, 45 n. 10, 
70, 85 n. 39, 135, 156; thisbe, 162 
n. 98; tiresias, 95; ulysses, 95; Venus, 
65, 116; yplis, 95

nagel, sylvia, 50, 75 n. 129, 146
Narcisus, 113 n. 26
necromancy, 66, 102
nicolas de Clamanges, vii
nicopolis, Battle of, 115, 116, 147, 177
nobility: inherited and virtuous, 4, 92–

93, 157, 165; Complexion of, 91 
n. 64; Christine’s, 156, 157 n. 71; 
Charles V’s, 155, 160, 163, 164

‘Oiseuse,’ 121, 174
Ombre, 1, 43–44, 104
Opinion (opinio, opinor): scholarly, on 

Christine, viii n. 7, 4–5; in Latin, 2 
n. 5; definition of, 8, 41, 156; false, 
16, 19, 92 n. 67; subjective, 31, 67; 
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and god, 45; Kinds of, 75–76, 151; 
error and correction of, 74, 90; 
foolish, 135; reader’s, 138, 139–40

Orator (orator): ideal, 12–13, 99; Woman 
as, 91; mentioned, 91, 147

Oratory, demonstrative, judicial, and 
deliberative, 153

Order: in character and conduct, 160–62; 
in government and governance, 160–
66; and ceremony, 162

Ordo artificialis, 115, 148 n. 27
Oton de grandson, 175
Ouy, gilbert, 152 n. 42
Ovid: Heroides, 56–58; Ars amatoria, 

85, 88; mentioned, 54, 58, 60, 62, 89, 
96

Oxymoron, 143

Paden, William d., 138 n. 130
Panegyric: and invective, 69, 155; as 

model, 153. See also epideixis
Paradise, 39
Paradox, 79 n. 7, 172, 174
Parussa, gabriella, 65, 155 n. 56
Pascal, Blaise: Pensées, 99 n. 90, 158
Passion: of femme passionnée, 3, 143; 

mentioned, 3, 121, 129–30, 138–39
Patience, 94, 105
Patron, 66–67, 123, 152, 175–76
Patterson, Lee, viii
Pedestal, moral, 92–93
Pen (calamus), 36, 70
Personification: of Opinion, 3, 43; names 

of, 40, 47 n. 23, 49; of king, 161
Personifications and types: ami, 134, 

141; avis, maistre, 152; Bel acueil, 
64 n. 93, 123, 132; Bigamist, 78, 88; 
Chaos, 39, 44, 47, 70–71, 153; 
Chastity, 9, 56, 91 n. 66; Chivalry 
(Chevalerie), 131 n. 102, 132; deduit, 
129; désir de savoir, 45, 156; 
eloquence theologienne, 33, 34, 99; 
envy (envie), 48; fama, 8; faux 
semblant, 13 n. 29, 43 n. 4, 44 n. 8, 
96, 146 n. 18; fol amoureux (amant), 
11, 25–26, 27, 61, 62, 121, 122, 123, 
127, 129–30, 132, 150 n. 35; fortune, 
15, 16, 19–20, 47 n. 23, 60 n. 77, 67, 
74, 90, 116, 148, 149, 165; france 

(Libera), 47, 70–71, 81 ns. 19 and 24, 
149 n. 32, 150 n. 33; fraude, 13 n. 29, 
44 n. 8; genius, 39, 121 n. 56; 
hearing, 35–36; honte, 9; ignorance, 
45, 48, 156; imagination, 36, 37, 39; 
Jealous husband, 141; Justice, 75 
n. 129, 82, 89, 99, 104–05, 164, 171; 
Justice Canonique, 9; Knighthood 
(Chevalerie), 53, 143, 145, 150, 151; 
Love, god of, 129, 130; Loyalty, 123 
n. 62; Lust, 131 n. 102, 132; 
malebouche, 134; nature, 21, 27, 38, 
39 n. 120, 44 n. 8, 60, 63, 71, 77, 92 
n. 69, 101, 116, 119, 149, 154, 164, 
165; nobility (noblesse), 53, 143, 
150, 151, 165 n. 106; Opinion, vii, 1, 
2, 3, 7–8, 15, 18–19, 26 n. 74, 30, 32, 
34, 40, 42–49, 65 n. 98, 68, 71, 74, 
90, 104, 156, 168, 169, 178 n. 41, 179 
n. 47; Paour (fear), 9, 91 n. 66; 
Philosophy (theology, sapience, 
serenité), 3, 15, 18–19, 22, 30, 32, 
33, 46–48, 49, 61, 68, 71, 74, 82, 105 
n. 112, 106, 117, 118, 166 n. 110, 
171; Prudence (minerva, Phronesis, 
sapientia, sophia), 35–36, 38, 47 
n. 23, 94, 99, 102 n. 99; Prudence 
mondaine, 102 n. 99; reason 
(raison), 3–4, 9, 11 n. 18, 25–26, 29, 
35, 36, 40, 56 n. 57, 61, 69, 75 
n. 129, 81–82, 83, 85 n. 36, 92 n. 69, 
99–104, 105, 121, 123, 124 n. 68, 
135, 143, 149–52, 155, 156, 163, 164, 
171; rectitude (droiture), 75 n. 129, 
82, 89, 99, 103–04, 105, 164; ribaud 
(the Vieille’s lover), 122; terre 
(terra), 70, 149; Vieille (Vetula 
insipiens), 87, 121–23, 134–35, 136, 
141; Vetulus insipiens, 121, 122; 
Wealth (richesse), 53, 143, 150, 151, 
152; Wife, Jealous husband’s, 141; 
Wisdom (sagesse), 52–53, 81, 143, 
145, 150–51

Petrarch, 9 n. 10, 84, 102 n. 97
Philosophies (Philosophers), errors of, 

19, 22, 28, 32, 45
Pierre de la Cépède: Paris et Vienne, 170 

n. 6
Pilgrimage, Christine’s, 70
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Pinet, marie-Josèphe, 80 n. 15
Plague in machaut’s Jugement Navarre, 

177
Planctus: Naturae and Terrae, 149; 

Liberae (Franciae), 149 n. 32; 
mentioned, 149 n. 32

Plumb line, rectitude’s, 89, 90
Poet: and prophet, 36, 38; Christine as, 37
Poetry: subtle, 27, 72; Courtly, 34; and 

allegory, 95
Poirion, daniel, 68, 124
Pregnancy, 93, 146 n. 18
Presumption (cuidier, oultrecuidance), 2, 

15, 16, 31, 32, 47, 49, 79, 111, 135, 
150 n. 33

Pride: as mockery of the gods, 98–99; 
noble’s, as false opinion, 99, 157; as 
vainglory, 170

Prophecy and france, 167
Prophet: in alain de Lille’s 

Anticlaudianus, 35–36, 70; women as, 
103, 135

Prostitution, 122, 126, 140
Providence, 148, 149, 166–67, 171
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rape, 53–54, 55, 56, 57–58, 64, 68, 97, 
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against authority, 79, 99; in france, 
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Recreantise, 110, 131 n. 102, 136, 175
rectitude as virtue, 106
relics, 99
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30, 33–34, 48, 49, 75, 98, 105, 122, 
170; as faith, 34, 47, 79, 170; 
mentioned, 148, 166

rené d’anjou: Cuers d’amours espris, 
113 n. 25

reno, Christine, 28 n. 83, 34–35, 45 
n. 16, 70 n. 116, 71–72, 152 n. 42

renown, Christine’s, 156, 179 n. 47
rent robe, Philosophy’s, 18–19, 71
repetitiveness of misogyny, 79 n. 6
retention (Retentive). See Virtues, 

intellectual
retraction, Jean de meun’s, 13 n. 30
rhetoric (Rethorique): art of, 3, 10–13, 

24–25, 27, 34, 46, 50, 99; 
deliberative, 50; of love, 69, 127; of 
courtship and seduction, 176

richards, earl Jeffrey, 80, 86 n. 40, 146 
n. 16

robertson, d. W., Jr., 55, 61, 62 n. 85
role: gender, 96, 173; playing, 176
romancers, 115
Roman de la rose: Opinions on, viii, 33, 

39, 64, 69, 79, 103, 117, 119–24, 127, 
136, 146 n. 17; as compilation, 16; 
and integuments, 27; and audience, 
46 n. 17; and misogyny, 79, 80; and 
fear, 91 n. 66; mentioned, 68, 88, 109, 
118, 128, 129–30, 133, 139 n. 134, 
140–41, 149–50, 152, 164–65, 170 
n. 6, 171. See also debate, guillaume 
de Lorris, and Jean de meun

rose: White and red, 39; in Roman de la 
rose, 129–30, 132

rossiaud, Jacques, 87 n. 46, 126, 140
rousseau, Jean-Jacques: Confessions, 52; 
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116 n. 32

schism, vii, 71, 98, 147, 148
schnell, rüdiger, 101, 105
scholar, Christine as, 171
school of thought and opinion, 43, 44– 

45
script, 53–54, 97, 156
scripture. See Bible
seduction. See deception
self-correction and opinion, 74–76
self-interest, 3, 4, 75, 77, 141, 143–48, 

149, 150, 152, 153, 170; enlightened, 
4, 76, 141, 143, 145, 148, 152, 154, 
163, 165

semantic range of ideas and words, 2, 30 
n. 86, 43 n. 4, 47 n. 23

semple, Benjamin, 43, 68 n. 108
Sensus communis, 142 n. 2
Sentement: Vray, 3, 33, 34, 35, 48, 78, 

80, 86, 92, 94–98, 101, 105, 124, 154, 
167, 179; Personal (de sentement): 34–
35, 79–80, 118, 154, 156, 172, 177; 
homosexual’s, 86; misogynist’s, 86–
90; Virtuous, 86; and self-knowledge, 
87–88, 89–90, 101; and conscience, 
92; of others (d’autrui), 95, 97, 138; 
and allegory, 96; and experience, 118; 
mentioned, 80, 97
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Seulete, 171–72, 179
seznek, Jean, 65
shapley, C. s., 176
shipwreck, vii, 96, 122
sicily, description of, 63–64, 68
sin, Original, 19, 23, 83, 84 n. 30
sincerity of love, 80, 111, 118, 123, 127–

28, 138; mentioned, 176
slander (médisance) and love, 68, 122 

n. 61, 125, 135. See also gossip
slut, 125
sobriety of women, 91, 92
social status: as hierarchy, 73, 91–93, 

100, 105–06, 114, 145, 146, 164, 165, 
167, 175, 179–80; and virtue, 92–93; 
and misogyny, 106; and choice of 
wife, 111

Solempne, 162 n. 96
solente, s., 12 n. 24, 156 n. 68, 162
solomon: Proverbs, 95 n. 77
sovereignty of Charles V, 154
speculation: in philosophy, 33, 45; 

theological, 34; and visions, 36; 
Christine’s 38, 40. See also Ladder of 
speculation

stäblein-harris, Patricia, 117 n. 40
stakel, susan, 13 n. 28
stand-up comedy, 176
stereotype. See invention of 

commonplaces
stierle, Karlheinz, 14 n. 34
strubel, armand, 169 n. 3
style (stille), Christine’s, 27, 50
subject: Poetic, 174, 175–76; 

fragmentation of, 175; 
autobiographical and fictitious, 176

subjectivity: and truth, 4, 75; in debate, 
31; and Christine’s love poems, 80; 
and opinion, 169–80; Christine’s, 
172–74

subtlety (soutilleté): and rhetoric, 24–25, 
27; in poetry, 27–30, 84 n. 30

sufficiency (souffisance), 49, 109 n. 8
suicide, 117 n. 38
Surplus de san, 73
suspicion and distrust in love, 110, 

138–39
sydney, sir Philip, 164 n. 105
synecdoche, 144

tarnowski, andrea, 73–74
taste and judgment, 14
theologians, 17, 99
thesis. See hypothesis and thesis
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47, 176
three-part division, 137 n. 124, 154–55, 

160, 163, 164, 167
topos (topoi). See invention
tower, reason’s, 3–4, 150, 152
Translatio: studii, 51, 100; of chevalerie 
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memorabilia, 158

Van der helm, José, 54 n. 48
Varty, Kenneth, 112
Vergil, 17
Vices. See array of vices
Villainy: and complexion, 91 n. 64; of 

nobles, 165
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110, 121, 131–32, 135–36
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140–41; by women, 53, 85; among 
french, 70
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n. 44, 77, 85, 91, 94, 95, 102–04, 122 
n. 58, 164 n. 104, 166 n. 109

Virgin: birth, 36; and rape, 55, 56
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91 n. 64; and body, 93 n. 72; Physical 
and moral, 102–03; and love, 107–08; 
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26, 48 n. 26, 61, 63, 76 n. 132, 82, 83, 
100, 116, 162, 173, 179; discretion 
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n. 26, 61, 63, 74, 76 n. 132, 82, 83, 85 
n. 36, 100, 116, 118, 120, 152, 162, 
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21, 23, 26, 61, 63, 83, 100, 154, 173; 
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26, 61, 83, 173; and circonspection, 
23; mentioned: 20–24, 25, 30, 42, 82–
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Von moos, Peter, 78, 142 n. 2, 155, 159

Wandruszka, nicolai, 126 n. 83
Warfare: and opinion, 40, 44 n. 10, 70; 

Life as, 68
Wheel of fortune, 18 n. 48, 149
White, stephen d., 53 n. 46
Widow (widowhood), 60, 63, 67–68, 69, 

78 n. 3, 80, 89, 90, 94, 98 n. 86, 105, 
112, 115, 116, 117, 118, 122–23, 125, 
126, 135, 138 n. 130, 140–41, 171, 
173, 175

Wife: gontier Col’s, 87 n. 46; Patient, 94; 
Choice of, 111

Willard, Charity Cannon, 44–45, 157
Wisdom (sagece): divine, 92; King’s, 

155, 160, 163, 164
Wittgenstein, Ludwig, ix
Wolf-Bonvin, romaine, 13–14
Woman: natural, 85, 90–94; and men, 85 

n. 39; unnatural, 92, 98; dissolute, 
98

youth: Christine’s, 98 n. 85; education 
of, 105; in gradus aetatum, 119–21

zink, michel, vii, 4, 79 n. 7, 151 n. 37, 
169 n. 1, 172–74, 178 n. 42

zühlke, Bärbel, 51–52
zumthor, Paul, 20, 30 n. 86, 51, 178 n. 42
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